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Abstract

Thesis
The aim of the thesis is to examine the features that are characteristic of the
genre of war fiction and draw conclusions about their significance and literary
purpose. After a discussion about the changes in the form of war novels from
the Napoleonic to the Vietnam wars, the study analyses eight novels in terms
of the key features of their use of focalisation, physical setting and narrative
speed. In order to do this it proposes a development of Genette’s concept of
narrative speed and a graphic technique to reveal underlying structural
patterns. From this analysis it identifies two fundamental types of war novel,
of which the chosen eight are variations: type A which focuses
overwhelmingly on the battlefront and is characteristic of the realist combat
novel, and type B which places the war story within a wider social context in
a hybrid structure embracing other genres.

Creative work
Following from the thesis, the creative work comprises a type B novel,
Redemption, which examines the experience of Australians in the Vietnam
War. It focuses on the twelve-month period between mid-1967 and mid-1968,
culminating in the climactic events of the Tet and Mini Tet offensives as
experienced by two groups of Australians, a civilian medical team based in
the hospital at Bien Hoa, and an infantry unit caught up in the Battle of Coral.
The Vietnamese experiences form the middle section of the novel, framed by
accounts of the characters’ lives in the Sydney region before and after these
events and coming to a conclusion in the rising tide of anti-war sentiment in
the city. The form of the novel grows out of the theoretical work of the thesis,
which includes an analysis of its structural patterns to compare with those of
the other war novels.
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‘How to write a true war novel’:
A study of the typology and structure of
war novels
Introduction
‘You can tell a true war story by the questions you ask.’
Tim O’Brien, The Things They Carried, p. 83.

This study is a dissertation on the nature of modern war fiction, with an aim to
consider the particular narrative structures needed to represent the Vietnam
War. It attempts to identify some of the features that distinguish war fiction
from other novels, and then to conduct a formal analysis of some key
examples with particular focus on their structure of settings, focalisation and
narrative speed. In the process it will propose a development of some
analytical tools, particularly the use of structural diagrams and the formulation
of narrative speed. It concludes with a hypothesis for a contemporary
Australian war novel of the Vietnam War.
The subject of war is so fraught with anguish and controversy, and its
nature so far removed from normal experience, that its literature occupies a
special place in the canon of narrative fiction. In her introduction to The
Cambridge Companion to War Writing, Kate McLoughlin (2009, p. 1) refers to
this unique character of war literature, and argues that it is ‘vital that
techniques and tools are found to represent war accurately’, and proposes
that ‘the study of war writing is a source of enhanced literary insight’.
McLoughlin has gone on to argue (2011, p. 9) that ‘war, as a subject, is the
greatest test of a writer’s skills of evocation’, being ‘huge in scale,
devastating in impact and encompassing of human behaviour in its greatest
trials and intimacies’.
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All wars are different, shaped by the political, economic and technological
circumstances of their time, and literary depictions of those wars also differ
accordingly. But all wars share the same features, of people being placed
into a situation of extreme organised violence. As a writer I am interested in
the ways in which authors have responded to this challenge, and the
narrative forms and devices they have used to represent war. Three features
of war narratives appear to me particularly striking, and I will focus my
analyses on these. Firstly, McLoughlin has drawn attention to the importance
of setting, between battleground and pastoral, and by extension I distinguish
between battleground, home and a middle base zone of rest and recovery.
Secondly, the question of who tells the story is particularly loaded in war
fiction, with sharp contrasts between the participants: officers and conscripts,
soldiers and civilians, male and female. Accordingly I am interested in the
question of focalisation. Thirdly, the war story often moves between closely
observed violent action on the war front and slower passages in the home
and base zones, and I am interested in patterns of variations of narrative
speed in war fiction.
To carry out this analysis, I will use structural narratology to explore the
form of war novels and will perform close readings of war novels with an
emphasis on setting, focalisation and tempo in particular. Regarding the last
of these features I draw upon the investigations of Gérard Genette into
narrative speed. I will use graphic diagrams to clarify the distinctive
underlying patterns in the novels analysed. From this investigation I will
demonstrate two basic war novel types and apply the same methodology to
analyse my own creative work.
The study is set in three chapters:
Chapter 1, The Development of War Fiction from Tolstoy to O’Brien,
examines some important features of the development of war fiction from the
representation of the Napoleonic Wars of the nineteenth century through the
First and Second World Wars to the Vietnam War of the twentieth. Its theme
is the notion of ‘truth’ in war fiction. It concludes with a discussion of the
difference between novels focusing almost entirely on the battlefield
2

experience of soldiers, and those which combine the war story with other
genres to create a hybrid narrative.
Chapter 2, A Structural Analysis of War Fiction, presents a comparative
formal analysis of eight twentieth-century war novels, three of the First World
War (Remarque, Sassoon and Young), one of the Second World War
(McEwan) and four of the Vietnam War (Nagle, Webb, O’Brien and Koch).
Four of these were written by authors who themselves were combatants
writing soon after their experiences, one by a combatant writing almost thirty
years later, and three by non-combatants writing long after the events took
place. The analyses explore the patterns of settings, narrative speed and
focalisation in these novels and conclude by identifying two fundamental
types of narrative structure of which the eight analysed novels are variants.
Chapter 3, Towards a Contemporary Australian Vietnam War Novel, then
explores how these analyses could be applied to the problem of writing a
contemporary war novel of the Australian experience in the Vietnam War. It
demonstrates how one of the two basic types could be adapted to the
particular circumstances of Australian participants both civilian and military,
and summarises a novel, Redemption, which forms the creative work.
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Chapter 1
The Development of War Fiction from Tolstoy
to O’Brien

In this chapter I shall examine the innovations and developments in war
fiction through four major conflicts. Stendhal and Tolstoy’s portrayal of the
Napoleonic wars develop the techniques of realism to represent the shocking
experience of battle. In terms of setting, they exploit the stark contrast
between battlefield and pastoral, while Tolstoy experiments with the contrast
of different focalisations. With the First World War there is a marked shift of
emphasis to the autobiographical first-person voice, a development of
settings to three distinct zones of battlefield, base and home, and a focus on
the ‘melting pot platoon’ as a dramatic unit with which to observe the impact
of war on individuals. These features persist in the Second World War
writing, with Mailer experimenting with multiple forms of focalisation. Finally,
in the Vietnam War novels, the continuing drive for realism is spurred by the
reportage techniques of the New Journalism along with the juxtaposition of
new narrative forms, notably in the work of O’Brien. I shall also consider
hybrid war novels which combine war fiction with other genres and
investigate how this changes the nature of the war narrative.
From this historical survey I identify the development of some key
features of war fiction: the relationship of war and space, the emphasis on
techniques of realism, and the use of different patterns of focalisation. I do
this with close reading to discover the uses of perspective, narratorial voice,
tense and pace.

1.1. The Napoleonic Wars
The Napoleonic Wars raged across Europe from 1803 to 1815 and from
Lisbon in the west to Moscow in the east. Although they were finally brought
to an end by the Battle of Waterloo, the most decisive event of the wars was
4

arguably Napoleon’s invasion of Russia in 1812 and the subsequent
decimation of his Grande Armée in the retreat from Moscow. Two nineteenthcentury authors who wrote novels covering these events were Stendhal and
Leo Tolstoy. Though neither was present at the battles they describe, both
had experienced warfare as soldiers in, respectively, the French and Russian
armies, and so were well qualified to write of the reality of warfare at that
time. Stendhal was a veteran of several campaigns and was himself a
survivor of the terrible retreat from Moscow, while Tolstoy enlisted in the
Russian army in the 1850s, and in November 1854 was sent to Sevastopol in
the Ukraine. There he served in the Crimean War until August 1855, during
the Siege of Sevastopol by the French, British and Ottoman forces. Later in
that year he published his Sevastopol Sketches based upon his experiences
there. Its sentiments might stand as a manifesto for all war writing:
The white flags have been hauled in, and again the weapons of death
and suffering are shrieking; again innocent blood is shed, and the
groans and curses are audible…
Where is the expression of evil which should be avoided? Where
is the expression of good which should be imitated in this sketch?
Who is the villain, who the hero? All are good, and all are evil…
The hero of my tale, whom I love with all the strength of my soul,
whom I have tried to set forth in all his beauty, and who has always
been, is, and always will be most beautiful, is – the truth. (Tolstoy
1986, pp. 120-122)

Tolstoy used his experiences at Sevastopol in trying to create as truthfully as
possible the battle scenes in War and Peace, and in particular to portray the
atmosphere of random, chaotic violence in modern warfare where
combatants fall with terrible wounds from musket or cannon shot fired from
who knows where. In Book Ten, Pierre, a civilian, decides to join the Russian
army to defend Moscow against the French. He has little idea of war and his
motives are naïve and idealistic:
He now experienced a glad consciousness that everything that
constitutes men’s happiness – the comforts of life, wealth, even life
itself – is rubbish it is pleasant to throw away, compared with
something… With what? Pierre could not say, and he did not try to
determine for whom and for what he felt such particular delight in
sacrificing everything. He was not occupied with the question of what
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to sacrifice for, the fact of sacrificing in itself afforded him a new and
joyous sensation. (Tolstoy 1993, pp. 596-597)

Wearing a white hat, he sets out on the morning of the seventh to view the
battlefield from a hilltop, giving us a panoramic introduction to the scene,
presented as delightfully picturesque:
the brilliant sun appeared and magically coloured and outlined
everything. The smoke of the guns mingled with this mist, and over
the whole expanse and through that mist the rays of the morning sun
were reflected… (Tolstoy 1993, p. 625)

Wanting to take part in the action, he then rides down to try to join the
cavalry, and, a poor horseman, becomes hopelessly entangled with
regiments of infantry moving into position. He decides to retire to another
hilltop, Raevski’s Redoubt, where he thinks he will be out of the way and get
a good view, unaware that the position is regarded by Napoleon as the key to
the battle. Up there he finds trenches dug by Russian artillerymen setting up
their cannon. They are suspicious of him at first, then tolerate him as a figure
of fun. So far the atmosphere is mildly confused and rather comic as we
witness Pierre’s bumbling progress. As the battle intensifies the jocular mood
continues despite the horror that unfolds:
By ten o’clock some twenty men had already been carried away from
the battery; two guns were smashed and cannon-balls fell more and
more frequently on the battery; and spent bullets buzzed and whistled
around. But the men in the battery seemed not to notice this, and
merry voices and jokes were heard on all sides.
‘A live one!’ shouted a man as a whistling shell approached.
‘Not this way! To the infantry!' added another with loud laughter,
seeing the shell fly past and fall into the ranks of the supports.
(Tolstoy 1993, p. 629)

Finally, as the men run out of ammunition, Pierre volunteers to go for more
and is caught in a shell blast and knocked unconscious. Recovering, he
returns to the knoll to find a scene of devastation.
There were many dead whom he did not know, but some he
recognized. The young officer still sat in the same way bent double, in
a pool of blood at the edge of the earth wall. The red-faced man was
still twitching, but they did not carry him away. (Tolstoy 1993, p. 632)
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The mood of the writing has changed. From cheerful ignorance Pierre has
moved on to a terrible reality, and the text has changed with him, from ‘Pierre
looked at the scene before him, spellbound by its beauty’ (Tolstoy 1993, p.
625) to ‘the roar of cannon and musketry did not diminish, but even
increased to desperation like a man who, straining himself, shrieks with all
his remaining strength’ (Tolstoy 1993, p. 632). By this shift in tone Tolstoy
has confronted us with the incompatibility of the two settings, pastoral and
battleground.
The next two chapters are seen from Napoleon’s perspective, watching
the battle unfold from another hilltop. As the day progresses the reports that
he relies on to direct the French forces become more and more unreliable as
they are overtaken by sudden changes on the ground. Napoleon’s orders
becoming increasingly irrelevant and are ignored. Things appear to be going
badly, and from all sides he is faced with appeals for reinforcements. He
becomes confused and despairing:
He could not stop what was going on before him and around him and
was supposed to be directed by him and depend on him, and from its
lack of success this affair, for the first time, seemed to him
unnecessary and horrible. (Tolstoy 1993, p. 637)

The repetition (before him… around him… by him… on him) beats like a
drum. As the army flounders, so Napoleon despairs and turns in on himself:
Yes, it was like a dream in which a man fancies that a ruffian is
coming to attack him, and he raises his arm to strike that ruffian a
terrible blow which he knows should annihilate him, but then feels that
his arm drops powerless and limp like a rag, and the horror of
unavoidable destruction seizes him in his helplessness. (Tolstoy
1993, p. 636)

In this mood of introspection we lose touch of time and the scene becomes
increasingly confused, the sense of the narrative as a logical progression of
events evaporating along with Napoleon’s confidence.
A third view of the battle is provided from the perspective of Prince
Andrew. Unlike Pierre he is an experienced soldier, having been wounded in
Book One fighting against the French at the disastrous Battle of Austerlitz
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seven years before. Now, leading a regiment of cavalry, he is ordered to
move forward and then wait in a field within range of the French guns,
on which an intense, concentrated fire from several hundred enemy
guns was directed between one and two o’clock.
Without moving from that spot or firing a single shot the regiment
here lost another third of its men…
With each fresh blow less and less chance of life remained for
those not killed. (Tolstoy 1993, p. 640)

Finally a shell lands close to Prince Andrew and explodes, wounding him
horribly:
‘Ah God! My God! What is it? The stomach? That means death! My
God!’ voices among the officers were heard saying. (Tolstoy 1993, p.
641)

Thus, from three focalisations and three very different versions of what was
taking place, we gain a powerful sense of the chaotic nature of the battle, the
helplessness of those taking part, and the randomness of the fate that
overtakes each man. Tolstoy’s insight here into the essential character of
modern warfare is one that runs consistently through the war literature that
was to follow.
Though Tolstoy didn’t participate in Napoleon’s invasion of Russia of
1812, Stendhal did, and witnessed the burning of Moscow, and was present
the following year at the Battle of Bautzen. Like Tolstoy, he used those
experiences to describe the final Napoleonic battle, the Battle of Waterloo, in
his novel The Charterhouse of Parma (1839). We see the action through the
eyes of a seventeen-year-old youth, Fabrizio, who determines to join a
regiment in Napoleon’s army and stumbles through the battle in a manner
similar to Pierre at Borodino, in a mixture of farce and carnage. He joins a
cantinière, a woman attached to the regiment to run the catering, who
confronts him with his first corpse:
‘Come nearer,’ the cantinière ordered him, ‘get off your horse, you’ll
have to get accustomed to them; look,’ she cried, ‘he’s stopped one in
the head.’
A bullet, entering on one side of the nose, had gone out at the
opposite temple, and disfigured the corpse in a hideous fashion. It lay
with one eye still open.
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‘Get off your horse then, lad,’ said the cantinière, ‘and give him a
shake of the hand to see if he’ll return it.’ (Stendhal 1992, p. 41)

Later he joins a corporal and his small group of men to ambush some
Prussian cavalry:
Fabrizio was supremely happy. ‘Now I’m going to do some real
fighting,’ he said to himself, ‘and kill one of the enemy.’
… He kept the trooper carefully sighted with his musket and finally
pressed the trigger: the trooper fell from his horse. Our hero imagined
he was stalking game: he ran joyfully out to collect his bag. He was
actually touching the man, who appeared to him to be dying, when,
with incredible speed, two Prussian troopers charged down on him to
sabre him. (Stendhal 1992, p. 56)

Thus reality overtakes Fabrizio's fanciful idea of war. Continuing his chaotic
adventure, ‘our hero’ survives the day and is finally wounded that night by
hussars of his own side. Neither he nor the reader have any comprehension
of the overall pattern of events, and at one point he asks a sergeant, ‘But is
this a real battle?’ (Stendhal 1992, p. 48).
If these nineteenth-century war stories appear to share some common
features, we might look at them more closely and consider the distinctive
ways in which they are expressed – their formal and descriptive elements.
Perhaps their most dominant feature is the sense of the battlefield as a place
outside all normal experience, a unique world in which chaotic and violent
events take place. This alien nature of the battlefield is emphasised by its
contrast with normal places, and especially tranquil pastoral settings.
Fabrizio’s first encounter with a corpse takes place on
A side road that ran through the fields… The road… was nothing
more than a bridle path through the grass. Fabrizio had not gone five
hundred yards when his nag stopped short: it was a corpse, lying
across the path, which terrified horse and rider alike. (Stendhal 1992,
p. 41)

At Borodino, Prince Andrew, waiting with his men in the oat field as the
enemy artillery pours fire on them,
walked in the meadow, dragging his feet, rustling the grass… he
stripped the flowers from the wormwood that grew along a boundary
rut, rubbed them in his palms, and smelt their pungent sweetly bitter
scent.
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Then an explosive shell lands in front of him.
‘Can this be death?’ thought Prince Andrew, looking with a quite new,
envious glance at the grass, the wormwood, and the streamlet of
smoke that curled up from the rotating black ball. (Tolstoy 1993, p.
641)

Kate McLoughlin (2011, p. 83) has drawn attention to the special relationship
between war and space:
War is fought over and in space, it alters irrevocably the space on and
within which it occurs… This is the war zone. In War and Peace, it
features recurrently, defined by ‘that terrible dividing line of
uncertainty and fear’, ‘this invisible line’.

McLoughlin cites the acute contrast between the war zone and pastoral
tranquillity discussed in Paul Fussell’s The Great War and Modern Memory:
If the opposite of war is peace, the opposite of experiencing moments
of war is proposing moments of pastoral. Since war takes place
outdoors and always within nature, its symbolic status is that of the
ultimate anti-pastoral… When H.M. Tomlinson asks, ‘What has the
rathe primrose to do with rags and bones on barbed wire?’ we must
answer, ‘Everything.’ (Fussell 1975, p. 96)

The contrast of language and imagery between the war zone and pastoral is
thus one of the most powerful ways in which the alienation of the former is
expressed.
The strangeness of the battlefield is also emphasised by the innocence
and incompetence of someone from the ‘normal’ world stumbling into the war
zone. Both Stendhal and Tolstoy use the focalisation of such an innocent –
Fabrizio and Pierre – to make the point. Both also begin the morning of the
battle in the same way, by having the novice so deeply asleep that he has to
be roused awake to go after the other soldiers who have already left. Both
men seem protected by their innocence, and at first don’t seem to grasp the
seriousness of their situation.
A shell tore up the earth two paces from Pierre and he looked around
with a smile as he brushed from his clothes some earth it had thrown
up.
‘And how’s it you’re not afraid, sir, really now?’ a red-faced broadshouldered soldier asked Pierre, with a grin that disclosed a set of
sound, white teeth.
‘Are you afraid, then?’ said Pierre.
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‘What else do you expect?’ answered the soldier. ‘She has no
mercy, you know! When she comes spluttering down, out go your
innards. One can’t help being afraid,’ he said laughing. (Tolstoy 1993,
p. 628)

By the end of the day, however, Pierre has changed.
Beside himself with terror Pierre jumped up and ran back to the
battery, as to the only refuge from the horrors that surrounded him.
(Tolstoy 1993, p. 631)

Another feature of both novels is the use of esoteric language and
jargon. The world of the battlefield has its own language and technical terms,
and the authenticity of the account is emphasised by their use. The
cannonball that lands two paces from Pierre is to be distinguished from the
‘live one’ and the ‘whistling shell’ that explode, and dragoons distinguished
from chasseurs and hussars. This authenticity is further enhanced by the use
of quotidian details, like Pierre’s white hat or Prince Andrew’s wormwood,
which make the alien surroundings seem more plausible. This is a feature of
what Roland Barthes (1989, p. 141) termed ‘the reality effect’ as when, to use
his example, Flaubert writes that ‘an old piano supported, under a barometer,
a pyramidal heap of boxes and cartons’, details which add nothing to the
story but which enhance the sense of veracity. It is also a feature of the
realist movement in the literature of the nineteenth century, of which both
Stendhal and Tolstoy were central figures. As Robert Louis Stevenson (1883,
p. 642) argued:
In literature… the great change of the past century has been effected
by the admission of detail… For some it signified and expressed a
more ample contemplation of the conditions of man’s life.

The examples of The Charterhouse of Parma and War and Peace
demonstrate how effective this was in satisfying Tolstoy’s demand for ‘the
truth’ in war fiction, and it was further enhanced by a related feature in the
battle scenes in both novels, being the use of close focus. When the shell
explodes in front of Prince Andrew, we sense the authorial view closing in on
the dramatic scene:
’Pick him up, lift him, it’s all the same!’ cried someone.
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They again took him by the shoulders and laid him on the
stretcher.
‘Ah God! My God! What is it? The stomach? That means death!
My God!’ – voices among the officers were heard saying.
’It flew a hair’s breadth past my ear,’ said the adjutant. (Tolstoy
1993, p. 642)

In summary then, we have observed three key features which Tolstoy
and Stendhal have used to represent ‘the truth’ in war fiction: focalisation,
setting, and the use of detail. In terms of focalisation, Stendhal has given us
the model of a single participant through whose eyes we view the whole
story, albeit from a sometimes ironic authorial angle (‘our hero imagined he
was stalking game’). In War and Peace on the other hand, Tolstoy describes
the Battle of Borodino through the focalisation of three different participants:
the outsider Pierre seeing everything with the freshness of innocence, the
veteran Prince Andrew stoically awaiting his fate, and the hugely historic
figure of the Emperor Napoleon observing events spinning out of his control
with an unfamiliar sense of helplessness. As to setting, we are presented
with a stark binary model of the two extremes: idyllic pastoral on the one
hand and life-shattering battleground on the other. And regarding details, the
use of vivid, close-focus detail in both description and reported speech
intensifies the character of mimetic realism which serves Tolstoy’s
overarching purpose, to portray ‘the hero of my tale’ which is ‘the truth’.

1.2. The First World War
With this in mind we may move forward to the war literature of the twentieth
century, and specifically of the First World War of 1914–18. The interval had
seen a great transformation in the European countries in terms of
industrialisation and the development of the machinery of war which was
devastating in its impact. Whereas the Napoleonic Wars roamed widely
across Europe, shaped by mobile cavalry and tactics, the new weapons of
the First World War, in particular the machine gun, barbed wire and modern
artillery, locked the combatants into immobile trenched positions. A major
battleground for this was the Western Front, a narrow ribbon of land some
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700 kilometres long, stretching from the North Sea to the Swiss border,
across which huge armies tried in vain to dislodge each other.
In his history of that war, Tim Travers (1987, p. xvii) asks:
How did it happen that a style of warfare evolved which resulted in
the heavy losses of the First World War? How was it that total
casualties at Verdun and the Somme reached more than 1,750,000,
with 300,000 in the first two weeks of the Somme?

Shocking as those statistics were, he goes on to argue that ‘warfare, and
ideas about warfare, are socially produced and vary with the evolution of
society’ (1987, p. xxii), so that the reality of the Western Front was
substantially shaped by:
an onslaught of plays, memoirs and autobiographies between
the years 1928 and 1930… These and other books (and
parallel war poetry) created what may be called a ‘mud and
blood’ image of the First World War, which stressed the horrors
of the war and the mistakes and/or callousness of generals and
their staff officers. (1987, p. xvii)
In the same vein, Trudi Tate (2009, p. 162) notes that ‘it took some time for
the shocking reality of the worst of the war experience to be known to British
civilians. And that knowledge came, in part, through literature.’ She draws
attention to the impact, for example, of Siegfried Sassoon’s first collection of
war poems in 1917, with its searing images of the war:
When roaring gloom surged inward and you cried,
Groping for friendly hands, and clutched, and died…
That was followed in 1930 by his autobiographical account of his war
experiences in Memoirs of an Infantry Officer. The literature was not confined
to British war writing, nor to the years 1928–30. In 1916, for example, in the
middle of the war, a novel Le Feu (Under Fire) was published by a French
socialist and journalist, Henri Barbusse, based on his experiences as a
stretcher-bearer in the front lines. It won the Prix Goncourt and was quickly
translated into other languages and was, as Tate notes, ‘probably the most
admired book among British servicemen, and by the end of the war had sold
close to 250,000 copies’ (Tate 2009, p. 166). Four years later a German
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veteran, Ernst Jünger, published In Stahlgewittern (Storm of Steel) based on
his experiences as an infantry lieutenant on the Western Front between 1915
and 1918, in the course of which he was wounded fourteen times. And in
1929 perhaps the most famous of the novels of the Great War, All Quiet on
the Western Front (Im Westen nichts Neues) by Erich Maria Remarque, a
former German infantryman, was published. Jünger was unusual in that,
although he did not flinch from describing the war in the most dramatic and
vivid way, he did not despair of the experience, but on the contrary found it
exhilarating:
Grown up in an age of security, we shared a yearning for danger, for
the experience of the extraordinary. We were enraptured by war.
…Trench fighting is the bloodiest, wildest, most brutal of all… Of all
the war’s exciting moments none is so powerful as the meeting of two
storm troop leaders between narrow trench walls. (Jünger 1929)

In other respects, though, these four books are remarkably similar. Unlike
The Charterhouse of Parma and War and Peace, in which the battle scenes
occur within a much wider context, these are all ‘war novels’, in the sense
that the war is the sole and overwhelming focus of the story. Whereas the
Napoleonic novels were both written in the third-person past tense, these
four First World War novels are all written in the first-person, with two using
the present tense (All Quiet on the Western Front and Le Feu). It is as if the
First World War experience was too immediate and intense to allow for the
more detached position of the third-person narrator. The first-person voice
also creates an ambivalence about the real nature of the account. Is it a
memoir of someone who was actually there, or a fiction to imagine someone
who was there? Storm of Steel was the former, with the first edition being a
direct transcription of Jünger’s wartime diaries, then edited by him in later
editions. Memoirs of an Infantry Officer is, from its title, a memoir of
Sassoon’s own experiences, but it is fictionalised at least to the extent that
the names are changed – Siegfried Sassoon becomes George Sherston,
Robert Graves becomes David Cromlech, Bertrand Russell becomes
Thornton Tyrrell, Craiglockhart War Hospital becomes Slateford War
Hospital, and so on. Whether it is further fictionalised beyond that we cannot
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be sure. Both Barbusse and Remarque based their fictions on their real-life
experiences serving on the Western Front, in the latter’s case including
stories and anecdotes he heard from other veterans, but his novel was
criticised on publication ‘because it looks like, but is not, first-hand
experience’ (Murdoch 2015, p. 77). Thus the use of first-person narration in
these First World War accounts serves to further intensify the ‘reality effect’
of the Napoleonic novels by dissolving the boundary between narrator and
participant.
One other point may be made about focalisation in these novels. In War
and Peace Tolstoy provides us with the viewpoint of three very different
participants, Pierre, Napoleon and Prince Andrew, but the First World War
novels offer no such variety. All are seen from the perspective of the
infantryman, and their stories follow a common arc. It begins with induction
and training far from the battlefront, then moves to the front where the
participants are plunged into a rhythm of alternating tedious waiting and
violent action. This may be relieved by home leave, but it then continues until
they are wounded, killed or, in Sassoon’s case, so shell-shocked and
disillusioned that they prefer court martial and possible imprisonment and
execution. The soldiers themselves are aware of the relentless mechanised
character of this process, which leads to an overwhelming sense of fatalism,
as when Sassoon’s character Sherston leaves England to go back to the
front:
As soon as the boat began to move I was aware of a sense of relief. It
was no use worrying about the War now; I was in the Machine
again… (Sassoon 1965, p. 110)

This sense is shared by the soldier’s companions, and the stories are shaped
not only by the singular narrator, but also by his membership of a group, the
squad or platoon. This is particularly true in the case of All Quiet on the
Western Front where Remarque’s central character and narrator, Paul
Bäumer, tells the story of what happened to his group, all recruited from the
same school class. Brian Murdoch (2015, p. 91) comments on the nature of
the journey they share:
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Part of the theme of the book, and one of the structuring devices, is
the gradual attrition, the loss one by one of Bäumer's immediate circle
– we are shown deaths, woundings and desertion of members of the
same group, starting with Kemmerich and ending with Kat. At the
same time, Bäumer makes us aware of the loss of other members of
his school class, and by the final chapter he is left isolated. Most of
the chapters open in the plural wir liegen… wir fahren… wir haben…,
we are based… we are going… we have…, but the keynote of the
final chapter is the first-person singular of the sole survivor.

Remarque presents All Quiet on the Western Front in twelve chapters, a total
of 295 pages, all written with Paul Bäumer’s first-person voice and
focalisation. The twelfth chapter is short, just three pages long, relating Paul’s
isolation and detachment:
It is autumn. There are not many of the old hands left. I am the last of
the seven fellows from our class. (Remarque 1929, p. 193)

Following the end of Chapter 12, however, there is a single untitled page of
just two short paragraphs:
He fell in October 1918, on a day that was so quiet and still on the
whole front, that the army report confined itself to the single sentence:
All quiet on the Western Front.
He had fallen forward and lay on the earth as though sleeping.
Turning him over one saw that he could not have suffered long; his
face had an expression of calm, as though almost glad the end had
come. (Remarque 1929, p. 296)

What Murdoch (2015, p. 92) calls this ‘celebrated and much-criticised shift in
the narrative voice to an externally objective third person’ forms a strange
coda to the book. Who is the narrator, and what is their relationship to the
rest of the text? It sounds at first like a reporter or journalist recounting the
circumstances of that day, but then they seem to be present at the scene,
able to turn Paul’s body over and study his face. It is a curious passage, and
surely reveals the tension between the need to complete the arc of the story
on the one hand and the desire for the impact of the first-person voice on the
other. The story arc demands Paul’s death as its conclusion, which is of
course incompatible with his focalisation.
Symptoms of this conflict can be seen elsewhere in Remarque's novel,
especially in the scenes at the front, where the tension between objective
reportage and the need to communicate the emotional impact on the
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individual becomes quite marked. Here, for example, is the first paragraph
which describes his squad’s move up to the front:
We have to go up on wiring fatigue. The motor lorries roll up after
dark. We climb in. It is a warm evening and the twilight seems like a
canopy under whose shelter we feel drawn together. Even the stingy
Tjaden gives me a cigarette and then a light.
We stand jammed in together, shoulder to shoulder, there is no
room to sit. But we do not expect that. Müller is in a good mood for
once; he is wearing his new boots. (Remarque 1929, p. 51)

Apart from the rather lyrical reference to the twilight seeming like a canopy,
the content is practical and prosaic, realist reportage delivered in short,
uncomplicated, paratactic clauses and sentences. A few pages later,
however, Paul switches to a meditation on the experience of the front in a
passage in which the pastoral has been reduced to its most primeval
essence:
To no man does the earth mean so much as to the soldier. When he
presses himself down upon her long and powerfully, when he buries
his face and his limbs deep in her from the fear of death by shell-fire,
then she is his only friend, his brother, his mother; he stifles his terror
and his cries in her silence and her security; she shelters him and
releases him for ten seconds to live, to run, ten seconds of life;
receives him again and often for ever.
Earth!–Earth!–Earth!
Earth with thy folds, and hollows, and holes, into which a man may
fling himself and crouch down. In the spasm of terror, under the
hailing of annihilation, in the bellowing death of the explosions, O
Earth, thou grantest us the great resisting surge of new-won life.
(Remarque 1929, p. 55)

The narrative movement has changed from summary to pause, as the
narrator switches from objective reportage to the novelistic expression of
subjective experience.
The use of first-person focalisation adds a level of intensity to these
examples of First World War writing which recalls another aspect of the
classic realist novel, one much admired by Henry James: ‘For Henry James,
“intensity” was “the grace to which the enlightened story-teller will at any
time, for his interest, sacrifice if need be all other graces whatever”’ (Booth,
1961, p. 318). This is further reinforced by the inclusion of details that seem
vivid, true and often macabre. In one passage in All Quiet on the Western
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Front, for example, Paul is sent to guard Russian prisoners of war: ‘They
have dysentery; furtively many of them display the blood-stained tails of their
shirts’ (Remarque 1929, p. 190).
Or again (p. 55): ‘We see soldiers run with their two feet cut off, they
stagger on their splintered stumps into the next shell-hole.’ These contribute
to an intensity about Remarque's descriptions of traumatic events which
evokes Tolstoy’s demand for ‘the truth’.
While continuing the realist tradition of the nineteenth-century war
narratives, All Quiet on the Western Front develops the idea of contrasting
settings for the war story from a binary contrast between battlefield and
pastoral to a much stronger structure of three distinct zones, which we may
call front, base and home. Each of these zones has a distinct character of its
own.
At the story's heart lies the war zone itself, the battleground or front, a
nightmarish place where the normal rules of life are suspended in a turmoil of
lethal violence. Remarque's central character Paul tries to describe its
effects:
To me the front is a mysterious whirlpool. Though I am in still water
far away from its centre, I feel the whirl of the vortex sucking me
slowly, irresistibly inescapably into itself. (Remarque 1929, p. 55)

And again:
The front is a cage in which we must await fearfully whatever may
happen. We lie under the network of arching shells and live in a
suspense of uncertainty. Over us, Chance hovers. If a shot comes,
we can duck, that is all; we neither know nor can determine where it
will fall. (Remarque 1929, p. 101)

This place is in shocking contrast to the setting of his old life, of home, which
the soldiers have left behind and to which they may return, on leave or on
discharge, more or less damaged and alienated by their traumatic
experiences at the front. Returning home, Paul reflects on this change in
himself:
I imagined leave would be different from this. Indeed, it was different
a year ago. It is I of course that have changed in the interval. There
lies a gulf between that time and to-day. At that time I still knew
nothing about the war, we had only been in quiet sectors. But now I
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see that I have been crushed without knowing it. I find I do not belong
here any more, it is a foreign world. (Remarque 1929, p. 168)

Between these two extreme settings, front and home, lies an intermediate
zone, the 'quiet sectors', or base, like a threshold or anteroom through which
the combatants must pass on their way from one extreme to the other.
Though militarised, it lacks the violent death-threat of the front, and it takes a
number of forms. The recruits’ first experience of it is the training camp,
where civilians are turned into soldiers. Early in All Quiet on the Western
Front Paul describes his ten-week induction under the brutal tutelage of
Corporal Himmelstoss as having more profoundly influenced him than ten
years at school, and transforms him and his classmates:
We became hard, suspicious, pitiless, vicious, tough – and that was
good; for these attributes were just what we lacked. Had we gone into
the trenches without this period of training most of us would certainly
have gone mad. (Remarque 1929, p. 26)

Other base locations are the rest areas behind the front, places for R&R, and
military hospitals in which the wounded may be rehabilitated and sent back
either to the front or to home. All of these places form that intermediate zone
we can term 'base', and its importance in contemporary war novels can be
judged by comparison with the nineteenth-century examples of pre-industrial
warfare in which the boundary between front and home is more fluid. Fabrizio
in The Charterhouse of Parma and Pierre in War and Peace stumble
haphazardly into their respective battlefields in a way that now seems
eccentrically old-fashioned and improbable.
Before leaving the literature of the First World War it is worth drawing
attention to an American novel that differs in almost all respects from those
discussed above. The United States did not declare war on Germany until
April 1917, and its army didn’t participate in the fighting in France until the
spring of the following year, some eight months before the end of the war. Its
forces therefore did not experience the long, grinding stalemate of the
previous years on the Western Front, and its war literature, such as John Dos
Passos’ Three Soldiers of 1921, reflects that. Writing in 1922, H.L. Menken
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(1922, pp. 140-2) wrote enthusiastically about the importance of Dos Passos’
novel as a work of realist war fiction:
Until Three Soldiers is forgotten and fancy achieves its inevitable
victory over fact, no war story can be written in the United States
without challenging comparison with it – and no story that is less
meticulously true will stand up to it.

Dos Passos was not a combatant in the war, but saw it as a volunteer
ambulance driver in France before joining the US Army medical corps in
1918. His novel is written in the third-person past tense and features not one
central character but three, and much of the story takes the form of quoted
speech between them. Unlike the European units, where members tended to
be drawn from the same region, these three men come from quite different
parts of the United States, and their speech reflects their different
backgrounds. In this variation on the small group focalisation, Three Soldiers
is an early example of what became known as the ‘melting-pot platoon’ in
American war fiction, in which combatants find themselves fighting alongside
strangers from different regions, classes and racial backgrounds they
previously weren’t familiar with, and might be hostile towards. This was an
element which was to become particularly important in American Vietnam
War fiction.

1.3. The Second World War
Again, the Second World War was different from its predecessors, and this
was reflected in its fiction. The immobile trench warfare of the First World
War was almost everywhere avoided, and was replaced by mobile warfare
using motorised blitzkrieg, aircraft and shipping. This meant that the novels
didn’t share a common setting as the First World War work had done, and
much of the intensity and focus that arose from that was lost. Mark
Rawlinson (2009, p. 197), writing about British war literature of the period,
notes that ‘it would become a convention that writing of the Second World
War was inferior to that of the First, an act both of forgetfulness… and of
presumption about what war writing should be like’. Walter Hölbling (2009, p.
197) makes a similar point in relation to American fiction of the period:
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In fact, the major points of criticism of American novels about the
Second World War up to the 1960s were that they were neither
formally nor thematically innovative, nor did they have the wide and
powerful effects on their audience that many novels about the
previous war had achieved.

Nevertheless those novels did provide a bridge between the American war
novels of the First World War and the Vietnam War, developing the themes
initiated in the former and providing possible models for the latter. One of the
novels that fulfilled that role and is generally regarded as a classic of the
period is The Naked and the Dead by Norman Mailer, which provides further
variations on the issues of setting, focalisation and mimetic realism. Mailer
expressed great admiration for Tolstoy and cited him as an inspiration while
he was writing The Naked and the Dead. He had seen active service with the
US 112th Cavalry on patrol in the jungles of the Philippines in 1945, and drew
upon that experience for the novel which takes place on a fictional island in
the South Pacific, and concerns a unit within the American force sent to
dislodge the Japanese occupation there. Having landed on the island and
experienced its first casualties, the platoon is ordered into the jungle to climb
a mountain and approach the enemy from the rear, a mission that it fails to
fulfil.
The novel, Mailer’s first and written quickly over a fifteen-month period
not long after he returned from active service, is innovative in a number of
ways. Regarding its setting, the action takes place in tropical jungle in which
the enemy exists as a hidden threat at every turn, a setting that would
become so crucial in Vietnam War fiction. In terms of focalisation, the novel is
a further development of the melting-pot platoon theme, now expanded from
Dos Passos’ three characters to some seventeen characters representing a
range of American types – Polish, Irish, Mexican, Jewish, anti-Semitic,
educated liberal, fundamentalist Christian and so on. During the course of
their futile mission they work out their conflicting attitudes including, in the
case of the psychopathic Sam Croft, leading the platoon into an ambush in
which the lieutenant, Robert Hearn, is killed. Their attitudes are explored
through dialogue but also through their view of events, the narrative moving
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within a chapter between half a dozen or more individual focalisations. A
further innovative feature lies in the structure of the novel, for the
conventional past tense narrative of the majority of the text is accompanied
by shorter passages of two quite different types which conclude many of the
chapters. One type is signalled by the title ‘The Time Machine’ and provides
a biographical portrait of one of the characters. It begins with an italicised
authorial summary of the character, which then leads into a present tense
exploration of him. Thus, for example, Sam Croft’s passage begins, ‘No, but
why is Croft that way? Oh, there are answers. He is that way because of the
corruption-of-the-society. He is that way because the devil has claimed him
for one of his own. It is because he is a Texan. It is because he has
renounced God’ (Mailer 1993, p. 161). The other type is labelled ‘Chorus’
and takes the form of a script of a play or movie in which the characters are
actors. An example of this is:
Chorus:
ROTATION
In the hollow that night, lying side by side.
Brown: Listen, you know, before we left, I heard a rumor that the
rotation quota is coming in next week, and headquarters company
this time is gonna have ten men.
Red (snorting): Yeah, they’ll clean out the orderlies.

We thus have three completely different narrative forms within the book, a
feature whose possibilities we shall see further explored in the work of Tim
O’Brien.

1.4. The Vietnam War
Once again, the Vietnam War was different in nature from the wars that
preceded it, and inspired a different literary response. For the Vietnamese it
was the end game of a war of liberation from foreign powers that had begun
after the Second World War with the revolt against the colonial power
France, and then, after the country was partitioned, continued from 1955 to
1975 in what they called the American War. For the Americans and their
allies it was a civil war in support of a democratic South Vietnam against a
communist North Vietnam in which the USA committed troops from 1964 to
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1973 and Australia from 1965 to 1971. Much of the war was fought in the
jungles and paddy fields of South Vietnam and was an asymmetrical war
between the technologically advanced regular forces of the American allies
and the guerrilla forces of the Viet Cong supported by the North Vietnamese
Army with arms from Russia and China. For the allies it was an undeclared
war and an increasingly divisive and unpopular one.
There were also powerful social differences from the past, with the war
coming at a time, in the 1960s, of change in people's attitudes:
With the beginning of the 1960's, American reality was undergoing a
profound transformation. Stimulated by Kennedy's election and
unleashed by his assassination, long-buried forces in the American
psyche were coming to the surface with an almost eerie simultaneity
in politics, in national and individual violence, in subcultures, in urban
slums, in technology, in the young. Mass-media journalism was now
present as an added force, making its versions of these events part of
the national consciousness. (Hellmann 1981, p. 2)

Importantly, the character of that mass-media journalism was transformed by
the fact that this was the first televised war, broadcast to an audience at
home which could, for the first time, witness the events of the day as soon as
they happened, from the assassination of a president to the first steps of a
man on the moon. With this everyday access to reality, how could the realist
tradition of war literature respond? For some the answer lay in co-opting the
methods of journalism itself, and the first book-length accounts of the war
were indeed written by journalists. However, despite the open promise of
television, many journalists were having great difficulty gaining access to the
truth about the war. Marc Weingarten (2005, p. 138) has described the
atmosphere for people trying to report on what was going on:
The balkanisation of Vietnam was, for the most part, transpiring under
the news radar; the majority of Americans at the time couldn't even
locate Vietnam on a map…
‘You couldn't believe anybody,' the New York Times' Homer Bigart
recalled years later. 'Half the time the Americans didn't even know
where they were, let alone what to tell you, and the South
Vietnamese government made the Kremlin look like an open society.'
The information embargo imposed by the military leadership
considerably hampered efforts to piece together the most
fundamental news stories.
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In these circumstances, John Sack, a journalist who had reported on the
Korean War, put a proposal to Esquire magazine to write an extended piece
in which he would follow the progress of a company of soldiers through
training at Fort Dix and then on to combat duty in Vietnam. The magazine
agreed, and Sack joined M Company in January 1966, staying with them
until June. The result was a 27,000 word report published in Esquire under
the memorable title ‘Oh My God – We Hit a Little Girl’, and subsequently
republished in 1967 as a book under the single-letter title M. In Weingarten's
words it was ‘the first great Vietnam book, and it's unquestionably the first
great New Journalism war book’ (Weingarten 2005, p. 148).
It wasn't just the fact that Sack was embedded in a military unit that
made M significant – that had been done in the Second World War, by
Richard Tregaskis for example, who was attached to the American First
Marine Division in the Pacific campaign. It was also the way in which Sack
told the story. In this he had been greatly influenced by another journalist,
Michael Herr, who had been a recruit at Fort Dix and had published a
powerful account of the experience (Herr, 1966). It was the effect this had on
Sack's prose that made M different, and identified it with New Journalism:
One of the communist soldiers woke up! He looked at Demirgian
slowly through one of his yellow eyes, an eye like a twist of lemon
rind, an oily eye! He lifted one of his bloody arms! A living breathing
communist, a boy of about eighteen, a Vietnamese in crinkled black.
Demirgian brought down his foot on his face and crunch, Demirgian
felt his little nose go like a macaroon… (Sack 1985, p. 210)

Was this faithful reportage or imaginative fiction? Did Demirgian compare the
eye to a twist of lemon rind or did Sack? Weingarten (2005, pp. 150-151)
comments:
Sack wasn't present during such incidents, but he didn't make
anything up, either. The use of interior monologues in the work of
Sack and other New Journalists would become a common complaint
among the genre's critics: how can a writer know what his subject is
thinking at any given moment? The answer is that the writer merely
has to ask. 'I hate to use the word “reconstructed” because the word
“reconstructed” means that I make up the conversation,' said Sack.
'But I just mean that… every conversation is something somebody
told me they said, and I'm putting that together with what somebody
else has told me.’
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Whatever the truth of this, M was evidence of a new appetite for realism in
American writing embodied in the term 'The New Journalism', which became
a catch-all description for a variety of experiments aimed at reinventing
realism in contemporary terms. Some of these were the work of established
novelists working in a new way, notably Truman Capote's In Cold Blood
(1965), his painstakingly researched account of the murder of a prosperous
Kansas farmer and his family by two drifters, and Norman Mailer’s The
Armies of the Night (1968), his first-hand report of the anti-war march on the
Pentagon of October 1967. Both of these were described as 'non-fiction
novels', with Mailer's work subtitled History as a Novel, The Novel as History.
Other books were the work of journalists such as Tom Wolfe, John Sack and
Michael Herr, applying the techniques of realist fiction to documentary
reportage. Wolfe (1990, p. 31) comments:
You see journalists learning the techniques of realism – particularly of
the sort found in Fielding, Smollet, Balzac, Dickens and Gogol – from
scratch. By trial and error, by ‘instinct’ rather than theory, journalists
began to discover the devices that gave the realistic novel its unique
power, variously known as its ‘immediacy,’ its ‘concrete reality,’ its
‘emotional involvement,’ its ‘gripping’ or ‘absorbing’ quality.
This extraordinary power was derived mainly from just four
devices, they discovered.

The first of these devices is ‘scene-by-scene construction, telling the story by
moving from scene to scene and resorting as little as possible to sheer
historical narrative’. The second is for the new journalist to observe these
scenes in great detail and to record the dialogue as faithfully and realistically
as possible. Thirdly, what Wolfe refers to as the ‘third-person point of view’,
requires the journalist to abandon the journalist's point of view and instead
tell the story through the characters' eyes. Finally, to quote Wolfe again (p.
32):
The fourth device has always been the least understood. This is the
recording of everyday gestures, habits, manners, customs, styles of
furniture, clothing, decoration, styles of traveling, eating, keeping
house, modes of behaving towards children, servants, superiors,
inferiors, peers, plus the various looks, glances, poses, styles of
walking and other symbolic details that might exist within a scene.
Symbolic of what? Symbolic, generally, of people's status life…
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All these features are familiar from our earlier discussion of war writing, and
in his preface Wolfe did acknowledge the debt to history, framing it in
revolutionary terms:
Realism is not merely another literary approach or attitude. The
introduction of detailed realism into English literature in the eighteenth
century was like the introduction of electricity into machine
technology. It raised the state of the art to an entirely new magnitude.
And for anyone, in fiction or nonfiction, to try to improve literary
technique by abandoning social realism would be like an engineer
trying to improve upon machine technology by abandoning electricity.

John Sack's M was followed in the next year by a similar Esquire
magazine project sending Michael Herr to report on the American effort in
Vietnam. He was there from November 1967 to August 1968 in the most
intensive period of fighting, not attached to a single unit as Sack was, but
rather moving around the country and becoming embedded with a variety of
American forces. With them he witnessed some of the key events of that
crucial period in the war, including the siege of the Marine base at Khe San
and the Battle of Hue during the Tet Offensive. Several of his articles were
published between 1968 and 1970, but it was not until 1977, after a period of
post-traumatic stress, that he finally published the complete record in the
book Dispatches, considered by many to be one of the finest books about the
Vietnam War, capturing the flavour of the time in intimate detail. The book
was regarded as a prime example of the New Journalism, and generally
follows Wolfe's four principles (though not always the third). It is structured in
six parts, each broken down into smaller sections focusing on a particular
scene. It also records participants' speech in graphic detail with extravagant
use of italics and punctuation:
‘It definitely stinks somethin' fierce in here,’ he said. ‘I gotta be
gettin' me a mo'–uh–effective deodorant.’
He paused…
‘What's that? About the hawk?’
‘That means it's a c-o-old Mother Fucker.’ (Herr 1977, p. 116)

In terms of telling detail, Herr also makes much of that feature mentioned
earlier about the use of military jargon and technology. While this was
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relatively simple in Stendhal and Tolstoy’s novels, and somewhat more
elaborate in All Quiet on the Western Front, by 1967 it had blossomed into a
baroque nightmarish language of mechanised slaughter:
The C-47 was a standard prop flareship, but many of them carried
.20- and .762-mm. guns on their doors, Mike-Mikes that could fire out
300 rounds per second, Gatling style, ‘a round in every square inch of
a football field in less than a minute,’ as the handouts said. They used
to call it Puff the Magic Dragon, but the Marines knew better: they
named it Spooky. (Herr 1977, p. 119)

With its powerful sense of authenticity and relentless pace, Dispatches
provided a model for the Vietnam War novels written after it by former
combatants during the 1970s, 80s and 90s, which built upon the narrative
techniques of the New Journalism. Crucially, they were also shaped by the
particular circumstances of the war. Despite the deployment of massive
airpower and modern weaponry, for the average infantryman its experience
had much in common with earlier wars, of platoon-sized units alternating
between dangerous patrols into hostile territory and boring periods of inaction
in the base zone. In Vietnam this was intensified and given a distinctive
flavour by the character of the war zone, an unfamiliar landscape of tropical
jungle and rice paddies occupied by people who might or might not also be
hostile guerrilla fighters, and a place of sudden ambushes, booby traps and
snipers. We then have the familiar model of the melting pot platoon struggling
to carry out often gnomic orders in a treacherous alien landscape, a model
previously explored for Americans by Mailer and Dos Passos. It was not
unique to American novels of the Vietnam War, and an early example was
provided by an Australian author, William Nagle, in his The Odd Angry Shot
of 1975.
Writing in 1980, the Australian academic Peter Pierce (1980, p. 290)
reviewed Australian writing about the Vietnam War:
The Australian literature of the Viet Nam War, although recent, is
almost forgotten. That may be because the bulk of the literature was
written by non-combatant poets who committed themselves to
rhetorical gestures; in contrast, all but one of the half dozen war
novels were written by men who served. While many of the poets
rushed to assume guilt for their country's war crimes, the novelists
employed muddled naturalism to explain the shocking new
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circumstances of this war, to distinguish between the 'here' of the
front and the 'there' of home.

In referring to ‘the “there” of home’, Pierce is writing not of some place of
nostalgic return for the soldier, but rather to a place from which he feels
alienated: ‘It is not so much the anti-war protestors, but the entirety of life in
Australia in its dulling, crass dishonesty’ (Pierce 1980, p. 300). True or not,
this rather gloomy assessment of the situation of the Australians in Vietnam,
coupled with their perception of being a token force of little significance in
what was primarily an American war, should be born in mind in interpreting
the Australian fiction of that time.
Soon after his seventeenth birthday, William Nagle left school and
enlisted in the army, where he served two deployments with the Australian
SAS Regiment in Vietnam, the first time as a cook and the second as an SAS
infantry soldier in the critical 1967–68 period culminating in the communist
Viet Cong Tet Offensive of February–March 1968. His military record
suggests a larrikin character, with several charges for insubordination,
refusing to obey orders and absent without leave.1 Following his discharge in
1968 he worked in television and in the theatre in Australia, writing the
screenplay for two films about the Vietnam War, Death of a Soldier (1986)
and The Siege of Firebase Gloria (1989). The Odd Angry Shot won the
National Book Council Award and became ‘an instant classic’ (Nagle 2013, p.
i) in Australia. It was made into a film in 1979.
The novel is set almost entirely in Phuoc Tuy, the province in southern
South Vietnam for the defence of which the Australian forces were
responsible. The Odd Angry Shot is an account of the experiences of a group
of Australian SAS soldiers stationed there over a period of approximately one
year, from the rainy season mid-1967 to mid-1968. The SAS (Special Air
Service Regiment) is a special forces unit of the Australian Army. In the
words of Paul Ham (2007, p. 206) in his comprehensive history of the
Australian Vietnam War, they were ‘the “eyes and ears of Nui Dat”… the SAS

1

National Archives of Australia, Citation NAA: B2458, 38359.
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earned a reputation for being “the most offensive men alive”.’ And again, ‘In
fact, many SAS veterans reckoned they were used, at times, simply to
improve the Task Force's kill ratio… According to this benchmark, the SAS
was perhaps the most lethal unit in Vietnam… The SAS kill rate far exceeded
that of the infantry’ (Ham 2007, p. 419).
The characters in the novel then are professional soldiers, not
conscripted 'nashos' or the infantry cannon-fodder of Remarque's work, and
they are highly trained for intensive combat. For most of them, however, their
tour of duty in 1967–68 is their first experience of Vietnam, and their story
follows a similar arc to that of Paul Bäumer and his comrades, from
comparative innocence to disillusionment and loss. It is told by one of them,
an unnamed narrator, and concerns his experiences and those of his close
companions, all privates, as, one by one, they fall casualties of the war.
According to his publisher Nagle completed the first draft of the novel ‘in
one sitting, working around the clock for six days’ (Nagle 2013, p. i) and the
novel maintains a furious pace of first-person colloquial narrative, most of it in
the present tense. The effect is filmic, as if the reader is witnessing a series
of brief scenes in real time, the focus intense, with little in the way of
reflection or information about the characters' past lives to slow the pace.
This is reinforced in the prose itself, which opens as follows:
Standing beside a forty-four gallon drum filled with coke at the
airbase. Richmond, wasn't it?
Shit it's cold. Pissing rain. Remember how your back froze when
you turned around and your front froze when you did the reverse.
Harry arrives with two cups of cocoa made on milk. (Nagle 2013,
p. 1)

The omission of nouns, verbs, definite and indefinite articles, and the
repetition in the early sections of the novel of the word 'Remember' gives this
the sense of a terse internal monologue. Elsewhere there are extended
sections which are simply recorded dialogue with little or no introduction as
we are plunged abruptly from one scene into another:
'OK,' says Pawlicki, 'not much point in staying here. Move out.'
'Saved again,' says Harry.
'Yes, whatever your bloody name is, there is a Santa Claus.'
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'WHO'LL give me fives the spider? Eh? Jesus, fours then. Who'll
give me fours the spider?' Bung is standing on a green forty-four
gallon drum screaming odds at the engineers. (Nagle 2013, p. 75)

The effect is also reflected in the structure of the novel, which has no
chapters but simply a succession of unnumbered sections, separated by
spaces. These sections are short, an average of just over two pages each,
some 66 of them in a novel which itself is brief at 137 pages, about 30,000
words, less than half the length of All Quiet on the Western Front.
A much more fully developed version of this model is the novel Fields of
Fire by James Webb, first published in 1978. Like many of the authors of
Vietnam War novels, James Webb experienced the war at first hand as a
combatant. Coming from a military family, he served as an officer with the US
Marine Corps from 1968 to 1972, was highly decorated and wounded, and
went on to become Secretary of the Navy and a US Senator. Clearly then
Webb was well equipped to write an authentic account of the war from an
infantry soldier’s perspective. Just three years after leaving the army he
published the non-fiction Micronesia and United States Pacific Strategy:
Blueprint for the 1980s, and three years later followed with his first novel,
Fields of Fire, based on his own military service in Vietnam.
It describes the experiences of an infantry platoon in a war zone, in
Webb's case for a thirteen-month deployment in and around the An Hoa
combat base west of Hoi An in the northern part of South Vietnam in 1968–
69. In her essay on the literature of the Vietnam War, Maureen Ryan (2009,
pp. 209-228) refers to the book under the heading ‘The Traditional Combat
Novel’:
Each, in a wartime collective version of the classic initiation or
coming-of-age narrative, offers multiple, diverse protagonists and a
panoramic, naturalistically detailed representation of the horrors and
boredom of the combat experience. The canon of Vietnam War
literature includes many ambitious novels which offer that war's
variation on the collective fictional story of the so-called melting pot
platoon. James Webb, Vietnam veteran and current US senator from
Virginia, creates a solid example of the genre in Fields of Fire (1978).
(Ryan 2009, p. 211)
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Compared to All Quiet on the Western Front, for example, Webb's novel is a
much more expansive version of this type, at 155,000 words as against
65,000 for Remarque's work. And whereas the First World War novel is
narrated in the first-person with the single focalisation of just one character,
Webb's has sections written from eleven different characters' viewpoints,
together with many other parts with zero focalisation. While many of the
character focalisations are brief, the life stories and viewpoints of three
people – Lieutenant Hodges and Privates Snake and Goodrich – form
extended narratives.
As his name, Robert E. Lee Hodges Jr, implies, Hodges comes from a
military family, and in this, as in other respects, Hodges is similar to the
author Webb. In contrast, we are introduced to Snake as a vicious streetsmart no-hoper in a derelict part of an unnamed American city, who happens
on a discarded newspaper picture of marines retaking the Citadel at Hue
during the Tet Offensive of February 1968. ‘There’s some mean
motorscooters for you,’ he says to himself. ‘Well, I’m gonna get me some of
that. Bring me home a medal. No more mopping up other people’s pee’
(Webb 2001, p. 16). After enlisting and getting to Vietnam he becomes a
leader among the enlisted men. Goodrich, nicknamed Senator, a Harvard
educated middle-class man and an outsider among the grunts, enlisted in the
army thinking he would become a musician in a military band. He is
hopelessly out of place in the infantry but survives the experience, minus a
leg, only to be pilloried when he returns home and is invited to speak at an
anti-war rally:
He gripped the mike, staring at them. ‘LOOK, WHAT DO ANY OF
YOU EVEN KNOW ABOUT IT, FOR CHRIST SAKE? HO CHI
FUCKING MINH. AND WHAT THE HELL HAS IT COST–’
Kerrigan stripped the mike from his nerve-damaged hand without
effort, then peered calmly through the centre of his face, not even
bothering to look him in the eye. ‘You fucking asshole. Get out of
here’. (Webb 2001, p. 451)

The sense of alienation of the soldier returning home which was present in
the First and Second World War narratives is here made more intense by the
active hostility he is faced with.
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The other characters in the platoon are known only by their nicknames –
Ogre, Baby Cakes, Cat Man, Cannonball, Bagger and so on – and are more
lightly sketched in. The figure of Dan is an enigma within the novel, for he is
the one non-American in the platoon, a Vietnamese who acts as their
interpreter. We are told that his brother was killed by the Americans and his
wife and children by the Viet Cong, and that Dan is now working with the
Marines. Later, in the final part of the book, he goes on to fight with the South
Vietnamese Army after the Americans have gone, is captured by the North
Vietnamese Army and ends up joining them. At the beginning of Chapter 15
he explains his philosophy about all of this:
War is as natural as the rains. There are years when there is no war
and there are seasons without rain. But always war and rain return.
There is no difference. It is the nature of things. Thunder booms and
so does artillery. The sting of a rifle is deadly. So is the tongue of the
viper. If a man steps on a booby trap he will die. So if he falls off a
ledge in the mountains. One brother died from cholera. One brother
died from Marine gunfire. There is no difference. Buddha turned his
head both times and the brothers died. (Webb 2001, p. 193)

Unlike Remarque's war, in which the front was a clearly defined zone
different from any other place in its desolate dedication to warfare, the
Vietnam War was fought out within South Vietnam in territory which was both
front to the Americans and their allies and at the same time home to the
South Vietnamese they were there to protect. Within this territory the
Vietnamese were indistinguishably both hapless civilians and almost invisible
enemy combatants. This created the particular angst for American and
Australian soldiers in this war. As Walter Hölbling (1990, p. 198) put it:
Not only did they find themselves in an alien world with practically no
knowledge of the language, social and cultural codes etc. of the
people they were supposedly defending, but the very reason for their
being there, the moral, political and strategic justification of their
actions became less and less convincing. To top it off, the traditional
forte of Western civilisation, superior technology and material
resources, all of a sudden, did not seem to bring any advantage
either.

In these circumstances the mercurial figure of Dan, interpreting for the
Americans, provides a particularly telling contrast to the other characters, a
reminder of their vulnerability and ignorance.
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For some authors, the strangeness of the Vietnam War, quite unlike the
wars that had shaped earlier war fiction, meant that 'The Traditional Combat
Novel' was no longer an appropriate model. For Hölbling this ‘is manifested in
what has often been called “fragmented” narratives that resist the
protagonists' as well as the readers' attempts to make sense according to the
conventional rules of telling/reading a “story”’ (Hölbling 1990, p. 195).
Ryan (2009, p. 214) argues:
Historians and commentators have long accepted that the Vietnam
War was unique in the annals of American warfare. It was a war
without a front line, where progress was measured by often illusory
body counts, and the only movement seemed to be endless,
circuitous marches through the hot, unfamiliar bush; a war in which
American soldiers were never certain which of the odd-looking
natives around them were enemies, which friends; a war fought in the
dark of night. It was a war about which Tim O'Brien writes, ‘the old
rules are no longer binding, the old truths no longer true.’

O'Brien is widely regarded as one of the most important of the American
Vietnam War authors. Ryan describes him as ‘the accomplished veteranauthor whose many narratives on the war have most compellingly
transformed various aspects of the Vietnam experience into enduring
literature’ (Ryan 2009, p. 214). For Mark Heberle (2001, p. xiv),
O'Brien… has become America's most celebrated Vietnam novelist;
yet in a 1982 interview with Larry McCaffery, he insisted, ‘No, I'm not
a Vietnam writer. Although Vietnam was the impetus and spark for
becoming a writer, I do not consider myself a war writer’. O'Brien's
resistance to being labelled and even canonized so has become
stronger with time, even as The Things They Carried (1990) and In
the Lake of the Woods (1994) have enhanced that reputation.

Regardless of his disclaimer, O'Brien's work has been almost exclusively
focused on that war. Following the completion of his B.A. in Political Science
at age 22 he was drafted into the US Army and sent to Vietnam, serving from
1969 to 1970.
Following his army service he published his first book in 1973, a nonfiction memoir of his war experiences, If I Die in a Combat Zone, Box Me Up
and Ship Me Home, and two years later his first novel. He has now published
eight novels, in six of which the Vietnam War plays a significant part,
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exploring its significance in innovative, non-traditional ways. Of these, Susan
Farrell (2015, p. 116) notes:
Considered by many to be America's finest chronicler of the war in
Viet Nam, Tim O'Brien is best known for his trio of novels that explore
the war's impact on the psyches of the individual soldiers who fought
it – Going After Cacciato (1978), The Things They Carried (1990),
and In the Lake of the Woods (1994).

She argues that these three novels in particular explore the larger ethical
questions about war in general, but that:
O'Brien is also interested in the specific historical conditions of the
Vietnam War, a war he considered unjust or at least ethically murky…
So, in many ways, the big moral question underlying O'Brien's war
novels asks how to behave justly in the face of an unjust war. (Farrell
2015, p. 117)

In exploring this central question, O’Brien moved from the relatively
conventional war story form of If I Die in a Combat Zone, Box Me Up and
Ship Me Home, in which he describes, with diversions, a day in the life of an
American soldier in Vietnam, to the much more exploratory novels that
followed. Going After Cacciato describes an imaginary quest by an infantry
squad to find one of its members, Cacciato, who has deserted and is
planning to escape from Vietnam by walking to Paris. As he imagines their
journey in pursuit, the novel’s protagonist Paul Berlin explores his feelings
about war and what it means to act as a brave soldier.
With his next work, The Things They Carried, O’Brien presents us with a
series of twenty-two short stories about the thoughts and events experienced
by the men in a platoon. It is narrated by one of them, presumably O’Brien
himself, who muses about the nature of war stories and in particular, echoing
Tolstoy’s call, their truthfulness. It begins with a quotation from another
American war writer, John Ransom, who described his experiences as a
prisoner of war in the American Civil War in his Andersonville Diary, first
published in 1883:
This book is essentially different from any other that has been
published concerning the ‘late war’ or any of its incidents. Those who
have had any such experience as the author will see its truthfulness
at once, and to all other readers it is commended as a statement of
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actual things by one who experienced them to the fullest. (Ransom
1964, p. 6)

The Things They Carried begins with an inventory of precisely that: ‘By
necessity, and because it was SOP, they all carried steel helmets that
weighed 5 pounds including the liner and camouflage cover… Because the
land was mined and booby-trapped, it was SOP for each man to carry a
steel-centered, nylon-covered flak jacket, which weighed 6.7 pounds, but
which on hot days seemed much heavier’ (O’Brien 1998, pp. 2-3). The list
continues, instilling a sense of the soldier as a workhorse, dehumanised by
his equipment, and recalling a similar passage in Mailer’s The Naked and the
Dead (1993, p. 32): ‘When a man was harnessed into a pack and web belt
and carried a rifle and two bandoliers and several grenades, a bayonet and a
helmet, he felt as if he had a tourniquet over both shoulders and across his
chest. It was hard to breathe and his limbs kept falling asleep.’ Thus the title
of O’Brien’s book is both factual, like the title of an operating manual, and
symbolic of the soldier’s condition.
The following chapters in The Things They Carried vary from love stories
of men thinking of their girls back home, to tales of being on patrol in the
jungle, to conversations with the narrator’s daughter after the war about what
it was like and whether he killed anyone. In another story he describes the
man he killed, with a long graphic description of what he looked like:
His jaw was in his throat, his upper lip and teeth were gone, his one
eye was shut, his other eye was a star-shaped hole, his eyebrows
were thin and arched like a woman’s, his nose was undamaged, there
was a slight tear at the lobe of one ear… (O’Brien 1998, p. 124)

The description goes on, like an obsessive confession, for pages, interrupted
by the interjections of the narrator’s soldier companions urging him to talk
about it. It is at the centre of the book, both literally and symbolically, and the
problem of killing is surely the dark troubled preoccupation at the heart of all
O’Brien’s work. In this he follows Tolstoy’s similar preoccupation. In his study
of the subject of military killing and its psychological consequences, David
Grossman (1995, p. ix) begins with Tolstoy’s comment:
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War has always interested me; not war in the sense of manoeuvres
devised by great generals… but the reality of war, the actual killing. I
was more interested to know in what way and under the influence of
what feelings one soldier kills another than to know how the armies
were arranged at Austerlitz and Borodino.

For O’Brien this central concern is epitomised in an event to which he returns
in his books, the notorious massacre on 16 March 1968 of hundreds of
unarmed Vietnamese men, women and children in the village of My Lai by
Lieutenant Calley and his platoon. That unit came from the division in which
O’Brien himself served a year later, and he refers to it in both If I Die in a
Combat Zone and In the Lake of the Woods. Grossman quotes O’Brien’s
observation that
to understand what happens to the GI among the mine fields of My
Lai, you must know something about what happens in America. You
must understand Fort Lewis, Washington. You must understand a
thing called basic training. (Grossman 1996, p. 190)

This echoes Paul Bäumer’s words in All Quiet on the Western Front, that
without their brutal basic training at the hands of Corporal Himmelstoss, he
and his companions would have been incapable of doing what they had to do
at the front.
Grossman goes on to discuss another essential stage in a soldier’s war
service, when he returns to civilian life:
Societies have always recognized that war changes men, that they
are not the same after they return. That is why primitive societies
often require soldiers to perform purification rites before allowing
them to rejoin their communities… Modern armies have similar
mechanisms of purification. In WWII soldiers en route home often
spent days together on troopships. Among themselves the warriors
could relieve their feelings, express grief for lost comrades, tell each
other about their fears, and, above all, receive the support of their
fellow soldiers… When soldiers are denied these rituals they often
tend to become emotionally disturbed… Soldiers returning from the
Vietnam War were victims of this kind of neglect. There were no long
troopship voyages where they could confide in their comrades.
Instead, soldiers who had finished their tour of duty were flown home
to arrive ‘back in the world’ often within days, and sometimes hours,
of their last combat with the enemy. There were no fellow soldiers to
meet them… no one to convince them of their own sanity. (Grossman
1996, p. 272)
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These circumstances are reflected in the sense of unresolved issues and
uncertain truths that pervades The Things They Carried. O’Brien challenges
the conventional model of a war story as a tale of heroism and of a
necessary job successfully completed which characterised much popular war
fiction of the Second World War. In one of the sections, ‘How to Tell a True
War Story’, he wrestles with Tolstoy’s notion of the truth in a war novel.
O’Brien (1998, p. 71) asks in what sense can a work of fiction about war be
‘true’, and answers:
In many cases a true war story cannot be believed. If you believe it,
be sceptical. It’s a question of credibility. Often the crazy stuff is true
and the normal stuff isn’t, because the normal stuff is necessary to
make you believe the truly incredible craziness.
In other cases you can’t even tell a true war story. Sometimes it’s
just beyond telling.

Again he asks how can a true war story be told? O’Brien suggests:
True war stories do not generalize. They do not indulge in abstraction
or analysis.
For example, war is hell. As a moral declaration the old truism
seems perfectly true, and yet because it abstracts, because it
generalizes, I can’t believe it with my stomach. Nothing turns inside.
It comes down to gut instinct. A true war story, if truly told, makes
the stomach believe. (O’Brien 1998, p. 78)

And again:
A true war story is never moral. It does not instruct virtue, nor suggest
models of proper human behaviour, nor restrain men from doing the
things men have always done. If a story seems moral, do not believe
it. If at the end of a war story you feel uplifted, or if you feel that some
small bit of rectitude has been salvaged from the larger waste, then
you have been made the victim of a very old and terrible lie. There is
no rectitude whatsoever. There is no virtue. As a first rule of thumb,
therefore, you can tell a true war story by its absolute and
uncompromising allegiance to obscenity and evil. (O’Brien 1998, pp.
68-69)

With these sobering injunctions in mind, we turn to his next war novel, In the
Lake of the Woods. It is different from Nagle's and Webb's novels in being
written long (twenty-four years) after the author's own experience of the war,
and following four previous Vietnam War–related novels of his, placing it in
the realm of what Heberle (2001, p. xiv) has described as ‘post-traumatic
culture’.
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Though it is clear that, by 1994, Tim O'Brien had been thinking for some
time about how to tell a true war story, at first glance In the Lake of the
Woods does not appear to be a war novel at all. Indeed, when interviewed in
1990 he appeared to believe that it would not be about Vietnam:
After each of my books about the war has appeared, I thought it might
be the last, but I've stopped saying that to myself. There are just too
many stories left to tell – in fact, more all the time. I suppose that for
the sake of my career, I ought to turn in another direction. And the
novel I'm working on now is about life in the north country of
Minnesota. But I know more war stories will come out. They have to.
(Bruckner 1990)

It is set in September 1986, in a cabin on the edge of Lake of the Woods,
a vast wilderness region in the top north-east corner of Minnesota on the
Canadian border, where John Wade and his wife Kathy have retreated
following his failed political campaign to be elected to the US Senate.
Everywhere, for many thousand square miles, the wilderness was all
one thing, like a great curving mirror, infinitely blue and beautiful,
always the same. Which was what they had come for. They needed
the solitude. They needed the repetition, the dense hypnotic drone of
woods and water, but above all they needed to be together. (O’Brien
2015, p. 1)

But John is a deeply troubled man:
Lieutenant governor at thirty-seven. Candidate for the United States
Senate at forty. Loser by a landslide at forty-one.
Winners and losers. That was the risk.
But it was more than a lost election. It was something physical.
Humiliation, that was part of it, and the wreckage in his chest and
stomach, and then the rage, how it surged up into his throat and how
he wanted to scream the most terrible thing he could scream – Kill
Jesus! – and how he couldn't help himself and couldn't think straight
and couldn't stop screaming it inside his head – Kill Jesus! (O’Brien
2015, p. 5)

On their seventh night in the cabin Kathy disappears. A search is mounted,
the police are called, and the novel takes on the character of a murder
mystery. Gradually, as the book progresses, we learn more about the
marriage and about John. Since boyhood he has been fascinated by magic.
In 1968 he was sent to Vietnam, where his magic tricks earned him the
nickname Sorcerer. There are unexplained references to a place called
Pinkville and to him having killed another American soldier, PFC Weatherby.
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And then, in Chapter 13, a third of the way into the book, we finally learn that
on 16 March 1968 John was with Charlie Company under the command of
Lieutenant Calley2 when they flew into Pinkville and to the hamlet of My Lai
(also known as Thuan Yen) and took part in the massacre of its inhabitants.
At this point fiction and non-fiction coincide, as we discover the terrible
secret in John's past around which the novel revolves. After another third of
the book, in Chapter 21, it is confirmed that it was the public exposure of this
secret that led to his landslide election defeat.
By the end of the book Kathy's disappearance has not been explained.
Rather, a number of possibilities have been explored and a multiplicity of
viewpoints, both fictional and historical, heard. O'Brien's means of achieving
this provides a fascinating example of the ‘fragmentation, disruption,
internalisation, spatial form, entropic fiction, solipsistic vision etc’ described
by Hölbling (1990, p. 195):
War in these fictions ceases to be a particular historical event that
can be placed in brackets of time and space, and becomes a
metaphor for the ubiquity of war and/or warlike behaviour on an
almost cosmic scale.
This finds its expression in a blurring of traditionally separable
states of peace and war, with their different codes of civilian and
military behaviour, and is emphasised in the virtual absence of
‘peaceful spaces’ (and times) in all these novels. Reflecting this
waning of chrono-logical structures, the aspect of the simultaneity of
events gains prominence and is manifested in what has been called
‘fragmented’ narratives that resist the protagonists' as well as the
readers' attempts to make sense according to the conventional rules
of telling/reading a ‘story’.

In the Lake of the Woods takes O’Brien’s experiments in his earlier
novels with multiple focalisations and settings to a new level. Though the
main action of the novel, concerning Kathy's disappearance from the cabin at
Lake of the Woods, takes place years after the war, its structure reflects the
same clear division into three types of settings that we saw in All Quiet on the
Western Front and other war novels we have been considering, though in a
The real-life Lieutenant William Calley was convicted by court-martial in 1971 of the murder
of twenty-two unarmed South Vietnamese civilians at My Lai. He was the only one
prosecuted.
2
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new form. The central and most frequent setting (corresponding to ‘base’ in
the earlier war novels) running through the book is Lake of the Woods; the
second is the setting of the characters' – primarily John's – earlier life,
corresponding to ‘home’; and the third, gradually emerging as a key to the
mystery, is the setting of John's wartime experience in the war zone of
Vietnam, focusing on My Lai. As with the war novels, base acts as the middle
ground, the central space mediating between the extremes of home and
front. What is different about In the Lake of the Woods is the time sequence
of the three zones, in which base occurs in the fictional present and home
and front both in the past.
I shall analyse the structure of settings in more detail in Chapter 2 of this
study, but for the present it is important to note that there are also four
distinct types of narrative in this novel, each with their own distinctive forms
and focalisations, recalling Mailer’s similar experiment in The Naked and the
Dead. These narrative types alternate through the novel, and are signalled
by their chapter headings. Thus the first group, introduced by chapter
headings that begin with the words ‘How’, ‘What’ or ‘Where’, are all set on the
lake, narrating the story of Kathy's disappearance in chronological sequence
over a period of about ten days in September 1986. They are focalised
through John Wade, being effectively his factual account of what happened,
though without admitting any part in his wife's disappearance.
The second group, titled ‘Evidence’, covers all three settings and appear
to be entries from the file of an investigator – a police officer, say, or, in view
of the footnotes, the narrator, himself or herself a fictional character who,
from the dates attached to the footnotes, has been investigating this matter
between 1989 and 1994. And in literary terms we might also see these
chapters as interventions somewhat along the lines of the classical Greek
chorus. In this respect it is interesting to note a passage in D.J.R. Bruckner's
New York Times interview with O'Brien cited above, when Bruckner says that
in O'Brien's third novel Going After Cacciato ‘the magic is in the storyteller's
prestidigitation as the stories pass from character to character and voice to
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voice, and the realism seems Homeric’, to which O'Brien ‘admits that the
Trojan War epics of the ancient Greek poet keep drawing him back’:
There is not a line in ‘The Things They Carried’ that imitates Homer,
but at times he is such a presence that he might be included as an
unnamed character – in the underlying assumptions about fate, in the
enmity of the earth itself toward men in battle, in the sheer glory of
fighting, in the boasting of young men. (Bruckner 1990)

A third group of chapters are titled ‘The Nature of…’ and look back at stages
in Wade's life,3 from his boyhood and the death of his father when John was
fourteen, through to his Vietnam War experiences. It is narrated at a brisk
narrative speed, in an objective third-person voice:
When he was a boy, John Wade's hobby was magic. In the
basement, where he practiced in front of a stand-up mirror, he made
his mother's silk scarves change color. He cut his father's best tie with
scissors and restored it whole. He placed a penny in the palm of his
hand, made his hand into a fist, made the penny into a white mouse.
(O’Brien 2015, p. 31)

Finally, eight chapters titled ‘Hypothesis’ are all set like the first group within
the lake setting, and comprise a series of speculations about what may have
happened to Kathy, probably in the voice of the narrator/investigator:
Maybe it was something simple.
Maybe Kathy woke up scared that night. Maybe she panicked, just
walked away.
It's conjecture – maybe this, maybe that – but conjecture is all we
have. (O’Brien 2015, p. 53)

Their tone is tentative and their narrative speed is the most variable of all the
groups, fluctuating from the slow pace of Chapter 9 to the rapid speculations
of the last chapter, with its plaintive final footnote, number 133, from the
narrator:
133. My heart tells me to stop right here, to offer some quiet
benediction and call it the end. But truth won't allow it. Because there
is no end, happy or otherwise. Nothing is fixed, nothing is solved. The
facts, such as they are, finally spin off into the void of things missing,
the inconclusiveness of conclusion. Mystery finally claims us. Who
are we? Where do we go? The ambiguity may be dissatisfying, even
irritating, but this is a true love story. There is no tidiness. Blame it on
the human heart. One way or another, it seems, we all perform
The eighth and final chapter in this group, ‘The Nature of the Angle’, is different, a brief
account of the history and geography of Lake of the Woods.
3
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vanishing tricks, effacing history, locking up our lives and slipping day
by day into the graying shadows. Our whereabouts are uncertain. All
secrets lead to the dark, and beyond the dark there is only maybe.
(O’Brien 2015, p. 304)

This sounds like O'Brien's own final summation of all his efforts to express
the significance of the tragedy of war in a truthful way, to tell a true war story.
He was not the only Vietnam War writer to come to these ambiguous
conclusions. The North Vietnamese Bao Ninh fought on the other side from
1969 to 1975, at the end of which time he was one of only ten who survived
out of the 500 who had enlisted with him in the Glorious 27th Youth Brigade.
He was hailed as a war hero, and when in 1991 he published The Sorrow of
War, his novel based on his experiences, it became a bestseller and won
Vietnam’s first prize for literature. However, the authorities then changed their
minds and banned the book.
Far from the Party’s heroic nationalist narrative of anti-imperialist
passion, disciplined principle, and collective solidarity, Bao depicts
rampant but unadmittable despair, uncontrollable violence, broken
dreams and pain. His battle scenes emphasize loss, as whole
battalions are reduced to two or three survivors. Almost every woman
in the novel is raped, and the assaults are committed by both enemy
and allied soldiers. Postwar life is not a hard-won utopia, but more of
the ‘vulgar and cruel life we all experienced during the war’ (47).
Overall, the novel itself offers ‘a horror song of our time’ (43). (Janette
2015, p. 51)

The Sorrow of War shares a number of important features with O’Brien’s
novels. It is, like The Things They Carried, a meditation on the act of writing
about war, and, in O’Brien’s phrase, ‘how to tell a true war story’. Bao, the
novelist, observes his character Kien, the veteran soldier, trying to write a
war novel:
Every evening, before sitting at his desk and opening his manuscript,
he tries to generate the appropriate atmosphere, the right feelings. He
tries to separate each problem, the problem of paragraphs and
pages, wishing to finish them in a specific way and by a specific
time…
But the act of writing blurs his neat designs, finally washing them
away altogether, or blurs them so the lines become intermixed and
sequences lose their order.
Upon rereading the manuscript he is astounded, then terrified, to read
that his heroes are inconsistent and contradictory, and make him
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uneasy. The more uneasy he feels the quicker the task at hand slides
from his mind. (Bao Ninh 1998, pp. 43-44)

As in O’Brien’s work there is an ambiguity or evasion as to who is the author
of the work as a whole. In the first part of the book we assume that Bao, the
author, is telling the story of Kien, his character, who is probably writing the
novel The Sorrow of War. Later we discover that Kien is giving the pages he
writes to an unnamed girl who lives in his father’s attic flat and who saves
them when he tries to burn them. And finally Bao himself appears as a
character in the novel, discovering the pages which are now out of order.
At first I tried to rearrange the manuscript pages into chronological
order, to make the manuscript read like the sort of book I was familiar
with. But it was useless. There was no chronological order at all. Any
page seemed like the first, any page could have been the last. (Bao
Ninh 1998, p. 214)

The sense of the story having been sliced up and reassembled is strong in
both The Things They Carried and also in The Lake of the Woods, with its
multiple types of narrative folded together like a shuffled pack of cards. The
idea of the unreliable narrator is also emphasised in O’Brien’s work. On page
70 of The Things They Carried he vividly tells the story of how, on patrol in
the jungle, Curt Lemon was killed by an enemy booby trap, and on page 78
how his close friend Rat Kiley, frustrated that they could find no enemy,
shoots and wounds a baby buffalo again and again until it dies. Then on
pages 83-85 O’Brien reveals that it’s all a lie, ‘it’s all made up. Every
goddamn detail – the mountains and the river and especially that poor dumb
baby buffalo. None of it happened. None of it.’
There are other parallels too, such as the attitude towards the setting of
their stories, the jungle, as a place of hidden terrors and nightmarish scenes,
a place that Bao Ninh calls the Jungle of Screaming Souls. And finally both
authors set their war stories alongside love stories. As O’Brien puts it in The
Things They Carried, ‘And in the end, of course, a true war story is never
about war. It’s about sunlight… It’s about love and memory’ (p.85). We could
add that In the Lake of the Woods it is also a murder story.
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With O’Brien and Bao Ninh then, we have come a long way from the
realist, battle-focused All Quiet on the Western Front, and it is necessary to
discuss the implications of this shift of focus to a hybrid form embracing other
types of story.

1.5. The Hybrid War Novel
Many of the novels I have investigated in this chapter have been what we
might call the realist combat novel. The novels of Remarque, Barbusse,
Jünger and Sassoon established this classic form of the twentieth-century
war novel as an intensely realist portrayal of a small group of men caught up
in the overwhelming grip of a vast and impersonal war machine. This model
persisted in the somewhat different conditions of the Second World War in
the ‘melting pot platoon’ novels of Mailer and Jones, and in Vietnam with
works such as Webb’s Fields of Fire. It was the predominant twentiethcentury form of war novel written soon after the event by veterans who had
themselves experienced combat at first hand. For Fussell such survivors are
the only true testifiers of the truth. ‘I think people who haven’t been through it
are unfit to write military history because what happens in close combat is
absolutely unknowable – it’s so fantastic what it does to you’ (Rustin 2004).
However, the model which is focused overwhelmingly on combat in the
battle zone is not the only way of telling a war story, and before exploring the
structure of war novels in more detail we should consider these other forms.
As its name implies, War and Peace is not solely a novel about war, and
many war stories are similarly woven into larger narratives. This will affect the
character of the war story, its focalisation, setting and narrative pace. It is
therefore necessary to examine the implications of hybrid forms.
Another First World War novel, also written by a veteran soon after the
event, provides an example of this hybrid type. This is Ernest Hemingway’s A
Farewell to Arms, based on his own experiences as an ambulance driver on
the Italian front against Austro-Hungary in 1918 where he was badly
wounded by mortar fire. He then spent six months in hospital in Milan where
he fell in love with an American Red Cross nurse he hoped, unsuccessfully,
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to marry. The novel develops this true story, with an American lieutenant,
Frederic Henry, serving in the Italian Army, being wounded and nursed by an
English woman, Catherine Barkley. By the time he recovers and is sent back
to the front, Catherine is three months pregnant with his child. The novel then
covers a period of chaotic warfare at the Battle of Caporetto before Frederic
escapes with Catherine to Switzerland where the baby is stillborn and
Catherine haemorrhages and dies. A Farewell to Arms is thus both a war
novel and a tragic love story, in which the two genres are interwoven. This
hybridisation affects both the structure and the language of the novel as the
narrative abruptly juxtaposes the war front with the romance. For example,
early in the book the narrator describes the war zone in long paragraphs of
descriptive prose such as:
A shell had fallen and while we waited three others fell up the road.
They were seventy-sevens and came with a whishing rush of air, a
hard bright burst and flash and then grey smoke that blew across the
road. Passing where the shells had landed I avoided the small broken
pieces and smelled the high explosive and the smell of blasted clay
and stone and freshly shattered flint. (Hemingway 1935, p. 23)

However, within a few sentences Frederic is at the hospital where Catherine
works, and the narrative switches to dialogue and the beginning of the
romance. He tries to kiss her and she slaps his face, then apologises:
‘You did exactly right,’ I said. ‘I don’t mind at all.’
‘Poor man.’
‘You see I’ve been leading a sort of funny life. And I never even
talk English. And then you are so very beautiful.’ I looked at her.
‘You don’t need to say a lot of nonsense. I said I was sorry. We do
get along.’
‘Yes,’ I said, ‘And we have gotten away from the war.’ (Hemingway
1935, p. 24)

We could similarly describe O’Brien’s In the Lake of the Woods as a war
novel wrapped up in a murder mystery, and in both of these cases the
genres depend intimately upon each other. Lieutenant Henry’s affair with his
nurse in A Farewell to Arms occurs because of, and is shaped by, the war, as
is John Wade and his wife Kathy’s relationship and her mysterious
disappearance in O’Brien’s novel. In the process, the war stories are
structured and understood by their relationship to the accompanying genre
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story, and a completely different war story to the realist combat type results.
Each of these genres has its own central questions which generate the story.
For the war story the questions are ‘Who will survive?’ and ‘How will they be
changed by their experiences?’ For the love story the questions are ‘Will the
lovers finally be united?’ and ‘How will this resolution be delayed or
confounded?’ For the murder mystery we ask ‘Who did it?’ and ‘How will they
be revealed?’ These different objectives shape their stories, so that a hybrid
war novel is likely to be structured and expressed in very different ways from
a pure combat war novel as they seek to reconcile and exploit the sometimes
conflicting demands of their genres. For example, both the love story and the
murder mystery are based on the expectation of a final resolution, whereas
O’Brien (1998, pp. 68-69) sternly warns us that there can be no happy
resolution to a true war story, for that would be ‘a very old and terrible lie’.
Perhaps then it is not accidental that there is no satisfying outcome to either
the love story in A Farewell to Arms or the murder mystery in In the Lake of
the Woods.
Louisa Young’s My Dear I Wanted to Tell You demonstrates the potential
of the hybrid war novel to develop and enlarge on what in the realist combat
novel is but a poignant subtext – the contrast between the battlefield and the
pastoral, and by extension front and home. It opens with a direct connection
between the two, as an enormous mine is detonated on the Western Front in
the First World War, the explosion so loud that it is simultaneously heard (in
alternating paragraphs) by both the soldiers in France and their families
across the Channel in southern England. The novel then goes on to develop
similar elements to Pat Barker’s Regeneration, of class and the medical
treatment of trauma, with binary oppositions of man-made mutilation and
natural beauty, of prejudice and love, and of hostility and reconciliation.
Notably, for a war novel, it ends on a positive note, with some kind of
resolution of the fractures of war:
The silence seemed to have crept out across the drenched lawn and
dead roses, the wet garden, the village, out over the ancient sleeping
Downs with grief and realisation hanging in it like rain in clouds. It
covered England, under the grey and silver wintry air, and the
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sleeping heavy Channel. It lay all across France, and Belgium, and
Germany, Poland and Russia; all over the great heart of Europe, her
fields and rivers, grass and stones and black wet earth, and it rose up
through the layers of cloud racked against the wide and empty sky,
and the dusk descending. In due course it would become for some a
great and unbreakable dumbness, from which reconciling truth would
never be able to break free; for others, a healing silence from which
some peace might be redeemed. (Young 2011, pp. 326-327)

A provisional resolution then, hopefully expressed in pastoral images of
timeless landscapes. Another hybrid war novel published ten years before
Young’s makes an even more abrupt confrontation between English pastoral
and war front, this time of the Second World War. This is Ian McEwan’s
Atonement, the entire first half of which covers a single day in the idyllic
setting of the Tallis family’s country estate in England, where the thirteenyear-old Briony Tallis misinterprets an event which condemns Robbie Turner
to prison for rape.
It should have ended there, this seamless day that had wrapped itself
around a summer’s night, it should have concluded then with the
Humber disappearing down the drive. (McEwan 2002, p. 186)

Instead Part 2 of the novel jumps without explanation to Robbie in France
during the British Army’s retreat to Dunkirk:
There were horrors enough, but it was the unexpected detail that
threw him and afterwards would not let him go… He had prised it
from the fingers of a captain in the West Kents lying in a ditch outside
– outside where? These rear-area maps were rare. He also took the
dead captain’s revolver. (McEwan 2002, p. 191)

This sudden contrast and separation between different genres – the first part
concerning a love affair and a crime, the second a war story – is very
different in its handling of a multi-genre hybrid war novel to another almost
contemporaneous work, Highways to a War, by Christopher Koch, which
mixes the genres together as it unfolds. It places an Australian war
photographer, Mike Langford, at the centre of the novel, reporting on the
wars in Vietnam and Cambodia from 1965 until 1976 when Mike disappears,
rumoured dead. The book is a powerful war story, with Mike in the thick of
the fighting, embedded in South Vietnamese and Free Khmer units, but its
overarching form is that of a mystery novel, as Mike’s boyhood friend Ray
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Harvey in Tasmania desperately tries to find out what has happened to him
after he receives a package of Mike’s audio-tape diaries. Ray follows his trail,
setting off to Singapore and Vietnam, interviewing witnesses and visiting the
scenes, very much in the role of a detective, and in doing so he discovers
another important element, the love story of Mike and the Cambodian woman
Ly Keang. We thus have three distinct genres – war novel, mystery and
romance – woven together in a way that recalls the similar congruence in Tim
O’Brien’s almost exactly contemporaneous In the Lake of the Woods. In
Highways to a War they reach a convergence when Ly Keang persuades
Mike to take her into Cambodia to experience the war in her homeland.
During the fighting they take cover in a rice paddy:
I knew I should get out and follow the troops and get film; but today I
wouldn’t bother. I slid back beside Keang, and put my arms around
her. Just to hold her made me feel drunk again.
–Good that they had air support, she said. See? You didn’t need to
worry. I was right. She gave me a small joking smile: but I could feel
that she was still trembling.
–We went on looking at each other. Soft mud and warm brown paddy
water: a bath. Alone here: no troops within fifty yards. Big drops of
rain beginning to fall, splashing in the water. The mud sucking and
the water washing about us as I put out my hand and cupped her
cheek. Her green shirt gone black: water and her own perspiration.
Thunder rolled, and the rain came down hard. (Koch 1996, p. 372)

With their complex story-lines, their vivid evocations of atmosphere and
comprehensive engagement with a wide range of characters, these novels
represent a high point in the development of the modern war novel. They are
hybrid genre novels, weaving mystery and romance together with powerful
realist war stories and manipulating the different tropes to construct
satisfyingly complex ‘true’ war novels. This qualitative assessment raises the
question of whether these different forms of war stories have characteristic
structures which may be capable of quantitative assessment in terms of the
three key parameters I have previously proposed, of focalisation, setting and
narrative speed. To investigate this I shall now turn in Chapter 2 to the
structural analysis of some of the most distinctive twentieth-century war
novels I have discussed.
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Chapter 2
A Structural Analysis of War Fiction

To paraphrase Tim O’Brien, how do we construct a true war story, given the
fundamental differences between the combat-focused novels and hybrid
contextual types discussed in the previous chapter? To attempt to answer
this question I shall analyse a number of the characteristic novels I have
discussed in terms of three key parameters, of setting, focalisation and
narrative speed, which together provide a framework to describe the way in
which these novels are structured. I shall illustrate the written analyses with
diagrams which help to make clear the analytical argument and conclusions.
From this I shall identify two basic forms of war novel, which I term type A
and type B, of which the examples analysed are specific variations.
The first, type A, is characteristic of the realist combat war novel, set
primarily within the war zone. It begins and ends in the base area, with
regular excursions to the front and less frequent visits to home. It is
essentially pessimistic in nature, totally immersed in the war and reaching no
sense of resolution except death.
The second, type B, is typical of the contextual, hybrid-genre types of war
novel in which the context of the war is broadened to include the home front.
It begins and ends in that home zone and its trajectory forms an arc of
experiences through the war zones, in which the protagonists are changed
by their experiences. It is potentially optimistic, in that it emphasises survival
and the hope of recovery.

2.1. Setting
As described in Chapter 1, the setting within which the story unfolds is a
particularly important aspect of the war novel. To repeat McLoughlin’s
observation, ‘War is fought over and in space, it alters irrevocably the space
on and within which it occurs… This is the war zone’ (2011, p. 83). From this
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observation I suggest that the binary opposition of war zone and pastoral, or
front and home, which McLoughlin notes in War and Peace, could be
extended in a twentieth-century war novel such as All Quiet on the Western
Front to include a transitional zone which I term base. We can then create a
matrix for Remarque’s novel with bands for the three settings front, base and
home in one direction, and the subdivision of the novel’s chapters and
sections, according to their relative text lengths, in the other. Into this matrix
we can then plot, chapter by chapter, the arrangement of settings through the
novel, as follows:

Figure 1

The diagram clearly shows the way in which the central passage of home
leave (pages 154 to 185 in Chapter 7) forms a central pivot in the book, with
an almost equal pattern of alternating three base and two front periods
before and after it. So strong is the change of mood and feeling between
each of the three zones that the diagram effectively provides a
representation of the underlying plan or structure of the novel as a whole.
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2.2. Focalisation
I would argue that focalisation is another crucial aspect in the construction of
the war novel. Through whose eyes do we see the story? In War and Peace
Tolstoy shows us the Battle of Borodino through three very different pairs of
eyes, those of Pierre the naïve Russian civilian, Prince Andrew the Russian
professional soldier, and Napoleon the French commanding general. Figure
2 demonstrates how this is done over the final twenty chapters of Book Ten.
We are first introduced to the events immediately before the battle through
the eyes of Pierre and then Prince Andrew (Chapter 25 is shared with Pierre)
before switching to the French perception of Napoleon. We then return to
Pierre’s focalisation on the day of the battle itself as he becomes caught up
in events on the battlefield, followed by Napoleon’s thoughts, then Prince
Andrew under fire, ending finally with Napoleon in confusion. This
development of events as focalised by the three characters is interspersed by
three Chapters, 26, 35 and 39, which provide the narrator’s reflections on
what is taking place. The result, as shown in Figure 2, is a highly
orchestrated use of the varied focalisations to portray the developing drama.

Figure 2
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In contrast, the whole of All Quiet on the Western Front (with the exception of
its final page) is seen through the eyes of just one character, that of the
German infantryman Paul Bäumer. Again, as noted earlier, Fields of Fire, a
similar realist combat novel but of the Vietnam War, is seen from eleven
different characters’ viewpoints. These great differences in focalisation are, I
would argue, an important element defining the structure of these novels.
In the case of the war novel there is another aspect of focalisation that
needs discussion. The issue of gender and war writing is a large issue and
beyond the scope of this study, but it is necessary to note that much of war
fiction has an overwhelming focus on male characters in a violent
environment, with female characters cast in minor supporting roles as
nurses, relatives and prostitutes. This is particularly true of what I have
termed the realist combat novel, and it could be argued that the hybrid novels
are attempts to overcome this one-sidedness and broaden the range of
focalisations. This issue is further complicated in the case of the Vietnam
War. It may be true that as Brenda M. Boyle (2015, p. 163) has argued, ‘the
Vietnam War was the last major American conflict using an all-male force’,
but it was also distinctive in twentieth-century wars in its growing unpopularity
in the west, and a new and dysfunctional relationship between the battlefront
(male) and the home front (female). This is an important element in a number
of Vietnam War novels, especially those of O’Brien.

2.3. Narrative Speed
As with its settings and focalisation, so the variation in pace of war narratives
tends to be a strongly characteristic feature. Spells of violent and dramatic
action observed in close focus are followed by periods of recovery and less
intensity, a feature of particular interest to authors. After his own experiences
in the First World War, Ernest Hemingway wrote in a letter to F. Scott
Fitzgerald that war was the writer’s ‘best subject, as it groups the maximum
of material and speeds up the action and brings out all sorts of stuff that
normally you have to wait a lifetime to get’ (McLoughlin 2009, p. 1). What
exactly does Hemingway mean by ‘speeding up the action’? Kathryn Hume
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(2005, p. 105) has discussed ‘how one might best understand speed as a
narrative technique’ and concludes that ‘narrative theory to date seems to
offer relatively little insight into these problems. Critics have so far theorized
pace (fast or slow) in just four basic fashions: (1) prose portrayal of physical
speed; (2) narrative retardation; (3) the amount of story time covered per
page; and (4) fictional reflections of cultural speed.’
The third of Hume’s options refers to the work of Gérard Genette, who
defines narrative speed as ‘the relationship between a duration (that of a
story, measured in seconds, minutes, hours, days, months, and years) and a
length (that of the text, measured in lines and pages)’ (1980, p. 87); in other
words, story time divided by narrative time. Thus an extended passage of
close-focus writing covering a short period of story time would be regarded
as having slow narrative speed, while a brief passage of writing covering a
long period of story time represents fast narrative speed. Genette goes on to
define four categories of narrative speed, which he calls ‘the four narrative
movements’ (p. 94): at one extreme there is pause, with a value of zero,
where narrative time is spent without any story time passing; at the other
extreme ellipsis, with a value of infinity, where a period of story time is
covered by zero narrative time; and between these two extremes we have
scene with a value of one, where, as in reported dialogue, story time and
narrative time can be regarded as equal, and summary, covering the whole
range between scene and ellipsis.
One can argue that the limitation of Genette's model lies in the fact that it
gives precise values for three of his narrative 'movements' – ellipsis, pause
and scene – but not for summary, ‘which with great flexibility of pace covers
the entire range included between scene and ellipsis’

(p. 94). And it is

summary which occupies the great majority of most novels, so that it is only
in the broadest possible terms that they can be analysed in this way. The
narrative speed within summary of course fluctuates from sentence to
sentence and paragraph to paragraph, making it problematic to use rates of
narrative speed as a tool to analyse text at the detail level, although it would
certainly be interesting to attempt it. However, it is possible to devise an
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analysis using units smaller than the novel as a whole and larger than the
sentence or paragraph, which can give us some insight into its overall speed
structure. Authors invariably break down their narratives into parts, chapters,
sections and sub-sections which represent distinct units in the construction of
the whole, and it is usually possible to give an approximate value for the time
duration of each part. We can then take a story time unit of, say, one hour,
and divide the estimated number of hours for each section by its length in
words or pages in order to arrive at the average narrative speed for that
section. Genette explores this approach using what he calls 'narrative
articulations' to break down some of Proust's A la recherche du temps
perdue (Genette 1980, p. 89).
A further difficulty then presents itself, which is the wide variation of
durations possible for each section, from minutes at one extreme, where it
approaches the speed of scene, to years, where it tends towards ellipsis. In
terms of hours, this represents a range of from, say, 0.01 to 1,000s of hours,
which would be almost impossible to represent and to assess. There is,
however, a technique that is adopted in such circumstances to simplify the
expression of a wide variable. This is to employ a logarithmic rather than a
linear scale to represent the variable in orders of magnitude.4 For our
purposes we might limit the range that we will consider, from, say, 0.1 to 100
hours. Then on a log10 scale, 100 hours and over per page would have a
value of +2, 10 hours per page would have a value of +1, 1 hour per page a
value of 0, and 0.1 hours or less a value of –1. The bands represented by
these values would then have distinct meaning in terms of analysing the
character of each section:
•

A value within the band between +1 and +2 signifies a rapid narrative
speed, typically covering an extended period of several days per
page.

•

A value within the band between 0 and +1 signifies a moderate
narrative speed of a few hours per page.

For this reason logarithmic scales are used in the Richter earthquake scale, and in the
measurement of sound and light.
4
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•

A value below the zero line signifies a close focus on the action of the
section, with the narrative speed slowing to minutes per page.

If we apply this method to All Quiet on the Western Front, using the same
chapter subdivisions as we used in the settings diagram, we can then create
a diagram of narrative speed as follows:5

Figure 3

2.4. Analytical Studies
By plotting and comparing these three parameters – setting, focalisation and
narrative speed – we may gain insight into the internal structure of the
novels. In what follows I shall attempt to illustrate this with analyses of a
selection of eight twentieth-century war fictions. They have been chosen to
expose the range of possible structures: three are First World War novels,
one Second World War and four Vietnam War; and, in terms of authorship,
four were written by combatants soon after their personal experiences and
four by authors a generation or more after the events. In order to draw
attention to the way in which war novels have evolved over the past hundred

Strictly speaking this is a semi-logarithmic plot, where only the vertical axis is on a
logarithmic scale, while the horizontal axis is linear, showing the relative page-length of
sections.
5
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years they are considered in date order of publication, and the first four all fall
into the category of realist combat novels. I shall present summaries of the
data for each novel in turn, and then conclude Chapter 2 with potential
principles for a contemporary war novel.

2.4.1. Erich Maria Remarque, All Quiet on the Western Front, 1929
By itself Figure 3 above, tracking the changes in narrative speed in
Remarque’s novel, is hard to interpret. But if we look at it in conjunction with
the pattern of settings illustrated in Figure 1 we can begin to frame a
composite picture of the novel’s structure, illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4

From this we can make a number of observations:
•

The first six sections of the novel, pages 1 to 45, are extremely varied
in their narrative speed, fluctuating from –0.7 to +2. This period takes
place within the base setting, and covers our introduction to Paul and
his companions, including reflections on how they came to be in this
situation. It is then followed by 24 pages at the front (indicated on the
Speed diagram by the first red arrow on the left) which dramatically
slows the speed.
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•

Following this initial speed hiatus, the novel settles down to a steady
increase in speed until the end, notionally indicated by the green line.

•

Interrupting this general increase are the slower passages at the
front, moving in to close focus, indicated by the arrows.

With this general structure in mind, we might consider other variables.
For example, in terms of focalisation, we might speculate that the regular
symmetry of the settings and steady increase in narrative speed may reflect
the novel's singular focalisation, the narrator Paul's, so that the whole
structure informs a unitary journey, unlike Stendhal and Tolstoy’s use of the
more variable third-person, multiple focalisation form. I have referred earlier
in Part One to the sense of Remarque’s novel as a journey towards Paul
Bäumer's death, described by Murdoch (2015, p. 91) as ‘one of the
structuring devices… the gradual attrition, the loss one by one of Bäumer's
immediate circle’, culminating in his death in the final brief third-person
paragraphs.
In its singular focalisation, its account of a group of soldiers, a platoon,
moving steadily through a regular rhythm of alternating settings towards their
destruction, All Quiet on the Western Front represents a model of one
powerful type of war novel. There is an almost total disconnect from the other
world, the home zone, which is visited just once, in the middle of the story, in
order to highlight its alien and incompatible nature. Paul, the narrator,
describes his journey to that other world as if travelling back in time: ‘I lie
down on many a station platform, I stand before many a soup-kitchen; I squat
on many a bench; – then at last the landscape becomes disturbing,
mysterious, and familiar’ (Remarque 1982, p. 154). When at last he reaches
home the atmosphere is dream-like:
I take off my helmet and look up. Yes, it is my eldest sister.
‘Paul,’ she cries, ‘Paul –’
I nod, my pack bumps against the banisters; my rifle is so
heavy.
She pulls a door open and calls: ‘Mother, mother, Paul is here.’
I can go no further – mother, mother, Paul is here.
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I lean against the wall and grip my helmet and rifle. I hold them
as tight as I can, but I cannot take another step, the staircase
fades before my eyes… (Remarque 1982, p. 157)
The solidity and weight of his military equipment – helmet, pack and rifle – is
like the jarring presence of reality in a dream.
2.4.2. Siegfried Sassoon, Memoirs of an Infantry Officer, 1930
Though rightly regarded as a quintessential example, All Quiet on the
Western Front was not the only way of structuring a First World War realist
combat novel, and the idea of the story as a journey towards an inevitable
tragic culmination did not fit well for those authors for whom the Great War
was an unresolved calamity. Such an author was Siegfried Sassoon who
served as an infantry officer in the British Army throughout the full term of the
war from 1914 to 1918, being shot twice and evacuated another time with
dysentery, and awarded the Military Cross for conspicuous gallantry. Despite
this heroic record, he decided in 1917 to make a public stand against the
war, publishing his statement Finished with the War: A Soldier’s Declaration
which was read out in the House of Commons, and included passages such
as ‘I have seen and endured the sufferings of the troops and can no longer
be a party to prolong these sufferings for ends which I believe to be evil and
unjust… On behalf of those who are suffering now, I make this protest
against the deception which is being practised upon them…’ Inviting the
army to court-martial him, they instead sent him to Craiglockhart War
Hospital to be treated for neurasthenia, or ‘shell shock’.
With this background in mind, we can then consider the settings and
narrative speed diagrams for the novel which he wrote some ten years later,
based closely on his war experiences.
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Figure 5

Figure 6
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Memoirs of an Infantry Officer is structured in ten ‘parts’, shown
numbered across the top of the diagrams, each subdivided into sections. In
Figure 5 we see that the pattern of settings bears some similarity to that in All
Quiet on the Western Front (Figure 1) published the year before. Both begin
and end with sections in the base zone, and thereafter alternate between
base and front, and there is a common sense of symmetry about a central
axis, Parts 5 and 6 in the case of Memoirs. However, the patterns of narrative
speed for the two novels are quite different. In Sassoon’s case there is no
suggestion of an ascending narrative speed; rather, the speed fluctuates
within the moderate and fast zones throughout the length of the novel. There
is some indication that, as in All Quiet, the sections set at the front in Parts 2,
4 and 8 are associated with a lowering of narrative speed, as indicated by the
red arrows in Figure 6. The paucity of sections below the zero line on the
narrative speed diagrams does not mean, of course, that Remarque and
Sassoon’s novels don’t have periods of close-focus, slow-speed text,
especially in the battle scenes describing actions in vivid detail. Rather it
illustrates how such passages are balanced within their chapter by others at
more rapid pace.
The pattern of activity in the home zone in the two settings diagrams,
Figures 1 and 5, reveal the difference of story-line between the two novels.
Whereas Bäumer's single return home in the middle of the novel only
emphasises his alienation from home and adds poignancy to his progress
towards his death at the front, Sassoon’s four periods at home, plunging him
back into the normality of family, fox hunting and tennis, occupy as much text
as his spells at the front, and underpin his journey as he struggles to come to
terms with and ultimately resist the terrible logic of the war. His attitude to
going home is different to Paul Bäumer's. In Part 5 he falls ill and is shipped
back to England, and on the train from Southampton to Oxford he looks out
of the window: ‘Nothing could be better than this, I thought… and I could find
no fault with Hampshire’s quiet cornfields and unwarlike woods in the drowsy
August afternoon… Recumbent, I gazed gloatingly at England’ (p. 82). He
finds the same incomprehension of the reality of the war among civilians as
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Bäumer did, but this doesn’t devastate him in the way it does Paul who, at
the end of his leave, reflects bitterly, ‘I ought never to have come here’ (p.
185). Instead Sassoon tries through his rebellion to engage the public to stop
the war. In terms of the development of the war novel, this is an important
shift because it contextualises the war front to a much greater extent than
does Remarque, and paves the way for the contextual war novel embracing
both the military and the civilian worlds.

2.4.3. William Nagle, The Odd Angry Shot, 1975
As described earlier, Nagel’s Vietnam War novel is quite different from the
above examples. Dominated by dialogue, its unnumbered sections read like
the script for sixty-six brief film scenes, as its profile diagrams clearly show.
In terms of settings, Figure 7, it has only the briefest of a beginning and an
ending in the home zone and the majority of scenes occur in base,
punctuated by no less than nine short episodes at the front. This reflects the
nature of the war for Nagle’s unit, as a series of frequent short patrols out
from their base into enemy territory, and gives the narrative a dramatic effect
of alternating base and front conditions (the horizontal scale of Nagle’s
diagrams has been expanded here compared to the other novels’ figures in
order to make the brief scenes legible).
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Figure 7

Figure 8

The narrative speed diagram, Figure 8, is equally radical, with almost all of
the sections presented at extreme slow speed, below the zero line. In other
words, they are tending towards what Genette defined as the narrative
movement of scene with a value of –1 on the log10 scale, where the
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preponderance of reported dialogue brings story time and narrative time
close together.
If Memoirs of an Infantry Officer can be read as a shift towards a more
contextual approach to the combat war novel, The Odd Angry Shot
represents the opposite tendency towards a purely military novel with
minimal references to the world outside. This is emphasised by the different
circumstances of war service in Vietnam, for whereas the period of service of
combatants in the First and Second World Wars was open-ended, with no
defined end in sight, but with periodic leave home, for Australian and
American soldiers in Vietnam service comprised a twelve or thirteen month
unbroken spell in Vietnam, then a flight home. Nagel, along with many other
Vietnam War novelists, thus concentrates almost exclusively on that period of
hermetic isolation from home, and his references to that other world are
fleeting. Thus we know almost nothing of the central character’s background,
and when, nine months into his term, he finally receives a letter from his
girlfriend, the event runs as follows:
Tear envelope as per instructions:
My Darling,
Just a short note to let you know…
I recognise the handwriting. Thanks a million.
‘Not a bad average is it, eh?’
‘’What,’ says Harry, ‘don’t tell me she’s finally written?’
‘You wouldn’t credit it, would you. After nine months, one letter,’ I
answer.
I don’t even bother to read any further.
‘Anyone going near the orderly room?’ I ask.
‘In about five minutes. Why?’ says Harry.
‘Do me a favour and pin this on the notice board, will you?’
‘Ain’t love grand?’ laughs Rogers from behind his letter. (Nagle 2013,
p. 53)

The Odd Angry Shot is thus a combat war novel in a particularly pure
form, and its climax is not the death of the narrator as in All Quiet on the
Western Front nor his rebellion against the war as in Memoirs of an Infantry
Officer, but rather his successful participation in the intense action of the
1968 Tet Offensive and the unit’s fight to retake the provincial capital Baria
after it is overrun by North Vietnamese. This character is then reflected in its
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repetitive structure and its closely focused and consistently slow narrative
speed, and represents one extreme in the range of war novel types we shall
examine. Such an approach has the merit of continuous momentum but risks
monotony and limited character development, and it is perhaps significant
that The Odd Angry Shot is an extremely short novel, the shortest of those
considered here.

2.4.4. James Webb, Fields of Fire, 1978
The fourth realist combat novel is a much longer and more elaborate working
of the type, as can be seen by comparing its settings diagram, Figure 9, with
that of All Quiet on the Western Front, Figure 1. After a brief Prologue, giving
us a foretaste of the future action, it is then broken down into three parts
which are then subdivided into numbered chapters. Parts 1 and 3 form
framing elements in the home zone, as a more developed version of Nagle’s
device, while the main central Part 2 is largely taken up with twelve episodes
at the front. Figure 9 again displays the strong central symmetry that we
noted in Remarque’s and Sassoon’s settings diagrams.

Figure 9
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This central symmetry is also evident in the diagram of Webb’s narrative
speed, Figure 10, with a clear correspondence between both diagrams in
which periods at the front and base are mostly narrated at a slow speed and
at home in a rapid speed.

Figure 10

Unlike the previous three novels which were all seen through the eyes of
a single individual, Fields of Fire employs multiple focalisations, an
arrangement that vividly exposes the different characters in the ‘melting pot’
platoon. There are eleven in all and four in particular, as shown in Figure 11,
plotting their focalisations onto the settings diagram.
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Figure 11

The four main characters weave through the story like voices or
instruments in a musical composition, and their different characters serve the
overall changes of mood. Thus Part 1 opens with Snake, aggressive and
forceful, who is followed by the contrast of Hodges, the officer in charge of
the unit and whose focalisation recurs, giving continuity and balance to the
whole. About a quarter of the way in, Goodrich appears, a discordant note
among the others, hopelessly out of place in his situation, and gradually
becomes more significant until finally it is he who completes the story, shown
returning to America and having to explain himself and his comrades to an
anti-war demonstration. Dan, the fourth focalising character, is also an odd
man out, the only non-American, their Vietnamese interpreter who appears
again towards the end in Part 3, still doomed to be caught up in the war after
the others have left and returned home. It may then be significant that his
viewpoint occurs at the point of central symmetry of the novel.
Two features of the melting pot platoon novel which we saw in Mailer’s
The Naked and the Dead are further developed in Webb’s novel. One is the
use of multiple focalisations, each here given separate chapters to tell the
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characters’ back stories as against Mailer’s mixing of viewpoints within the
same chapter. This works to connect the war story to the wider context of
American life as we learn their motives and ambitions. The other feature is its
use of internal conflicts within the platoon to heighten the drama. These
conflicts come from clashes of culture, class and race, expanded in the
Vietnam novel by the end of segregation in the American forces in 1947 to
add African-Americans to the racial mix.
Thus the structure of Fields of Fire is formed by the overlapping stories of
the characters as they are changed by their experience in the almost
constant turmoil of jungle conflict, ending with the terrible irony of Goodrich,
the least war-like member of the platoon, being demonised as a warmonger
by an anti-war crowd. It is this, the unresolved and potentially hostile nature
of the relationship between the combatants in the field and the noncombatants at home, which distinguishes the Vietnam War novel from its
predecessors and provides a dramatic twist to its contextualisation.

2.4.5. Tim O’Brien, In the Lake of the Woods, 1994
In the Lake of the Woods represents a radical departure from the form of
realist combat novel discussed above. To reiterate what was said in Part 1, it
is set by a lake in remote country on the northern border of the United States
and concerns the mysterious disappearance of John Wade’s wife Kathy, and
at first appears to be a crime story rather than a war novel until it emerges
that Wade was a participant in the notorious My Lai massacre in 1968. In
terms of its settings, it can, however, be seen as having a similar tripartite
structure to the other novels, with the Vietnam scenes corresponding to the
front, those on the lake to base, and others set elsewhere to home. The
diagram of settings then shows a majority of chapters set in the lake zone,
with forays out to Vietnam and to those set elsewhere:
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Figure 12

The corresponding narrative speed diagram displays a syncopated
structure of alternating fast and slow speeds:

Figure 13

However, these diagrams cannot be interpreted without reference to the
fact that the novel has been devised as four distinct types of narrative, which
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are identified by their chapter headings. As described in Part 1, the four types
are:
1

with titles beginning with the words ‘How’, ‘What’ or ‘Where’, are all
set on the lake, narrating the story of Kathy's disappearance with
John Wade’s focalisation in third person, past tense;

2

titled ‘Evidence’, spread across all three settings and in various forms
– notes, verbatim quotes, letters – apparently from the file of an
investigator, possibly the narrator, himself or herself a fictional
character;

3

titled ‘The Nature of…’, tell us of Wade's life, narrated at a brisk
narrative speed in an objective third-person voice;

4

eight chapters titled ‘Hypothesis’, all set like the first group within the
lake setting, and comprising a series of speculations about what may
have

happened

to

Kathy,

probably

in

the

voice

of

the

narrator/investigator.
These four chapter types follow the sequence 123 1423 143 1234 1234
1234 14234 1324, a slightly irregular version of a repeating 1234 1234
1234… etc. This structure is unusually deliberate and carefully designed to
present the story of Kathy Wade’s disappearance from many alternative
points of view. This becomes clear when we represent them by different
colours in our diagrams and see that each colour has its own distinctive
pattern within the whole. Thus in settings, the How, What, Where… and
Hypothesis sections stick to the middle Lake zone, while Evidence and The
Nature of… sections skip back and forward between Vietnam and other,
past, events:
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Figure 14

In terms of narrative speed, Evidence operates as Genette’s pause,
where narrative time is spent without any story time passing, while the other
sections operate rather consistently at moderate and fast speeds:
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Figure 15

In effect we are presented with four entirely different stories of the same
events, a fractured and reassembled composition like a collage or bricolage,
which leads to no clear conclusion or definitive explanation. This takes us
back to O’Brien’s earlier book The Things They Carried and its chapter How
to Tell a True War Story (p. 71):
In any war story, but especially a true one, it’s difficult to separate
what happened from what seemed to happen. What seems to happen
becomes its own happening and has to be told that way. The angles
of vision are skewed… The pictures get jumbled, you tend to miss a
lot. And then afterward, when you go to tell about it, there’s always
that surreal seemingness, which makes the story seem untrue, but
which in fact represents the hard and exact truth as it seemed.
In many cases a true war story cannot be believed. If you believe it,
be skeptical.

The unique structure of In the Lake of the Woods looks like O’Brien’s attempt
to find an answer to that dilemma. We should also note that, in terms of types
of war novels, it is the first of our examples to enlarge the context beyond the
war itself, and to extend the genre as a love story of John and Kathy’s
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relationship and as a murder mystery of her death. It is thus a hybrid war
story.

2.4.6. Christopher Koch, Highways to a War, 1995
The longest of our eight novels and much longer than In the Lake of the
Woods, Koch’s Highways to a War shares O’Brien’s inventiveness with an
ingeniously layered structure. It relates the adventurous career of the central
character Mike Langford, an Australian war photographer in South-East Asia
during the tumultuous years from 1965 to 1975, and it does this in the form of
three first-person, past-tense accounts. The overarching story is told by Ray,
a childhood friend of Mike’s, who relates his search to discover what has
happened to Mike who has disappeared in Cambodia. Ray tells of their early
life together in rural Tasmania and goes on to describe the trail he follows
through Vietnam and Thailand until he discovers the truth of Mike’s death in
Cambodia. The second story is that told to Ray by Mike’s press colleagues
Harvey and Jim with their memories of Mike and his loves and adventures,
and the third is Mike’s own account in the form of audio-tape diaries which he
has sent to Ray. The novel is structured in two parts, the first covering the
period from Tasmania to Vietnam, and the second Mike’s growing obsession
with Cambodia, which was in the process of being taken over by the army of
the Khmer Rouge. The parts are divided into numbered and titled sections,
which in turn are subdivided into numbered sub-sections, forty in all.
Figures 16 and 17 show how the home zone is confined to the first
section in Part 1, set in Australia, and that thereafter the story in South-East
Asia moves between base and front in a familiar alternating pattern. We can
also see that, with the exception of the rapid first section, the narrative speed
slows, with much of it in close focus below the zero line.
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Figure 16

Figure 17

Figures 18 and 19 then break this picture down to identify the focalisation
for each sub-section, with colours for each of the main characters. This
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makes clear the way in which Ray frames the story at beginning and end,
while the central sections are dominated by the two closest friends that Mike
makes in Saigon, being Harvey, the Australian television reporter, and to a
lesser extent Jim his Vietnamese film cameraman.

Figure 18
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Figure 19

Highways to a War is a masterful demonstration of the potential of the
hybrid war novel, for, by making his central character a press photographer
rather than a soldier, Koch is able to expand the cast of characters he meets
to include a rich variety of both westerners and Asians, soldiers and civilians.
Obsessive in his determination to seek out action, he mixes with both South
and North Vietnamese and Cambodian soldiers, has relationships with a
succession of Vietnamese and Cambodian women, and learns from people
in both the media and intelligence fraternities.
In essence one might say that Highways to a War is an adventure story
in which the central character Mike Langford, the hero, progresses from
innocence to experience and is finally consumed by his quest. In his essay
on ‘The Quest Hero’, W.H. Auden (1962, pp. 40-61) notes that ‘The Quest is
one of the oldest, hardiest, and most popular of all literary genres’ and
describes its form as ‘The Adventure Story’ (p. 47):
Here the journey and the goal are identical, for the Quest is for more
and more adventures. A classic example is Poe’s Gordon Pym. More
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sophisticated and subtler examples are Goethe’s Faust and the Don
Juan legend.
The condition laid down in his pact with Mephisto is that Faust shall
never ask that the flow of time be arrested at an ideal moment, that
he shall never say, ‘Now, I have reached the goal of my quest.’

In Highways to a War the quest is war itself, which Langford pursues
fearlessly until it finally kills him. There is perhaps some element of this in all
war fiction, in the way in which war, whether pursued reluctantly or willingly,
consumes its participants both physically and spiritually.

2.4.7. Ian McEwan, Atonement, 2001
Where Highways to a War is rich and baroque in its scope and diversity,
another hybrid war novel, Ian McEwan’s Atonement, is starkly structured and
tightly focused. Set in four parts, it begins in 1935 in an English country
house in which thirteen-year-old Briony Tallis is planning to perform a play
which she has written to entertain the rest of her family. During the course of
the day she witnesses what she mistakenly believes to be the rape of her
older sister Cecilia by the housekeeper’s son Robbie Turner, who are both
students at the University of Cambridge. As a result of this mistake, Robbie is
arrested and his whole future is compromised. In the second part, set in
1940, Robbie has been released from prison in order to fight in the war, and
is now injured and caught up in the defeat of the British Army in France.
Through his eyes we witness the chaotic retreat to the beach at Dunkirk. Part
3 continues in London later that year with Robbie reunited with Cecilia, and
Briony, now a nurse and aware of her mistake, trying unsuccessfully to obtain
their forgiveness. The final brief part takes place in 1999 with Briony now a
successful novelist diagnosed with dementia, who reveals that the whole of
the previous novel is in fact a fiction, a version of events authored by herself
as a form of atonement for her terrible error which ruined Robbie’s life, and
we are left uncertain as to whether Robbie did in fact die at Dunkirk.
In terms of its structure, the novel’s four parts are divided into chapters,
and Figure 20 shows the way in which it is demarcated into a single setting
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for each part. Figure 21 then shows how these parts are relentlessly focused
in the bottom band, at the slowest speeds.

Figure 20

Figure 21
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The dramatic differences between the parts is further emphasised by
plotting the focalisation in the settings diagram (Figure 22). Part 1, which
occupies almost exactly half of the text length, is focalised by five characters
intermixed, who describe events from different viewpoints and establish the
drama which generates the following parts, concerning the false accusation
of rape against Robbie. Parts 2, 3 and 4, by contrast, have singular
focalisations.

Figure 22

Although both Highways to a War and Atonement have multiple
focalisations, there is an important difference in the gender of those who
observe the events. For whereas Koch has many characters of both sexes,
the story is told only through male participants, whereas McEwan uses both
male and female viewpoints (Figure 22), an important distinction in view of
Robbie’s alleged crime.
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Figure 23

In this and other respects Atonement is a different kind of war novel from
those I have discussed previously. Indeed it might be argued that it is not
really a war novel at all, since the war section seems to be an almost
arbitrary way of creating the crisis which follows the false accusation against
Robbie – it might, for example, be a crime story rather than a war story that
engineers the crisis and his possible death. However, Atonement does
provide an important new precedent in this series in the way in which the war
story is so heavily contextualised within the broader social environment. For it
is the war story that most dramatically transforms the civilian lives in which it
is embedded, in the way in which its brutal presence forces the characters
from the peaceful pastoral of Part 1 into the harsh realities of the wartime
city.

2.4.8. Louisa Young, My Dear I Wanted to Tell You, 2011
The final war novel discussed here provides a good summing up of the
themes we have seen developing in the previous examples. In terms of type,
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My Dear I Wanted to Tell You is a hybrid. Set between 1907 and 1918, a
hundred years before the novel was written, it relates the romance of Nadine
Waveney and Riley Purefoy, the opposition of Nadine’s mother, and the
devastating consequences of Riley’s service on the Western Front during
which he is horribly mutilated. The pattern of settings (Figure 24) shows the
progress from the ominous prologue describing characters on both sides of
the English Channel pausing as they hear the rumble of an immense
explosion on the front, on to the final chapters in the home setting. In its
movement back and forth between zones it is more akin to Webb or Koch’s
novels than, say, McEwan’s, and the narrative speed diagram (Figure 25)
shows a similar fluctuation, generally in the faster range and without much
correspondence to the pattern of settings.

Figure 24
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Figure 25

Appropriately for a war story that is also a love story, the characters’
focalisations are distributed right across the novel (Figure 26), with those of
Riley providing the overall framework. This is emphasised in Figure 27
showing the gender of focalisers, in which Riley and his captain Peter Locke
make up the male element and Nadine and Peter’s wife Julia and cousin
Rose the female.
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Figure 26

Figure 27
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Although the action on the Western Front features frequently and vividly
in the novel, My Dear I Wanted to Tell You is primarily concerned with the
relationships between the male and female characters. The relationship
between Nadine and Riley develops during their teenage years despite their
social difference – Nadine educated middle-class and Riley working-class –
and the opposition of Nadine’s mother Jacqueline Waveney. Riley volunteers
for the war, is wounded, returns to service and finally, in the precise centre of
the book, Chapter 15 out of 29, receives a devastating wound which shatters
one side of his face. In order to spare Nadine the ordeal of loving a hideously
disfigured man, he writes to her and tells her he’s met someone else, his
letter beginning ‘My Dear I wanted to tell you…’ (Young 2011, p. 218). The
story eventually leads to their reconciliation, in effect a class and militarised
version

of

Shakespeare’s

star-cross’d

lovers.

This

main

story

is

complemented by that of a second relationship, the troubled marriage of
Riley’s Captain Locke and his wife Julia, and the two stories are finally
resolved in the closing pastoral scene quoted earlier in Chapter 1. This
mixing of love story with war story is a powerful hybrid form used in a number
of other twentieth-century war novels, from Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms
(1929) to Sebastian Faulks’s Birdsong (1993), as well as the previous three
novels discussed above, by O’Brien, Koch and McEwan.

2.5. Discussion
This brief analysis of eight novels is hardly extensive enough to make
definitive statements about the structure of twentieth-century war novels as a
whole, but it may be sufficient to indicate a range of variations in their types,
and to suggest a hypothesis of their underlying principles. In particular we
may note a marked difference between the first four novels considered, by
Remarque, Sassoon, Nagle and Webb, which I have termed realist combat
novels, and the last four by O’Brien, Koch, McEwan and Young which are
hybrids.
Table 1 shows the comparative statistics for aspects of the eight novels:
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In terms of settings it will be seen that the average amount of text length
set in the base zone is close to half, both for the eight as a whole and for
each of novel groups 1 to 4 and 5 to 8. The big variations come when we
look at how much space has been devoted to front and home. Whereas the
overall average for the eight novels taken together is roughly a quarter in
each of these two zones, the 1–4 realist combat novels, not surprisingly,
spend much more time at the front, and particularly so for Fields of Fire. By
contrast, the 5–8 composite novels are heavily weighted towards the home
front by an almost equal amount. Of all the novels, Siegfried Sassoon’s
comes closest to the average, closely followed by Christopher Koch,
although their patterns of settings (Figures 9 and 16) are quite different. It
should be noted that I have not counted the ‘Evidence’ chapters in O’Brien’s
novel with their multiple settings.
The difference between the two groups of novels is again clear in the
case of focalisation. Three of the four realist combat novels employ the single
focalisation of the central soldier character. The exception is Fields of Fire,
where Webb chooses to view the story through the eyes of a total of eleven
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participants, with emphasis on the four main figures. This approach is
followed increasingly in the composite novels, in which individual chapters
are generally allocated to the different focalisations, while My Dear I Wanted
to Tell You has multiple focalisations within some chapters.
A similar differentiation of the two groups is to be seen in the genders of
the focalisers, almost entirely male in the former and mixed in the latter, with
Atonement devoting most space, 70%, to female focalisation. The increasing
attention given to female focalisation in this sequence of books clearly
reflects changing social perceptions over that period, but it arguably has a
particular significance in relation to the Vietnam War, as In the Lake of the
Woods makes vividly clear. That novel concerns the lethal violence, imagined
or actual, against a woman by a man who had, twenty years before,
participated in the notorious My Lai massacre and rape of women and
children by American soldiers.
Narrative speed, according to Genette, is story time divided by narrative
time, or hours divided by pages in my formulation, and from the section-bysection speeds we can compute a mean value for the speed of the novel as
a whole, as shown in Table 1. ‘Weightings’ (Wtgs.) refers to the sum of
section speeds weighted by their length. The mean figures shown in the
right-hand column appear precise, but of course they need care in
interpretation. All Quiet on the Western Front, for example, has the highest
mean speed, even though it has many passages in close-focus slow speed,
especially in the front zone. What the mean figure shows is that Remarque
tends to embed his slow passages in increasingly faster text as the novel
progresses. Thus the mean figure does have value in drawing attention to
aspects of the author’s style and approach. At the opposite end of the scale,
for example, Nagle’s extremely slow speed clearly reflects his unchanging
scenographic, speech-laden style, while McEwan’s also exceptionally slow
speed is symptomatic of his characteristic close focus writing. Koch is
nearest to the value of the average of all the means, similar to his placing in
terms of settings, above.
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From this analysis we may propose two generic types of war novel with
distinctly different structural features, illustrated in the simplified diagrams of
Figure 28.

Figure 28

The first, type A, is characteristic of the combat war novel, set primarily
within the war zone. It begins and ends in the base area, with regular
excursions to the front and less frequent visits to home which are generally
unsatisfactory. It is essentially pessimistic in nature, beginning and ending
with the war and reaching no sense of resolution except death.
The second, type B, is typical of the hybrid war novel in which the context
of the war is broadened to include the home front. It begins and ends in that
home zone and its trajectory forms an arc of experiences through the war
zones, concluding when the protagonists introduced at the beginning return
home, changed by their experiences. It is potentially optimistic, in that it
emphasises survival and the hope of recovery.
The First World War novels All Quiet on the Western Front (Figure 1) and
Memoirs of an Infantry Officer (Figure 5) are prime examples of type A. The
former begins, ‘We are at rest five miles behind the front. Yesterday we were
relieved, and now our bellies are full of beef and haricot beans.’ It ends, ‘he
could not have suffered long; his face had an expression of calm, as though
almost glad the end had come.’ This sense of the novel as a progress of
attrition and resignation is repeated in Sassoon’s novel which begins, ‘I have
said that Spring arrived late in 1916, and that up in the trenches opposite
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Mametz it seemed as though Winter would last for ever’, and ends not with
death but with the narrator’s breakdown after he tried and failed to protest
against the war: ‘And with my arrival at Slateford War Hospital this volume
can conveniently be concluded.’
One other significant feature of type A novels is worth noting, as
demonstrated in the settings diagrams for the first four novels (Figure 29).
This is a distinctive symmetry in the pattern of settings about a central point.

Figure 29

It is particularly obvious in Remarque’s novel, where the central passage
in the home zone is framed by identical patterns of alternating base and front
before and after. This central passage, where Paul returns home, is different
from everything else in the novel, and marks a change in his attitude to the
war:
I bite into my pillow. I grasp the iron rods of my bed with my fists. I
ought never to have come here. Out there I was indifferent and often
hopeless – I will never be able to be so again. I was a soldier, and
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now I am nothing but an agony for myself, for my mother, for
everything that is so comfortless and without end.
I ought never to have come on leave. (Remarque 1982, p. 186)

The central symmetry then is not just an accident, but marks a turning
point in the book, one that we can recognise in the other novels of this group.
In Sassoon’s case it again coincides with a spell of home sick leave. While
there he becomes aware of changes:
The raw material to be trained was growing steadily worse. Most of
those who came in now had joined the Army unwillingly, and there
was no reason why they should find military service tolerable. The
War had become undisguisedly mechanical and inhuman. (Sassoon
1965, pp. 96-97)

When he presents to the medical board he is asked if he feels fit to return
to France and he says that he is, but the doctor has to tell him to stop
shaking the table while he signs the form. ‘Shaking the table wouldn’t stop
that pen of his!’ (p. 109).
In the Vietnam novels there is no home leave in the middle of their oneyear combat tour, but in both The Odd Angry Shot and Fields of Fire the
central point is marked by a battlefield crisis, in the first by the horrible death
of Rogers by an exploding mine (pp. 89-91) and in the second by the
breakdown of Goodrich under fire:
Goodrich crawled, whining, naked in the cropped dirt of an open field,
between the hooch and his fighting hole. The whine escaped him in a
steady, involuntary gag, his vocal cords constricting tightly in his fear,
causing him to emit a sound that was a child’s cry.
NNNNNnnnnnnhhh. (Webb 2002, p. 222)

The fifth novel analysed, Tim O’Brien’s In the Lake of the Woods, is
interesting in its ambivalent position between novel types A and B. It is not a
type A combat novel, and indeed there is no mention of war until page 36
and, as discussed earlier, seems to be as much a love story or a murder
mystery. Its diagram of settings (Figure 12), however, does adopt the type A
form, beginning and ending in the middle zone, and offering no resolution in
the end. It also has a central symmetry around the pivotal Chapter 17, ‘The
Nature of Politics’, which deals with Wade’s transformation from a soldier in
Vietnam after the massacre at Thuan Yen (My Lai) into a respectable
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politician, a state senator, then governor and finally candidate for the United
States Senate. It thus provides the link between the past and the future, and
the source of the tension that underpins the novel.
My Dear I Wanted to Tell You (Figure 24) is firmly in the type B category,
beginning with the growing affection of the young lovers in London, Riley and
Nadine. They are divided by class; they become embroiled in the war and
Riley is wounded and disfigured; the lovers are separated and at odds; finally
they and their various unhappy family members come together at home at
Christmas 1918 and harmony is restored. However, this harmony is hedged
around with reservations: ‘Nobody talked about the terrible things they had all
seen and done and had done to them… In due course it would become for
some a great and unbreakable dumbness… for others, a healing silence
from which some peace might be redeemed’ (pp. 326-327). This
ambivalence reflects the sobering insistence of the type A novels that, to
quote Tim O’Brien’s words from The Things They Carried once again, ‘If at
the end of a war story you feel uplifted, or if you feel that some small bit of
rectitude has been salvaged from the larger waste, then you have been
made the victim of a very old and terrible lie’ (pp. 68-69).
This difficulty of an appropriate ending for the type B novel has led to
some interesting and creative solutions, such as Ian McEwan’s Atonement,
which follows a rather severe type B pattern (Figure 20), and is finally
revealed to be a literary fabrication by Briony to atone for her disastrous
mistake in the first part of the novel. ‘I like to think that it isn’t weakness or
evasion, but a final act of kindness, a stand against oblivion and despair’ (pp.
371-372).
Another type B novel that addresses O’Brien’s difficulty in a different way
is Christopher Koch’s Highways to a War, which begins by setting up the
expectation of a classic type B story – Ray learns that his childhood friend
Mike, a war-photographer, has gone missing somewhere in South-East Asia,
and sets off with a mission to retrace Mike’s journey through the war zones in
order to find his friend and bring him home. This immediately sets up an
expectation in the reader of the type B arc. The novel begins with this
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pattern, with a long section in the home zone describing the two men’s youth
together in Tasmania, before we move into the war zones. Part of the novel’s
power of suspense then derives from the anticipation of its resolution, which,
however, never comes, as Mike is never found, believed crucified by the
Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. The novel’s diagram of settings (Figure 16)
therefore reads as an incomplete type B, without the final return, ironically
evoked by the last one-word paragraph of the novel, ‘Home’.
The typical type B beginning and ending in the home zone does provide
an opportunity to introduce in a more rounded manner the characters of the
participants away from the extreme exigencies of war. The Odd Angry Shot
for example (Figure 7), though essentially a thoroughgoing type A combat
novel, has brief beginning and end sections set apart from the war zone.
More substantial such opening and closing sections are used in Fields of Fire
(Figure 9) (discounting the short preface section in combat at the start). Part
1 of the novel describes two of the principal characters, Hodges and Snake,
at home in America before going to war, giving us a clear sense of their
respective characters. However, the possibility of some kind of type B
resolution and meeting those two characters again in the concluding Part 3
back in America is dashed. By then both have been killed in action and we
are left with their mothers contemplating their medals. The final chapter
shows the soldier who does return, Goodrich, who has lost a leg in action,
being abused by a hostile anti-war crowd who paint his car with swastikas.
Thus Webb’s novel uses a feature of the type B story to undermine the
possibility of resolution that it offers.
With these conclusions in mind, we may then consider how a new novel
of Australians in the Vietnam War, written thirty years after the event by a
non-participant, might be constructed. Should it be type A or B in its basic
structure, and, if type B, how can it be resolved? How many and what type of
focalisations

should

be

employed:

male/female,

combatant/civilian,

officer/conscript? What pattern of narrative speed might we expect? In the
next chapter I shall consider the Australian context further and propose an
answer to these questions
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Chapter 3
Towards a Contemporary Australian Vietnam
War Novel
‘they’re bringing them home, now, too late, too early.’
Bruce Dawe, Homecoming, 1968.

3.1. Concept
Why then should we write war novels? Elsewhere in The Things They
Carried O’Brien discusses the reason. He tells us that when she was nine,
his daughter asked if he had ever killed anyone and he had lied and told her
‘Of course not’:
But here I want to pretend she’s a grown-up. I want to tell her exactly
what happened, or what I remember happening, and then I want to
say to her that as a little girl she was absolutely right. This is why I
keep writing war stories:
He was a short, slender young man of about twenty. I was afraid of
him – afraid of something – and as he passed me on the trail I threw
a grenade that exploded at his feet and killed him. (O’Brien 1998, p.
131)

For O’Brien, then, the act of writing war stories is an act of redemption, and it
is arguable that redemption is a central theme of all war fiction. McEwan
draws attention to this in the title of his novel, Atonement, although there the
atonement is for an action that takes place in peacetime and only later has
wartime repercussions. War places people in extreme and unnatural
situations, with implications that are explored in Grossman’s study of the
psychology of combatants, On Killing, in which he describes the way in which
soldiers’ aversion to the things they are obliged to do is overcome by their
training and ‘the fear of not being able to meet the terrible obligations of
combat’ (p. 53), resulting in their subsequent PTSD and feelings of guilt. For
a novelist these extreme circumstances provide powerful material for
dramatic stories in which the search for redemption, in all its forms, plays a
major part.
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Redemption is thus the theme of the novel which forms the second part
of this thesis. How then should one approach the writing of a contemporary
war novel, and in particular a contemporary novel of the Australian war in
Vietnam from 1962 to 1972? And why indeed should one attempt such a
thing? This study began with a reference to McLoughlin’s introduction to The
Cambridge Companion to War Writing, which offers an answer to that
question:
How war is written about concerns every individual. It is vital that
techniques and tools are found to represent war accurately… In
identifying these techniques and tools, literary scholarship has a
unique opportunity – that of constituting an act of good citizenship.
(McLoughlin 2009, p. 1)

In that context the Australian fiction written about the war in Vietnam is
remarkably sparse. While there have been a number of memoirs published of
individual soldiers’ experiences in the war, there have been far fewer works
of fiction, of which Nagle and Koch’s novels discussed here are among the
most notable. Arguably the Vietnam War was one of the most significant
events of Australian history of the past sixty years, occurring at a time of
great change in Australian society and continuing to reverberate in our
relations with our neighbours in South-East Asia and in the lives of those who
survived those events.
To write a Vietnam novel now is to write a piece of historical fiction, and
the historical context of the war story must therefore form a significant part.
The unique difference of the Vietnam War as against the First and Second
World Wars was the degree of hostility on the home front to the war and to
the returning veterans, a hostility which has faded in the collective memory of
today, and an exploration of this context must be crucial to a contemporary
account. In other words, its most fruitful models would be those novels
described above in Group B, with contextual and hybrid characteristics which
would allow the war story to be woven into the story of the times.
Another feature of the Vietnam War was its intimate confrontation
between the different cultures of Australia and South-East Asia. This had
direct long-term ramifications for Australia in terms of the subsequent arrival
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of Vietnamese boat people. Some two million Vietnamese fled the country
after the defeat of the South, of which over 100,000 settled in Australia, and
this marked the beginning of a shift in Australia’s attitude to Asian
immigration. Thus a desirable feature of a new Vietnam War novel would be
to explore relationships between Australian and Vietnamese participants.
Though different from earlier Australian wars, the Vietnam War was still
part of the Australian military history and tradition which began with the Boer
War, and which is widely commemorated today in pilgrimages to Gallipoli and
the First World War battle sites and cemeteries in France. It could therefore
be fruitful for a contemporary Vietnam War novel to refer to that cultural and
historical context of former wars.
With these contextual principles in mind we can then consider formal and
structural features. From our analysis of type B novels, we might expect that
the contextual novel will have multiple focalisations. We could also
hypothesise that, in terms of settings, it will have a greater emphasis on the
home setting than the front (although Highways to a War suggests
otherwise), and that the base setting will be the largest. In terms of narrative
speed we might anticipate close focus, slow speed passages to predominate
in the sections at the front. However, there are many examples that do not
conform to these patterns, and the important thing will be to find a structure
of settings, speed and focalisation that enhances the literary objectives
above.
Perhaps Tim O’Brien, the author whose whole career has been
concerned with finding a valid way in which to write a true Vietnam War
story, should have the final word:
And in the end, of course, a true war story is never about war. It’s
about sunlight. It’s about the special way that dawn spreads out on a
river when you know you must cross the river and march into the
mountains and do things you are afraid to do. It’s about love and
memory. It’s about sorrow. It’s about sisters who never write back and
people who never listen. (O’Brien 1998, p. 85)
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3.2. Redemption
The creative work then is a novel about, and titled, Redemption. Its central
focus is the key period 1967–68 when the Vietnam War entered a critical
stage. Militarily, the American forces in Vietnam reached a peak of over half
a million personnel in those years, and General Westmoreland’s claim that
he was on the point of winning the war was thrown into doubt by North
Vietnam’s Tet Offensive which convulsed the whole of South Vietnam in early
1968. For the Australian forces the Tet campaign was followed a few months
later by the Battle of Coral, the largest Australian engagement of the war. On
the home front, Martin Luther King Jr delivered his anti-war speech ‘A Time
to Break Silence’ in April 1967, which led to nation-wide demonstrations in
America against the war. Civil opposition to the war in Australia was inspired
by these events and in 1967 the first Australian draft resisters refused to
comply with call-up notices. In the following year increasingly strident
protests culminated in a large anti-war demonstration at the US Consulate in
Melbourne.
How to observe this turbulent period? Two contrasting fields of
observation present themselves, with rising anti-war sentiment on the home
front and intense jungle fighting in the war zone. This suggests a
confrontation of two starkly different settings and types of characters. This
indeed is what we have seen in the First and Second World War novels,
sometimes with a link between the two provided by medical staff, especially
nurses, serving on the war front. However, there is another and perhaps
more interesting possibility offered by the Vietnam conflict, which was in large
part a guerrilla war in which the ‘home’ zone in South Vietnamese cities was
periodically invaded and turned into a full-scale war zone, as in the Tet
Offensive. For Australians, this ambiguous nature of South Vietnam was
further complicated, for in addition to nurses and doctors serving with, and
protected by, the military, the Australian government undertook an aid
program of civilian surgical teams to serve in four South Vietnamese
hospitals desperately short of staff, at Long Xuyen (1964–70), Bien Hoa
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(1966–72), Vung Tau (1966–69) and Ba Ria (1967–69).6 These medical
teams, male doctors and female nurses, then had the opportunity to witness
and experience the fluid war zone at close quarters, and at the same time to
work with the Vietnamese for extended periods of time. They were not
protected by the Australian military and were exposed to the urban
incursions. They therefore provide an opportunity for a unique perspective on
war and its effects on a particularly vulnerable home front.
For this reason a central character and narrator in Redemption is a
civilian nurse, Kris Tobin, who joins a team from the Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital in Sydney in mid-1967 for a twelve-month secondment to the
hospital at Bien Hoa, a provincial city some 30 kilometres east of Saigon.
Complementing her perspective on both the war in Vietnam and the home
front in Sydney is the second important character, Kenny Wood, a twentyyear-old national service infantryman on his first trip overseas who witnesses
the Australian military campaign at first hand. The third central character is
Kenny’s platoon commander, Tom Bracken, a regular army lieutenant. He
provides a connection between Kris and Kenny, since he knew Kris when
they were teenagers and meets up with her again in Vietnam. Although Tom
is a central figure in the story, we only see him through Kris or Kenny’s eyes,
and his inner thoughts and feelings are only revealed indirectly and
speculatively. Most of the composite novels analysed employ four or five
focalisations (see Table 1) but, of these, two tend to predominate (Briony and
Robbie in Atonement and Riley and Rose in My Dear I Wanted to Tell You).
In Redemption the choice of only two, Kris and Kenny, is intended to intensify
the contrast between them, further emphasised by Kris’s use of first-person
past tense, and Kenny’s perspective recounted in third-person present tense.
Redemption is structured in three parts, each distinctly different in time
and setting, and following the type B arc moving from home zone to war zone
and returning to home. The first and shortest part covers four summer
See D.J. Angell, 2001, Breaking the Silence: The experience of the civilian nurses in
Vietnam, PhD thesis, La Trobe University, and G. McKay & E. Stewart, 2009, With Healing
Hands: The untold story of the Australian civilian surgical teams in Vietnam, Allen & Unwin,
Sydney.
6
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holidays from 1953 to 1956 which Kris and her father spend at Penumbra
Bay north of Sydney, a fictional place not unlike Pearl Beach, where the
Bracken family also holiday. On their first visit Kris, aged twelve, is rescued
from the treacherous currents by fifteen-year-old Tom and becomes
infatuated with him. Kris’s mother has recently died and Kris’s relationship
with her dour father, a Sydney policeman, is difficult. She is captivated by the
warmth of the Bracken family and Tom’s obsession with his father’s heroic
Second World War army service at the siege of Tobruk. We view the scene
through Kris’s eyes, looking back on the events:
I feel pity and embarrassment now for that poor skinny girl,
remembering the paralysing elation whenever I saw him, the
helplessness, the overpowering hormone suffocation. Before she
died, my mother had called me to her bedside and gripped my hand
and warned me to beware of something she called a folie d’amour, a
love madness which could overwhelm a girl and ruin her life. At the
time I hadn’t the faintest idea what she was talking about, but now,
standing on that beach, I wondered in a kind of awe if the dreadful
thing had taken hold of me.

Part 1 comes to an end when the idyllic pastoral atmosphere of Penumbra is
shattered by Kris and Tom’s discovery of her father and his mother making
love.
The second part of the novel covers the period from mid 1967 to mid
1968, and comprises chapters which alternate between the focalisations of
Kris Tobin and Kenny Wood as they experience life-changing events during
this critical period.
Kenny’s chapters describe his induction as a national serviceman into the
Australian Army at Singleton Camp in New South Wales and follow his
progress through infantry jungle training at Canungra in Queensland and
then overseas to the Australian base at Nui Dat in South Vietnam. As platoon
radio operator, Kenny must stay close to the platoon leader, Lieutenant Tom
Bracken, known as ‘Skip’, and runs into trouble during their first firefight in the
jungle when he lags behind. The story is told in third-person present tense,
and in style close to Kenny’s own speech:
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So Skip comes back as he finishes digging and says, What the
hell happened to you today, Sancho? You’ve got to keep up with me
you know. You’ve got to get up there.
Kenny, tired and exasperated after the long day struggling through
the scrub and jittery after his first experience of real combat, says Aw
fuck Skipper, that was a bloody accident waiting to happen. Someone
was going to get shot if there was another contact, and it fuckin
wasn’t going to be you, it was going to be me cos I’ve got the sig set
on me back!

After that first taste of combat, Kenny experiences the heavy fighting at
Ba Ria near the Australian base during the Tet Offensive. His unit is then
moved north to help establish an Australian artillery firebase, codename
Coral, out in the bush. Contrary to expectations, this firebase is immediately
attacked and almost overrun by superior North Vietnamese regular forces.
During heavy fighting Kenny’s courage deserts him, as a result of which Tom
is wounded. Mortified, Kenny is relieved when Tom recovers and accepts him
back into the platoon. Returning to patrol in the jungle, Tom’s platoon is badly
mauled in an engagement, and Kenny’s friend Gnarly is seriously wounded.
Carrying his stretcher, the remnants of the platoon encounter an old woman
and a boy, suspected Viet Cong supporters. Almost out of ammunition and
fearing that they will betray their position to the surrounding enemy, Tom kills
the pair during the night, with a stone ‘as big as a fist’. The next morning the
section is ambushed as they attempt an extraction by helicopter and only
Kenny and Tom survive. Kenny sets off into the jungle carrying the badly
wounded Tom, hoping to reach a hospital marked on his map.
Kris’s chapters meanwhile begin with her in the operating theatre at
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital in Sydney where she is now an experienced
theatre nurse. However, a moment of inattention has her cause the death of
a patient. Confessing this later to the surgeon, she proposes to go to the
police. He tells her to redeem herself instead by serving in a medical aid
team going to work in a civilian hospital in South Vietnam. When they
assemble for the first time, Kris realises how woefully ignorant they are of
what lies ahead:
A voice piped up, ‘Do any of us speak Vietnamese?’
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‘Good question,’ Abrahams said. ‘Anyone?’ Silence. ‘Well it was a
French colony for a long time, so they probably speak French.
Anyone speak French?’
Two hands were half-heartedly raised. ‘School French,’ one said.
‘Forgotten most of it now.’
‘Me too,’ said the other.
‘Oh well,’ Abrahams shrugged. ‘I’m sure we’ll make ourselves
understood.

At Bien Hoa they discover chaotic conditions, shortages of medical
supplies and tremendous demand. Stressed and overworked they get some
support and social contact from the personnel at the huge American air base
nearby. Then, early in 1968, two Australian servicemen visit the team, and to
her surprise Kris recognises Tom Bracken, who had heard she was there.
His visit unsettles Kris and awakens old feelings for him. They go out
together, to a dance at the US air base and later to the villa of the mysterious
American Mr Tice (based on the real-life figure of John Paul Vann7). That
same night the Tet Offensive begins and the team’s apartment house is
attacked. Tom appears and he and Kris make love for the first time before he
leaves to re-join his unit. With Tet the demands on the team are intensified
and their situation is more dangerous, culminating in the murder of Toni, one
of the nurses. However, they persist, and Kris forms a bond with Lan, one of
the Vietnamese nurses working with their team, and Lan’s story provides
another perspective on the Australians’ experiences.
As well as working in the Bien Hoa hospital, members of the team also
make periodic visits to an isolated leper hospital out in the countryside. On
one of these trips, Kris and an accompanying doctor find the staff gone and
the telephone line cut. The patients tell them that the Viet Cong have
kidnapped the nurses and taken all the provisions. Nevertheless Kris and her
colleague go ahead with their work there until they see an approaching
figure.
‘Is it Viet Cong?’ I asked them, but they shook their heads.
‘No, no. Yankee, Yankee.’
We ran outside towards him, making out the figure of a second
man across his shoulders. The carrier looked all-in, staggering under

7

See N. Sheehan, 1988, A Bright Shining Lie, Pimlico, London.
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his load. He stopped and stared at us, and I saw his young man’s
face, streaked with dirt and blood. I called out, ‘Hello? American?’
He shook his head but seemed unable to speak. When I reached
him he croaked, ‘Aussie,’ and went down onto his knees.
His burden was another soldier and badly wounded by the look of
it, both of them caked in dried blood. Immediately six or seven of the
residents, using what limbs they could, heaved him up and began to
carry him back to the leprosarium. I followed with the soldier who’d
carried him and who made his way straight to a tap and stuck his
head under it and opened his mouth, gulping the water down. Finally
he stood up, saw me watching him and said, his voice hoarse,
‘Sorry… Private Kenny Wood, 3RAR.’
‘Are you hurt, Kenny?’
‘Not me, miss, but the bloke I was carrying is hurt bad, two or three
bullet wounds I reckon. I need to get him to a doctor.’
‘Well you’ve come to the right place. Come with me.’
We hurried after the others who had laid the wounded man in a
bed in the male dormitory. I told them to take him to the operating
theatre and to fetch Bac-si Bryce, who was apparently still in the
kitchen finishing off the soup.
‘What happened, Kenny?’
‘We got separated from our patrol, miss, ambushed, radio dead,
Skip got hit.’
‘What’s his name?’
‘Lieutenant Bracken.’
I stopped dead. ‘Did you say Bracken?’
‘Yes, Tom Bracken.’

Thus the stories of Kris, Kenny and Tom converge at the end of Part 2.
The aim of this major central part of the novel is to show as vividly as
possible the immersion of these three central characters in the war and
counterpoint their different focalisations and experiences. Having now been
brought together, they are flown back to Sydney, without ceremony or time to
adjust, providing an intense contrast between the war zone and home.
Part 3 begins with Tom recovering from his ordeal at St Vincent’s
Hospital, and Kris finds somewhere to stay and explores the city with fresh
eyes. She makes contact with members of Tom’s family and discovers that
he is alienated from them and is married. His sister Den is strongly against
the war and gives Kris notice of a forthcoming protest meeting. Kenny
meanwhile is angry and disillusioned by his reception on his return. These
different sources of conflict come to a head when all three characters, Tom
and Kris, who are now living together, and Kenny, go to the protest meeting
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and hear a woman speaker denounce her soldier husband as a monster.
Tom and Kris walk out and he tells her that the speaker was his wife, Judy.
The following day Kris goes to Den’s address and discovers that she lives
with her fiancé and Tom’s wife Judy in a ménage à trois. Judy says she
needs to see Tom, and Kris reports this to him. He goes the next day and
returns saying that everything is sorted. The following morning Kris is
surprised when her father appears at the door with other police officers to
arrest Tom for the murder of Judy. In the following days she does her best to
help Tom as the case attracts widespread attention in the press and sparks
student anti-war protests. Eventually he is released on bail, the terms of
which require him to live under supervision in a location away from the public
eye. Penumbra Bay is chosen with Kris as supervisor. Thus the couple return
to the pastoral idyll where the story began, and for a time seem happy, until a
senior army officer arrives to question Tom about his final patrol. The next
day Kris wakes to find him gone:
I called his name, but there was no reply. His sandals weren’t on the
porch and I thought he must have gone for a walk, but as time passed
and I saw no sign of him I became worried and went down to the
beach. I hadn’t gone very far before I saw his sandals near the shore
line. As I came closer I saw some lettering inscribed into the damp
sand above the receding tide. It spelled the word REDEMPTION. His
sandals were placed precisely in front of the word, as if ready for
inspection, and between them lay a smooth, round stone. His
footprints led down to the water’s edge.

Part 3, covering a period of about one month in Sydney immediately
following the trio’s return, is structured as a succession of short sections
within a single chapter. The intention of this is to create a rapid movement
between discrete scenes closely observed, with the effect of a general
slowing of narrative pace. At first these scenes alternate between Kris and
Kenny, but soon return to the single focalisation of Kris which we saw in Part
1, and in its subject matter too it refers back to the novel’s beginning and its
characters, thus bringing the various elements of the story towards an allembracing culmination.
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The symmetry of the plot from Parts 1 to 3 recalls the symmetry alluded
to in relation to the type A war novels, but also the inherent symmetry of the
type B novel form, with Tom’s disastrous last patrol in the jungle as the
central turning point. It has the satisfaction of the type B novel arc completed,
yet it obeys Tim O’Brien’s injunction against happy endings.
The analytical diagrams of settings and narrative speed for Redemption
show features identified in the earlier studies:

Figure 30

The sequence of settings through the three parts of the novel follows the
type B format of Highways to a War (Figure 16) and Atonement (Figure 20),
for example, showing the stages of the characters’ progress from innocence
to experience, and guilt to redemption. Figure 30 clearly reflects the strategy
for Redemption described previously, to follow the type B arc from home,
through the war zones and back to home, with a fluctuating narrative in the
middle section between base and front. The rhythm of scenes between the
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zones in Parts 1 and 2 is very similar to that shown by My Dear I Wanted to
Tell You (Figure 24) and for the same reason, to maintain a constant
referencing back and forth between events in the different zones (Figure 30)
and also between the two narrators (Figure 31).

Figure 31

This fluctuating syncopated pattern is also apparent when it comes to
narrative speed, with Figure 32 again resembling the pattern of My Dear I
Wanted to Tell You (Figure 25), with values set mostly in the faster range
above the zero line, generally slowing in the final third part.
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Figure 32

In Redemption the lowest values of slowest speed tend to belong to
chapters or sections covering periods of tension and drama seen in close
focus, as we might expect and as we noted with regard to All Quiet on the
Western Front (see Figure 4). For example, in Part 2 they correspond (red
arrows) to Kris’s fatal mistake in the operating theatre (Chapter 2), Kenny’s
first contact with the enemy on patrol (Chapter 5), his first visit to a brothel
(Chapter 7) and the fight to save Tom’s life at the leprosarium (Chapter 14).
However, there are other such dramatic scenes – for example, the murder of
the nurse Toni (Chapter 10) and the disastrous jungle ambush (Chapter 13)
– where this does not so clearly occur, and it is worth examining why this is
so.
The murder of the nurse Toni comes at the end of a long day when a
group of enemy soldiers arrives at the hospital demanding that the team save
their badly wounded officer. When the surgeon tries to explain that the
specialist they need is in Saigon, their leader
shook his head furiously and began shouting again. Suddenly he
spun around and grabbed the nurse closest to him, Toni, who
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screamed and twisted as his arm locked around her neck and pulled
her down to his level. Johnny was squealing, ‘You must do it, sir! –
He will kill Bac-si Toni! – You must save Colonel!’
Sandy raised his hands. ‘Yes, yes…’ he began, his voice steady,
reassuring, watching the boy raise the muzzle of the gun to Toni’s
head. Perhaps Toni didn’t see it there, perhaps she didn’t care. She
twisted and lashed out and the boy’s hand slid over her chin to grip
her face, awkwardly because she was at least twenty centimetres
taller than him and stronger, and then she clamped her big teeth on
his fingers and bit hard.
The bang was deafening in the confined space and seemed to go
on reverberating inside my head as I watched Toni slide from the
boy’s grip and slump to the floor. I breathed an acrid smell of gun
smoke and saw a mess of red blood on the tiled wall behind where
Toni’s head had been, and I couldn’t believe it had really happened,
couldn’t move.
Years later I return to that moment, still not quite able to digest it,
Toni’s body crumpled on the floor, the smear of blood on the wall.

The sense of the viewer moving in to witness the event at close quarters and
the repetition of the image of the smear of Toni’s blood on the wall have the
effect of stretching the moment in the operating theatre, so that the narrative
speed for that section would be very slow, approaching –1. However,
Chapter 10 as a whole covers approximately 100 hours over 7 pages of text,
giving a narrative speed value of 15 hours per page or +1.1 on the
logarithmic scale, hiding the variations within it.
Something similar occurs in Chapter 13, where half of the duration is
spent with the night-time halt where the patrol sleeps and nothing happens.
Thus in both cases the true narrative speed of the active passages is masked
by longer periods of faster speed. This effect was observed earlier in the
discussion of All Quiet on the Western Front, and it suggests that alternative
methods of calibrating narrative speed might be worth considering. Such an
investigation, beyond the scope of the present study, could look at ways of
analysing a text other than by chapters and sections. For example, the text
might be broken down into more flexible discrete story units or scenes in
which fast or slow passages would not mask each other. Alternatively a
regular modular unit of, say, 1,000 words might be employed, so that a
100,000-word novel would be examined by measuring the narrative speed of
100 bits of equal narrative time.
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In terms of the manipulation of narrative speed within the novel
Redemption, the distinctively different characters of its parts are reflected in
their varied handling of time and narrative speed. Part One, for example, is
divided into four sections, each separated by a gap of one year as Kris and
her father return to Penumbra Bay, The first and third sections proceed at a
relatively slow pace, close to a value of zero, while the intervening sections
are brisk, with a value of 1.7, setting up a rhythm which culminates in the
drama of Kris and Tom’s discovery of their parents’ adultery. The result is a
syncopated pattern of narrative speed which is hidden by the averaging
value of 1.4 shown in figure 32.
In Part Two, covering the period spent in Vietnam, the use of a
syncopated sequence is expressed explicitly in the alternating focalisations
of Kris and Kenny in its fifteen chapters, while the narrative speed gradually
slows towards the climactic penultimate chapter where the three central
characters of Kris, Kenny and Tom finally come together in the leprosarium.
With their return to Sydney in Part Three, the structure changes again,
moving from a succession of chapters to one of smaller sections only a few
pages long, while the narrative speed tends to slow, irregularly moving
towards the zero line and the climax of Tom’s death.
In these various ways the structure of the novel aims to work together
with its variations of narrative speed to guide readers through the story and
enhance their emotional experience of the events. The diagrams for
Redemption, as for My Dear I Wanted to Tell You, clearly reflect their
composite, hybrid form, in which both a love story and a war story are woven
together. By means of contrast and juxtaposition Redemption aims to add
poignancy and relevance to the war story, but in the end it is a novel about
war and its impacts.
The novel concludes with a Postscript. Kris sits overlooking a bay in
Thailand and raises a glass of wine ‘to Tom up there in Valhalla with all the
other warriors’ on the tenth anniversary of his death. She is now a doctor,
and comes here each year for a month as a locum in the local hospital. Here
too is the Vietnamese nurse Lan whom Kris helped to escape from Vietnam
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with her elderly mother to live with their Thai relatives. Kenny is also here,
unable to settle in Australia after his return, and now the chief groundsman at
the hospital.
Kris considers the hybrid nature of their story, and sadly acknowledges
the truth of Tim O’Brien’s warning. She reflects:
They say that a true war story cannot have a happy ending. I might
protest that this was supposed to be a love story, not a war story, but
Mars, the god of war, does not negotiate.
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Conclusion
‘Beside himself with terror. Pierre jumped up and ran back to the battery, as to the
only refuge from the horrors that surrounded him.’
Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace, p. 631

‘And the grunts themselves knew: the madness, the bitterness, the horror and doom
of it. They were hip to it, and more; they savored it. It was no more insane than most
of what was going down…’
Michael Herr, Despatches, p. 94

War is so far removed from normal life, so overwhelming in its impacts, so
unnatural in its effects, that it presents a particularly demanding challenge to
an author. Yet many of the greatest authors have been drawn to it, as
offering, in Hemingway’s words, the writer’s ‘best subject, as it groups the
maximum of material and speeds up the action and brings out all sorts of
stuff that normally you have to wait a lifetime to get’ (McLoughlin 2009, p. 1).
From the realism of nineteenth-century writing to the New Journalism of the
twentieth, authors have explored methods to express the physical and
psychological realities of war, and this thesis has aimed to contribute to the
understanding of those methods. Its emphasis has been on the underlying
structure of war novels as it can be traced through three variables in
particular: setting, focalisation and narrative speed.
The first of these variables, the setting for the events, is a particular focus
of the first chapter of this study and arises from Kate McLoughlin’s insight
into the important feature in war writing of the stark contrast between
battlefield and pastoral settings. Chapter 1 discusses the development of war
fiction over the period from Stendhal’s The Charterhouse of Parma of 1839 to
Bao Nin’s The Sorrow of War of 1991 and four major conflicts, the
Napoleonic Wars, the First World War, the Second World War and the
Vietnam War. Each of these wars had its distinctive settings which helped to
shape their narratives, from the open pastoral landscape of Borodino to the
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claustrophobic mud of trench warfare on the Western Front, and the alien
jungles of Vietnam. The examination of First World War literature suggests a
further development of the binary contrast of battlefield and pastoral into a
tripartite division into three clearly defined settings of battlefield, home and an
intermediate zone for the soldier of rest and recovery between spells at the
front, which I have termed ‘base’. Each of these spaces, front, base and
home, has its own character and significance, and the way in which they are
sequenced and related forms a fundamental framework for the First World
War and subsequent war novels.
Alongside this variety of settings there is the development of different
types of groupings and relationships between characters, with the
independent activities of individuals in Tolstoy’s War and Peace, viewed in
detached third person, giving way to the first-person narrative of a closely
focused group in Remarque’s All Quiet on the Western Front, or the ‘melting
pot platoon’ of Webb’s Fields of Fire, in which the story is essentially one of
the attrition and transformation of the members of this closed group.
Differences in focalisation, in who tells the story and how, thus emerge as
another distinctive feature in the evolution of the war novel over this period.
In particular the number of focalisations employed is important, from the
singular point of view of All Quiet on the Western Front to the eleven different
focalisations of Fields of Fire, and gives rise to different structural features.
Both Stendhal and Tolstoy’s ‘war’ novels were in fact war stories
enveloped in larger peacetime social narratives. This wider context was lost
in the First World War novels of, for example, Sassoon, Barbusse, Jünger
and Remarque, all of which were written soon after the event by veterans of
the war, and focused closely on their overwhelming experiences at the front.
The same is true of Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead in the Second World
War, and many of the Vietnam War novels, but there were exceptions. Like
those other First World War novelists, Ernest Hemingway was also a veteran,
having served in the Italian campaign in 1918, and based his novel A
Farewell to Arms on his experiences there, which included a romance with a
nurse who cared for him in hospital after he was wounded. The novel
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fictionalises both the war and the romance, and is a hybrid of a war story and
a love story, woven together. Chapter 1 of this thesis concludes by exploring
the implications of such hybrid war novels, which has been widely adopted by
non-veterans writing war novels about conflicts a generation or more after the
event.
For Hemingway one of the attractions of war fiction was that it ‘speeds up
the action’, but what does this mean? Certainly many accounts of war, such
as Remarque’s, seem to alternate between periods of boredom and inaction
in the base zone and frantic activity at the front. Does ‘speed’ then refer to
the intensity of action and emotion, or does it refer to the author’s use of
language? Hume argues that ‘speed has been one of the most
undertheorized issues of narrative theory’, and proposes four different ways
in which critics have considered pace. In Chapter 2 of this thesis I have
explored one way based on Gérard Genette’s analysis of the meaning of
narrative speed, with the aim of making this important feature of war fiction
as explicit as setting and focalisation. I have then analysed eight war novels
which I considered significant and varied in their treatment of twentiethcentury war fiction – two of the First World War, one of the Second World
War and five of the Vietnam War – and written by both veterans and nonveterans. This analysis is accompanied by diagrams that illustrate the three
variables – setting, focalisation and narrative speed – as they develop during
the course of the novel, with the aim of understanding more clearly the
underlying structure of each book. From these diagrams I then interpolate
two generic types of war novel, type A and type B, with distinctly different
features that underpin the variety of the selected eight novels.
The theoretical study comprises one part of the Doctorate of Creative
Arts degree, the other being a creative literary work, in this case a novel,
Redemption, about the Australian experience in the Vietnam War, and
Chapter 3 discusses the way in which this has grown out of the theory. An
aspect of the Vietnam War which particularly interested me for its dramatic
potential was the tension between the armed forces returning from overseas
and the hostility of at least a section of the civilian population to the war. This
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has featured in American novels, as for example in Fields of Fire, but hardly
at all in Australian fiction. With this in mind, Redemption is set in both
Vietnam and Sydney, and adopts a hybrid type B form, combining three
genres, war story, romance and mystery, as does, for example, O’Brien’s In
the Lake of the Woods.
I hope that this thesis might contribute to both the understanding of war
literature and its further development. The use of analytical diagrams may be
helpful to both critics and authors in shaping their work. The settings
diagrams are the most immediately useful, in that they can be seen to
capture, in a single image, the underlying plan of the book. This is particularly
striking in the diagram for All Quiet on the Western Front, for example, with
its rhythmic repetition of movements between base and front interrupted by
the central symmetry around the narrator’s disastrous home leave. The
focalisation diagrams are also clearly accessible, where they trace the
pattern of viewpoints from different characters, and particularly for the hybrid
type B novels where the genders of the contributors can be tracked. In terms
of narrative speed, the use of such diagrams may offer one way in which
Hume’s observation about the lack of theory may be addressed. In Chapter 3
I have suggested ways in which the quantitative assessment of narrative
speed may be further refined. Together the diagrams provide a comparative
method of illustrating the underlying structures of literary works, and it would
be interesting to compare the results here for war fiction with that of other
genres. Perhaps it might not even be too far-fetched to see them as a way to
further Genette’s speculation of a musical analogy, in which we might study
the canonical forms of novel tempo, a little bit the way the classical
tradition in music singled out, from the infinitude of possible speeds of
execution, some canonical movements (andante, allegro, presto, etc.)
whose relationships of succession and alternation governed
structures like those of the sonata, the symphony, or the concerto for
some two centuries. (Genette 1980, p. 94)

The diagrams may then be seen as analogous to the score of a piece of
music, making visible and explicit the underlying patterns of the work, and, in
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terms of practice, providing a tool which can develop alongside the writing of
a novel as a guide and critique of its emerging form.
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‘No plan survives the first contact with the enemy.’
Field Marshal Helmuth Karl Bernhard Graf von Moltke (1800–91)
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Prologue

My name is Kris Tobin and I have been staring at this blank page now for
months, unable to begin. I spoke to a journalist friend who told me just to
start, tell the story. But in what voice? I asked. What style? Forget about
style, he said, use your own voice, be natural. But I have found that trying to
be natural is the most unnatural thing in the world. I don’t have a lot to go on
– most of the books I read are medical texts and as for my usual writing style,
well, here is an example lying on the desk in front of me:
To Dr Anthony X,
Gastroenterology Central
Thank you for seeing Mr Y, age 78 yrs for opinion and management.
Long

term

severe

flatulence.

Recurrent

more

freq

episodes.

Campylobacter negative.
You get my point.
My journalist friend, sounding somewhat impatient by now, insists: Just
tell it like it was!
It was the most vivid period of our lives, and I want to do it justice. I
recently met up with some of them again, my old colleagues, the nurses, at a
ceremony at the Canberra War Memorial. They were much the same as
before I suppose; brisk, competent women with sensible hairdos and clothes.
Everyone appeared cheerful and fulfilled, but something was missing, some
fire, some energy. They seemed like a very normal bunch of people, except
that none of those I spoke to had married. Not one.
And then there’s Kenny. We can’t forget Kenny.
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Part One
1953–56
Penumbra

So this is how I drowned.
One hot December afternoon my dad and I packed up the car and
headed north along the coast road from Sydney to a secluded little beach
called Penumbra Bay. I don’t know how he came to hear about the shack at
Penumbra, but I have an idea it belonged to the family of one of the other
cops at Darlinghurst, where he worked. At any rate, he first rented it that
summer of 1953 for three weeks. I was twelve, my mother three months
dead, and Dad and I had withdrawn into separate uncommunicating orbits,
each reinforcing the heavy spin of the other. We were certainly clinically
depressed.
The shack itself was about as basic as can be, a single weatherboard
room under a rusty tin roof, with a veranda facing the beach and a
dilapidated dunny out the back. It took a while for the beauty of the setting to
penetrate. We were one of half a dozen modest huts spread out along the
margin of ironbarks ringing a wide crescent of golden sand. Across a
shimmering bay we could see the ocean breakers framed between rocky
headlands.
My pitying Aunt Vera had given me new bathers for the occasion,
lustrous dark blue nylon Speedos, and thoughtfully written my name, Kris
Tobin, with an indelible pencil on the label. After we’d unloaded the bags
from the car, each silently lugging our own, I changed and walked down to
the water’s edge, while Dad went off to investigate a rough sign attached to
one of the shacks, offering bread, milk and veggies.
The water within the bay was relatively calm, the force of the waves
almost spent by the time they reached the shore, and I paddled and
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splashed. I saw some other holidaymakers far round to the right, but
otherwise the bay seemed deserted. I could hear the screech of a gang of
yellow crested cockatoos flapping among the trees on the hillside behind the
shack.
I began to swim, diving into the lazy waves. Though quite a competent
swimmer, I was more used to a pool than the sea, for we lived on the west
side of Sydney. Lately I had been working on my crawl, and I struck out in
earnest.
At some point I glanced back at the shore and was surprised and a little
frightened by how far I had come. I could now appreciate the full sweep of
the hillside embracing the bay, an amphitheatre of shadow, dark and
brooding. I watched as the cockatoos burst out into the sunlight, brilliant
white scraps against the dark, and imagined how I must appear to them, a
tiny figure, alone among the waves. I put my head down and turned to swim
back.
After a while my arms were aching and I decided I must be close to the
beach, but when I lifted my head I found that I was even further out than
before. It was as if the laws of nature had been turned upside down as in a
dream, where the harder you try to go forward the faster you move back. The
waves were larger too. As one lifted me up I caught sight of two figures at the
top of the beach, my father and someone else, both turned away, deep in
conversation. Feeling a buzz of panic I tried to shout to them, but at that
moment the wave upended me and I swallowed a huge mouthful of water. It
felt as if some living thing had taken hold of me and was dragging me out to
the ocean. I fought against it, but only exhausted myself as the rip sucked me
inexorably towards the mouth of the bay. The waves were dumping me
regularly now, dragging me deep beneath the surface, and water was forced
into my lungs and middle ear as well as my stomach. Unlike fresh water,
which floods through the lining of the lungs into the bloodstream, salt water
draws plasma in the other direction, into the lungs, leading to a concentration
of the blood. The brain loses focus, and at that moment I understood that
what I was struggling with was the reality of death itself, the death whose
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effects I had seen in my mother but whose physical presence had been
hidden until now. I understood that the other world, of the bay and the
cockatoos and my father on the beach, was the illusion, and that this was
real. I gave up the struggle and surrendered myself to it. For a moment I was
suspended weightless, and then I felt its crushing grip tighten on my upper
arm, hauling me upward into blinding light. The weight was transferred to the
middle of my back and water gushed out of my mouth as if from a pump.
It took me a moment to realise that the heat on my shoulders was the
sun and that I was lying across a broad surfboard being guided carefully
through the waves by a fair-haired boy swimming in the water alongside me. I
have an image of confusion when we reached the shore, of my father and
other people clustered around, and then of being carried bodily away.
It seemed as if I had been reborn not only into a new world but into a new
family too. So different from my father and me, they were noisy, bustling and
cheerful. They were the Brackens. The one deputised to keep watch over me
was Denise – Den – a girl my age but stronger in build, for at that time (hard
to believe now) I was a skinny little rat. It was her brother, Tom, an athletic
streak of fourteen or fifteen, who had fished me out of the bay. Their parents,
Ralph and Rose, were grander versions of their children: Ralph lean, laconic
and quietly amused, and Rose extravagantly hospitable. With her thick red
hair she reminded me of Rita Hayworth in a film poster I had once seen for
Affair in Trinidad, and I thought her the most strikingly beautiful woman I’d
ever seen, and Denise the most fortunate, having not only a full set of
parents but a brother too.
They had taken me to their place, the last house at the southern end of
the beach. And it was a house, a beach house, rather than a shack. It had
plenty of comfortably furnished rooms, including an indoor toilet and a full
kitchen, and verandas around three sides. The largest building in Penumbra,
it was built on an elevated rock shelf so that it had the grandest sweep of
views of both beach and bay. Later Den would take me up the steep stair
that led to the two loft rooms she shared with her brother beneath the crown
of the roof, with their dormer windows like eyes looking out through the
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foliage. Her room became my favourite place, cool even on the hottest days
because of the shading trees and the north-easterly breezes it trapped. From
its window I used to stare at the forest shadows, imagining them as souls lost
to the deadly rip, and I thought how nearly I had become one of them. If I
listened hard I could hear the currents sucking and slapping at the rocks
beneath the rock shelf outside the house, as if trying to lure me back.
Dad also seemed transformed by the magic of Penumbra, the grim
unsmiling man I knew at home becoming cheerful and sociable, especially
with Tom, who was very taken by our car, a 1943 Packard. It was one of
several purchased cheaply from the departing Americans after the war by the
New South Wales police, who used it as a squad car for several years before
putting it up for auction, where Dad acquired it. For Tom, the appeal of its
American styling was greatly enhanced by three bullet holes in the
passenger door, a relic of a police shoot-out. At first I was happy to see Dad
enthusiastically telling him tales of real-life cops and robbers, but then I
became rather jealous. Why didn’t he ever talk like that to me, ruffle my hair
or give me a friendly punch on the arm like he did to Tom? I knew it was
because he was a boy, which Dad had really always wanted, and I was just a
painful reminder of my lost Mum.
Dad rented the shack at Penumbra each summer for four years, and for
three golden weeks in every year I became an honorary Bracken.
à

I have a vivid memory of staring out of the car window, hot gusts of air
blowing in, eager for the first glimpse of blue ocean through the trees as Dad
wrestled the old Packard down the winding coast road the following
December. I’d been looking forward to it all year, more and more impatiently
as the time approached. I remembered Den and her parents fondly, but my
anticipation of seeing Tom again was more unsettling. Boys were a hot topic
among the girls at school of course, and I’d always dismissed their giggling
whispered speculations and rumours as stupid nonsense. But when I thought
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of Tom, as I more and more frequently did, I became less certain. Was this
what they were talking about? Was this my first big crush? As we came to a
stop near the cabin on the beach I looked across the curve of the shore
towards the Bracken house and there he was, standing at the water’s edge
holding his surfboard. He gave me a wave, and that, I think, was that. I feel
pity and embarrassment now for that poor skinny girl, remembering the
paralysing elation whenever I saw him, the helplessness, the overpowering
hormone suffocation. Before she died, my mother had called me to her
bedside and gripped my hand and warned me to beware of something she
called a folie d’amour, a love madness which could overwhelm a girl and ruin
her life. At the time I hadn’t the faintest idea what she was talking about, but
now, standing on that beach, I wondered in a kind of awe if the dreadful thing
had taken hold of me.
I suppose everyone else realised what had happened, except maybe
Dad who was only really interested in fishing and drinking beer. Tom had
developed an alluring teenage croak in his voice and kindly tolerated my
radiating at him, and his mother was particularly kind and gentle with me. I
did confess my passion to Den who thought it was hilarious. What made it
worse was that in the intervening months she had developed an impressive
bust, whereas I was still flat as a pancake.
That summer I came to know their father better. At first I’d felt a little
intimidated by him because he seemed so much older than everyone else
and also because, though he was tall, he was bent with almost a hump back.
He’d been in North Africa during the war, Tom said, and been wounded by
the Germans, but his father had never spoken of what happened. He was an
engineer, and the head of the family company, Bracken Pumps, which had
been founded by his father. And I discovered that he had a wonderful
puckish sense of humour, always devising little tricks and jokes and projects
to amuse us, as if he’d never really quite grown up. That summer he decided
that we would build a faithful replica of an Aboriginal nawi bark canoe, and
had prepared some drawings for us to work from. So one day we set off into
the forest armed with an axe and knives to find a suitable stringybark tree,
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which we finally located up in the thick bush above the bay. Ralph drew a
charcoal outline of a long rectangle on the trunk and he and Tom began
hacking at it to prise off a thick sheet of bark. Together we dragged this back
down the hillside to the rock shelf in front of the house. There we scraped
away at the thick fibres covering the bark until it was smooth and we had a
big pile of the stringy stuff. Den and I had the job of twisting and plaiting the
fibres into rope while Tom and Ralph did more work on the bark sheet,
thinning the ends and heating them over an open fire on the beach to make
them bend together for our ropes to tie them closed. The whole project took
over a week of hard work, and Den soon got fed up and made excuses to get
away, and Rose became impatient with the mess and treating the sores on
our hands. But I loved it all, because it meant I could be close to Tom for long
stretches at a time, hearing his voice, gazing at the sweat gleaming on his
beautiful brown sunburnt body.
During our tea-breaks (we would brew up a billy on our fire) Mr Bracken
told me the story of how Penumbra had been discovered by Captain Cook.
He showed me his copy of a book of Cook’s journal on HMS Endeavour of
his voyage up the east coast of Australia in 1770, and turned to the marked
passage.

About two o’clock in the afternoon, we observed the mouth of a bay
protected by rocky outcrops to north and south. I determined to inspect
the shore in the yawl, accompanied by Mr Banks, Dr Solander, Tupia,
and four rowers. Passing between the heads we entered a sheltered
cove circled by steep hillsides covered with forest. Such was the density
of shade cast by the foliage upon itself that the bay appeared ringed by a
great wall of shadow, on account of which Mr Banks proposed the name
Penumbra Bay. Many birds of exquisite beauty flitted through the trees,
including brightly coloured lorikeets and a flock of several scores of
cockatoos. On the far shore we saw an Indian standing at the rim of
trees. He carried a tall lance and the weapon shaped like a scimitar such
as we had seen at Botany Bay. He stared at our approach for some
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minutes before turning and disappearing into the shadows. Despite the
beauty of this place, we determined to return to the ship without landing
on the sandy shore, on account of the numerous shoals and treacherous
currents we encountered in the bay.

‘Those were the same treacherous currents that almost drowned you,
Kris,’ Mr Bracken said, and I looked around at the bay with fresh eyes, the
mysterious shrouded beauty of the place and its hidden lethal menace.
We did finish the project in the end. Photographs were taken by Mrs
Bracken of the triumphant construction team clustered grinning around the
canoe. Then there was the launch, accompanied, Mrs Bracken insisted, by a
bottle of champagne and a glass for everyone. While she and my dad stood
watching on the shore, Tom, Den and I piled into the canoe and Mr Bracken
cautiously pushed us out through the shallows into deeper water for the
maiden voyage. Small waves made the boat rock as Tom and I took up our
home-made paddles. Den, sitting between us in the middle, and excited by
the champagne and the occasion, stood up and tried to do an emu dance,
making the canoe roll over and tipping us all into the water. I didn’t need
rescuing this time, unfortunately, but in the struggle to rescue the boat, the
paddles and ourselves I got a kick on the thigh from Tom, which produced a
purple bruise that I treasured for weeks afterwards.
à

The next summer I was fourteen and determined to present a more grown-up
and independent image of myself to Tom. I don’t know if this was successful
but I suppose it wasn’t all a pretence since I was effectively running things at
home, cooking meals for Dad and myself, cleaning the house and doing the
laundry. I had overheard two girls at school talking about pop songs, and
when Tom let it be known that he had brought along a new red leatherette
‘Teen-time’ portable record player that he’d got for his birthday, I casually
mentioned that I quite liked Les Baxter’s ‘Unchained Melody’ and Den
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enthusiastically agreed. Tom scoffed at that, but invited us to his room next to
Den’s in the loft to educate us with his new 45, Bill Haley’s ‘Rock Around the
Clock’. While it thumped away I looked around Tom’s room, searching for
clues about him. They weren’t hard to find. Suspended from the ceiling on
threads were two model aircraft, a Spitfire and a Messerschmitt, as if locked
in a dogfight. On the table by the little window lay several books, and I took in
the titles – The Dam Busters, The Scourge of the Swastika and a rather
battered We Were the Rats.
‘That’s a funny title,’ I said when the record finished, and from the way his
eyes lit up I realised I’d hit the jackpot.
‘Don’t you know what that means?’ he said. He picked it up reverently.
‘This is Dad’s story, told by one of his mates, Lawson Glassop. The Rats of
Tobruk.’
I still didn’t get it and he said, ‘Oh Kris, don’t they teach you anything at
your school?’
‘Don’t get him going, Kris!’ Den said. ‘He’ll never stop. I’m going down to
the beach.’
So Tom told me the epic tale of Tobruk and how the Aussies and other
Allies withstood a siege by Rommel and his 800 Panzer tanks for 241 days.
As he spoke I realised how much he idolised his father. ‘They were heroes,
Kris,’ he said. ‘Without them Rommel would have captured the Suez Canal
and all would have been lost.’
‘But you said your dad doesn’t talk about it.’
‘Yeah, I only found out when Mum told me he’d been wounded in the
back. She showed me his medals, the Tobruk Siege 1941 medal and the
Rats of Tobruk one with a rat on it. I had to find out for myself what
happened. But Dad did give me the book he had with him all through the
siege. Look, I’ll show you.’
I wondered if his father’s silence added to the allure of his heroism. Tom
found the book and handed it to me like a holy relic. It was a battered old
volume that did look as if it had been through a war, and I carefully opened
the title page, The Life and Exploits of the Ingenious Gentleman Don Quixote
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de la Mancha, translated from the original Spanish of Miguel de Cervantes
Saavedra by Charles Jarvis, Esq. London, Sands & Company, 12 Burleigh
Street, Strand, W.C. 1902.
‘Gosh,’ I said.
‘He was a soldier too,’ Tom said. ‘Cervantes. He was a marine at the
Battle of Lepanto and was shot three times, but survived to write his novel.
Do you like poetry?’
‘I… think so. Some.’
‘I love John Donne. “Send not to know for whom the bell tolls, it tolls for
thee”. Isn’t that classy?’
That was one of his words, like nifty, and I stored it away. I was very
conscious that I was alone in this room with Tom, just a hand’s-breadth
away, and perhaps he suddenly realised it too, because he frowned and took
back the book and said, ‘Anyway, let’s go to the beach.’
á

Talking to Tom I realised how ignorant I was, and in the following year, 1956,
I made a great effort to discover more interesting things to talk to him about.
My English teacher encouraged my new enthusiasm, and guided me to a
number of poets and novelists. So when December came round again I went
armed with a present for Tom, a book of collected poems by W.B. Yeats,
bought with all the money I could scrape together, in which I inscribed a
quotation from one of his works, Take, if you must, this little bag of dreams,
unloose the cord, and they will wrap you round. There was another quotation
that more truly reflected my feelings, but I didn’t dare use it: How far away the
stars seem, and how far is our first kiss, and ah, how old my heart. The truth
was that I felt I was about to lose him forever; he was now eighteen and
about to start a degree at Sydney University, and I imagined him changing,
moving on with his life without ever having become aware of my feelings for
him.
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When Dad and I arrived at Penumbra I discovered that Tom and Den had
made a new friend, a boy called Greg. He was seventeen, almost as old as
Tom but nothing like him, very thin with white skin as if he’d never been
outside in the sun. He and his parents, the Mannings, had arrived the week
before with a caravan, which Greg seemed defensive and dismissive about.
In fact he was dismissive about a lot of things. They stayed for a further
week, during which time I got to see a fair bit of Greg, and I wasn’t
impressed. He was prickly and competitive, which sometimes made the
atmosphere uncomfortable. Den meanwhile had become quite grown up it
seemed to me, very conscious now of her grooming and her clothes and
embarrassingly flirtatious with Greg. For me Greg’s presence cast a pall on
that week and I found it impossible to have time with Tom alone long enough
to give him my present. He was constantly involved in discussions and
arguments with Greg, who obviously felt that Den and I had nothing to
contribute. He too was interested in literature, but writers – Sartre, Camus –
of whom I knew nothing, and I spent much of my time sitting listlessly on the
beach or taking long walks through the bush. Tom also had a new passion
now, a second-hand BSA Bantam motorcycle, and from my solitary lookouts
I’d watch him racing up and down the track that ran along behind the beach,
sometimes with Greg on the pillion looking terrified.
The morning the Mannings left, the weather turned overcast and stormy,
and we spent more time indoors. Finally I had the chance to give Tom my
present without fear of interruption. When I knew he was alone in his room I
crept up the stairs, knocked on his door and went in, holding the book behind
my back. He was sitting at the table at the window, reading, and looked over
his shoulder. ‘Hi Kris.’
‘Hi Tom.’ He looked so beautiful and I was momentarily lost for words.
‘Um, I just wanted to give you something.’ I stepped forward and thrust the
book at him. I’d wrapped it as neatly as I could in brown paper.
He got to his feet. ‘What’s this?’
‘It’s a thank-you, for rescuing me, three years ago.’
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He looked puzzled and slightly amused as he pulled off the wrapping,
then his face cleared. ‘Oh, wow!’
‘You haven’t already got it, have you?’
‘No!’ He thumbed through the pages and found my dedication. ‘Oh, Kris,
this is brilliant!’ He grinned at me. ‘Come here…’ and wrapped his arms
around me. He held me for a long wonderful minute, then stepped back.
‘That’s so sweet of you.’
I wasn’t sure that I wanted to be sweet, and afterwards I thought of all the
things I might have done or said to take advantage of the situation.
‘Actually,’ he went on, ‘I was thinking of that day too, and I wrote a poem
for you.’
He told me that it was in the style of Yevgeny Yevtushenko, his latest
discovery, and was called ‘The Drowning Girl’:
I saw her drown in the afternoon
within the encircling shade.
Deciding to let her go,
I watched her pale face sink into deep water.
I dived to join her,
far, far below
beyond the reach
of the burning sky.
He gave me the typewritten page with his signature at the bottom. I have
it still.
I decided I must push my luck, and in the course of conversation
mentioned how much I loved motorcycles – a total lie. So when the weather
finally cleared Tom proposed a ride and I eagerly agreed. We took off with a
roar and I immediately understood why Greg had looked so worried. The bike
seemed incredibly unstable, bouncing around on the rough track and then
hurtling around the hairpin bends on the road up the escarpment, wheels
spinning. I clung to him as tightly as I could, pressing my face between his
shoulder blades, concentrating on memorising every bone and muscle. When
we finally returned he asked if I’d enjoyed it and of course I was enthusiastic.
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‘Good,’ he said. ‘I think my ribs should be okay in a couple of weeks,’ and he
laughed. Looking back at that moment now, I think I have never been
happier.
The next day Tom proposed a fishing expedition. He said that there was
a special place on the far side of the ridge behind the house, a grassy shelf
overlooking the ocean, sheltered and private and perfect for rock fishing. Den
wasn’t interested; fishing bored her she said, and she preferred to go
shopping with her father to Gosford.
‘Well, are you game, Kris?’ Tom asked.
I was.
After Den and her father had left, Tom gathered up the two rods and a
bucket of bait and we set off up the narrow track to the ridge through tough
bottlebrush scrub. At the top the trees were bent over by the easterlies that
swept up the rock face from the sea which lay glistening and foaming
beneath us. Stepping carefully we began to negotiate the way down to a
large sandstone outcrop, where Tom stopped and put his finger to his lips. I
listened intently but heard nothing but the rush of the waves below. He
shrugged and put out a hand to help me down to his side at the foot of the
outcrop where we turned onto the fishing shelf, and both froze. There were
two people there, a man lying on top of a woman with red hair spread out on
the grass, her arms wrapped around him, his mouth on her pale naked
breast. They turned their heads towards us and I recognised my dad with
Tom’s mother. There was a horrible frozen moment before Tom turned
abruptly and pushed past me, up the path. I followed as quickly as I could but
couldn’t keep up with him. As I approached the house I heard the roar of his
motorcycle and caught a glimpse of him disappearing in a cloud of dust. I
trudged on to our cabin and sat on the edge of the deck staring out at the
bay, feeling sick. Ten minutes later I heard the crunch of Dad’s feet. Neither
of us spoke. He threw our things into the boot of the car and we drove off.
That was the end of our summer visits to Penumbra Bay.
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A few months later, when I reached sixteen, Dad decided that I’d had
enough schooling and enrolled me at Alfred Hospital in Sydney to train to be
a nurse. I think he lied about my age.
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Part Two
1967–68

1
Singleton
Following the instructions on the letter, Kenny Wood goes to the station with
his mum and dad to catch the train to Singleton. They stand awkwardly on
the station platform, speechless together, the three of them. Up ahead the
sun is climbing over the harbour, a moderate autumn sun, exhausted after its
summer blitz. Kenny glances at Mum and Dad, thinking that this might be the
last time he ever sees them. Who knows what might happen now? In two
years’ time he could be dead, or they could. He tries to fix the image of them
in his mind, like a photograph, Dad uncomfortable in a jacket and tie, Mum in
the pretty pink dress with the red ribbon on the collar that she wears for
church. He notices the grey hairs among the gold on Mum’s head, and the
engine oil indelible in the cracks of Dad’s hands. Kenny checks the new
Timex wristwatch they’ve given him for his birthday in advance, since it may
not reach him where he’s going.
It’ll likely be hot, Dad says, but Mum scolds him, If he goes.
Dad gave him a talking-to last night about this change in his life. It’ll be
the making of you, a breath of fresh air, a new beginning, just keep your
head down, do what you’re told, don’t answer back and try to make new
friends.
A mob of other blokes, some like him with families attached, are
gradually assembling further down the platform. Kenny feels awkward and
insecure, neither here nor there. Maybe it will be an exciting new beginning,
then again maybe it’ll be hell on earth.
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They stand and stand, waiting. Mum says, Did you remember your
ointment, Kenny?
Yes Mum.
Over there the others are mingling, shaking hands, laughing and joking.
A few of them seem to have girlfriends come to see them off, with their nice
hair and make-up. Kenny stares at his shoes.
Hello, mate.
He looks up. One of the other blokes, a little guy, is standing there. Goin’
to Singleton are you?
Yes! Kenny gives him a shy grin. You?
Sure, we all are. I’m Bob, Bob Harley.
Kenny Wood. They shake hands.
Come and meet the blokes.
He leaves his bag with Mum and Dad and goes over and starts shaking
hands, laughing with the others at this weird gathering. Then a sudden pause
at the sound of a whistle and they all turn to look at the approaching train.
Kenny hurries back to his folks, a noble handshake from his Dad, a big hug
from Mum who’s weeping now, and he grabs his bag and runs back to join
the others, laughing, throwing their bags on the racks, saying hello.
By the time they reach Singleton they’re the best of mates. They pile out
and make their way to the station forecourt where a bus is waiting. Two men
in army uniform are there, big men, looking very impressive in their khaki and
Aussie slouch hats. They’re smiling, friendly types, welcoming them and
pointing them to the door of the bus. The two big army guys sit up front as
the bus sets off and someone begins to sing.
There are snakes, snakes…
They all join in:
Big as garden rakes
At the store! At the store!
There are snakes, snakes
Big as garden rakes, at the Quartermaster’s store
Now they’re all laughing and singing together.
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My eyes are dim I can-not see
I have not got my specs with me
I have no-o-o-t got my specs with me!
The bus bounces over a level crossing and draws up at some gates and
the singing dies away. They see the sentry box, and the gates open and the
bus moves on and comes to a stop at a broad tarmac area surrounded by
huts. The two big army guys get to their feet and their faces contort with what
looks like rage as they scream, RIGHT YOU ’ORRIBLE LOT GET ORF
HERE QUICK ORF ORF ORF!!!
Like everyone else Kenny is paralysed. What has happened to them? What
is this hellish screaming? And then they’re all stumbling off the bus and
running to where other men in army uniform are screaming at them to form
ranks, which they do in a shambling mess.
á

The next morning Kenny wakes while it’s still dark. Judging by the snores,
the others are still asleep, exhausted after the strenuous treatment
yesterday. It’s cold in the hut and Kenny’s back aches but part of that may be
due to this mattress, hard and with a well-worn dip in the centre. Some of the
others weren’t used to physical work and suffered badly. His suffering was
much worse though. For some reason the Company Sergeant Major, the
boss of the parade ground, took a particular dislike to Kenny and singled him
out for abuse. He was a huge thick-necked man, maybe six foot six; maybe it
was the fact that Kenny was also tall and well-built that made him pick on
him. When the company was ordered to line up at attention, which it did in a
very sloppy and half-hearted way, the CSM paced down the line until he
came to Kenny. He called him to take four paces forward, until Kenny was
right up against him, and began to shout.
WHAT’S YOUR NAME?
Wood, sir.
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I CAN’T HEAR YOU! He leaned forward so that his face was almost
touching Kenny’s who was forced to tilt awkwardly back.
WOOD, SIR.
IF YOU CALL ME SIR AGAIN I’LL CUT OFF YOUR BALLS AND STUFF
THEM DOWN YOUR THROAT YOU UGLY PIECE OF SHIT. OR MAYBE
YOU DON’T HAVE ANY BALLS. SERGEANT!
Yes, Sar-major?
WE HAVE A GIRL HERE WHO HAS NO BALLS. GET HER OFF MY
PARADE GROUND. By now Kenny was almost toppling backward.
Yes, Sar-major.
The CSM turned away and the Sergeant took over, screaming rapid
instructions at Kenny – LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT – who tried
to march at top speed, his arms and legs flailing in a hopelessly
uncoordinated dance as the Sergeant pursued him to the far corner of the
parade ground and ordered him to halt, turn to face the company, and stand
to rigid attention while the other men, now terrified that they might be the next
victim, started drilling.
Later he was ordered to rejoin the company. He felt like a pariah among
them, standing out like a beacon flashing a message, I am a girl, I have no
balls.
Later, when they went to the mess hall for a meal, Bob Harley sat next to
him and said, Never mind, mate, the bastards have got it in for all of us. You
just had the bad luck to be first.
Now, in this lull before the hell begins once again, he tries to blank it out
and think of something else. He thinks of those girlfriends on the station
platform, come to see their blokes off, and feels envious of the mail they’ll get
while he’ll only have letters from Mum. He did meet a nice girl at the church
dance a couple of weeks ago, but it was too late for it to come to anything
before he left. Lily was her name, with lovely long black hair. Unlike the other
girls who wore their hair up in beehive fashion rigidly fixed in place with
spray, Lily’s hair fell naturally to her shoulders.
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But then he imagines that some of the girls may not wait for their blokes
to come back, so on balance he’s probably better off, being free. They’ll have
pictures of their girlfriends in their wallets, he thinks, while he’s got pictures of
Trojan and Betsie. What will the Viet Cong make of that, if they shoot him
and go through his wallet and find pictures of a dog and a horse?
The door slams open, the lights go on and the screaming starts up again.
á

In the days that follow, Bob’s prediction proves right, as one by one the
novices are humiliated. Staggering under huge backpacks on a forced
march, the weaker ones are stood over by ranting NCOs; on morning
inspections their beds are tipped upside down for being poorly made and
their precious kit scattered across the cabin floor. This continuous torment
drives the men to bond together against the common enemy, and Kenny, as
the first victim, gains a certain respect, especially now that his size and
fitness make him look pretty good in the physical trials and obligatory footy
games. Gradually they change, becoming fused into a coordinated group of
fit, fast-moving components. They have all acquired nicknames. Bob Harley
is now Gnarly, Kenny, being a big man, is inevitably Titch, and their old
names are forgotten. Most learn to cope with the harassment and spartan
conditions, but there is one man in Kenny’s hut who doesn’t join in the
general banter and doesn’t get a nickname. Simon is a sad little bloke who
seems steeped in misery, and the others tend to avoid him. Kenny
recognises the type – one of his brothers was like this, locked up in himself,
drove Dad mad – and feels sorry for him. Come on mate, he says, it’s not
that bad, and tries to get him to join in, helping him fold his bedding properly
and take care of the big blisters on his feet. But in the end even Kenny
withdraws, getting no response.
After ten weeks they have completed their recruit initiation and are ready
to progress to specialist training within the different corps of the army. Before
moving on they hold a parade in front of senior officers, invited guests and a
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band. They march and drill in perfect formation, heads held high. The
Company Sergeant Major is waiting at the exit point, and as they pass him
Kenny sees what might almost be a smile on his face. He appears to give
Kenny a wink.
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2
The Alfred
The woman’s chest had been cut open, a steel retractor inserted to keep the
ribs apart and the heart exposed, gasping like a pink beached fish. I watched
two of the surgeons in the process of harvesting an artery from the woman’s
leg for Dr Richardson who was preparing the heart for the artery bypass
graft. The patient was a woman in her early thirties, Catherine Kedwell, not
much older than me, suffering from acute angina.
This was my eleventh year in nursing and my thirteenth cardiac
operation, ten at Guys in London and now three back here in Sydney. I
thought of London with a sharp stab of regret. Everything seemed so much
brighter and faster there, the atmosphere here oppressive and old-fashioned.
Dr Richardson’s actions were so slow and ponderous compared to the swift,
confident dispatch of the London surgeons. I remembered the fun we’d had
in the little house I shared with the other nurses in Southwark. And then there
was Michael – I’d received a letter from him the day before and I’d stayed up
late that night, drinking vodka, thinking about him and my other friends,
unable to sleep.
I took a deep breath and forced myself to concentrate, checking my
trolley once again, the drugs and syringes and colour-coded Luer sharps.
The graft was now prepared, ready to be connected to the heart to
bypass its left anterior descending artery, and Dr Richardson called for
lignocaine to numb and relax the heart tissue. I stepped forward with the
syringe and he took it from the dish, injected the tissue and returned it to me.
Now all three surgeons closed in around the heart, Richardson with a scalpel
in his hand, a number 32 surgical blade.
After a few minutes I noticed the nurse monitoring the patient’s blood
pressure whisper urgently to the anaesthetist. He checked her instruments,
then said loudly, ‘Systolic 175.’
Dr Richardson raised his head. ‘Say again?’
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The anaesthetist’s bushy eyebrows rose in alarming arcs on his
forehead. ‘Systolic pressure now 180… and rising.’
Richardson turned to me and said sharply, ‘Sister, Somnofed please.’
I found the drug among the vials on my trolley, rapidly filled a syringe and
handed it to him, watching the patient’s leg twitching. Richardson was now
barking instructions to the others, an air of urgency gripping the operating
theatre, but nothing seemed to slow the systolic pressure’s rise. It reached
195 and the patient’s leg gave a violent jerk and then was still. I caught a
glimpse of Richardson’s hands inside the chest cavity, massaging the heart.
Finally he stopped and stood back, and the room was silent.
Richardson looked at the clock on the wall. ‘Death recorded at 4.08 pm.’
He took a deep breath. ‘Clear your stations please.’
I turned to my trolley and my eye ran over the vials of drugs, Somnofed,
Lignocaine… I stared again at the label and felt my chest tighten, as if my
own heart had stopped. Ligodine I read, not Lignocaine. Ligodine, a strong
stimulant. How? How was this possible? For a moment I couldn’t think
clearly, then my mind jumped back to the dispensary, the drugs in the
cabinets arranged alphabetically. I remembered reaching for the Lignocaine.
Had I been distracted at the last moment as my fingers closed around the
bottle? Had I been thinking of Michael’s letter? I felt dizzy, couldn’t breathe
and gripped the edge of the steel trolley, cool and hard, trying to confront the
enormity of what I‘d done. For a moment I imagined speaking up, telling them
all, but everyone was in motion, clearing their area, making way for the next
operation. I slipped the Ligodine into my pocket and began numbly doing the
same.
Later I went to Dr Richardson’s rooms and asked his secretary if I could
speak to him.
‘The doctor can’t be disturbed. He’s with the family. Such a sad case, two
lovely little boys, four and seven. Heartbreaking.’
‘Can I see him when he’s finished?’
‘Is it urgent? He’s got an engagement at eight.’
‘Actually, it is rather.’
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The secretary looked keenly at me, as if she could see into my mind. ‘I’ll
ask him when they leave. Wait in the corridor.’
I sat there turning over in my mind what I would say. I had killed
someone, murdered a woman who had decades of life ahead of her,
destroyed a young family. I was filled with an overpowering sense of shame.
It was unforgivable, and I knew that my own life as I had imagined it was now
over.
Finally they emerged, the father and the two boys all weeping, Dr
Richardson patting the man’s shoulder. He watched as they made off down
the corridor, then turned to me and gestured for me to come in. He closed the
door of his office and indicated a seat. ‘Sister, what can I do for you?’
‘Sir,’ I began, ‘I have to tell you that I am responsible for Mrs Kedwell’s
death.’ I explained about the two drugs, but made no excuses. ‘I am
responsible. I’m going to go to the police now and will confess to killing her.’
Richardson made a grunting noise and rubbed a hand across his face.
Here, in the glow of his desk lamp, he looked much older and very tired.
Finally he roused himself and said harshly, ‘And what will that achieve,
eh? The family will be even more distressed, the hospital’s reputation will be
damaged and an experienced nurse with years of service ahead of her will
be cast into the wilderness. To what end? To salve your guilty conscience?’
He pushed himself abruptly to his feet and went to the door and said
something to his secretary that I couldn’t make out. He returned with a sheet
of paper in his hand.
‘Sandy Abrahams is taking a volunteer medical team from the Alfred to
work in a Vietnamese hospital for a year as part of an aid program. He’s
looking for a theatre nurse.’ He handed me the paper. ‘Go to Vietnam, Sister.
Go and redeem yourself there.’
á

The volunteers gathered a week later in one of the hospital meeting rooms. I
still felt overwhelmed with guilt at what I’d done. I’d slept and eaten little,
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drank rather a lot, told no one else and was inclined to simply resign, leave
nursing and go somewhere far away and try to start another life. In the end I
decided to go to the meeting and listen to what was said and, if I wasn’t
convinced, apologise and quit.
My first impressions weren’t encouraging. I arrived late and found them
chattering excitedly together, buoyant and eager, like kids going on a
camping holiday, setting off on a great adventure. I was relieved to see one
person I knew and liked well, Peggy, a nurse I’d shared a flat with before I
went to London. She frowned at me as we said hello, asking if I was unwell.
‘You look so pale, Kris. Is everything all right?’ I told her I was just tired.
Eventually one of the men clapped his hands. ‘All right everyone. I think
we’re all here now. I’m Sandy Abrahams, and I’m supposed to be leading
you lot on our little expedition.’ There were chuckles and a few handclaps.
‘I’ve met many of you before, but let’s all introduce ourselves briefly. I’m an
orthopaedic surgeon, and I’ve worked here in the Alfred for the past ten
years.’ He turned to the man standing next to him. ‘Peter?’ There were five
men – orthopaedic surgeon, general surgeon, anaesthetist, physician and
radiographer – and five women, all nurses.
Abrahams took over again. ‘Now I don’t want you going under any
illusions about how challenging this assignment will be. Has anyone been to
Vietnam?’
There was silence.
‘No, well neither have I, but let me give you some figures I’ve dug up.
South Vietnam has a population of sixteen million, that’s a bit more than
Australia’s twelve million. To serve that number it has only 850 doctors
compared to our 9,000, but most of those 850 have been conscripted into the
army, leaving only 160 to serve the whole civilian population. That would be
like having only twenty doctors to serve the whole of Sydney! And on top of
that, they’re in the middle of a war with communist North Vietnam. As far as I
know, only one of us has had direct personal experience of a war…’ he
glanced in the direction of the nurses, ‘and it’s something we all have to be
mindful of. But I can tell you that I have been assured by our officials that we
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will be well protected by our own military and by the Americans, who have a
large base at Bien Hoa…’ he pronounced it Bee-en Ho-ah, ‘the city we’re
going to. Before we go we’ll have vaccinations for smallpox, plague, cholera
and typhoid, and we’ll be taking antimalarial pills throughout our stay. In
addition to your salary you will receive a daily expenses allowance of six
dollars and twenty-five cents. Now I’m sure you’ve got lots of questions, so
fire away.’
They asked about the timetable, the climate, the diseases and about
what they should take and wear. To me it all sounded incredibly amateurish.
Surely even the meanest group visiting an Asian country had a guide,
someone with experience who knew their way around? It also didn’t sound
like a very stringent redemption for my dreadful mistake.
A voice piped up, ‘Do any of us speak Vietnamese?’
‘Good question,’ Abrahams said. ‘Anyone?’ Silence. ‘Well, it was a
French colony for a long time, so they probably speak French. Anyone speak
French?’
Two hands were half-heartedly raised. ‘School French,’ one said.
‘Forgotten most of it now.’
‘Me too,’ said the other.
‘Oh well,’ Abrahams shrugged. ‘I’m sure we’ll make ourselves
understood. Now, to start us off on a positive note, I have lavishly provided a
little wine to toast our undertaking.’ He indicated a tray with glasses and two
bottles of white wine. The oldest-looking nurse took charge, pouring identical
measures into the ten glasses, and everyone took one.
‘It’ll be a miracle if we can make a difference,’ Sandy Abrahams said, ‘so
here’s to a year of miracles.’
They all raised their glasses, ‘To a year of miracles.’ Everyone started
talking together. At my side, Peggy offered me a cigarette and said, ‘You’re
looking a bit glum, Kris.’
‘Oh… in point of fact I’m not sure I’m ready for this.’
Peggy was a quiet girl, modest and self-effacing, but quite stubborn when
she’d made her mind up about something. ‘Oh, come on, it’ll be great fun.
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We’ll have a terrific time together. It’ll probably be the most memorable
twelve months of our lives.’
‘Yes, that’s what I’m afraid of.’
Peggy chuckled. ‘There, you see?’ she said. ‘You’re smiling.’
‘What was that bit about one of us having had war experience?’
Peggy lowered her voice to a whisper. ‘Oh, that’s Marjorie.’ She pointed
to the older nurse who’d taken charge of the wine. ‘She was one of the Vyner
Brooke nurses.’
‘The what?’
‘Singapore, 1942, Aussie nurses were evacuated on the SS Vyner
Brooke. The Japs sank the ship and the survivors… the camps were
shocking. Marjorie was one of the few who made it.’
‘My God…’ I stared at Marjorie who was sharing a joke with the
anaesthetist. ‘I had no idea. Why on earth would she want to risk going
through something like that again?’
‘Come on, Kris, it’s not going to be like that!’ She poked me in the ribs
with her elbow and laughed.
Marjorie looked so… ordinary, I thought. The Second World War seemed
a long time ago; more than twenty-five years had passed since Marjorie’s
nightmare had begun. How old would she have been? Early twenties, I
guessed. Now she was going back to South-East Asia. Why, in God’s name?
á

Sunday. I still had mixed feelings about Sundays, the big lunch, the family
rituals, the laughter and occasional tears. After Mum died Aunty Vera Croft
had continued the tradition. She lived in Coogee, three streets back from the
beach, and even now in the middle of winter they were enjoying mild breezes
off the ocean, warm enough for an outdoor barbeque. By the time I got back
from London her daughter-in-law had added two more to her brood, the new
boy twins now bouncing in their frames on the patio while their two little
sisters flaunted the dresses that I’d brought back for them from Harrods. The
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men were clustered around the barbecue, beers in hand, discussing South
Sydney’s chances in the league. Cousin Rod was with them, but not paying
much attention, his eyes fixed on his children, a vaguely perplexed look on
his face as if wondering where they’d all come from. I’d always liked my
cousin when I was young and I felt a little sad, seeing how our paths had so
much diverged. An accidental pregnancy, a quick marriage, the plumbing
business and Rod’s future was all laid out, while I had stayed single and
detached. That was the word he used for me, and he didn’t just mean it in a
marital sense.
I went into the kitchen where the women were busy preparing salads and
pavlova. Aunty Vera had put on weight, I noticed, growing into her
grandmotherly role. I asked if I could help, and they set me to work on the
iceberg lettuce.
‘And where are you living now, Kris?’ Vera asked.
‘In the nurses quarters at the hospital.’
‘Will you be getting a place of your own?’
Sooner or later we would get to this point, I thought, and it might as well
be now. ‘Not yet. I’m planning on going overseas again.’
‘What?’ Vera looked up sharply. ‘But you’ve only just come back. Where
to now?’
‘Vietnam, actually.’ Now they all stared at me, startled. ‘The Alfred’s
sending a team to help out in a hospital over there. They’re pretty desperate,
so I’ve volunteered.’
‘Isn’t that dangerous?’
‘No, they assure us it’s not.’ I laughed, harder than I intended, as if the
idea was absurd. I met Vera’s gaze for a strained moment, seeing the
disapproval, then she turned back to her pavlova.
‘Well, if we’re not interesting enough for you… Tell Rod to put the
sausages on now will you?’
This was how it went with Vera. The underlying cause was her
antagonism to my father, whom she considered uncouth and a bully, charges
not entirely without foundation. She had decided that her sister, my mum,
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had made a terrible mistake in marrying him, and no matter what he did to try
to butter her up, she maintained an implacable chill. I have a suspicion that
she secretly blamed Dad for Mum’s death, although how he could have
managed to give her cancer I don’t know, and he usually stayed away from
these family gatherings, claiming he was on duty or night shift. In response
Vera would focus on me, looking for signs in me of his fatal influence. If she
ever heard about Catherine Kedwell’s death she’d surely decide that it was
only to be expected, with my tainted paternity.
She looked at me reproachfully when we kissed goodbye. After a couple
of hours with them all, I felt as if I’d regressed to an earlier age, the tonguetied outsider among the boisterous, chattering Crofts, and when I left I halfexpected to catch one of the old trams back to the city although they’d been
replaced by buses several years before. On the bus I imagined myself at the
rail of an ocean liner, waving goodbye to my family on the dockside, the
people I loved who weren’t interesting enough for me.
To my astonishment though, Dad was enthusiastic. I had braced myself
for that look of scorn I usually got when I tried something he thought was
beyond my abilities, as if he was thinking how different things would have
been if Mum had had a boy instead of me. But his reaction took me by
surprise, a mixture of bemused pride and concern. He actually invited me out
for a drink to his ‘club’, an obscure sub-branch of the RSL frequented by
cops. There, in the smoky basement bar, the walls hung with battered
weapons snatched from the hand of Jap or Jerry, he embarrassed me by
showing me off to his mates, who raised their glasses and growled their
approval, ‘Goodonya girl,’ ‘Give the bastards hell,’ as if I was going out to
storm Hanoi.
Dad’s biggest concern wasn’t the war, the Viet Cong or tropical diseases,
but ‘our blokes’, Yank and Aussie soldiers. He went to great pains to explain
what an appalling danger they represented, far from the constraints of home
and tanked to the eyeballs with testosterone and beer. I protested that I’d
survived two years in London, but he dismissed that as a walk in the park, so
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I had to listen patiently to his earnest lecture and promise to take lessons in
self-defence and ‘women’s precautions’.
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3
Canungra
Kenny and Gnarly have both been posted to the infantry, and are ordered to
report to Battalion headquarters at Holsworthy Army Camp south-west of
Sydney. Given money to make their own way there, they decide to drive
down in Gnarly’s souped-up Morris 1100. As they’re packing to leave, Kenny
notices Simon standing disconsolately by his bed, and goes over and asks
where he’s going. He too has been ordered to Holsworthy for infantry
training, and Kenny persuades Gnarly to offer him a lift. It’s a bright spring
day as they set off down the Putty Road, the old convict-built inland road to
the south, feeling liberated in their civilian clothes again with twenty-four
hours of freedom before they have to report.
Gnarly is something of a wild driver at the best of times, and with the
exuberance of release from Singleton he takes to the winding road through
the forest like a racing driver, with Kenny gripping the dashboard as they hit
the bends while Simon sways rigid and silent in the back. The road is quiet,
but not entirely deserted, and on a particularly tortuous hairpin they meet a
farm truck head-on. Both swerve wildly and the Morris plunges straight up a
bank and slams to a violent stop. They get out and push the car back down
onto the road, inspect the new scrape on the wing, and get it going again.
There’s no sign of the farm truck. Simon complains that he’s hurt his neck
when he was flung forward, and Gnarly gets a thoughtful look. We’ll report
this and get a bloody quid out of it, he says.
They continue to Wisemans Ferry where they stop at the cop shop and
Gnarly tells the copper at the desk, We were run off the road by a bloody
farm truck, and me mate’s hurt his neck.
The cop studies Simon for a moment, then says, Doesn’t look too bad to
me. Now listen boys, you can report it if you like, but if you do I’m goin’ to
have a shitload of paperwork and I may have to charge you with negligent
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driving, so you just go outside and think about it, and if you still want to do it
come back in and tell me.
They retire to the Wisemans Ferry Inn for some lunch, a sandwich and
several beers, to consider the matter. Simon insists that he can’t move his
head because of the pain in his neck, but Kenny notices that after the second
beer this doesn’t seem to be such a problem. Gnarly decides to press on to
Windsor where his cousin works in the Macquarie Arms Hotel, The Oldest
Pub in Australia 1815 according to the sign outside. They had planned to
continue on into the city for the night-life at the Cross, but after a couple more
beers with Gnarly’s cousin they decide to stay the night here. He fixes them
up with a room with two single beds and says he’ll get an extra folding bed,
but Simon asks for a separate room, saying that, after ten weeks of
communal snoring, he’d like to sleep alone.
Over dinner Gnarly speculates enthusiastically about their forthcoming
infantry training. His cousin joins them for a while and talks about his army
service in the Korean War. Gnarly wants to know all the technical bits. Their
weapons were mainly British then, his cousin explains, the Lee-Enfield 303
rifle, the Bren (‘that was a sweet gun’) and Vickers machine guns, but now he
thinks they’ll be using American gear. As they talk Kenny notices Simon,
head bowed, not saying a word, seeming to shrink into himself. When the
cousin leaves and Gnarly goes out for a leak Kenny says Cheer up, mate. It’ll
be fine. Simon raises his head and stares at Kenny. I can’t do it, he mutters. I
just can’t do it.
I feel like that sometimes too, Kenny says. But I always find that the real
thing isn’t nearly as bad as the imagining it beforehand. Know what I mean?
I’ll bet your folks are proud of you. What did you do before you were called
up?
Simon had a job in the kitchen of a pub in Woolloomooloo in Sydney, and
on the strength of that he put in for a posting to army catering but, following
the inscrutable ways of the Army, he, the most unwarlike bloke in their
company, was to go into the front-line infantry. It’s not right, he whispers. It’s
just not right.
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They sleep well that night, full of beer and relief that they’re finished with
Singleton, and in the morning Kenny and Gnarly wake late. They knock on
Simon’s door on the way down to breakfast but his room is empty, his bag
gone and there’s no sign of him in the dining room. They ask the girl who
serves them breakfast and she tells them that he left hours ago. He seemed
in a hurry, she says.
Back in army uniform they report to battalion headquarters at the
appointed hour and form up on the parade ground with their mates. At rollcall
all the names are answered except Simon’s. The officer asks if anyone
knows where he is and no one replies. Kenny thinks it’s a miracle there’s only
one missing. Simon’s name is never mentioned again. Later in the day they
are divided into groups, and Kenny and Gnarly’s group is told they’ll be going
back to Singleton.
á

In some respects infantry training is a relief after basic training. Discipline is
more relaxed, and they have access to alcohol in the wet canteen where they
work hard at developing their capacity for large quantities of beer. Their days
are more varied, some spent camping out on the bare scrublands on the
surrounding hills, getting used to sleeping on the hard ground and staying
awake on night-time piquet duty. They carry heavy loads on these crosscountry marches and Kenny sometimes helps the weaker ones by taking
some of their kit. Being big and strong, he is often given the M60 machine
gun to carry, along with its belt of 100 rounds, and gradually assumes the
role of platoon machine-gunner.
Infantry training lasts three months, after which they are sent up to
Canungra in Queensland, a place of dense rainforest mimicking the
conditions they will meet in Vietnam. They climb and crawl through obstacle
courses, cross rivers on ropes and fire at cut-out figures that spring out from
behind trees. The climax is the tower, a tall structure to be climbed up a
narrow wooden ladder to a platform 35 feet above the river, into which they
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have to jump. So far Kenny has been able to hide his fear of heights, but now
he looks down to the distant dark surface below and goes rigid, holding up
the whole chain of soldiers climbing up behind him. The instructor’s yelling at
him, but he can’t move. Then a calm voice at his side says, C’mon, mate,
we’ll go together. It’s Gnarly, and suddenly he is stepping into the void.
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4
Bien Hoa
A few weeks later we boarded a Qantas flight to Singapore. Peggy and I sat
together, she glad to be on her way at last, although distressed that her
parents hadn’t come to the airport to say goodbye. Apparently they had
reacted very differently to my dad, angry at what they called her wilful
perversity. Peggy’s two brothers had escaped conscription on the birthday
lottery ballot, much to their parents’ relief, and they seemed to feel that her
decision was an affront and challenge to her family.
‘Maybe it was,’ Peggy sighed. ‘We’ve been fighting for years. I suppose
this was the last straw.’
She cheered up as the journey progressed and by the time we took off
on the last leg, from Singapore to Saigon, her enthusiasm was infecting me,
especially when one of the hostesses brought us a complementary bottle of
champagne and packets of cigarettes.
‘What’s this?’ Peggy said. ‘A last drink? Do we get a blindfold too?’
The woman gave her a smile, but more of sympathy than amusement.
‘Good luck, girls,’ she said. Across the aisle two other nurses, Liz and Toni,
raised their glasses in a toast. Liz seemed shy and said little, but Toni, a tall
country girl with big teeth and a loud laugh, began singing Waltzing Matilda,
and we all joined in.
The plane took a steep dive into Tan Son Nhut Airport, screaming so
sharply to a halt that we were all thrown forwards. Out of the window, through
the dazzle of heat on tarmac, I watched a truck careering past and columns
of smoke rising in the distance. We crowded to the doorway and were met by
a wall of hot tropical air, not the muggy mildew heat of Singapore, but an
acrid smoky dankness permeated with diesel and something insidiously
organic, which we later came to know as the all-pervasive Vietnamese fish
sauce smell of nuoc mam. There was a sudden roar of a helicopter passing
low overhead, whipping up a cyclone of dust, through which I made out a
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chaotic scene around the terminal building, of people struggling and
screaming behind barriers.
We were hurried down the steps and across the tarmac towards the
crowd. I became aware of guns, everywhere it seemed, slung across
shoulders, on hips, mounted on jeeps. I concentrated on keeping up with the
others as men in uniform urged us impatiently into the melee. Ahead I saw a
tall man wearing a Panama hat waving us towards him. An armed
Vietnamese soldier in green uniform stood at his side, blandly counting
banknotes. The tall man was from the Australian Embassy, it appeared, there
to bribe our way through the controls and out to a small bus into which we
thankfully piled.
My first impressions of Saigon were mixed up with later memories, all
tossed together in a confusion of noise and madly weaving traffic,
unreadable buildings and crowded pavements. When I close my eyes now I
can see again the army trucks charging headlong through the torrent of
bicycles, three kids together on one, two pigs lashed crosswise on another,
teetering stacks of chicken coops on a third. We passed a mob of orangerobed monks, a line of tanks, a uniformed chauffeur standing beside an
antique Rolls Royce.
At some point we dropped off the man from the embassy and continued
on through the outskirts of the city, along a ribbon of shacks and figures
squatting beside small mounds of merchandise, the bus bouncing and
weaving on the potholed road. The sky darkened and rain abruptly began
pouring down, drumming on the roof of our bus and sending the roadside
traders rushing to get their soft drinks and chickens and vegetables under
cover. Then the buildings gave way to fields, waterlogged and deserted in
the torrential rain. We came to a military checkpoint at a bridge over a wide
river, and when our driver rammed the bus into gear again he turned to us
with a wide toothy smile and shouted, ‘Bin Wa!’ and we realised we hadn’t
even been pronouncing the name of our new home correctly.
It was still pouring when the bus pulled up in front of a three-storey
building, apparently guarded by an American soldier seated under an
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awning. We got out and splashed through puddles towards him and he
looked up from his copy of Life magazine, nodding at each of us as we
passed in through the front door. It seemed to me that he was paying
particular attention to the women. So this was the dreaded soldiery that Dad
had warned me against.
Our ‘house’ was a long thin building, formerly a modest hotel, set end-on
to the street. The ground floor was given over to Americans while we
Australians were given keys to rooms on the first. I had imagined some kind
of dormitory with shared bathroom, and was glad to find that we all had single
rooms with small en-suites. Mine was simply furnished, with a fan and a view
out over a patch of swampy bush surrounded by ramshackle tin roofs. I
dropped my bag and sat on the bed with a sigh of relief and decided that
things were going to be just fine.
Later we gathered on the top level, where there was a kitchen and mess
room and outdoor roof terrace. We were introduced to our cook, Chinh, who
was preparing our first Vietnamese meal, a dish of noodles, green
vegetables and nuoc mam sauce. Vietnamese food was a new experience
for us all I think, and we smiled to each other with relief and surprise to find
that it was quite delicious. There was a large bar fridge from which we could
help ourselves to bottles of chilled Vietnamese 33 Beer and a locked wine
and spirits cupboard to which Sandy Abrahams had been given the key. After
eating we went out onto the terrace with our drinks and cigarettes and gazed
out over the city in the dying light, a confusion of low buildings and unpaved
roads scattered with thousands of kerosene lights. The usual segregation
between doctors and nurses dissolved and we all stood together
companionably as Sandy told us what he’d learned from the man from the
embassy. It seemed that Bien Hoa had recently received a huge influx of
Catholic refugees fleeing persecution in North Vietnam, which had resulted in
masses of improvised housing and churches. Beyond this jumble, to the
north, we could see something else entirely, the bright electric glow of the
American air base.
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I collapsed into bed that night and would probably have slept around the
clock had I not been almost literally shaken out of bed at dawn by a
shattering roar that sent the window rattling. I sprang upright in time to see an
enormous dark shape crossing the sky low overhead trailing plumes of
smoke, a B-52 bomber setting off on its morning rounds.
After breakfast Marjorie gathered the nurses together before we left for
the hospital, mainly, I guessed, to assert her authority. She was much older
than the rest of us, and smaller too, a tough little matron from Royal North
Shore who obviously took her mission very seriously. She spoke about how
we should behave on and off duty, and our roles at the hospital. She would
be in theatre, and since I was to be the other theatre nurse I listened
particularly carefully to what Marjorie had to say. Toni was to be in recovery,
Peggy and Liz in the general wards.
The bus took us the short drive to work, down muddy streets lined with
tin shacks and tumble-down buildings from which women and small children
stared at our passing with impassive faces. We knew that the hospital had
been built by the French some time ago, and I imagined something like a
smaller version of our own nineteenth-century Prince Alfred, rather grand and
imposing, so I had to readjust my thinking when the bus came to a stop
outside a plain white single-storey structure with a sign, BỆNH-VIỆN BIẼNHÒA, over a pair of metal gates. A Vietnamese man was standing there,
dressed in white shirt and black trousers, and introduced himself as Johnny
Do and gravely shook the hands of each of us in turn. What struck me most
while these introductions were being made was how tall we seemed, Toni
especially, towering over him.
Johnny led us through the gates into a courtyard surrounded by white
rendered masonry pavilions with orange tile roofs. He described what each
contained, and then pointed proudly to a newer wing, a prefabricated
operating and ward suite built recently by the Americans. We were distracted
from his account by our more immediate surroundings in the courtyard, which
smelled foul, with what looked like animal droppings scattered about. A family
of Vietnamese were squatting on their heels in the shade of a small tree in
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one corner eating a meal, and in another a row of figures was laid out,
apparently asleep. I was staring at one of them, a man in tattered khaki shirt
and trousers, when his arm gave a sudden twitch. Johnny noticed it too, for
he stopped abruptly in mid-sentence, leapt towards the prone figure and
gave a fierce kick to its arm, from the sleeve of which a large black rat
emerged and scuttled away. They weren’t asleep, I realised with a shock,
they were corpses. Johnny strolled back and resumed his welcoming speech.
Next we inspected the wards: medical, obstetrics, children’s and the
prison ward for POWs. All were grossly overcrowded, with beds packed so
close together that it was barely possible to squeeze between, and with
hordes of relatives crammed around, and underneath, the sick. Then there
was the mortuary, the dispensary and the administrative office. Everywhere
there was an impression of dirt, of festering cracks and the smell of nuoc
mam tainted by faeces and suppurating flesh.
Johnny, however, was immensely proud of it all, introducing us to the
Vietnamese nurses, Lan and Hoa, modest girls with downcast eyes. He
spoke as if he were the top consultant running the place, although when
gently queried by Sandy Abrahams about his responsibilities, it transpired
that he was a general handyman. ‘I make things work!’ he proudly declared.
‘Excellent,’ Abrahams said mildly. ‘Just what we need.’
I could sense Marjorie’s blood pressure rising through all of this, and it
came to a peak when we finally reached the American operating suite, the
high point of the facilities. It was certainly an efficiently laid-out unit, and
much cleaner than the rest. We inspected the two theatres, the recovery and
utility rooms, on the floor of one of which the naked bottom half of a small
child extended from beneath an adult-size conical straw hat, like some poor
little sea creature protruding from its shell. After Johnny had woken the
sleeping girl and shooed her away, Marjorie finally burst out, ‘And the
supplies, where are they kept, Mr Do?’
‘Johnny, please, Bac-si Marjorie. The dispensary of course.’
‘But there was almost nothing there. What about gloves, instruments,
blood?’
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‘Ah yes. Follow me.’
We trailed after him on a tour of near-empty drawers and cupboards, a
fridge with two flasks of saline and some out-of-date blood, and the autoclave
containing a limited assortment of basic instruments.
‘That’s it?’ Dr Abrahams murmured incredulously.
Johnny beamed. ‘We were very busy the last few days, clearing the
decks before you come.’
Through the window we could see a long line forming up in the courtyard,
of people who had arrived for treatment, many on makeshift stretchers
carried by relatives and friends.
We set to work, each to our own area, to try to establish some kind of
order. After some discussion with the surgeons, Marjorie turned to me.
‘Apparently the only way to get what we need quickly is to beg them from the
Americans. These are the most urgent things.’ She handed me a long list.
I looked at it dumbly. ‘Oh yes?’
‘Well, off you go.’
‘But… where are they, the Americans?’
‘I’ve no idea.’ She fixed me with her steely gaze. ‘Use your loaf. There’s
nothing you can do around here until we get supplies.’ This was a test, I
realised, and imagined myself being packed off on the next available flight if I
failed.
I couldn’t find Johnny, a common occurrence I later discovered, when
you really needed him. Instead I got a boy outside in the street to give me a
lift on the back of his scooter to our house. The American soldier had gone
from the doorway, but I saw a group of four men in similar buff shirts sitting at
a table in the courtyard beside the building. First, however, I went up to my
room and opened my small make-up kit. I applied lipstick and teased out my
hair, took a deep breath and went downstairs again. Only one man was now
left at the table. He looked about thirty, deeply tanned and sporting the
sharpest blond crew cut I’d ever seen. I smiled and said, ‘Hello. Are you an
American?’
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A puzzled frown flickered across his face, as if he were trying to work out
how to deal with an imbecile. Then he gave a broad smile. ‘You arrived
yesterday, right? The Aussies?’
I laughed, ‘Yes,’ and we introduced ourselves and shook hands. His
name was Gerry Hochmeister, from Verona, New Jersey. He waved me to a
seat and offered me a cigarette, my first American smoke, and I studied the
packet – Kent with the micronite filter. He somehow flicked a light from a
book of matches with just one hand, like a magic trick.
‘So Kris, you’re looking for an American?’ He spoke with an attractive
leisurely drawl.
‘Yes,’ I said, and explained my problem.
‘No bandages, scalpels, stuff like that?’
‘Very little, and a great queue of people needing treatment. You wouldn’t
believe the desperate condition they’re in.’
‘Bad motor scooter,’ he murmured. I wondered what that was supposed
to mean.
‘Vietnamese, huh?’ He frowned, and I thought I’d lost him then, but his
face brightened and he said, ‘Come with me.’
He led me out to a jeep parked on the street. Intrigued, I studied the way
he slipped on his sunglasses and started the engine and worked the gears.
Every movement was both relaxed and highly stylish, as if the result of hours
of practice in front of a mirror, and made my gestures seem clumsy and
amateurish.
‘Australia. That’s near Switzerland, right?’
‘No, that’s Austria.’
He grinned, and I realised he was teasing me. I gripped the door as he
flung the jeep around a man pushing a cart.
‘What do you do, then, Gerry?’ I yelled above the noise.
‘I fly Mr Tice’s chopper.’
‘Who’s Mr Tice?’
‘I guess you’ll meet him.’
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After a terrifying five-minute drive we skidded to a stop at a checkpoint. A
sentry raised the boom and waved us through, and we emerged onto a vast
flat plain dotted with dozens – no, surely hundreds – of huts and military
aircraft. It was another measure of my ignorance that I’d had no idea that
Bien Hoa was home to the biggest American air base in the world.
We drove down a concrete roadway towards a huge hangar-like building,
where Gerry pulled up, glancing at his watch. Then he looked at me and
cocked his head to one side. ‘Hmm, maybe less of the war paint?’
I blushed and pulled out the small compact in my pocket and checked
myself in the mirror. Maybe I had laid it on a bit thick. I wiped my mouth on
my hanky. ‘Okay?’
He nodded and climbed out of the jeep. I smiled at him acting like an
older brother and followed him to the door. As I stepped inside I was hit by an
icy blast and the impression of perhaps a thousand men sitting at long tables,
all turning simultaneously to stare at me.
‘Wait here,’ Gerry said, and I backed against the wall.
After a while he returned with a tall black man who looked me over, then
shook my hand. His voice was very deep and sonorous, like the recordings of
Paul Robeson my dad collected. ‘You’ve come from the borrowers?’ he
enquired gravely.
‘Er… yes, I suppose I have.’
‘Follow me.’
We left the large building, back out into the hot morning, and walked
down a street of prefabricated huts to the one at the end. Inside, another
sudden chill, I waited at a counter in front of long racks of supplies that
stretched far off into the distance, while he considered my list. Gerry took a
magazine from a stack and slumped into a chair. Gradually a line of large
cardboard boxes grew along the counter.
After twenty minutes the man said, ‘That’s about it. I got some blood
that’s four days out o’ date. You want that?’
‘Yeah,’ Gerry said without looking up from his Playboy. ‘She’ll take it.’
A polystyrene cold box was added to the line.
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‘Now,’ the man fixed me with a forbidding frown, ‘as for payment…’
‘Oh. I haven’t any money. Maybe…’
He shook his long head. ‘I’m expecting that you’ll come along with Gerry
and me…’
Dear God, I thought. Dad, I should have listened to you.
‘… the next time we fly down to Saigon, right?’
I looked at Gerry, who smiled at the expression on my face. ‘Course she
will, won’t you, Kris? Don’t you worry about my friend Leonard here. He’s
cool.’
‘Yes,’ I said, feeling the blood rush to my face. ‘Yes, I’d love to. And I’ll
bring my friend Peggy. Thank you, Leonard. I can’t thank you enough,’ and I
bobbed forward and kissed him on the cheek. He blinked, a little startled, but
not unhappy.
We loaded the boxes into the jeep and I had to squat on the front seat
with one arm across the pile as we bounced away down the road back to
town. Johnny ran out as we came to a halt at the front of the hospital and
began carrying our trophies inside, as proud as if he’d acquired them himself.
Marjorie appeared from the operating theatre as we stacked the last box
in the corridor outside. She was covered in blood and barely registered Gerry
with a curt nod as I told her what we’d got. She ordered Johnny to put them
in the utility room and me to get changed for surgery, then turned on her
heel. I gave Gerry a rueful grin and he walked away with a stylish little wave.
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I had spent four years as a theatre nurse in Sydney and London, and six
years in general wards before that, but I’d seen nothing like the cases we
were presented with at Bien Hoa. There was malaria and leprosy, acute
worm infestations of the bowels, thyroid glands so enlarged that the patients
looked as if they’d swallowed a football, gross congenital deformities like
hare lips and cleft palates that had never been treated. Then there were the
incidental injuries from the war, for although the patients were nominally
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civilians, the conflict had engulfed them, and in any case anyone who came
through the doors was accepted, whether civilian, soldier or, we had to
assume, Viet Cong. And so we treated gunshot and shrapnel wounds,
napalm burns, landmine injuries and chemical burns and poisonings whose
origins were unknown. The children were the worst, many of them suffering
malnutrition as well as infections or war wounds. The number of people
needing help was overwhelming, and the pace of work so hectic that there
was no time to dwell on what we were dealing with. But when we returned to
the house at night our minds were suddenly free for the more painful events
of the day to resurface.
We found ourselves divided into drinkers and non-drinkers. The former,
of which I was one, would gather on the upper floor terrace and take
advantage of the generous supply of top quality booze that was available
thanks to the Americans and their PX. But even so, and tired as I was, I often
found it hard to sleep when I finally got to bed, unable to forget what I’d seen
that day, especially where children were involved. Particularly horrible were
the burns. It seems there was a black market in jet fuel stolen from the air
base for cooking stoves, which were liable to explode. One horrific case will
never leave me – four small children from the same family who looked and
smelled as if they’d been barbecued alive. We were helpless, without the
right medications and dressings. There would be no skin grafts for them. How
would they survive?
Working and living so closely together we soon discovered each other’s
quirks. Toni, for example, revealed herself to be an invaluable fixer of
practical problems. Peter Storrie’s X-ray equipment was a classic example. It
was an old American machine, very solid with brass dials, but its age was
showing and its framework damaged and unsteady. Toni arranged a local
mechanic to bring some welding equipment to fix it, and when she decided
he wasn’t doing it properly, took over and finished the job herself. I could
imagine her back home on the farm, maintaining the tractor and mending the
gates and fences. Peter was very impressed, I noticed, and treated her with
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particular respect. It seemed they shared a special affection for horses, and
spent a lot of time together talking about them.
Occasionally we were able get a break and grab whatever relief we
could. Peggy and I saw a lot of Gerry Hochmeister, who offered us trips in his
little bubble chopper when he wasn’t busy, sometimes to the beach at Vung
Tau. One day in December he said he was going down to the USOM stores
in Saigon the following weekend, and asked if I would like to go. I said yes,
I’d love to visit Saigon again. Then it seemed that Leonard, the storemaster,
and another American called Cy also wanted to come along, and could we
make up the party with three Aussie girls? Peggy immediately agreed, but
Toni was rostered on duty and Liz, the quietest and least sociable of the
group, said she was exhausted and just wanted a rest day to herself. It was
Marjorie who persuaded her to change her mind, seeing the chance for us to
get supplies for the hospital from the big American depot in the city.
The USOM stores were in Cholon, the densely packed Chinese quarter
of Saigon, and after we’d got the shopping out of the way the men organised
cyclo drivers to take us on a tour through the crowded streets, plunging into a
jumble of pedestrians, carts and mounds of produce spilling out of the
lopsided buildings standing precariously on either side. The chaos of noise,
smells and colours, intimidating at first, seemed to break down Liz’s reserve,
and soon she was laughing and waving to shopkeepers and children who
shouted to us as we passed.
Gerry took us on to an R&R club on the Saigon River, where we waterskied and drank excellent French wine that was amazingly cheap. I was
getting to like Gerry and appreciate his dry sense of humour. The three men
were from the northern states: Leonard from Ohio, Cy from Indiana, and
Gerry from New Jersey. But, he explained, a great number of the white
American soldiers were poor boys from the south, drawn to the army by the
promise of an education and future opportunity, and so he liked to arrange
outings such as this where he could parade his black friend Leonard with a
white girl on his arm to shock the southerners.
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Gerry’s main employment was looking after Mr Tice, an American civilian
who lived in a villa across the road from our lodgings. Tice made a point of
inviting our whole medical team for drinks a week after we arrived, where we
were introduced to an extremely beautiful Vietnamese woman who acted as
the hostess. After that, we would occasionally see Tice around our building
and on the helicopter pad next door, an impressive, rather intimidating stocky
figure, pugnacious in his opinions, despite his air of bonhomie towards the
Australians. When I asked Gerry how it was that an army pilot like himself
was acting as helicopter chauffeur for a civilian like Mr Tice, he explained that
Richard Tice was held in high regard by the military, that he had been a
colonel or even perhaps a general in the Korean War, and was now a big
shot in CORDS, as if I should know what that was. Civil Operations and
Revolutionary Development Support, he explained, which left me none the
wiser. ‘CIA,’ he finally whispered.
‘And was that attractive Vietnamese woman his wife?’ I asked.
Gerry gave his sly grin. ‘Heck no. He has a wife back in Kansas, his old
sweetheart at high school, and they have three boys. Their pictures are on
his desk in his office.’ Gerry gave a wink. ‘Hung is in charge of Mr Tice’s
domestic arrangements here in Bien Hoa.’
‘That’s her name, Hung?’
‘Yeah, it means pink rose in Vietnamese. Cute, huh?’
I really wasn’t sure how much to believe of any of this, and Leonard gave
no clues, smiling at his friend’s remarks with benign tolerance. Cy was older
than the other two, a studious looking man with a shy smile behind large
glasses, something to do with air traffic control on the air base. While Peggy,
Gerry, Leonard and I swam and played tennis, he and Liz stayed in the
shade, talking quietly together, and by the time we all returned to the chopper
it was obvious from the way he fussed over her, helping her aboard and
making sure she was comfortable, that they were interested in each other.
When we got back to the house I asked her if she’d enjoyed the day. Liz said
she’d found it upsetting, the luxury we had enjoyed at the beach club while
the people in Cholon were living in such poverty. Of course I knew what she
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meant; we were living there in a kind of bubble, as artificial and fragile as
Gerry’s plexiglass helicopter.
‘But we are making a difference, Liz,’ I argued. ‘Anyway, what did you
think of Cy?’
She blushed and said he was nice. His family owned a restaurant in
Columbus, Indiana. ‘And in the kitchen there are three taps at the sink,’ she
said, unable to suppress a smile. ‘What do you suppose they’re for?’
‘Go on.’
‘Hot and cold water – and Coca Cola!’ She burst out laughing.
I assumed things must have gone pretty well if they’d got down to details
of the plumbing.
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5
Phuoc Tuy
It’s hot, stifling hot and humid, the sweat running down Kenny’s back, down
his face. They’re struggling to make their way through dense scrub filled with
vicious bamboo thorns and vines with hooked barbs that rip their clothes and
skin. There’s a particularly nasty thorny vine that Kenny keeps a wary eye out
for. It hosts red ants and when the thorns pull his bush hat off the ants drop
onto his hair and down his neck and inside his shirt and bite like bees.
They’re lost again, the second time today, and the platoon commander,
Lieutenant Tom Bracken, waves him over. Kenny squats down beside him
and calls Tall Possum, a 161 recce flight, and they wait. This is the second
six-day patrol that Kenny has been on, dropped by chopper out into the north
of Phuoc Tuy province, searching for Viet Cong along the Song Rai River. So
far there’s been no sign of the enemy. He eases the radio off his back with
relief. It’s an American PRC-10 (‘Prick ten’) and weighs 24 pounds with its
battery, which is okay for a big bloke like him except that he tends to bring
too much other gear, but it’s a quandary – how much water to bring? How
much ammo? The Australian ration packs are half the weight of the American
ones, but not as filling. As usual he’s erred on the safe side and brought too
much.
After a while a fixed-wing aircraft appears overhead and tells them to
throw smoke and the skipper tosses a grenade. The plane confirms the
colour of the smoke and tells them their position and they set off again. An
hour later they come across a track, rutted with oxcart wheels. They
generally avoid tracks because of the risk of booby traps and ambushes, but
today their progress is so slow, the going so hard that the skipper decides to
take it. The track leads them into thick jungle. Gnarly leads the way, carefully
checking for booby traps, listening for any tell-tale sound. Compared to the
open scrubland the jungle seems eerily quiet and claustrophobic, the track a
tunnel through deep green foliage. An hour passes and they begin to relax.
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Kenny is thinking how good it would be to have a big cold drink and a
cigarette. He imagines clicking the lighter and taking the first draw when a
bang echoes in his ear and something rips past. Shit! He hits the ground as
automatic fire rakes the branches overhead. They’ve been through this
before at Canungra, but this time it’s for real; this time somebody is trying to
kill them.
Come on Sancho, the skipper urges. Let’s go and take a look, and he
gets to his feet and starts walking down the middle of the track like it’s Pitt
Street. Reluctantly Kenny heaves himself up and follows as best he can, bent
over like a half-shut pocket knife, trying to keep down low, thinking of that
radio set and antenna waving like a bloody great big target on his back. The
gunfire dies away and the skipper is off ahead, turning and yelling, Get up
here Sancho. Eventually Kenny reaches him where he’s crouching down with
Gnarly who’s pointing out where the enemy has been firing from. Gnarly is
amazingly cheerful, excited even, eyes bright. He reckons he hit one and
they go to take a look, finding splashes of blood but no bodies.
Later, at dusk when they stop for the night, Kenny sits down with Gnarly
for their meal – tea and a portion of beef and mash from today’s food pack,
heated with a hexamine tablet in the little stove he carries. Gnarly is a good
mate, quick and sharp, who can always find a way to get things sorted. He is
by nature a rorter, for in the army you’re either a rorter or a follower. It was he
who fixed it for Kenny to be platoon sig when they told him he would be the
machine gunner, a role that Kenny didn’t fancy, mowing people down with an
M60. Gnarly had done the training course for the radio operator, but that
would mean that he’d have to stick with the commander in the middle of the
platoon whereas he wanted to be up front where the action was so that he
could go home a hero, marching proud in the Anzac Day parade with a
medal on his chest. So they went to see the skipper to request the changes.
Lieutenant Bracken refused at first, but Gnarly persisted. He taught Kenny all
he knew about the radio, the voice procedure and phonetics and how to use
the crypto code that relied on using a certain page at a certain date, and then
they went back to the skipper who relented. Gnarly took charge again on the
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ship coming over, fixing it for them to sleep up on the fo’c’s’le in the fresh air
instead of down below in the stinking hot little room where thirty of them had
been told to bunk down. He also solved the one-can-per-day beer ration
problem on the voyage, by getting hold of the non-drinkers’ allocation.
After he’s talked with Gnarly, Kenny goes back to dig his hole for the
night. Every man has to scrape his own hole, but because Skip has an Ogroup with his section leaders at the end of each day Kenny has taken it
upon himself to dig his hole alongside his own, seeing that they have to be
together all night in case Skip needs the radio. So Skip comes back as he
finishes digging and says, What the hell happened to you today, Sancho?
You’ve got to keep up with me you know. You’ve got to get up there.
Kenny, tired and exasperated after the long day struggling through the
scrub and jittery after his first experience of real combat, says Aw fuck
Skipper, that was a bloody accident waiting to happen. Someone was going
to get shot if there was another contact, and it fuckin wasn’t going to be you,
it was going to be me cos I’ve got the sig set on me back!
The lieutenant gives him a bit of a chat and finally Kenny bursts out, You
know if you weren’t an officer I’d tell you to get fucked! and Skip replies, If I
wasn’t an officer, Sancho, I’d knock your fucking teeth down your throat.
They glare at each other for a moment. Kenny says, And why do you call
me Sancho? Everyone else calls me Titch.
Skip says, Sancho Panza, and his face softens in a smile. Kenny has no
idea what he’s talking about. All right, Skip says, From now on I’ll call you
Titch, and he pats Kenny on the shoulder. Toughen up, Titch.
Kenny lies down in his hole to go to sleep, embarrassed now by his
outburst. He has a great admiration for Skip who falls into his general
category of a real good bloke – honest, fair and practical. Brave too, like
Gnarly. Neither of them seem to have any fear, while Kenny is painfully
aware of his own vulnerability – no helmet, no body armour, just a shirt and
trousers and a bush hat between him and a hail of bullets. He checks again
that everything is as it should be, his rifle on one side and the radio on the
other. Despite his exhaustion he will wake every hour as he has been trained
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to do, and send a signal back to HQ that all is well. Like all of them he sleeps
in his boots in case there’s a night-time emergency, his trouser legs tucked in
to keep the leeches and ants from his ankles.
Although he’s dog-tired he finds it hard to get to sleep at first, the
adrenalin from his first enemy contact still buzzing through him, and he thinks
of Gnarly, how excited he was after that contact. He reckoned he’d shot
someone, maybe killed them, and he was excited. Kenny wonders how he
would feel if he killed someone.
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6
Bien Hoa

Towards Christmas we needed more supplies, and Marjorie asked me to
make the trip to the USOM stores in Saigon again, since I seemed to know
the ropes. This time Johnny Do would drive two of us down, and Peter
Storrie, the radiographer, volunteered to go. That suited me fine – I liked
Peter, the youngest of the doctors, a tall, easy-going bloke who never
seemed fazed by the problems he had with his stubborn X-ray equipment.
The plan was that we would drive down, fill up the van, then stay overnight in
the Aid house, a home run by an Australian engineer and often used by
Aussie expats passing through the city.
On the appointed morning Marjorie and Sandy Abrahams presented me
with their combined list of requirements and I went out to the front of the
hospital where Johnny was standing beside a battered old Citroën van, the
type with corrugated metal body panels. We waited for a while until finally
one of the doctors appeared, carrying a small overnight bag. But it wasn’t
Peter Storrie, it was Vernon Bryce, the general and paediatric surgeon, and
he explained that they had done a swap. We climbed into the van, me in front
with Johnny, and Vernon in a seat behind.
My impression of Vernon had been of a subdued, even morose man in
his late forties, rather intimidating in manner, who tended to say little. But this
morning he was animated, leaning forward over the back of the front seats to
make himself heard above the engine noise, talking about what we might do
on the trip. He hadn’t been back to Saigon since the day of our arrival, and
he questioned Johnny about places to see and where to eat.
‘Oh, The Rex Hotel, Bac-si Vernon! You must go to The Elephant Bar at
The Rex. Or The Continental. Definitely The Continental!’
‘Right.’
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I heard a scratching sound beside my ear and turned to see that Vernon
was making notes in a small book. Chinh must have put a lot of garlic in his
dinner last night, I thought, judging by the heavy smell that pervaded the
space between us, and I turned my face away to watch the passing scene
outside – flooded rice paddies, a farmer leading some bullocks, a succession
of curious little stone shrines.
When we reached Saigon Johnny drove at speed and with much use of
the horn and brakes through the stream of bicycles and trucks to the
southern quarters of the city where the US Operations Mission ran their civil
aid program from its compound in Cholon. Vernon and I made our way to the
stores, showed our documentation and began to collect the frozen and
canned food and items of dry goods and equipment on our list, which Johnny
piled into the truck, packing the frozen items into ice boxes.
By midday we were done, and Johnny offered to drop us off at the Aid
house on his way back to Bien Hoa, but Vernon waved the suggestion aside,
telling him to take us to The Continental. ‘I think we deserve a good lunch,
don’t you, Kris?’ he said with a conspiratorial smile.
The hotel lay in the heart of the old French capital, a four-storey building
with iron lacework fronted balconies facing across a square to the Opera
House. In sharp contrast to Cholon, there were more western faces here than
Vietnamese, mostly Americans in uniform.
‘Ah, this is more like it,’ Vernon said. He got out and insisted on helping
me down, taking my arm. Behind us a jeep squealed to a stop and three men
and a woman, all in uniform, jumped out. The woman had a blond ponytail
and was obviously enjoying their company.
‘Such service,’ she said, laughing. ‘What do you expect for a tip?’
One of the men growled something I didn’t catch and the girl gave a
squeal of laughter.
‘We’ll have to see about that!’
Vernon chuckled, taking my arm again and leading me inside the hotel. I
felt I was being steered along, as if I was a bicycle or a pram.
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At the centre of the hotel was a wide courtyard, with a bar to one side
and tables and chairs. It was busy and loud with American voices, but we
found a free table and sat down.
‘What’ll it be, my dear?’ Vernon beamed. ‘Singapore sling? Champagne?’
‘Actually, I think I’d like a gin and tonic, please.’ I hadn’t had one since
London, and the idea appealed to me.
‘Good idea. I’ll have one too.’ He waved to a waiter and gave the order,
adding, ‘Doubles.’
We clinked glasses and tried to make small talk about our impressions of
Saigon. Vernon liked dignified old buildings, he said, not that modern rubbish
going up in Sydney those days – Blues Point Tower, Australia Square. The
conversation sagged, he took a big gulp of his drink and gave a sigh.
‘What a relief to get away from Bien Hoa for a while.’
‘It is pretty intense, isn’t it?’
‘Oh, impossible. How did we get ourselves into this? But then, I suppose
we all had our reasons. Running away from something, perhaps.’
He put a peculiar stress on the words, and I felt a chill. Was that a barb?
Had he heard about the death of Catherine Kedwell? Did they all know? Had
Richardson tipped them off? I felt a moment of panic, imagining the
implications, the whole basis of my relationship with the others undermined.
Marjorie, that stern, unyielding model of a nurse, what must she think of me?
‘How do you mean?’ My attempt to sound casual sounded strained.
‘Well, I don’t know about you, but I… I simply had to get away.’
‘Really?’
He seemed very tense all of a sudden and I wondered what was coming.
Then the moment passed and he shrugged and reached for his glass and
drained it. ‘Look, I’ve just got a little errand to do. Won’t be a moment.’
He got to his feet and went over to the bar, gesturing at our table, then
walked quickly out of the courtyard.
I took a deep breath, trying to relax. Maybe it was nothing, just a throwaway remark, but there was an intimidating side to Vernon Bryce that
troubled me. I wished again that Peter Storrie had come and we could have
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been like the other people there – relaxed, joking, gossiping. I looked around
me, picking up snatches of conversations.
Then he got this letter from his wife in New York. She’d got a letter from
his girlfriend in Kansas City!
Oh my God! What did he do?
I didn’t find out, as a waiter arrived at our table with two more gins.
Five minutes later Vernon returned and raised his second glass. ‘Cheers
again.’ He was looking rather pleased with himself and I wondered what he’d
done. Maybe he’d found out where the best old buildings were to be found.
Perhaps I’d overreacted to his remark, and I relaxed a little, the gin taking
effect, and wondered where we’d have lunch.
‘I booked us a table for lunch here,’ he said suddenly, as if he’d read my
mind. ‘Is that all right?’
‘Lovely.’
‘The menu looks quite decent.’
Over lunch he brought up the topic of our families. He had two boys in
their early twenties, both studying medicine.
‘You must be very proud,’ I said. ‘And your wife, is she a medic too?’
His face darkened and he topped up our glasses of Burgundy and
ordered another bottle. ‘No, nothing like that. You’re not married, are you?’
How did he know that? ‘No.’
‘Boyfriend?’
‘Not at the moment.’
‘But I’ll bet you’ve had plenty.’ He was avoiding my eyes, studying his
wineglass.
‘A few. There was one in London I might have married, but in the end I
didn’t.’
‘Why not?’
Mind your own business, I thought. ‘Oh, it just didn’t work out that way.’
‘You were probably wise. I think a good marriage must be a wonderful
thing, but the older I get, the rarer they seem.’ There was an awkward pause,
then he looked up and said brightly, ‘Anyway,’ he raised his glass, ‘let’s enjoy
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our freedom. If there’s one thing our profession teaches us, it’s that life is
short and we should enjoy every moment we can. Do you want dessert?’
‘Um, no, I’m pretty full.’
‘Me too. Let’s finish this wine and go.’
We were drinking too fast, I thought, and I was feeling quite unsteady. He
gestured to a waiter for the bill and I offered to contribute but he waved me
away. ‘My treat.’ When he’d paid he got to his feet and said, ‘I’ve got
something to show you.’
We went out to the lobby and he led me over to the lift. On the third floor
he held the lift door open for me and then led me down the corridor until he
said, ‘Here we are.’ He fumbled a key with a room number tag from his
pocket and opened the door. I hesitated, but he waved me in, ‘Come, come.
Look at this.’ I took a deep breath and went in and he closed the door behind
me. I looked around at the dark, rather gloomy room, the double bed, the
champagne bottle in a bucket with two flutes.
‘Vernon…’ I began, but he interrupted. ‘Look at that view.’ He took my
arm and led me over to the window. Beyond the narrow balcony, across the
square, stood the classical flank of the Opera House. ‘We could be in Paris,’
he said, his voice slightly slurred. ‘Imagine that! A weekend in Paris! We
could go to the opera tonight, if you like.’ He turned to me and took hold of
both my arms. ‘You’re beautiful, Kris, really beautiful. I think you’re the most
wonderful girl I’ve ever met.’
Before I could reply he wrapped his arms around me and pulled me hard
against him, pressing his mouth against my face. He moved a hand to grip
the back of my head, holding me as he tried to find my mouth. I tried to twist
away and gasped, ‘No, stop,’ but he took no notice, pulling me towards the
bed. We stumbled, his weight on top of me, pinning me down on the
bedspread, his hand feeling my breast, my leg, his breathing harsh. An
image flashed into my mind, two figures on a rock ledge… I cried ‘Stop it!’ but
he seemed oblivious, his fingers moving up my thigh while I slapped
uselessly at his head. Then my hand, flailing, came in contact with the
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bedside lamp and my fingers closed around it. I swung it as hard as I could
and hit his head. He gave a cry and jerked back, his hand over his eye.
For a moment we were frozen like that, as if the movie had stuck, and
then he gasped ‘Jesus’, and got onto his feet and staggered back. I grabbed
my bag and ran for the door. There was a mirror in the lift and I looked in
shock at myself, fumbled with my hair and straightened my clothes. A button
was missing from my blouse, but that seemed to be the only damage. At the
hotel door I ran to a waiting taxi and gave the driver the address of the Aid
house, then sat back, taking deep breaths, trying to calm down.
Johnny had dropped our bags off there, and the housekeeper showed
me to my room.
‘Are you all right, dear?’ the woman asked. ‘You look a bit flushed.’
‘Fine, fine.’
‘Come down to the lounge and have a cup of tea when you’re ready. Is
there a doctor coming with you?’
‘Yes, Doctor Bryce. I’m not sure when.’
But he didn’t show up that night. In the morning, after breakfast, the
housekeeper told me that Johnny had arrived to take us back to Bien Hoa,
though Doctor Bryce still hadn’t appeared. I went outside and saw him there,
standing beside the van. He turned towards me and revealed a swollen black
left eye. Johnny appeared from the back of the vehicle. ‘Ha, Bac-si Kris! I see
you give Bac-si Vernon a black eye!’ He roared with laughter.
‘Nonsense, Johnny,’ Vernon said stiffly. ‘I told you, I slipped and fell on
the steps of the Opera House.’ He stared hard at me with his good right eye.
‘Oh dear,’ I said. ‘Does it hurt?’
‘Yes. It was a very stupid thing to do.’
But Johnny wouldn’t give up his vision of me giving the doctor a shiner,
and gleefully announced it to everyone back at Bien Hoa. The other doctors
were equally taken with the idea, and ribbed him about it for days afterwards.
I just wished they’d stop. I wanted to forget the whole thing, but I was locked
in this tight little circle of people who may or may not know my terrible secret,
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and day after day I would be working in a cramped operating theatre with a
man who had tried to rape me.
á

But life goes on. There were so many unfamiliar problems to deal with, so
much that desperately needed doing, so many obstacles to be overcome.
The work was incessant, beginning first thing in the morning and continuing
late into the night, week after week without relief. Then one steamy night
back at the house, at about 2.00 am, with everyone slumped exhausted in
chairs on the rooftop with big slugs of whisky or gin in hand, Sandy
Abrahams said, ‘This is no good. We’re burning ourselves out. We have to
conserve our strength, and just accept that we can’t do everything.’
Marjorie, who looked as if she’d aged ten years since we’d arrived,
though she was still sticking to soft drinks, said wearily, ‘Yes, you’re right.’
We discussed it, and agreed on restricted hours of regular work and a
roster for late call-outs and days off. At around the same time the summer
wet season began to give way to the winter dry, and the heavy daily
downpours and sapping humidity that had been a constant burden since
we’d arrived began to ease. We settled into a more manageable rhythm, and
our surroundings came to seem less strange. I bought a small bar-fridge from
the American PX for my room, grew a pot plant in the window and put up a
wall hanging I found in a fabric shop in town. I became familiar with the
characters I met on my daily walks to and from the hospital: the women
spitting betel-nut juice into the dirt as they offered vegetables or bowls of
noodles from their tumbledown shacks; the old men leering toothlessly at my
legs; the small children who waved at me and dissolved into giggles when I
waved back; the mangy brown dogs, with tails curled like huskies, snuffling in
the gutters.
Sometimes, at weekends, the nurses would have a lunch together at Mr
Hooy’s restaurant on the river bank, with its shady courtyard looking out
across the broad expanse of the Dong Nai River to a distant pagoda on a hill.
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And despite the continuing heavy workload, we still responded to regular
invitations from the Americans to drinks in the cellar of the army building next
door, done out like a nightclub, or to dances and parties at the airbase, and if
we didn’t have transport of our own the Yanks would send down a Chinook to
pick us up. I used to imagine telling my old nursing colleagues at the Alfred
about going to parties by helicopter.
Towards

Christmas

we

became

caught

up

in

the

Americans’

celebrations. We’d put up a few paper chains in the hospital, but these
seemed pathetic against the illuminated Santas and costumes and glitter that
appeared all over the base. One night, sitting around a table with nurses and
Gerry’s friends, I watched Cy and Liz, Santa hats on their heads, circling
slowly in each other’s arms to the sound of Bing Crosby. By New Year they
were inseparable.
Although we had become smarter at improvising supplies for the hospital,
we were still plagued by shortages. One time we ran out of trousers for the
men in the operating theatre, so Sandy Abrahams and the anaesthetist
turned up wearing the women’s theatre dresses, shapeless smocks that were
referred to as PKs – passion killers. Blood and intravenous sets were always
in short supply, and we were often forced to improvise shortcuts that would
never have been contemplated back home, reusing old IV sets, and recycling
scarce instruments by sterilising them for a few minutes in methylated spirits.
Sometimes when the blood ran out we had to come to terms with watching
people die for the want of it. On one notable occasion a woman was brought
in with massive blood loss from a landmine explosion that had taken off both
her legs. In despair, I rang Gerry, and within half an hour he turned up with a
dozen soldiers from the base who promptly gave their blood.
One unexpected compensation in these difficult circumstances was that
we nurses increasingly were called upon to perform tasks we’d never have
been allowed to do in an Australian hospital. I became adept at suturing
wounds, incising abscesses and even carrying out amputations, and,
increasingly, I felt we had become a single, seamless unit.
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Sandy Abrahams had been the best prepared of us all for the trip, and
brought with him a variety of his own equipment, in particular a selection of
his precious Küntscher nails. These were long steel nails, designed to be
driven down inside the length of a fractured femur from the hip, to give
support for a much more rapid healing than the traditional traction and plaster
methods. Sandy had actually met the inventor, Gerhard Küntscher, in
Germany after the Second World War, after the Americans discovered his
device by X-raying German POWs who had been active on the battlefields
with fractures only a couple of weeks old. Sandy had made something of a
speciality of the technique, introducing modifications in Australia to the crosssection of the nails. Unfortunately, most of the nails he took to Vietnam had
turned out to be useless, because they were too long for small Vietnamese
frames.
Sandy finally received a consignment of short Küntscher nails from
Sydney, and within 24 hours had his first patient to use one on, a teenage
boy with a transverse fracture to his left femur. The operation involved
strapping the anaesthetised patient to a traction operating table, then winding
the table out to stretch his broken leg. While Sandy studied the X-rays
Marjorie and I strapped the boy into place and tried to extend the table, but it
wouldn’t budge. It didn’t look as if this function had been used for years and it
seemed locked solid. Peter moved his X-ray equipment out of the way and
tried to help, but was no more successful, nor was Sandy. Finally, Peter
suggested getting Toni to have a look. Marjorie thought that was pointless
and went to find Johnny to fetch a mechanic, but Peter called Toni in and
explained the problem and when Marjorie returned Toni was lying on her
back under the table with a spanner as if she was servicing the farm truck.
After a moment she called out, ‘Try that’. Peter turned the handle and the
end section of the table creaked into motion. We cheered as Toni clambered
to her feet. ‘Piece of cake,’ she said, and winked at Peter, who glowed back
at her and set up his X-ray machine again to guide the operation.
We were halfway through the difficult procedure, passing a guide wire
down from the hip through the medullary cavity of the femur, when the
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electricity failed. For a moment we stood helpless in total darkness, then I
groped behind me for the flashlight we always kept on the shelf for such
emergencies, which had happened several times before, but discovered that
it wasn’t there. I fumbled my way to the door, letting in a faint indirect light
from outside, found my day clothes hanging on their peg and in my skirt
pocket the Zippo lighter, a present from Gerry. Sandy continued the
operation by the light of its flickering flame, me terrified we might ignite the
anaesthetic gas and cause an explosion. He finished just as it expired. Later,
visiting the patient in recovery, I was struck by how angelic he looked, like a
little boy, his sleeping face apparently untroubled by the mangling we’d given
him. Unlike the others in the ward, he had no relatives to look after him, and
Peggy promised to take special care of him. We didn’t know his name, and
Peggy simply chalked Bluey on his slate, because of the blue sheen of his
black hair.
á

I had one other expedition out of Bien Hoa during this period, thankfully with
Sandy Abrahams this time. Part of our remit apparently was to provide
medical assistance to the Ben San leprosarium which had been established
by French nuns some forty miles away. Leprosy, or Hansen’s disease, had
long been endemic in Vietnam, especially in poor areas, and carried a social
stigma as well as a fearful reputation, and even though it was now readily
treatable with the antibiotic Dapsone, sufferers were still often isolated in
such places as Ben San which, unfortunately for us, was now in an area
controlled by the Viet Cong. This, as I discovered, meant that the helicopter
gunship that took us there one bright clear morning was not inclined to hang
about, instead hovering briefly off the ground while we jumped out, then
rapidly flying away. We picked ourselves up, looked around and ran towards
the buildings we saw nearby, where we were welcomed by Sister Claudette,
a brisk, bright-eyed French nun who ran the establishment with the help of
two Vietnamese nurses. She spoke English well and took us on a brief tour
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of the wards and operating theatre. She organised coffee for us as we got
ourselves organised in the theatre, and when we were ready brought in our
first patient.
Leprosy is an infectious disease that often takes many years to develop
and causes a loss of feeling in areas of the skin and in hands and feet.
Tissue damage is then not felt and goes unnoticed, leading to secondary
infections and deformities. Toes and fingers become shortened and twisted
as cartilage is absorbed into the body and surgery is often required. Our first
patient was such a case, whose toes were shrivelled and full of lesions. His
name was Louis or Old Louis and was the longest serving patient at Ben
San, having lived there since before the Japanese invasion of 1940. He was
a cheerful, toothless old chap who chattered away in a mixture of French,
Vietnamese and English, telling us about his grandchildren who still came to
visit him occasionally, while Sandy sliced and clipped and stitched his ruined
feet. When we were finished, his feet a pair of neat, toeless stumps, Sandy
inspected his face. The cartilage bridge of his nose had dissolved and
collapsed, causing him breathing difficulties, and Sandy promised that we
would try to fix it on our next visit.
We continued for several hours, Sandy operating while I concentrated on
cleaning, dressing and injecting infected sores, until we had finished that
day’s list. Then Sister Claudette invited us to join her in her office until the
helicopter arrived. There we sat around her desk and ate dry biscuits and
cheese she offered us. Then she reached down into a drawer and produced
a bottle of Scotch and three small glasses which she filled to the brim. Also
from the drawer she took a packet of Gauloise cigarettes in their distinctive
soft blue packet and offered them round. We sat and ate, drank and smoked,
and she told us of her home in Normandy which she had left twenty-one
years before. The smell of the Gauloise made me think of the week I had
spent in Paris while I was working at Guys, a week with Michael, who
proposed to me in Les Deux Magots where Hemingway used to hang out.
‘Ooh-la-la’, Sister Claudette exclaimed suddenly, jumping to her feet, and
we heard the distant thump of a helicopter. We gulped down our whisky and
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grabbed our bags and ran out just in time to jump on board. I felt humbled by
our visit, by the stoical cheerfulness of Old Louis and the solitary dedication
of Sister Claudette. How did our little traumas measure up against that?
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7
Vung Tau
The patrols, out through the plantations and into the jungle beyond, alternate
with spells in the camp where nothing much happens. The boredom is
relieved by routine chores, beers in the late afternoon, games of cards –
Kenny and five others form an obsessive group of Hearts players – and the
occasional hugely popular visits by Australian concert stars – Johnny
O’Keefe, Col Joye – and particularly the glamorous girls – Little Pattie and
Lorrae Desmond. The sight of a curvaceous blonde in a tight glittery dress up
there on the makeshift stage singing ‘Love me do’ is enough to raise the
testosterone level of the men to fever pitch, and especially for Kenny’s
platoon when advised of 48 hours leave in Vung Tau – a place, at least
according to rumour, of unbridled vice and debauchery to make Sydney’s
King’s Cross seem like innocence itself.
When the day finally arrives they climb into a truck that drives them down
the highway to the coastal town. Vung Tau was once a smart seaside resort
that bore comparison with the French Riviera, but that was long ago. Now it
is the depot for all the incoming supplies for the military in Phuoc Tuy
province coupled with a tawdry red-light district where the chance of venereal
infection from the thousands of working girls is approaching 100 per cent, or
so the troops have been warned, although this has been widely dismissed as
military propaganda.
The truck drops them at a hotel at one end of the main drag, Trang Hung
Dau, and as they jump down they are met by Father Tweedie, the battalion
padre, a good bloke, who solemnly hands out condoms to each of them.
They laugh and are shown inside to their rooms, four beds to a room. They
drop their gear, Gnarly gets a laugh blowing his condom up like a balloon,
and they head back out to the street, following Gnarly’s eager lead. Soon
they are surrounded by garishly inviting neon signs, Lily Bar, Blue Angel,
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Minh Bar, in whose doorways plump ageing mama-sans flash toothless
smiles at them with calls of subtle invitation, You, big boy, you wanna fuck
fuck? Kenny blushes and moves on. Finally Gnarly, becoming impatient,
decides on a place with a flashing sign of a naked girl whose hips jerk back
and forth. Inside is a bar in which a couple of Yanks are sitting staring at their
beer. They look listless and exhausted, unlike the girls who surround them,
and who now turn their attention to the newcomers, demanding drinks of
‘Saigon tea’. The soldiers oblige, buying beers for themselves and trying to
strike up conversations with the girls. After three or four beers and Saigon
teas Gnarly decides it’s time to act. Come on girls, he says, we’re here for
some boom-boom. The girls squeal with delight, crying Boom-Boom! BoomBoom! and lead the men through the door at the back of the bar and into a
corridor where they separate, two by two, into small cubicles, each with a bed
and a chair.
Suddenly alone with his girl, Kenny feels acutely self-conscious. She’s
really quite pretty, but something about the narrow space, the heat and smell
of disinfectant, makes him struggle to breathe as he bends and takes off his
shoes. He stares at her ankles which are suddenly covered by her satin
dress. When he straightens again he sees that she is completely naked, and
he is struck by how tiny she is, like a little girl who’s been playing with her
mother’s make-up. He feels faint and sits abruptly on the edge of the bed,
and she sits beside him and begins to unbutton his shirt.
No, he says quickly, and fans his face. Hot, hot.
Hot? You want drink?
Yes, yes please. A cold beer.
I would like Johnnie Walker.
Fine.
The girl leaves and he sits there, trying to calm down and swallow the
bile in his throat.
She returns carrying a tray on which is a glass of beer, a bottle of whisky
and a small tumbler. She sets it on the chair and pours a slug of whisky into
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Kenny’s beer and another into the tumbler and hands him his glass. He
drinks and takes a deep breath.
You good?
Yes… He takes out his handkerchief and wipes the sweat from his face.
I call Mama-san?
No, no! He can hear noises from next door – thumps and grunts and the
squeak of bedsprings. Whatever happens the other blokes mustn’t think he’s
stuffed up. He fans his face and smiles. Good, good. What is your name? He
stares at her small breasts, the dark nipples.
Me? She smiles shyly. Nguyet. It means ‘from the moon’.
That’s beautiful. He points to himself. Titch. It means ‘a drongo’. Do you
play cards, Nguyet? He takes a pack of cards from his pocket and shows her.
She looks puzzled as he shuffles it and gives her half. Snap, he says.
Snap?
Yes, and he shows her what to do. Somewhat mystified she gets the idea
and for over an hour they sit there, drinking and playing snap.
At last she tires of it and says, Must finish. No time now.
Kenny gathers up the cards and takes an American five dollar note from
his wallet and gives it to her as a tip. She gives him a doubtful smile. When
he returns down the corridor to the bar he finds that the others are all there,
beers in hand. They give a cry when they see him and Gnarly slaps him on
the back. How’d it go then, Titch?
Fantastic.
You little ripper! How many times then?
You wouldn’t believe me, mate.
Struth! They all roar approvingly and a can is shoved into his hand.
The mama-san appears and gives him a lewd toothless grin. Big boy, big
time, big bill!
The others laugh as he counts out the notes. It’s almost all he’s got.
Within a week Gnarly and his other Vung Tau companions are frantically
scratching their inflamed cocks and getting penicillin injections for syphilis.
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8
Bien Hoa
Sunday morning, a day off at last. I got up late, had a long shower, then went
up to the roof to get a coffee. Several of the team were up there sunbaking in
their swimming costumes, lying on towels or sitting reading, the effect
somewhat spoilt by the grimy concrete of the building. This scene usually
attracted American helicopter pilots, buzzing in low to check out the bikinis. I
noticed Vernon Bryce over there, the first time I’d seen him stripped down.
He had an odd body, a rather plump torso contrasting with long thin arms
and legs. The sun was turning him red rather than brown, and he made me
think of a large lobster. I was so preoccupied with lobster-man that I didn’t
notice at first the two Aussie army slouch hats on the table by the door to the
outdoor area, and a circle of men sitting nearby – Gerry and another
American serviceman, Sandy Abrahams and Peter Storrie, and two other
strangers in khaki. One was talking animatedly, making them all laugh, and
the other, with a lieutenant’s pips on his shoulder, had his back to me. Then
Gerry raised his hand to me and this man turned around. I saw a face that
was startlingly familiar, and froze in astonishment at seeing Tom Bracken
smiling at me. He was the same but different, transformed from the teenage
boy he had been when I last saw him at Penumbra, eleven years before.
Feeling disoriented, I watched as he got to his feet and came towards me.
‘Kris,’ he said, grinning broadly. ‘Is it really you?’ He stretched out his arms
and gave me a big hug.
They pulled up a chair for me, and Tom introduced his companion,
Captain Tony Arkwright. They were stationed at the Australian army base
down at Nui Dat near the coast, and when Tony had been assigned to a
liaison task with the Americans at Bien Hoa, Tom had persuaded his CO to
let him tag along too. As they spoke I stared at him, struggling to reconcile
this mature confident figure with my memories, and trying to work out what I
felt. My first reaction, after the initial shock, was how different he looked, but
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this soon faded as I recognised gestures, intonations, the line of his nose,
and the old Tom became visible in the new.
Sandy said, ‘But what an extraordinary coincidence, you two knowing
each other.’
‘Well I have to confess,’ Tom said, ‘that it’s not a coincidence. My father
wrote and told me that he’d heard that Kris had volunteered to join an
Australian medical team at the hospital here, so of course I had to come and
see her.’
‘And how are things going down south?’ Sandy asked.
‘Oh I think we’re getting on top of things,’ Tony Arkwright replied.
‘Well,’ Peter Storrie said, ‘looks like it may be over soon.’
‘How come?’ Gerry asked quietly.
‘Well, from what General Westmoreland’s saying…’
Gerry shook his head. ‘You don’t want to believe anything Westmoreland
says.’
‘But it’s going well at Khe Sanh, isn’t it? According to the news reports…’
‘And don’t believe what the papers say. You should get my boss to tell
you his view of things.’
Tony Arkwright was looking at him with interest. ‘Who’s your boss,
Gerry?’
‘Guy called Tice.’
‘Richard Tice?’ Arkwright looked impressed.
‘You know him?’
‘By reputation. He’s here in Bien Hoa? Any chance of meeting him?’
‘Sure, if he’s around. But there’s a lot going on at the moment. I’m waiting
for a call right now to fly him back from 1 Corps. But I can ask him for you.’
‘I’d appreciate that.’
They dropped the subject of the war, none of them wanting to pursue it,
and turned to talk of home. I asked Tom about his family.
‘All well I believe. Dad’s still pursuing Captain Cook. Do you remember
that?’
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‘Of course! The nawi canoe, the treacherous currents of Penumbra Bay.
It was a wonderful time.’
‘Yes it was. He spends quite a bit of time at the Mitchell Library on his
research, and last year they went up to see Cape Tribulation, where Cook
grounded his ship after damaging it crossing the Reef. He heard about you
being out here from Den. You’ve been in touch with her, have you?’
‘No, I haven’t.’
‘Then I wonder how…?’
He must have got it from Dad, I thought. Devious Dad, he must still be in
touch with the Brackens. With Rose. ‘So how is Den?’ I said quickly.
‘She’s been working in a bookshop in Glebe since she finished at uni.
Shares a house in Glebe I believe.’
‘No man in her life?’
‘Not as far as I know. You independent women, eh?’ He said it like a
question, with a lift of an eyebrow.
‘That’s right. And you’ve followed in your father’s footsteps.’ He looked
puzzled, and I added, ‘Tobruk.’
‘Oh…’ he laughed. ‘Yes, I suppose you’re right.’
Later, when we decided to walk over to Mr Hooy’s for lunch, Tom and I
hung back from the others so that we could talk.
‘It really is fantastic to see you again, Kris,’ he said. ‘I think it’s a
wonderful thing you’re doing here, really wonderful.’
‘I had no idea you were in the army,’ I said. ‘Are you a nasho?’
‘No, I joined up.’ His eyes crinkled at the surprise on my face. ‘Is that so
weird?’
‘No, well…’ I was embarrassed and he laughed.
‘I love it. I’m just a grunt – infantry; I have my own platoon. Tony
Arkwright is much more important, an intelligence officer with Brigade HQ.’
He took my hand. ‘It feels so amazing to meet up with an old friend in a
place like this. Strangers in a strange land. I can hardly believe it’s really you.
You look… does it sound stupid to say grown up? I mean, you were a scrap
of a girl the last I saw of you. Now look at you, so mature.’
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A scrap of a girl with an aching heart, I thought, and now we had both
changed almost beyond recognition, but already the boy I remembered was
melding into the man I saw. I realised that I was scanning him carefully,
listening to every word for some imperfection that would tell me what he was
really like, that would reveal the ordinary flawed boy that I had idealised. But I
couldn’t find it. He seemed exactly as I had remembered him, only more
substantial.
‘Do you still read poetry?’ I asked.
He smiled, ‘Not so much.’
We had reached the restaurant and became drawn back into the group.
Tony Arkwright was talking about the man he’d met from the Australian
Embassy in Saigon who had ranted on about what a bloody nuisance those
damned doctors and nurses at Bien Hoa were, always complaining about
their bloody shortages. I hardly listened, much more interested in trying to
observe Tom without it being obvious, memorising every feature of his face,
every gesture, knowing that he might disappear again at any minute. And
also questioning my own feelings – we were both very different people from
before, so how could my feelings remain unchanged?
‘What do they bloody expect?’ Arkwright roared, imitating the diplomat’s
strident voice. ‘Do they want me to knit their bloody bandages for them?’
We all laughed, and Sandy said mildly, ‘This was at the Continental, I
take it? They really rough it, don’t they? Break his leg and bring him up here,
why don’t you. We’ll take good care of him.’
As they all laughed I became aware of Tom reaching behind the back of
the man sitting between them. There was a piece of paper in his hand. I took
it unobtrusively and read his message:
The trees are in their autumn beauty,
The woodland paths are dry.
I felt a sudden pang, a painful tug back to Penumbra and an afternoon
sitting on the rock shelf outside the Brackens’ house, while Tom recited these
lines again and again until I knew Yeats’s poem as well as he did. The Wild
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Swans at Coole. I could picture that little urchin girl curled up at his side,
mouthing the magic words, and I felt a surge of sharp regret.
I got the packet of Kents from the pocket of my skirt and tore off the top
and wrote:
Among what rushes will they build,
By what lake’s edge or pool
Delight men’s eyes when I awake some day
to find they have flown away?
I passed it back to Tom, thinking how long ago that was, together gazing
out across Penumbra Bay, and now, so far away, over the dark water of the
Dong Nai River.
Later, when the others returned to the house, I walked with Tom along
the river bank. He didn’t refer to the poem, but it lay between us, a gift of
shared memory. Instead he asked me about my work, which I tried to
describe, as if to a visiting stranger. As we strolled back towards the house
he explained that he and Arkwright had to return to the air base that evening
for a dinner the American officers were laying on for them, but he wanted to
see me again the following day if it was possible. I explained I’d have to work
till late, and he asked if he could call in at the hospital to see for himself what
we were doing. Arkwright was getting into his jeep when we got back, and
Tom gave me a quick kiss on the cheek and jumped in with a wave. I
watched them disappear down the road, weaving out of sight around a
hugely laden ox-cart, and jumped when Gerry spoke close to my ear.
‘Looks like I’ve got a rival, little bird.’ He’d taken to calling me that lately,
a reference to a Brando film, The Fugitive Kind, which we’d seen together at
the base.
‘No one could replace you in my heart, Gerry,’ I said, and he gave a
laugh.
That night, alone in my room, I fingered Tom’s message, The trees are in
their autumn beauty… I realised that what had most unnerved me was the
way his sudden appearance had cast my life at Bien Hoa in an
uncomfortable new light. I’d got used to its pressures and stringencies,
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embraced them willingly, and felt, perhaps for the first time in my life, that I
entirely belonged within a group of sympathetic, like-minded people (well,
apart from lobster-man). But now a warm presence from my old, everyday,
real life had appeared in this place and made me realise, trying to describe it
to him, just how outlandish it was. For a moment, trying to reconcile the two, I
saw the hospital as an impossible burden that we’d all shackled ourselves to,
like some kind of masochistic self-punishment. Seeing him again, hearing his
voice, I ached to soak up its warm familiarity, to wriggle free of the terrible
discipline that bound me there.
The morning after Tom came to Bien Hoa, I was in the hospital courtyard,
taking a short break, watching Bluey trying out the crutch we’d found for him,
when Tom came walking through the archway. We kissed on the cheek, and
as I drew away I caught Bluey staring at us and felt myself blush. I stubbed
out my cigarette and gave Tom a swift tour of the hospital. We were
intercepted by a Vietnamese woman politely pointing out that her elderly
husband in the recovery ward had lost his left ear during the night, eaten by
rats. This was followed by a crisis with the drains, which flooded the sluice
room with faeces. Finally we moved on to the operating theatre, where Sandy
was working on a child, horribly burned by an exploding stove that had been
filled with jet fuel. By the end of the tour Tom was a good deal more subdued
than when we’d begun.
‘I don’t know how you can do it, Kris, I really don’t.’
‘It’s not always this bad. It’s just so frustrating, forever running out of
stuff. The burnt kid has taken the last of our morphine and our blood. I’m
going to have to visit Leonard again and see what I can scrounge. I hate
begging.’
I explained who Leonard was, and Tom offered to take me in his jeep.
We drove north through the town, manoeuvring slowly around laden
pedestrians and cyclists and bullock carts, Tom still unfamiliar with
Vietnamese driving habits. When we reached the entrance to the base the
chaotic shambles abruptly gave way to prefabricated order. We were in luck
– Leonard had just been given a date for his return to the States and was in
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an expansive mood. I shamelessly took advantage of it, loading the jeep with
boxes of IV sets and drugs, and a big supply of blood that was only two days
out of date.
‘So Tom, what did you do on your first date with Kris?’ Tom said as we
set off again. ‘Oh, we went shopping for blood.’
‘Some date,’ I laughed, but felt a little buzz of pleasure. A date.
‘There’s a party I’ve been invited to at the base tonight,’ he said. ‘Want to
come?’
‘All right.’
We danced to The Box Tops and The Doors, The Turtles and Aretha
Franklin, and I felt gauche beside the American army nurses who were there.
I’d brought nothing but plain practical dresses with me, not imagining parties,
and envied them their Dollie dress flounces and rayon chiffon scoops from
Sears and Montgomery Ward, just as I’d envied them being able to wear the
same daytime army uniforms as the men. But many of the Americans
recognised me and waved hello, and I was dancing with the most handsome
man in the room, so I didn’t really mind. The whole evening had a bittersweet nostalgic feel to it, the Americans conjuring up the illusion of being
back home at the school prom, and the Australians thus doubly removed
from reality. Tom drove us home under a starlit sky, past houses decorated
with lanterns in honour of the coming Tet festival for the Buddhist lunar new
year. When we reached the house he went with me to the front door and
commented on how I seemed to know so many of the American men,
sounding almost a little jealous. Then he told me that he’d had a wonderful
time, and wondered if I could possibly take the next evening off too, as he
and Tony Arkwright had been invited to dinner by the American CORDS
chief, Richard Tice, and were welcome to bring a companion. I said I’d love
to come and he looked pleased. ‘It’s quite a big deal apparently. Tony’s over
the moon at getting the invite. But I should warn you that Tice has an eye for
attractive women. I’ll have to keep my eye on you.’
We laughed and he gave me a quick kiss on the cheek and then, to my
disappointment, said goodnight.
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The following day I had another long shift through which I absently
floated. The drains were still playing up, Bluey had disappeared, and Johnny
Do failed to suppress the rats, but I didn’t care. I was worried about what to
wear, and when I mentioned this to Peggy she told me that the last time she
went down to Saigon she had bought a traditional Vietnamese costume, an
áo dài, which I might try. We were the same size, and when she showed it to
me I thought it was beautiful, a deep red, high necked, silk full-length tunic
dress, split to the hip on both sides and worn over a pair of white trousers.
So that evening, after parading in front of the other girls to much acclaim,
I went down to the entrance where Tom was waiting. He looked startled and
said, ‘Struth!’
‘Oh, don’t you like it?’
‘I think it’s bloody wonderful, Kris. I’m just wondering how I’m going to
keep Mr Tice’s hands off you.’
I got a similar reaction from Tony Arkwright waiting outside beside the
jeep. ‘Crikey!’
He introduced me to his partner, an American girl wearing a simple
Jackie Kennedy shift, and we walked together arm in arm for the short
distance down the street to the Tice compound, where an armed sentry let us
in.
I’d been there before of course, that first week we arrived in Bien Hoa,
but I hadn’t realised how large it was, with its own helicopter pad and new
buildings, some still under construction, alongside the villa, which was lit up
with floodlighting. As we approached it two figures, no doubt alerted by the
sentry, came out of the front door and stood waiting at the top of the steps. I
recognised Mr Tice and his elegant Vietnamese companion Hung. Tice was
short for an American, with a pugnacious build and stance, like a boxer, and
welcomed us warmly, shaking the men’s hands vigorously and kissing the
women’s hands. Hung had the poise and expensive Parisian clothes of
Vietnamese high society. She complimented me on my áo dài, as did Tice. ‘A
blonde in an áo dài!’ he cried. ‘Perfect!’ He put an arm around me to guide
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me inside, taking a glass of champagne from a tray held by a uniformed
butler and placing it in my hand. ‘I love Australians,’ he said.
However, his interest in me was short-lived, and it became clear that the
purpose of the evening was to brief him on every facet of the Australian
operations. While we sat down to a dinner of traditional Vietnamese dishes
exquisitely cooked – chicken pho, pork bun cha, prawn goi cuon spring rolls
and che sweet dessert soup – and fine French wines, he grilled Tony and
Tom on their assessment of what was happening in Phuoc Tuy province.
Finally, Tice suggested we go up onto the roof for brandy and cigars. It
was a hot night, but thankfully free of mosquitos and we sat on plump leather
armchairs and looked out over the vast spread of flickering lights of the city
towards the glare of the American base. A slightly discordant note was struck
by a sandbagged emplacement in the corner with a machine gun peeping
over the rim. The men lit up their cigars and Tice said, ‘So you feel pretty
confident.’
‘I think so, sir,’ Tony said, ‘yes. Aren’t you?’
‘Hmm.’ Tice didn’t answer for a moment, and Tony added, ‘It’s going well
at Khe Sanh, isn’t it? General Westmoreland seems very confident.’
Tice puffed a ring of smoke up into the dark. ‘Last month I was called to
Washington to give the President my view of things. Johnson said,
“Westmoreland tells me it’ll all be over by Thanksgiving. What do you think?”
and I replied, “Well, Mr President, I think that may be a little pessimistic. I
believe we might be able to hold out until Christmas.”’
Tony looked startled, unsure how to react, then Tice chuckled and we all
laughed.
‘What did the President say?’ Tony asked.
‘He thought I was joking. He clapped me on the shoulder and told me to
go back and make sure we win that goddam war by Independence Day.’ He
took another puff. ‘But I wasn’t joking. You may have noticed the machine
gun emplacement over there, and the bulldozer down there in the yard. It’s
ripping out all the trees and bushes on this property, so that intruders will
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have no cover. I’m taking precautions, and I’d advise you guys to do the
same.’
‘Still,’ Tony said, ‘nothing’s going to happen during Tet, is it? I mean, it’s
a general holiday when everyone goes home to be with their families and
ancestors.’
‘It’s true that we and the South Vietnamese have declared a truce for the
period of Tet, which has been a tradition here for hundreds of years, but
there was one exception. In 1789 the Vietnamese caught an invading
Chinese army by surprise by attacking them at Tet, the Chinese New Year
holiday. It was one of the greatest victories in Vietnamese history, and the
generals in Hanoi know their history. Westmoreland is obsessed by Khe
Sanh up north, but it’s my belief that that is just a diversion from the south,
where the real war must be won…’
This debate continued for some time and I have to confess that my
attention drifted back to a subject of much more immediate interest, namely
Lieutenant Tom Bracken. What was he really doing here? Was he really
interested in me, or was he just bored. I sat there looking at him, his cigar
smoke curling into the night air, the familiar profile.
‘He is a handsome man, your lieutenant,’ a voice whispered in my ear.
I turned and smiled at Hung. ‘Do you think so?’
‘Of course, and so do you, I think. Do you have much experience of
soldiers, my dear?’
‘No, none at all.’
‘War is a strange time. Everything is passionante, vibrante. You must
experience everything of course, but above all you must survive.’
‘Yes. But tell me about soldiers.’
She smiled. ‘Oh, they need us, they adore us, but we have a rival we
cannot compete with, a rival who demands all their attention.’
‘Who is that?’
‘Death.’
Just then a uniformed man came to Tice with a message which he read
and murmured a few words to the man who nodded and hurried away.
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‘The Viet Cong radios have been silent now for two weeks,’ Tice growled.
‘This has never happened before.’
It seemed to signal the end of the evening, and we rose and went
downstairs and said goodnight. Tony and his American girl were whispering
and laughing together as we strolled down the deserted street, and I
wondered if they had something planned, but Tom seemed subdued by
Tice’s pessimistic mood and said nothing. The other two waved goodnight
and headed off for the jeep parked in the compound beside our house as we
went to the front door.
‘Thanks, Tom,’ I said. ‘That was really interesting.’
‘Mm, yes.’ He roused himself from whatever he was thinking and said,
‘Look, will you be free tomorrow evening?’
‘Tomorrow? Yes, of course.’
‘You don’t mind coming out with me do you, Kris?’
I laughed. ‘Tom, I love it. You’re a breath of fresh air.’
‘Right, good.’ He smiled. ‘See you then. Six? Seven?’
‘Six.’
‘Good.’ He leaned forward to kiss my cheek and I thought, oh no you
don’t. I turned my face to his and met his lips and pressed hard against him.
There was the slightest hesitation and then we were kissing, a real kiss, open
mouths, tongues. It had only taken fourteen years.
After a long while we separated, he stroked my hair. ‘Oh Kris.’ He kissed
me again and turned away.
‘Passionante,’ I thought as I ran up the stairs. ‘Vibrante.’ My blood was
singing and I didn’t want to sleep so I kept on going up to the roof where a
few steadfast drinkers were sitting in a weary circle. They looked up and
Bernard, the anaesthetist, gave a wolf whistle. ‘Will ya look at that!’
I laughed and did a twirl in my áo dài, flaring out the slit skirt, and Peter
Storrie got up and we did a little dance together. I think he was trying to do a
flamenco. Thinking of Mr Tice’s warning I wondered if we were like the
passengers on the Titanic, but then I thought of Tom’s kiss and didn’t care.
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We sat and they poured me a drink and I told them about Mr Tice and how
we were all doomed.
‘Oh well,’ Bernard said, ‘Eat, drink and be merry.’ We clinked our glasses
and all around us the night was alive with the glitter of festive lanterns and
the crackle and bang of fireworks announcing the beginning of the lunar new
year festival.
It was late, getting on for three o’clock, when I finally got to my room and
stripped off for a leisurely shower. Through the noise of running water I
thought I heard the sound of muffled explosions. Bigger fireworks, I assumed.
I turned off the shower, stepped out of the little bathroom and the window in
front of me exploded with a tremendous bang, showering me with pieces of
glass and pottery. I stood there paralysed as the night filled with noise and
light, streams of tracer zipping across the sky. I heard the ominous throb of
helicopters, and then, from the corridor outside my room, the sound of
screams. I grabbed a towel and ran to the door. Liz was standing outside in
the corridor, eyes staring.
‘They’re shooting at us, Kris!’
‘Who?’
‘Them, the Viet Cong. There’s a sniper in the swamp and I don’t know
what else. Marjorie says…’ Her words were lost in a numbing burst of
machine gun fire from very close at hand.
‘What?’
‘Marjorie says to hide under our beds.’
A dazzling flash illuminated Liz’s face for a moment, like a terrified victim
in a black-and-white horror movie. ‘Go!’ she screamed.
So I ducked back into my room, wincing at the stab of glass cutting my
feet, and scrambled beneath the bed, deafened by the bombs and chattering
guns. For some crazy reason the idea came to me that shrapnel might pierce
the mattress and lacerate my kidneys, and I twisted around so that my back
was pressed to the wall.
After a long while I dozed off. I was jerked awake by a different sound. I
had no idea how long I’d lain there, but my body seemed locked in painful
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rigor. The noises outside were more intermittent, but something else had
woken me. Crunch. The sound of a boot on glass, there in the room, very
close. I bit my lip to stifle a scream.
Then a man’s voice, ‘Kris? Are you in here?’
It was Tom.
‘Yes!’ I hissed. ‘Under here,’ and wriggled painfully out. He gathered me
up and lifted me to my feet.
‘Are you all right?’
‘I think so,’ I stammered. ‘What’s happening?’
‘Things are quietening down a bit.’ I thought his voice sounded almost
elated.
‘There was a sniper…’
‘He’s gone, don’t worry. Hey, you’re trembling.’
He wrapped his arms more tightly around me and I buried my face in his
shoulder in relief. His shirt smelt strongly of his sweat, and when I pressed
my hand to his back I felt it soaking wet. There was another smell too,
something rank and sour, like swamp mud.
‘You’re bleeding,’ he said softly.
‘The glass. I cut myself. That’s all.’
‘We should…’
But I lifted my face and cut him off, pressing my mouth to his.
We fell back onto the bed, the darkness slashed periodically by flashes of
light. I tugged at the buttons of his shirt and arched my back to let him pull my
towel away and kiss my breasts, his hands moving over my body while I
clung to him. It wasn’t my first time, but it was the first time that I’d wanted a
man so desperately and without reservation. We came together very quickly.
Then, after a little while, we began again, more slowly, discovering each
other bit by bit.
á
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I woke at dawn to the roar of planes passing overhead. I was alone. There
was a note written on an empty Kent packet torn open and propped up on my
small table.
Called back to Nui Dat. Take Care.
XXX
I swung my feet off the bed and stood up, wincing as I stood on a piece
of glass, and went into the bathroom, replaying it all in my head. What of the
others? Had they survived the night? I wrapped a towel around myself and
went out into the corridor and saw Peggy on the floor, Toni bending over her.
‘Peggy!’ I cried, ‘What happened?’
‘She stubbed her toe, that’s all. Nothing broken,’ Toni said, in that breezy
off-hand way she had, as if she was dealing with an animal back on the farm.
‘It’s bloody sore,’ Peggy complained.
‘Was anyone else hurt?’ I asked.
‘Apparently not,’ Toni said. ‘Bit of a do, eh?’ She finished putting a
dressing on Peggy’s toe and stood up. ‘There you are, you’ll live.’ She
reached out a hand and pulled her to her feet. ‘I’m going to get something to
eat.’
It occurred to me that there would be a lot of work for us that day, and
that I should get a move on. But first I had to get Peggy to check my back, for
my bed had been covered in small pieces of glass. I followed her back into
her room and asked how she was.
‘Oh, I’m all right. I was just stumbling around in the dark and banged my
foot. But look at you!’ She began picking out glass fragments and applying
antiseptic cream. ‘How did you do this?’
‘I sort of fell onto my bed, and there were bits of broken glass from my
window.’
‘Well, you won’t be able to sit down for a week, you poor thing.’
I smiled to myself. Peggy’s room looked the other way, towards the north,
and I could see huge columns of smoke rising over the American airfield.
‘They’ve been fighting all night long,’ she said. ‘It’s still going on. Have
you heard the radio? It’s everywhere. The whole country’s in flames.’
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When we reached the hospital, our minibus escorted front and back by
army jeeps with mounted machine guns, we found ARVN troops unloading
bodies from a couple of trucks and throwing them down in the courtyard. The
dead, forty or fifty of them, were clad in black – Viet Cong according to the
soldiers. The hospital acted as the town’s mortuary, but I wondered if the
display of enemy dead was also intended as a message to the long queue of
casualties formed up on the footpath outside the hospital, who would have to
file between the corpses to reach treatment.
Under the pressure of necessity we adopted a new triage system, the
opposite of what we had learned in Australia. Back home the most serious
cases were treated first, but now we were forced to start with those who
stood the best chance of survival. This forced the triage team to make swift,
hard decisions, most heartbreaking where children were concerned.
That last day of January was a long, gruelling slog, and we were all
exhausted when Sandy announced the final operation. As the patient was
brought to the table, I recognised the limp body of Bluey, his angelic face
brutally punctured by a black hole in the centre of his forehead.
‘But he’s dead,’ I blurted out.
Sandy raised an eyebrow at me. ‘Very observant of you, Sister; so he
doesn’t need his nail any more, but we do.’
As he sliced open Bluey’s thigh to retrieve the Küntscher nail, he added,
‘A dead shot, your friend.’
‘What?’
‘This was our sniper last night. Tom put a stop to that.’
I was stunned. Bluey had been shooting at us? And then I remembered
the look on the boy’s face when he’d watched me kissing my soldier in the
hospital courtyard. And that sour smell in Tom’s clothes, the smell of the
swamp, and the sense of elation in his voice. And the fact that he’d said
nothing.
We finished extracting the nail and were clearing up when Peggy came
in, looking distraught.
‘It’s Liz,’ she said.
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Sandy was drying his hands. ‘What’s wrong with her?’
Peggy looked at me, a pained expression on her face. ‘We just got a call
from the base. Cy…’
‘Oh Peggy, no.’
‘He was on duty. The building he was in got hit…’
We hurried out to see Liz, sitting sobbing on a bench, flanked by the
anxious Vietnamese nurses. She resisted at first when I put my arms around
her, then turned to me and let the tears flow.
Our armed escort arrived, and we made our way out to the bus for the
trip home, where I took Liz up to her room and sat with her while she wept.
Eventually exhaustion overcame her and I left her curled on her bed.
The others were up on the roof, too drained to eat, sitting in the dark,
smoking and helping themselves from the bottles of spirits set up on the table
in the middle of the circle. I sat down with them and we watched the glow of
fires to the north, and the helicopter gunships circling with searchlights
probing the ground, and the afterglow of jets climbing into the sky on endless
sorties.
After a while Gerry came up with more bottles to see how we were
coping. He added a few details about the cause of Cy’s death, a stray mortar
bomb that had come out of nowhere, and asked about Liz. Then he told us
about his last twenty-four hours. He’d been asleep when the shooting
started, and had dressed quickly and run across the street to Mr Tice’s villa,
where his boss was standing on the roof with an M60 machine gun blazing
away into the night. He immediately instructed Gerry to load his chopper up
with ammunition and fuel and prepare for take-off. It seemed that Tice not
only had a family in Kansas and a mistress in Bien Hoa, but also a Chinese
‘wife’ and small children living in a compound in Saigon, in the Cholon
district, where, according to Tice’s intelligence reports, the fighting was
fiercest.
‘That was some scary flight,’ Gerry said. ‘There were fires burning all
over Saigon, and what with the smoke, and the military choppers, and the
tracer coming up…’ He paused, picturing it again, then took a gulp of Jack
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Daniels. ‘Bad motor scooter. But Mr Tice wasn’t bothered. Nothing bothers
him. Him in his golf jacket directing me right down Highway One and on into
Cholon as calm as if we were out on a Sunday joyride. We landed in the
lady’s compound, but she and the kids were gone – her family had got her
out as soon as the shooting started.’
Tice had departed with his machine gun into the streets of Cholon,
leaving Gerry sitting anxiously with his helicopter until dawn, when his boss
returned, ammunition spent, beaming from ear to ear. They got underway
again, Tice directing them towards the racecourse, where Huey Cobra
gunships were circling.
‘The gooks were committing suicide, trying to cross that open ground
while the choppers hit them. Like fish in a barrel…’
Gerry sensed that he was losing his audience, to fatigue perhaps, or
distaste.
Sandy Abrahams yawned and said, ‘He’s quite a character, your Mr Tice,
isn’t he?’ He roused himself and wished us all good night, and there was a
scraping of chairs as the rest of us got stiffly to our feet. As I made for the
door I felt Gerry at my side, his hand on my arm.
‘How are you coping, little bird?’
‘I’m okay, Gerry. Just tired.’
‘Yeah, everyone is. I liked your friend Tom. Nice guy. Mr Tice liked him
too. They got on real well. They’re both straight shooters.’
I stared at him in the dim light, but there was no irony in the remark.
‘Tom asked me to look out for you, keep you safe.’ He chuckled. ‘I don’t
know how the hell I’m supposed to do that.’
I laughed too. ‘Me neither. Nice thought though.’
‘Yeah, well anyway, are you sleeping okay?’
‘I certainly will tonight, no matter what happens.’
á
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Liz needed quite a bit of help over the following days, and I found myself
delegated by Marjorie to keep an eye on her and try to talk her through it. I
was reluctant at first, because I’d had so little experience of dealing with
other people’s loss, and because Liz had become very withdrawn, wanting
only to be left alone. But Marjorie demanded that I persist. I suspected that
Marjorie was afraid that Liz would have to be sent home and we’d be left
short-handed again, but perhaps Marjorie also saw some ability in me that I
myself had never suspected, because after a little while I did begin to draw
Liz out and work with her through the stages of her grief. At first she refused
to talk about Cy, but she’d already told her parents about him and allowed
me to help her write a letter to them. From this I learned about her family, and
began to understand how her relationship with Cy, which I’d previously seen
as no more than a foreign romance, might have fitted into the pattern of her
life. After that we attempted a letter to Cy’s parents, and our conversations
gradually deepened until Liz was ready to approach Cy himself.
It was at around that time that I found myself alone in the city one night. It
must have been around 10.00 pm I think, and Sandy Abrahams, Bernard Lee
and I had remained behind at the hospital after the others had left. We were
trying to finish off an operation on a young boy which was proving more tricky
than we’d expected. I was exhausted, working without a break for over
fourteen hours, and was beginning to feel dazed and unsteady on my feet.
Sandy noticed and said that he and Bernard could finish off and that I should
go and get Johnny to organise a lift or take me back himself to the house. I
said I could manage but he insisted and I left the theatre and went to find
Johnny. Of course he had disappeared, and after searching for a while I gave
up and decided to walk home myself. It was only a few blocks away and I
wasn’t thinking very clearly. It was only when I stepped out into the street and
noticed how completely deserted it was that it occurred to me that it must be
after curfew which, since Tet, was being strictly enforced by trigger-happy
ARVN troops. Still, I thought, I can quickly get home and no one will be the
wiser.
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I hadn’t got far when I heard the wail of sirens approaching down the
street. I panicked and ducked into a narrow laneway. There was no street
lighting down there and the ground was uneven so that I had to be careful
not to twist an ankle as I stumbled on. I heard the siren howling to a stop
behind me and men shouting. I looked back and saw soldiers jumping from
the back of a truck. Heart thumping, I turned into another lane, narrower than
the first and lined with ramshackle hovels. Faces peered out of doorways to
see what the noise was, and stared at me in astonishment as I hurried past. I
caught smells of cooking and sewage, heard snatches of Asian music from
tinny transistors. Then a figure stepped into the path in front of me and I
stopped abruptly, suppressing a cry.
‘Kris? Is it you?’
In the gloom I made out features I recognised, of one of our Vietnamese
nurses at the hospital.
‘Lan?’
‘Yes. Are you looking for me?’
‘Oh, thank goodness! No. I’m trying to get back to our house. I’m afraid
I’m lost.’
She looked over my shoulder. ‘You shouldn’t be outside. Come…’ She
lifted a flap of fabric and ushered me into a small room lit by the glow of a
kerosene lamp. An old woman was sitting near the light, stirring a pot on a
little stove, the smell of nuoc mam filling the air.
‘This is my grandmother,’ Lan said. She spoke a few words to the old
woman who gave me a toothless smile. ‘She is completely deaf, but she can
read my lips.’
Lan was the most competent and dependable of our Vietnamese staff,
probably about my age, but had always seemed very self-contained and
private, and I had never been able to raise more than a polite smile from her
at the hospital. Now I felt acutely embarrassed, intruding like this on her
privacy because of my stupidity. The room was clean and neat, but was little
more than a tiny improvised shack. One wall was made from panels of
plywood scavenged from packing cases stencilled with faded lettering, and
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another from flattened Coca-Cola cans. She saw me looking at them and
offered me coffee, saying that I should stay until the fuss had died down.
From outside we could hear voices through the thin walls, and I thanked her
and apologised.
‘You work long hours,’ she said. ‘We are very grateful.’ She brought out
stools for us to sit on and spoke to her grandmother again. The old woman
nodded and poured water into a pan. As we waited for it to boil Lan told me
her story in careful, halting English. Her family – grandmother, mother, father,
brother and herself – used to live in Vinh, far up the coast in North Vietnam.
As the communists tightened their grip on the north, they, along with many
Catholics, decided to flee to the south and ended up in Bien Hoa, where her
father resumed his trade as a cobbler. At first they survived well enough in a
rented apartment over her father’s shop. However, four years ago Lan’s
brother and father were conscripted into the army, and within a year both had
been killed in fighting in the Mekong Delta. Her mother was then working as
an assistant in a dress shop, while Lan was training as a nurse at the
hospital, and they were just able to pay the rent on their apartment. However,
one day her mother, peddling a bicycle laden with bales of cloth, was run
down and killed by an American truck. The triple tragedy left Lan and her
elderly grandmother alone in Bien Hoa with very little money. When they
were forced to leave the apartment, she had found this place for the two of
them, ‘very simple’ as she put it with an embarrassed smile, but conveniently
situated near the hospital.
‘Things are hard,’ Lan said, ‘But one day…’
I didn’t know what to say. We busied ourselves trying to mend the bodies
of these people, but they all had terrible stories like this that we couldn’t fix.
The coffee was made and Lan passed me a cup and offered me sugar.
‘We have a dream, my grandmother and me. She is not Vietnamese, she
is Thai. She married my grandfather when he went to Thailand to work on
building a railway and they lived many years there and had my mother and
other children, my aunts and uncles. I remember with great affection and
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longing visiting my cousins there when I was young. They live in a town
beside a beautiful bay, which is called The Bay of Turtles.’
She went over to a small table in a corner beneath a painting of the
Virgin Mary, and brought me a postcard of a beautiful bay of brilliant blue
water, dotted with small islands of tall cones of rock capped with lush crowns
of tropical foliage.
‘There is no war in Thailand,’ Lan sighed. ‘No guns, no soldiers, no
broken children. It is paradise.’ She said she was saving all the money that
she could so that one day she and her grandmother would catch a plane or a
ship across the Gulf of Thailand and rejoin her Thai relatives and she would
work as a nurse in the hospital there. She told this story with so much feeling
and I was very moved.
The noises outside had died away by now, and Lan said it should be safe
to continue back to the house and that she would take me as far as the main
road. I got to my feet and thanked the old lady for her hospitality. She gave
me a broad smile and nodded her head. I asked Lan how long she had been
deaf, and she said, ‘For ever, I think.’
I asked if she had ever been examined by a doctor and Lan didn’t know,
so I told her she should bring her to the hospital where I would make sure
that Dr Abrahams looked at her.
We stepped out into the alleyway, and Lan led me through a maze of
laneways lined by improvised homes. Along the way she pointed out her
church, Our Lady of Thong Nhat, in a more substantial brick building that
might once have been a garage or small factory. Finally we emerged onto the
main road. I recognised where we were, not far from my destination, and I
gave Lan a hug, thanking her again and ran to the house where I looked
back and saw her still standing in the shadows at the end of the lane. I must
have passed that spot dozens of times, but had never noticed the laneway
and the shanty town beyond.
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9
Ba Ria
Tet is their baptism of fire. Everything before that has just been a rehearsal.
To everyone’s amazement the Viet Cong invade the city of Ba Ria, the
capital of the province the Australians are supposed to be controlling, in the
early morning of the first of February. Within a couple of hours they’ve driven
out the South Vietnam ARVN troops garrisoned there and dug themselves in.
This is not good, not least because Ba Ria sits on the road to Vung Tau,
which means the Australians’ base at Nui Dat is now cut off from their
hospital and support facilities at the port of Vung Tau. They’ve all been led to
understand that Tet is a time of unofficial cease-fire, and on account of that
everyone’s been taking it easy. Quite a few are a bit hung-over that morning,
and some are away from the camp, including the skipper.
They’re all kitted up behind the trucks when one of those little bubble
helicopters flies in low and fast. Skip jumps out and disappears down to the
officers’ quarters, then comes running back with his rifle and gear on.
Hello Titch, he says, all set to go? His face is flushed, eyes bright, shirt
dark with sweat as if he’s already been in the thick of it.
Reckon so, Skip.
The armoured personnel carriers, with machine guns mounted on their
turrets, start up, the diesel fumes steaming in the early morning air, and they
climb up onto the trucks to follow them into Ba Ria.
They meet the first resistance on the outskirts, sporadic shots and rocketpropelled grenades fired from a couple of shacks. The APCs rake them with
bullets and they move on. Then they’re in the thick of it, heavy fire coming at
them from many directions. They jump out of the trucks, disperse to left and
right while the APCs keep up their covering fire. They’ve been trained for
jungle warfare, not street fighting, and now have to learn on the job, quick
smart, running forward, covered by the APC machine guns, signalling to each
other where the enemy fire is coming from – a doorway, a tree, a burnt-out
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truck. Skip’s in his element and Kenny follows close behind, firing left when
Skip fires right, working together as if they’d rehearsed this, a kind of wild
dance. It’s exhilarating and terrifying, the adrenaline buzzing through Kenny
as he blasts away, deafened by the noise, like nothing he’s felt before.
At one point they come under steady sniper fire from a painted wooden
building standing on a narrow lot. Kenny works his way round to its front,
sees a cross mounted over the door. It’s one of those improvised churches
set up by the Catholic refugees from the north. Half a dozen bodies are
sprawled outside, three women, an old man and two children. Kenny eases
the front door open, stands aside for a moment, then takes a deep breath
and ducks inside, crouching low. The hall is littered with chairs and benches,
tipped all over the place. At the far end he sees someone in black clothes,
grey webbing, standing at a broken window, peering outside. Kenny raises
his rifle, aims at the body, hesitates. Then the figure glances back, spots him,
begins to point a weapon. Kenny squeezes the trigger and watches the body
fall.
Later he will describe the sniper as a ‘nog’ rather than an old man. It feels
easier that way, more abstract. It’s Kenny’s first kill, at least the first he can
be sure of, where he’s actually seen his victim fall. Later he will ask himself
what on earth was such an old bloke doing there? The ancient lined face
didn’t look like his image of a crazed Viet Cong. Perhaps he’d previously
fought against the French and the Japanese, and just wanted his country
free of foreigners. But in the immediate aftermath Kenny isn’t sure what he
feels. Certainly not the elation that Gnarly displayed. More like relief that it’s
over, his first kill, and he’s survived.
It takes them three days to clear Ba Ria. They lose one man from
Kenny’s section, a young bloke from Victoria brought down as he ran across
a street junction, and two others wounded, one of whom is hit in the spine
and will become a paraplegic.
There is a crisis when they return to their base at Nui Dat. It appears that
beer supplies are low, and there’s a rumour that it’s the fault of the dockers in
Australia, refusing to load supplies for the troops as a protest against the war.
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There is much cursing of the dockers and grumbling when they have to make
do with American beer.
The first of February also happens to be Kenny’s birthday, and when the
battle is finally over and their mail comes through he has two birthday cards,
one from Mum and Dad, and the other, to his great surprise, from Lily. Inside
she has written, Take care Kenny, I’m thinking of you, Lily XX. He wonders
how she knew where to send it, and reckons she must have asked his mum.
Between that and Ba Ria, it’s enough to do a bloke’s head in.
The Tet uprising continues through February, gradually decreasing in
violence, and when it finally dies away they think that’s that – they’ve done
their bit, more than enough to see them to the end of their tour. But they don’t
know the half of it.
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10
Bien Hoa
The Tet uprising changed us all. We felt vulnerable, aware that the war
wasn’t just happening somewhere out there in the jungles and paddy fields,
but could erupt around us at any time. We were warned that anyone – a
patient, a shopkeeper, a schoolboy – might turn against us, and Bluey had
shown us that this was true. We no longer wandered freely in the town, but
were escorted and driven everywhere.
The workload was even greater than before, but we were now very
economical and coordinated in our work, responding rapidly to each problem
we were presented with. One day Lan drew me aside and whispered that her
grandmother was here. I had mentioned the case of her deafness to Sandy,
who immediately told Lan to bring the old lady in. He examined her ears and
soon diagnosed the problem – they were both completely blocked by
decades-old accumulations of wax. Perhaps it had begun with an infection,
he suggested, which had sparked an excess production of wax which had
never been cleared. Sandy got to work immediately with a small curette to
dig it out, from time to time flushing with a rubber-bulb syringe filled with
warm water. After no more than ten minutes the ears were clear and for the
first time in decades the old lady could hear. She was astonished, then
overcome and, to Sandy’s great embarrassment went down on her knees
weeping and gripped and kissed his hand. When she was finally raised to her
feet she turned to Lan and whispered something. Lan smiled and translated
for Sandy. ‘She says it is a miracle, Bac-si Sandy, and you are a saint.’
Apart from the general sense of unease I had another reason to feel
vulnerable, for now Tom was with his company, engaged in the fighting,
somewhere to the south in the Australian army area of operations. I thought
about him all the time, alternately elated by my memories and terrified by
what might lie in store for him. It was very difficult for us to keep in touch, but
he did ring me at the hospital a couple of times from his base in Nui Dat in
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the months from February to April, and I got an occasional report from Gerry
that all was well with him. That stopped in May, when the communists
mounted a new offensive across South Vietnam, which people called ‘MiniTet’.
One night in early May towards eight o’clock we finished our last
operation – a thyroidectomy on a child with a huge goitre in his throat – and
began cleaning up. It was a muggy night at the start of the monsoon season,
threatening rain. The other nurses joined us in the operating theatre, and we
debated whether we would get soaked going home in the open jeeps. I was
kneeling by the fridge, checking the blood stocks, when I noticed Johnny Do
sidling in.
‘Hello, Johnny,’ I said. ‘Looking for a job?’
Johnny fixed his most cherubic smile in place and cleared his throat and
said, ‘Last patient is here, Bac-si Sandy.’
‘Not tonight, Johnny,’ Sandy Abrahams said wearily. ‘Tell them to come
back tomorrow.’
Johnny gave a slightly hysterical giggle. ‘Not possible, Bac-si Sandy sir!
This most important patient.’
‘What, a relative of yours is he?’
‘No, no! Most important!’ Johnny stepped back into the corridor and
waved whoever was outside to come forward, and a Vietnamese man
appeared in the doorway. He seemed no more than a boy, breathing hard,
his eyes alarmingly bright, dressed in black tunic and trousers that looked as
if they’d been dragged through a swamp, rubber thongs flapping on his feet,
and a big ugly pistol in his fist. He glared at each of us in turn and we, frozen,
stared back. Then he shouted something, his voice too loud and harsh as if
to make up for the fact that he was so much smaller than everyone else in
the room. Johnny scurried forward and pointed at Sandy and spoke in a rush
of Vietnamese to the young man, who screamed back with what sounded like
an order. Now two more men came into the room carrying a rough stretcher
of bamboo poles and sacking on which lay the patient, a man in a dark green
uniform. As they swung the stretcher onto the operating table, I saw that the
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left side of the man’s head was a mass of bloody pulp. The stretcher bearers
reached for rifles that had been lying on each side of the wounded man, and
stepped back.
‘You must save the Colonel, Bac-si Sandy,’ Johnny said, panicky.
‘Which army would that be, I wonder,’ Sandy murmured and moved in to
peer at the man’s head. After a moment he gestured to me for a fresh pair of
gloves and said, ‘Let’s try to clean him up a little.’
Marvelling at how calm Sandy was, I brought swabs and a bowl and
together we wiped and plucked at the wounded flesh until the extent of the
damage became apparent. The man’s left ear was missing, as was an
adjoining area of scalp, exposing his caved-in skull and a pale glimmer of
brain. Parts of the surrounding flesh were scorched and yielded fragments of
glistening metal. Sandy straightened up.
‘What happened to this man?’
Johnny said, ‘Accident.’
‘Some accident,’ Sandy growled. ‘This will need Dr Bryce. You
understand, Johnny? I am a bone doctor. The Colonel needs a brain and eye
doctor – Dr Bryce.’
‘But Bac-si Bryce is in Saigon!’
‘He will be back tomorrow.’
Johnny bit his lip nervously, then turned to explain this to the young man
at the door who shook his head furiously and began shouting again.
Suddenly he spun around and grabbed the nurse closest to him, Toni, who
screamed and twisted as his arm locked around her neck and pulled her
down to his level. Johnny was squealing, ‘You must do it, sir! – He will kill
Bac-si Toni! – You must save Colonel!’
Sandy raised his hands. ‘Yes, yes…’ he began, his voice steady,
reassuring, watching the boy raise the muzzle of the gun to Toni’s head.
Perhaps Toni didn’t see it there, perhaps she didn’t care. She twisted and
lashed out and the boy’s hand slid over her chin to grip her face, awkwardly
because she was at least twenty centimetres taller than him and stronger,
and then she clamped her big teeth on his fingers and bit hard.
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The bang was deafening in the confined space and seemed to go on
reverberating inside my head as I watched Toni slide from the boy’s grip and
slump to the floor. I breathed an acrid smell of gun smoke and saw a mess of
red blood on the tiled wall behind where Toni’s head had been, and I couldn’t
believe it had really happened, couldn’t move.
Years later I return to that moment, still not quite able to digest it, Toni’s
body crumpled on the floor, the smear of blood on the wall. It seems now like
a turning point, a fatal juncture, when the reality of Vietnam finally burst
through our Australian complacency.
Marjorie was the first to react, rushing to kneel at Toni’s side, cradling her
head in her lap, feeling frantically for a pulse at her throat. We all held our
breath, and then she looked up at the boy and whispered fiercely, ‘You little
bastard, you’ve killed her.’
She laid Toni’s head back on the floor and began to rise to her feet and
the boy stepped back and raised his gun at her. The other two Vietnamese
were pointing their rifles at the rest of us. Sandy spoke, loud and
authoritative. ‘Everyone stay still. Johnny, tell him that I will try to save his
Colonel, but I will need all of my nurses to help me do it.’
Johnny jabbered the message and the boy gave a small nod of his head,
not moving his eyes locked on Marjorie’s.
‘Marjorie, if you please,’ Sandy said insistently. For a moment I thought
she might not have heard him, then she turned and came to the operating
table. ‘You’re quite sure she’s dead?’ Sandy asked her quietly, and when she
said yes he picked up a pair of tweezers and a scalpel and began issuing
instructions.
This is war, I thought in a kind of dazed wonderment. We had been in the
thick of it for almost ten months, patching up its victims, but now here it was
again, as at Tet, face to face, its ruthless violence, its casual indifference, the
act of bloody murder played out in front of us in a second, one of our own
taken. It might just as easily have been me.
‘Kris, I need blood, please.’ Sandy’s voice jerked me back. I looked
around, seeing how he’d got everyone busy, all indispensable. ‘Yes, Sandy,’
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I said, surprised at how steady my voice sounded, and began to move
towards the door. Their leader shouted something and one of the men
jabbed me with the muzzle of his rifle, but Sandy spoke again, pointing at the
empty bag hooked above the patient. ‘Blood,’ he said and waved me on. I
stepped forward slowly to the doorway, hardly daring to breathe, my shoes
squeaking on the floor. The fridge was just outside. I opened its door, letting
the man with the rifle look inside. Reached for a new blood bag. It was our
last one. Picked it up carefully and turned back. Had to squeeze past the
man – I’m sure he did it deliberately to unsettle me. It worked. I stepped
towards Sandy, my hands trembling. The cold bag, slippery now with
condensation, wobbled out of my grasp. I lurched to catch it, almost fell
across the patient. Someone gripped my arm, Bernard the anaesthetist.
‘Steady old girl,’ he murmured. Yes, steady… steady… I’m always steady in
theatre, always… Catherine Kedwell. Someone took the bag from my hands,
Sandy. I stood back, taking deep breaths.
We operated on the Colonel for three intensive hours, during which the
boy and his two companions stood motionless, watching, and Toni’s body lay
abandoned on the floor. When Sandy finally declared the operation over, we
all stepped away from the table and stared at the Vietnamese, wondering if
we too would now be killed, but at a word from the boy the two others took up
the stretcher and left with their heavily bandaged patient, followed by their
leader.
Then, when it was quite certain that they had left, there was a general
collapse: some wept, some sagged to squat against the wall, some cradled
their heads in their arms as if to shield off blows. I particularly remember the
look of horror frozen on Peter Storrie’s face.
Marjorie restored order, clapping her hands and getting us to lift Toni’s
body onto the newly cleaned table. We washed her bloodied temple and
made her as presentable as possible. Sandy meanwhile was on the
telephone, to the Australian Embassy in Saigon first, and then to Richard
Tice, who appeared soon after, along with an officer from the local military
command.
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We were taken back to our hostel, now posted with armed Vietnamese
sentries. I wondered if we shouldn’t sit down together to talk about what had
happened, but we were all so drained that we simply hugged each other
wordlessly and went our separate ways to our rooms.
I closed the door behind me, pressed my back against it and took a deep
breath. I was dazed with fatigue but knew I wouldn’t sleep. There was a
packet of cigarettes on my little table and I shook one out, lit up and sat on
the edge of the bed staring out of the window. I felt I ought to think about
Toni, remember everything about her, but I just couldn’t, not yet, it was too
hard. Out there the black sky glittered with stars and Yeats’s poem about the
wild swans at Coole came back into my mind, a poem about the fragility of
life:
Among what rushes will they build,
By what lake’s edge or pool
Delight men’s eyes when I awake some day
to find they have flown away?
Why had Tom chosen that poem to give me that day as we sat
overlooking the Dong Nai River at Mr Hooy’s? Was it a warning? Had he
anticipated tragedies like this? And where was he now? I imagined him
staring up at that same starry sky, smoking a last cigarette of the day before
he turned in, and I felt a terrible deep need for him.
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The next day Sandy and Marjorie together decided that we should return to
the hospital as usual, to ‘get back into the saddle’, as Marjorie put it. We
approached the operating theatre with dread, but Toni’s body had been
removed to the mortuary at the American base, and in the daylight the place
had a strangely innocuous, fraudulent look that didn’t match the horrible
images inside our heads. Soon the phone began ringing and continued
through the day, and Peter Storrie was appointed to speak for us, to officials,
police and the press. Anxious calls also came in from the other civilian
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Australian medical teams in South Vietnam, at Long Xuyen, Vung Tau and
Ba Ria, wanting to know if the dreadful news was true.
The Australian Ambassador paid us a visit at mid-morning, accompanied
by the embassy representative who had met us when we first arrived in
Saigon, so very long ago. The Ambassador spoke of the shock and concern
of the whole Australian community, and read out a personal message from
the Prime Minister. He also emphasised the Australian government’s
commitment to the team’s safety, and said that this was being negotiated
with the Americans and the South Vietnamese authorities as a top priority.
However, he was decidedly cagey in response to Marjorie’s demand that the
Australian army take over our security. He was also evasive when Sandy
asked if consideration was being given to having us sent home. A ripple of
surprise went round the group when Sandy raised this, and I realised how
unwilling we had all been to think about the consequences of what had
happened. When we returned to our work it seemed as if we were running on
autopilot, an autopilot both robotic and also strangely nervy, starting at any
sudden sound and prone to fumbling.
That evening, cradling stiff drinks on our rooftop bar and having heard
nothing further of official responses to our situation, Sandy spoke about the
telephone call he’d made to Toni’s parents, and then, voice heavy, raised the
issue that he’d brought up with the Ambassador, saying that he was of the
opinion that he should request that we be repatriated immediately. As he
spoke about it, I realised the weight of personal responsibility that he
obviously felt for our safety, and for Toni’s death.
Marjorie disagreed. ‘If they pull us out, then they’ll have to do the same at
the other hospitals too. The whole programme will stop in its tracks, which
would be a terrible overreaction to one incident, shocking as it was. I shall
insist on staying, but I do agree with Sandy that the rest of the team must
return home, and be replaced by a fresh group.’
That provoked a storm of argument. No one, it seemed, wanted to go
home, at least not under these circumstances. In the end it was decided to
postpone a decision until we’d had a chance to farewell Toni properly.
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That happened the following day, when we gathered in the chapel at the
American airbase for a short service, before accompanying Toni’s coffin to a
waiting RAAF transport plane for the journey home. After that the unresolved
debate was suspended until finally, in late May, Toni’s replacement arrived,
and the matter seemed to be forgotten. Her name was Jenny, a capable,
cheerful and highly enthusiastic thirty-year-old with a marked New Zealand
accent. We all had to make a big effort to accept her presence and pretend
that she was welcome, but it was hard. She was a constant reminder of how
innocent we had been when we first arrived, optimistic and confident that we
could deal with anything. She was a measure of how far we had come.
But in the days after Toni’s murder I did begin to wonder if I would make
it to the end of our tour. The problem was sleep, or lack of it. Even after the
most exhausting day I was finding it almost impossible to get to sleep, and
when I eventually did I was haunted by lurid, violent dreams of broken bodies
and blood. I was visited by the corpses of children we had been unable to
save, and old men being eaten by rats, and among them drifted a pale shade
that I could barely see but whom I knew to be Toni. I became more and more
exhausted and less and less able to function as I should in the hospital. No
one seemed to notice, and I felt they were all locked inside their own heads,
clinging to routine for dear life.
Finally Gerry spoke to me one evening. ‘You look washed out, little bird.
You okay?’
I told him I just couldn’t sleep, and he said, ‘No problem.’ He disappeared
and when he returned he slipped a bottle of pills into my pocket. I took a
couple that night and they worked a treat, giving me hours of blessed
untroubled sleep. He’d called them ‘benzos’, and said that half the guys on
the base were taking them.
At about that time I got a letter from a nursing friend at Guy’s in London.
It had taken a couple of months to reach me, by way of the Alfred, then Dad,
then Bien Hoa.
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18 March 1968
Dear Kris,
How are you? I’ve been meaning to write for ages. Did you have a
wonderful

Christmas?

Reggie

Pederson

(remember

him,

in

paediatrics?) took me to Greece and we had a fabulous time. Really, I
think I’m serious this time. Can you believe it? (I know, I said that
about Philip, but this is different). Anyway, I’m writing this at 3.00am
in Casualty, seeing it from the other side of the fence. Reggie’s in
there, being treated for concussion after being beaten up by a bloody
copper of all things. Yes, really! And they’re going to charge him with
assault! It started yesterday morning when Reggie thought it would be
fun to go to the protest in Trafalgar Square against the Vietnam War.
We were amazed at the size of the crowd when we got there. There
were speeches from celebrities – Bertrand Russell and that actress,
Vanessa Redgrave. Do you remember her in that fantastic Antonioni
movie we saw just before you left, Blowup, with David Hemmings?
Anyway, she was very passionate in this bright orange cape and
white headband, and waving a manifesto that she wanted us to
present to the American Embassy in Grosvenor Square. So off we
went, up Regent Street and along Oxford Street, thousands of us,
completely blocking the streets! But when we turned down North
Audley Street to get into Grosvenor Square we found the way filled
with hundreds of police, some on horses, who started charging at the
demonstrators and attacking them. That’s what people said anyway,
but we were in such a scrum it was difficult to see what was going on.
Then suddenly this man came running through us, chased by a
copper waving a truncheon. The man tripped and fell on his face right
in front of me and when the copper raised his truncheon Reggie
gallantly stepped in and tried to reason with him, so the copper
whacked him instead and arrested him for attacking a police officer!
They took him off in a paddy wagon and later to University College
Hospital to have his head treated. I think he’s all right, but it’s best to
be sure. What an adventure! See what you’re missing? And instead
you’re probably lying on a beach at Bondi or somewhere, soaking up
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the Australian sun. Do drop us a postcard and let us know how you
are.
Love, Nancy.

I had no idea how I could answer that.
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11
Coral
It’s clear from the start that things are not going according to plan. They
assemble on the airstrip at 7.00 am, all kitted up with extra ammo and
equipment, but nothing happens, and it’s not until 10.15 pm that the
helicopters finally arrive to take them up to the target area. Then when
they’re in the air the Chinook gets a radio call to carry out a hot extraction of
some Yanks under fire, so they get dropped on a hilltop somewhere and form
a perimeter and have a brew. While they’re waiting there Skip works out that
they’re actually in Cambodia. Eventually the Chinook returns and takes them
on to the landing site for Fire Support Base Coral, and as soon as they hit the
deck there are snipers firing at them. They’re in a dried-up disused rice
paddy and it’s hot, coming to the end of the dry season with rain imminent.
All around them choppers are flying in with men and equipment, the six
howitzers for the artillery base slung beneath them. Listening on the radio,
Kenny hears snatches of confused reports – C Company has been dropped
in the wrong place, 102 Battery is lost. A platoon of Americans in full combat
gear comes through with a warning that this is ‘Indian country’.
Finally the infantry get orders to move out into the bush to set up ambush
points, leaving just the support company to protect the guns at the base. It
takes Skip’s platoon a couple of hours to move one or two miles out through
head-high grass and dense scrub until they reach a place where two tracks
cross. It’s late afternoon when they set up an ambush position covering all
the tracks, have something to eat and settle down as darkness falls. Straight
away they have a contact, the machine gun opens up and hits someone
crossing the track. They discover something odd. The purpose of their
deployment out here is to block Viet Cong survivors fleeing from the Saigon
area. But this is not a guerrilla in black pyjamas. This man is wearing green,
with new webbing, and a holster with a pistol still wrapped in greaseproof
paper. He’s North Vietnamese Army – NVA – no doubt about it. The other
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thing that isn’t right is that he wasn’t heading out to the Cambodian border as
they’ve been told to expect – he was coming the other way.
At any rate, Kenny thinks, their ambush has been sprung, so now the
enemy knows they’re here and will stay away. So they’ll have a quiet night,
and tomorrow they’ll make their way back to Coral, nice and safe, because
fire support bases are always safe, surrounded by the infantry, which is why
they put Task Force headquarters there. So they settle down again, and it
starts to rain. Kenny’s lying there, resting his head on his pouches, trying to
sleep, his bush hat over the side of his head to keep the water out of his ear,
and suddenly there’s more firing. This happens three or four more times
during the early hours after midnight, NVA soldiers walking through their
position. They can’t believe it.
All goes quiet for a couple of hours. They sleep fitfully until they’re
abruptly woken by a thunder of noise coming from the direction of Coral.
Kenny sits up and sees a glow in the sky. There’s the distant rattle and
thump of guns. Skip gets on the radio, trying to talk to Task Force HQ, but he
can’t get through. Helicopters pass overhead, great dark shapes in the
darkness like monster bats, and soon the sky above Coral is a firework show
with streamers of vivid colour – red, green and orange – and the bright glow
of parachute flares. This goes on for a long time, and they’re all sitting there
thinking, thank goodness that’s not us, and then a great dazzling light
appears in the sky, circling, pouring out a waterfall of golden fire, and
someone says, It must be bad, they’ve brought in Spooky.
At dawn they get word to return to Coral, and set off as quickly as they
can through the scrub. They can smell it as they get closer, the stink of gun
smoke. There’s an open paddock where the guns sat, and they have to cross
an area of smoking ground that looks as if it’s been chewed over by a great
rake and planted with body parts, hands and feet sticking out of the dirt along
with hundreds of sandals. It’s a scene from hell. A few blokes are picking
through the mess. Kenny recognises another signaller, a bloke who thought
he’d been real smart to get himself into signals platoon in battalion
headquarters, reckoned to be the safest place in the regiment. Kenny calls
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out his name and he turns and looks at him as if he hasn’t a clue who he is.
He’s in shock, Kenny thinks, his face white. Finally he says, Oh Titch, you
should’ve been here last night. They came right through us, thousands of
them, and we couldn’t do a thing to stop them.
Skip has moved on to the middle of the firebase and Kenny follows,
amazed that anyone has survived among the mangled steel and ruined
dugouts. Skip stops at a row of their dead, laid out waiting for a chopper to
take them out, and he kneels down at the side of one of them, an officer with
three pips on the shoulder of his tattered shirt. You know him, Skip? Kenny
asks, and Skip nods. He was a friend of mine, the intelligence officer with
Brigade HQ, Tony Arkwright, a good bloke.
They spend the day clearing up the place, making it more secure. Just as
they’d suspected, it wasn’t Viet Cong they were fighting, it was North
Vietnamese Army regulars, a whole regiment, pitching straight in that first
night to wipe Coral off the map. Now all the outlying infantry units are pulled
back inside the perimeter. They set about building a proper defensive
position, digging deep firing pits, some with sandbagged roofs, and laying
down barbed wire.
By the end of the day they’re exhausted, physically and mentally drained
by the physical work, the humidity and the tension. But it’s quiet that night
and the next, and they become confident that the NVA has taken such a
beating that they won’t be back.
Though it’s one of his duties to do a radio check every hour through the
night, Kenny will sometimes, if things are quiet and he’s really tired, ask the
blokes on piquet duty in the machine-gun pit to take the sig set and do the
hourly check-in to let him get some kip. That’s what he does on the fourth
night, the night they come back.
At one o’clock he’s jerked awake by the crash of mortar bombs exploding
nearby. He looks over the edge of the pit he’s sharing with Skip and sees a
wall of flashes marching across the ground towards them. Then green tracer
comes slicing overhead, and the roar of rocket-propelled grenades, and in
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the background the banshee wail of bugles blowing that makes his skin
crawl.
Skip says, Titch what’s going on, and Kenny says he doesn’t know. Well
get on the sig set and find out, says the Skipper, but Kenny explains that he
can’t, it’s out on the gun which is fifty yards away at least. Skip tells him he’ll
have to go and get it. Kenny looks out over the edge of the pit. It’s like they’re
in the middle of the fiercest hailstorm except that the hail is flaming white hot
steel. They’re dressed for jungle patrol, no steel helmets or padded jackets,
might as well be naked. He has this vivid picture of himself standing up and
being torn to shreds. He says, I can’t, Skip. God help me I can’t. Skip says,
Titch, I’m the bloody platoon commander and you’re the sig, and I need to
know what’s going on. If you’re too gutless to go and get it then I’ll have to
go. But Kenny can’t, he just can’t, so Skip jumps out of the pit and Kenny
watches him run off into the firestorm. He’s sure he’ll never see him alive
again. There’s no cover, just open ground and he thinks that if the nogs don’t
get him their own machine guns will cut him down for sure.
He watches Skip fall, just short of the machine-gun pit, and one of them
crawl out and drag him in. Kenny crouches, deafened by the howitzers
nearby blasting away with canister rounds of steel darts at zero elevation, the
helicopters circling overhead, the jets swooping in. Then Spooky comes
again, lit up like some monster vision from hell, pouring fire and brimstone
down onto the poor bloody nogs. They never get close to where he is.
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When dawn breaks the battle is over. Kenny goes over to the machine-gun
pit where Skip is being lifted onto a stretcher. The gunner explains that he
was knocked flat by the blast of a mortar bomb, but Kenny can’t hear a word,
nothing but a buzzing sound like bees that fills his head. He watches them lift
Skip into the first medevac chopper. When the platoon sergeant tries to
speak to him he can only shake his head, unable to hear. He too is taken out
on a subsequent flight and flown down to the Australian Field Hospital at
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Vung Tau where he is examined. The doctor writes on a pad and shows it to
him: You are suffering from tinnitus caused by excessive noise. Don’t worry it
will get better of its own accord in a day or two. We will give you some
tablets.
The hospital is full of casualties from Coral, lines of beds filled with
heavily bandaged men. Kenny feels like a fraud wandering unscathed among
them. At the office he asks about Skip and eventually gets an answer, again
scribbled on a notepad: Not here. At US Hospital Bien Hoa Airbase.
He tries to get a lift to Bien Hoa, but without success. Everyone is busy
coping with the emergency and he’s just getting in the way. The loss of his
hearing makes everything so much more difficult. In any case, what could he
possibly say to Skip now? Finally he gets a lift to battalion HQ at Nui Dat and
reports there. They don’t know what to do with him and he goes back to his
old tent, empty now. The whole place has a forlorn air about it, most of the
blokes being up north at Coral and its twin firebase Balmoral.
One evening he wanders over to the wet canteen for a beer. His hearing
is gradually returning, though sounds are still filtered through a humming
noise. The place is almost deserted, a few blokes sitting around a table in the
corner. Kenny takes his beer out to the veranda, and sits staring at the empty
yard outside, the remnant rubber trees beyond, dripping from the recent
downpour.
He hears something, a voice, nearby, but doesn’t pay any attention. Then
someone taps him on the shoulder.
Hello, are you the deaf bloke?
Kenny makes out the words, the voice vaguely familiar and turns to see
Skip standing there. He leaps to his feet. Struth! Skip!
Skip pulls up a seat, slaps his beer on the table, and speaks loud and
slow. Can you hear me?
Kenny nods, Sort of. It’s slowly coming back. But you’re alive! On your
feet!
Yes. Head wound. He turns his head and Kenny sees the large dressing
on the left side of his skull, that side of his head shaved. Nothing serious.
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Thank God. I thought I’d killed you. I’m sorry, Skip, I’m so sorry…
Skip waves the apology aside. Pretty exciting, wasn’t it? He grins. I’m
planning to go back in a week or two. I’ll need a sig. You on?
You want me?
Sure. I’ve invested enough time and effort knocking you into shape. If
your hearing is good enough of course. A deaf sig’s no use.
Kenny feels tears well into his eyes and turns quickly away. Yeah, I
reckon so, Skip.
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12
The Leprosarium
By June we were approaching the end of our service in Bien Hoa with a
mixture of relief and sadness. It had been an overwhelming experience, and I
think we all felt ambivalent about returning to ‘normal’ life in Australia. Two
people I knew I would particularly miss were Lan and her grandmother, who
now was a regular visitor to the hospital, bringing little treats that she had
made for us. The old lady was transformed and looked years younger, but
Lan explained that she had to be careful – the Viet Cong were known to be
punishing people heard to be supporting the Allies, and if she were to tell
people that they had cured her deafness with a miracle she would
undoubtedly be killed. It brought home to me how fragile their lives were here
in Bien Hoa and I decided to try to do something about it. I spoke to Gerry
about the two women and asked if he knew how I might buy a couple of
airline tickets to get them to Thailand. He said he’d look into it and came back
a couple of days later with his answer. There were direct flights to Bangkok
from Hanoi, but not from Saigon, so they would have to fly first to Kuala
Lumpur and then by Thai Airways to Bangkok. They would also need visas,
and of course, being Gerry, he could fix it all. He told me the price. It was
more than I had expected, a fortune for Lan, but I could afford it, and I told
Gerry to go ahead.
That evening when we returned from the city, Sandy Abrahams drew me
aside and said, ‘We have to make one last visit to the leprosarium, Kris. I’ve
spoken to Sister Claudette and she was asking after you. You seemed to get
on well, so I’d like you to go.’
‘Of course,’ I said.
‘Some surgery’s required, so Vernon will go with you. I’ve briefed him on
what’s needed.’
He saw the look on my face, and said, ‘Something wrong?’
I hesitated, then said, ‘I’d rather not go with Vernon, if you don’t mind.’
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Sandy had had a long day in the operating theatre and looked tired and
withdrawn. ‘Why not?’
‘We… we’re not getting on.’
He sighed. ‘Look, we’ve been cooped up in each other’s company for a
long time and it’s natural that frictions will arise, but we’ve got to pull together,
Kris. We haven’t been to the leprosarium since Tet and they urgently need a
surgeon and a theatre nurse. That’s you two, okay?’
‘Okay.’ I decided not to say anything more. I wasn’t really worried that
Lobster-man would try something again, especially under the sharp eye of
Sister Claudette, and I had a more urgent worry on my mind when Gerry told
me that he’d heard the Australians had been involved in heavy fighting
somewhere to the north of us in Binh Duong province and suffered losses. I
hadn’t heard from Tom now for almost a month, and decided to phone the
Australian military hospital at Vung Tau to be sure he wasn’t among the
casualties. I was shocked when they told me that he had been wounded. To
my frustration they said he’d first been evacuated to the US military hospital
at Bien Hoa, so close by, before being taken to the Australian hospital at
Vung Tau some two weeks ago. They said he’d suffered a head wound, and
I wasn’t sure whether to feel relieved or even more worried when they added
that he was now deemed fit for duty and had returned to his unit. So soon! I
rang off, thinking of all the complications that head wounds could entail. It
was another sharp reminder of our tenuous grip on life.
The following day Vernon and I loaded up our bags with our equipment
and drugs and made our way on a jeep with a machine gunner on board to
the Bien Hoa air base, where a US Army helicopter was waiting to take us on
the fifteen-minute flight out to the leprosarium. Vernon was keeping his usual
stony silence in my presence, refusing to meet my eye, which I found very
uncomfortable. Depending on the availability of our helicopter transport we
might have to stay overnight together at the leprosarium and I wondered if I
should try to break the frigid atmosphere, but in the end decided to let things
take their course.
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We could see no sign of anyone on the ground as the helicopter
approached, Viet Cong or otherwise, and we got to our feet ready to jump
out. Vernon went first, falling awkwardly on the ground, then I threw our bags
down to him and jumped after them into the down-draught of the rotor blades
as the helicopter banked away. We picked up our gear and headed for the
buildings, Vernon with a stiff limp. I didn’t ask if he was all right.
There was no one working in the vegetable garden that morning and no
sound from the workshop or the hen house. In fact the whole place was
silent. I pulled the front door open and called out, ‘Hello!’. There was no
response, none of the usual sounds of everyday activity.
We were in the entrance hall, on the far side of which was the door to
Sister Claudette’s office, and I went to it, knocked and opened the door. No
one was there, the desk tidy as always, everything as it should be except for
the telephone handset lying off its cradle. I picked it up and listened. There
was no sound, no dialling tone. I rattled the cradle but got no response.
I turned to Vernon. ‘What’s happened? Where is everyone?’
He frowned as if at the effort of speaking to me. ‘The chapel?’
We made our way there, looking in at the rooms we passed, all deserted,
as the chapel also proved to be. ‘It’s like the Marie Celeste,’ Vernon said.
‘Where the hell are they?’
We took the corridor to the dormitory wing and he looked through the
window in the door to the male dormitory and said, ‘Ah, here they are.’ He
tried the door but it refused to open. There was a key in the lock and he
turned it and opened the door and I heard cries of fear and consternation
from inside. We went in and I saw all the men patients sitting on their beds,
staring at us in alarm. Then one of them cried in a quavering voice, ‘Bac-si
Kris!’ It was Old Louis, who scrambled to his feet and came limping towards
us, breathing heavily.
‘Louis,’ I said, ‘Where is Sister Claudette? What’s happened?’
He tried to explain in a mixture of languages and gradually we began to
piece together the story. The Viet Cong had come the previous evening.
They wanted medicines and food. At first Sister Claudette tried to negotiate
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with them, but they shouted at her and took her and her two Vietnamese
nurses outside and locked everyone else in the dormitories. From the
dormitory window the inmates had watched the guerrillas leading away the
three women as well as bags of things they had stolen. One of them had the
chickens tied upside down on a bamboo pole slung over his shoulder. They
walked across the open ground and disappeared into the jungle.
Vernon said he’d go and check the phone line, while I went to see what
the raiders had left behind. First I had a quick look at all the patients who,
after calming down, seemed none the worse though very thirsty. I went to the
operating theatre and dispensary first and found them both stripped of all
portable items and drugs. It was a similar story in the kitchen and food store.
The larder and refrigerator had been emptied.
Vernon returned with the news that the telephone line had been cut and
the connection box smashed. At least we still had power. We gathered
everyone together in the chapel and Vernon explained, with Louis translating,
what the situation was. There were twenty-three adult patients at that time
and a dozen children, all but three ambulant and all but five with functioning
hands. They had been used to working in the kitchen, workshop and garden,
and soon began to make suggestions as to what they might do. The
gardeners discussed at some length the possibility of harvesting some rau
muong, bap cal, cai thia and mang, along with Sister Claudette’s carrots and
various herbs, and this started the kitchen workers chattering about recipes
for a vegetable stew lunch. Among the workshop men there was one who
had been an electrician in an earlier life, and he and several others said they
would have a look at repairing the phone line.
Vernon had the names of the three patients we were to treat. Two were
relatively simple, the amputations of a couple of fingers and a testicle, but the
third, for Louis himself, was more challenging. His nose had completely
collapsed and he was having difficulty breathing, and Sister Claudette had
asked if a reconstruction might be possible. We dealt with the two amputation
cases first without difficulty, then we called Louis in. I prepared the centre of
his face, which he said had no feeling, and injected the area of his nose with
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local anaesthetic and streptopenicillin. Vernon was noted for being confident
and decisive in his surgery, but in this case he seemed hesitant, and I
wondered if he’d ever done this type of operation before. He had no X-rays to
help him of course, and he probed and prodded while Louis stared stoically
up at the ceiling. It was extremely hot and humid in the room, and Vernon’s
face above the mask was damp with sweat. Finally he took up his scalpel
and sliced, revealing a mess of flesh and shrivelled bone. He began picking
at it with scalpel and forceps, trying to open up the airway. It became
apparent that the nasal septum dividing the two nostrils was totally
destroyed, and Vernon murmured that he would take a bone graft from Louis’
right hip. We rolled him onto his side and again applied local anaesthetic and
antibiotics, then Vernon opened up Louis’ hip and cut a graft from the inner
side of the iliac crest immediately posterior to the anterior superior iliac spine.
I sewed his hip up again while Vernon shaped the graft into an L-shape using
Horsley double-jointed bone-cutting forceps. By this stage Vernon was
breathing heavily, wiping sweat from his eyes, although Louis remained as
placid and motionless as ever.
When the graft was ready I opened the gash on his face with forceps and
Vernon attempted to insert the bone to form the bridge of a new nose. Our
heads and fingers were almost touching as we leaned over the motionless
face, and the smell of Vernon’s body odour coupled with that of the
suppurating wound was overwhelming. I thought how big and clumsy
Vernon’s fingers seemed as he struggled with the delicate task, and finally
pulled away with a gasp of exasperation. ‘Can’t…’ he gasped. ‘Can’t get the
bloody…’
We stood there, staring down at the mess in the middle of Louis’ face,
Vernon wiping the sweat from his eyes. Finally I said, ‘My fingers are smaller.
Let me try.’
He gave a dismissive shrug and I reached for the forceps and picked up
the piece of bone. It took me three tries until I’d got it right, then I nodded at
Vernon and he began stitching the flesh around it as I held it in place.
However, Louis’ skin had shrunk over the collapsed area and we realised we
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would have to insert a skin graft to cover the gap. We rolled poor Louis over
again and took a slice from his bottom, patched it up and rolled him back,
then sewed it into the hole in his face.
At last the job was finished. I put a large dressing over the whole centre
of Louis’ face, took off my mask and gave him a big smile and said ‘All done!’
in an unnatural cheery voice.
‘Merci Bac-si Kris,’ he whispered.
By this time the other inmates had prepared two big pots of soup which
included a chicken which had escaped the Viet Cong. They welcomed our
three patients back and we were all provided with bowls of delicious broth,
serving Vernon and me first, with great ceremony. I sat on a window sill
looking out along the dirt road that formed the single land route back to
civilisation, wondering if the chopper would come back for us that afternoon. I
didn’t fancy a night there with Vernon.
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13
Binh Duong Province
Kenny listens to the exchanges on the radio, unexpected contacts with
substantial enemy forces to north, east and south. They seem to be
everywhere. As in those first days at Coral, these are not Viet Cong guerrillas
but North Vietnamese regular troops, freshly arrived down the Ho Chi Minh
trail and raring for a fight. Skip’s platoon is now in the ninth hard day of what
was supposed to be a seven day patrol and they’re stretching out their food
rations and the battery in Kenny’s radio is running low.
It’s late afternoon, and word has come in that the helicopters are coming
to extract them. They are squatting in cover on the edge of a wide bare
paddock as they hear the throb of the Iroquois approaching. As one lands,
the first section runs out and climbs in. It rises and turns away as another
approaches and the second section gets up and races forward. The third
arrives, but as they’re jumping aboard firing starts from the far side of the
paddock and the chopper rises abruptly into the air, two of the blokes clinging
to its skis.
There are six of them left – Skip, Kenny, Gnarly, Mac, Westy and
Smudge the medic – and they back away, firing, as enemy gunfire starts
ripping through the trees overhead. They struggle as fast as they can into the
depth of the jungle, hacking and pushing their way through the thick growth,
Gnarly in the lead. He comes to a track and looks around, hesitates, then
makes his decision, turning left. Skip and Kenny follow him, watching him
jogging up ahead, and then abruptly the ground swallows him up.
Kenny races up and stares down into the hole. The palm fronds and
branches that covered it have collapsed around Gnarly, and he’s lying on his
back, twisted, whimpering. It’s only when Skip and Smudge clamber down
and pull away the branches that Kenny sees the pale white spikes of
sharpened bamboo spears sticking out of the ground.
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Aw… shit. Kenny feels the breath go out of him as he watches them
trying to pull Gnarly up. By the time they get him out of the pit they’re covered
in his blood. He’s groaning Oh Jesus! Oh Jesus! and Kenny crouches by his
side, gripping his hand. No worries, mate, he says, you’re in luck. Smudge
here will fix you up. Smudge gives him morphine and slowly Gnarly relaxes
and smiles up at Kenny. Too right, Titch, he whispers, a quaver in his voice.
Too right. They ease him onto his side and Smudge cuts open his shirt.
There are three holes in his back and Smudge applies dressings while the
other two men, Westy and Mac, improvise a stretcher.
Skip tries the radio but they’re in a hollow and there’s no signal. He
consults his map, deciding to head north to higher ground where there
seems to be open space for a chopper to land. With the stretcher they have
no choice but to stick to the path, moving slowly and carefully. From time to
time they hear strange sounds from the enveloping jungle – what may be a
moan, or the crack of a boot on a fallen branch, it’s hard to tell. They pause,
listen, then move on. Each time the hair on Kenny’s neck instinctively
bristles.
Now, with the light fading, they see a small clearing up ahead and what
looks like a ruined hut standing over to one side. They lower the stretcher
and Skip signals to Mac to circle around while he approaches, gun raised.
He’s half way there when a ghost glides out of the hut, a short dark figure
that abruptly leaps away, slap into Mac who grabs it and holds it tight.
It’s a boy, they guess, although it’s hard to be certain in the dim light,
chest-high against the Australians, slight build and wearing black tunic and
trousers like a miniature Viet Cong. Skip takes out his flashlight and looks
inside the hut and raises his gun. A second ghost comes out, an old woman,
and goes to stand by the boy. Kenny looks as Skip goes into the hut. Clearly
no one lives here – there are no cooking pots, no furniture. There’s nothing
there apart from a pile of old sacks, beneath which he finds three large bags.
He slices one of the bags and white milled-rice grains spill out.
Skip comes out of the hut with a handful of rice and shows it to the
woman. Gao, he says. Ai so hu’u gao?
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The woman lowers her head and says nothing, but the boy smiles at him,
and as Skip lowers his head to hear what he has to say the boy spits full in
his face, then starts screaming at the top of his voice. Mac yanks him sharply
away and covers his mouth with his big hand to shut him up.
Kenny reckons they’re all thinking the same thing: that it’s Viet Cong rice
and the boy and the old woman have been left here to keep an eye on it until
they return. Now the boy has seen how many they are, the wounded man,
the direction they came from and where they’re heading.
We’ll have to take them with us, Skip says. Smudge has some cord in his
pack and they bind their hands and stuff a gag in the kid’s mouth.
It’s too dangerous now to use the track, but the forest is less dense here
and Skip and Kenny take the lead, working their way north. As night falls they
are helped by a full moon in a cloudless sky, bathing the jungle in a ghostly
dappled light.
After a while Gnarly starts moaning again, giving little cries when the
stretcher is bumped. They stop for Smudge to give him more morphine. Skip
looks around and decides they’ve come far enough away from the hut. They
ease off their packs and settle down for the night. Kenny tries the radio again
and manages to get through to HQ. He hands over to Skip who gives their
estimated position and status and the map reference of the open ground he’s
aiming for, some four miles away. They work out a time for the extraction the
next day, ten hundred hours.
They tie the two Vietnamese to a tree, give them a drink of water, reapply
the gag to the boy, then open up their last meal packets and eat them cold.
Skip gets them to check their ammunition. They have very little left. He works
out a rota for sentry duty, starting with Westy, and tells Kenny he doesn’t
need to worry about the hourly radio checks tonight.
Kenny goes over to see Gnarly, who looks peaceful, his eyes closed.
Goodnight mate, Kenny whispers. He settles down next to Skip as usual, the
radio between them. When he lies down he finds a stone as big as a fist right
under his hip. He digs it out and lays it to one side. Despite his exhaustion he
finds it hard to sleep, even using his usual trick of visualising the farm, Betsie
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the horse and Trojan the blue heeler. After an hour he’s still awake when
Westy comes over and squats beside Skip, and he overhears snatches of a
whispered conversation. Little bugger… nearly freed hisself…
Skip says something and Westy goes away and lies down. Kenny’s
aware of Skip moving, and opens an eye and sees him sitting upright,
silhouetted in the moonlight, the stone in his hand. Then Kenny turns away
and falls into a deep sleep. At some point he dreams he can hear the sound
of digging.
He wakes at first light and his mind goes over the disasters of the
previous day, the missed chopper, Gnarly hurt bad. Let’s make today a bit
better, eh God? Please. He hears the rustle of movement and sits up sharply.
The others are getting ready to go and he struggles to his feet. He notices
that the stone has vanished. It’s not the only thing that’s missing. He says to
Smudge, Where’s the nogs, Smudge? What’s happened to the woman and
the kid?
Smudge looks away and says, Don’t worry about it, mate. We’re leavin’,
and picks up his pack. Kenny looks around at the others, busying
themselves, saying nothing. How’s Gnarly this morning, Smudge?
He’s dead, mate. Died during the night.
Kenny feels as if he’s been punched in the gut. He supposes he should
have realised it could happen, but somehow he’d just come to believe that
Gnarly was indestructible.
C’mon, Titch. Skip is calling. Get that radio up here.
Kenny lifts it up onto his shoulders and asks Smudge, What are we doing
with Gnarly?
Taking him with us.
They make good time through the more open forest, straining their
senses to pick up any alien sounds, or the smell of a cooking fire. They reach
the crest of the hill with an hour to spare for their pick-up. It’s not quite as
open as the map suggested, but still possible for a helicopter to land between
the trees in a clearing of bare ground in the middle. The place seems quite
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deserted and they lie down while Skip tries to get through to HQ on the radio,
but without success.
The battery, Kenny says. Reckon it’s had it.
Skip says, Never mind, they know the score, and explains the order of
evacuation – Smudge, Westy and Mac first, carrying Gnarly’s body, followed
by Kenny and himself providing cover. The others hand over their remaining
ammunition to Skip and Kenny, and they settle down to wait.
After the longest hour he’s ever experienced – longer even than those
dreadful maths lessons with Mr Treadle at high school – Kenny hears the
thump of an approaching chopper and Skip fires off a flare. And there it is,
howling in over the treetops, the most beautiful gunship they’ve ever seen.
Right, Skip says, Go! and the three blokes grab the stretcher and run,
Kenny and Skip following at a distance, scanning the bush to left and right,
just like they did at Ba Ria.
And then, like a nightmare that keeps repeating, it happens again.
Smudge and Mac are running with the stretcher to the chopper’s open door,
Westy close behind, when gunfire erupts out of the jungle on the far right.
The chopper reacts like it’s been stung, its engine roaring as it leaps into the
air.
Below it the three men with the stretcher are exposed, without cover. A
machine gun opens up and Kenny watches them fall, one after the other, out
there on the open ground.
NO! Skip is running to them, firing from the hip, then he too stumbles and
falls. Kenny scrambles after him, throwing himself on the ground beside him,
sees a dark bloodstain spreading across Skip’s chest. They’re in a slight
hollow which provides some cover, but not for long. Kenny grabs for Skip’s
hand, aiming to drag him back to the thicker jungle, but can’t grip it, slippery
wet, covered in blood and to his horror Kenny sees that several fingers are
missing. For a frantic minute he scrabbles in the dirt looking for the missing
fingers, then bullets zip by his head and he grips Skip’s arm and hauls,
crouching, dragging him back towards the tree line. Bullets smack into the
branches overhead. He feels a sudden jab of pain in his shoulder, struggles
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on again, hauling Skip into the trees. He falls to his knees, gasping, and
thinks fireman’s lift. He rips at his webbing, releases the radio and throws it
aside, then hauls Skip up onto his shoulders, staggers to his feet and starts
running, into the jungle, crashing through the undergrowth, and doesn’t stop
until finally he stumbles on a tree root and falls flat.
When his chest stops heaving he realises how very quiet it is – no shots,
no shouts, no birds. He tries to assess Skip’s condition, and is alarmed by
the amount of blood on his chest. He rips open the shirt and sees the bullet
hole, blood pulsing out of it. With some webbing and a wad of his
handkerchief he binds Skip’s chest to try to stop the flow. Then he looks to
see what else. There’s blood caked in Skip’s hair, but not flowing, so he
ignores it, and his left hand is bleeding freely. He contrives a tourniquet as
best he can, and sits back on his heels, his shoulder throbbing.
He tells himself to keep moving, and fumbles the lanyard with the map in
its transparent case from Skip’s neck and tries to figure out where they are.
Skip has marked the extraction point and Kenny reckons he’s been running
pretty well due west, which would place him… there, in the middle of
nowhere. Further west, maybe a mile away, is what seems to be a track, and
further down the track is marked a small settlement of some kind. He has no
radio, no gun, no medicines, no food – what choice does he have? It’s all
bandit territory out here.
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14
The Leprosarium
Suddenly I paused, the soup spoon at my lips, and stared at what appeared
to be some kind of large animal shuffling its way down the track towards us,
kicking up dust as it came. It had a heavy upper body like an ox, but
supported on stubby legs. Then it came to a stop, the dust cleared and I
realised that it was a man carrying a great load across his shoulders. He was
dressed in jungle greens, a soldier, and I called out to the others to come and
look.
‘Is it Viet Cong?’ I asked them, but they shook their heads.
‘No, no. Yankee, Yankee.’
We ran outside towards him, making out the figure of a second man
across his shoulders. The carrier looked all-in, staggering under his load. He
stopped and stared at us, and I saw his young man’s face, streaked with dirt
and blood. I called out, ‘Hello? American?’
He shook his head but seemed unable to speak. When I reached him he
croaked, ‘Aussie,’ and went down onto his knees.
His burden was another soldier and badly wounded by the look of it, both
of them caked in dried blood. Immediately six or seven of the residents, using
what limbs they could, heaved him up and began to carry him back to the
leprosarium. I followed with the soldier who’d carried him and who made his
way straight to a tap and stuck his head under it and opened his mouth,
gulping the water down. Finally he stood up, saw me watching him and said,
his voice hoarse, ‘Sorry… Private Kenny Wood, 3RAR.’
‘Are you hurt, Kenny?’
‘Not me, miss, but the bloke I was carrying is hurt bad, two or three bullet
wounds I reckon. I need to get him to a doctor.’
‘Well you’ve come to the right place. Come with me.’
We hurried after the others who had laid the wounded man in a bed in
the male dormitory. I told them to take him to the operating theatre and to
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fetch Bac-si Bryce, who was apparently still in the kitchen finishing off the
soup.
‘What happened, Kenny?’
‘We got separated from our patrol, miss, ambushed, radio dead, Skip got
hit.’
‘What’s his name?’
‘Lieutenant Bracken.’
I stopped dead. ‘Did you say Bracken?’
‘Yes, Tom Bracken.’
‘Dear God,’ I whispered, and broke into a run, down the corridor to the
operating theatre where they were laying him on the table. I stared at his
body, so still, I could see no signs of life. His face was covered with dirt and
blood, and I felt his throat for a pulse, nothing, his wrist, nothing.
‘Sister?’ Vernon was at my shoulder and I wheeled around, staring at him
in horror. ‘I think he’s dead.’
Vernon gave me an odd look, eased me aside and bent over the body.
‘No,’ he said at last, ‘he’s alive… just.’ He shouted instructions to the people
crowding at the door to fetch boiled water and clean cloths, then started
opening up our medical bags and pulling out dressings and a blood pressure
kit which he handed to me.
I strapped it around Tom’s right arm while Vernon cut his shirt away on
the left, which was sopping with blood, exposing a raw gunshot wound.
Pulling away the rest of his clothes he found another in his upper right chest.
He turned Tom over and examined his back. ‘Clean exit wound, thank God.
Sister?’
I was staring at the instrument, wondering if it could be right. ‘Thirty over
twenty-five.’
Vernon peered over my shoulder as I took the reading again, then said,
‘He’s lost a lot of blood. He must be in hypovolemic shock. Without an
infusion he’s certainly going to die. We have none.’
‘I’ll give him blood.’ The voice came from the doorway, and we turned to
see the other soldier, Kenny, standing there.
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‘It’s not as simple as that. We don’t know what blood type he is,’ Vernon
said, ‘and we have no way of finding out. It could well be fatal if he got the
wrong type.’
‘It’s on his identity disc.’ Kenny showed us the circular disc hanging from
a cord around his neck. ‘I’m B positive.’
We looked at Tom’s disc, his information stamped into the metal – AUS
93518 T BRACKEN O POS. ‘O positive,’ Vernon said. ‘I’m afraid you’re no
use to him. He must have O, but it’s a common type.’ He looked at me.
My heart sank as I shook my head. ‘I’m A negative. But surely some of
the patients…’ Even as the words came out I realised what a grotesque idea
that was, to inject Tom with a leper’s blood.
Vernon turned back to examine the chest wound. ‘I’m O,’ he said softly.
‘So this is what we’ll do…’
After stemming the blood loss it was important to debride and sterilise the
wounds, which Kenny estimated were already over an hour old, as quickly as
possible. While Vernon started doing that I inserted a cannula into Tom’s
right, undamaged arm, then another into Vernon’s left arm. While he
continued to work with scalpel and forceps cleaning Tom’s wounds, I
attached a syringe to his cannula and filled it with his blood, then transferred
it to Tom’s arm. In this way, thirty millilitres at a time, I transfused almost a
litre of Vernon’s blood into Tom.
After an hour Tom was cleaned, stitched and bandaged and his blood
pressure had risen to sixty-five over forty-five. There wasn’t much more we
could do.
Vernon slumped back on a stool. ‘I could do with a drink.’
‘Too right,’ Kenny growled. ‘Where’s the local?’ He looked dazed, as if he
might topple from his stool at any moment.
‘Are you all right, Kenny?’
‘Back,’ he muttered. ‘Sore back.’ He tried to reach behind him. At first I
thought he might have injured his back carrying Tom, but when I went to
examine it I saw a small hole in his shirt, which was wet with fresh blood.
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‘You’ve been hit,’ I said. I took hold of some scissors and cut away at his
shirt to expose a small puncture wound. It didn’t look big enough to be a
bullet. I called Vernon over.
‘A bullet fragment perhaps,’ he said.
We helped Kenny off with his shirt. He insisted that he hadn’t been
stabbed, and there was no exit wound, so whatever had hit him was still
inside. He lay down on the operating table and we cleaned and probed, but
couldn’t find the cause. Finally Vernon declared that we’d do more damage if
we continued, and we should wait till we could get X-rays done. We dressed
Kenny’s wound, gave him an antibiotic shot and put his left arm in a sling.
‘So where’s the bar?’ he said finally.
Actually I knew where it was. I left them and went down the corridor to
Sister Claudette’s room, opened the bottom drawer in her desk and took out
the bottle of whisky. There was also a packet of Gauloise Caporal cigarettes.
I was sure that Sister Claudette wouldn’t mind. I took them and three of her
little tumblers back to the theatre and we sat around Tom on the operating
table, thankfully sipping and breathing smoke. He was still unconscious, as
motionless as the dead, but I thought I detected a little more colour in his
face. His chin was covered with dark stubble and I noticed a remaining smear
of blood on his cheek.
‘You knew him, don’t you?’
I looked up sharply at Vernon who seemed to be studying me.
‘Before he visited us at the house,’ he added.
So he had recognised Tom.
‘Yes. We were childhood friends. But I hadn’t seen him for years.’
‘Quite a coincidence then, him coming to Bien Hoa.’
I began to frame the explanation, then stopped. It was none of his
business, and I felt uncomfortable with his probing, especially since his
unspoken question was the one I had been asking myself – what was our
relationship now? My romantic memories of the summers at Penumbra had
been blown away by the storm of reality at Tet, and what really remained?
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I topped up our glasses and proposed a toast. ‘To us.’ We drank. Then I
said, ‘What about you, Kenny? Where are you from?’
He gave a modest little smile and said, ‘Well, we have a farm, you see, in
this perfect spot, in a beautiful valley, with a gushing creek.’
He smiled at the memory, and I was struck by his poetic phrase, a
gushing creek.
‘Beef,’ he went on, ‘Murray Greys.’ He reached into his pocket for his
wallet and took out two small photographs. ‘That’s my horse Betsie and my
dog Trojan, a blue heeler.’
We admired the pictures and he returned them carefully to his wallet.
‘And where is the farm?’ I asked.
‘Have you ever been to the Darling River?’
We shook our heads.
‘Well, it’s near there. You couldn’t imagine a nicer place, with red gums
and black box coming down the hillsides to the river and eagles circling high
overhead. There’s an old milk churn nailed to the post at our front gate for
the mail, and the farmhouse has a weathercock mounted on the roof to tell
the direction of the wind. Sometimes Trojan and I go into the woods and hunt
for feral pigs that cause damage to the fences and the vegetable garden
beside the farm and Mum’s flowerbeds. I only shoot the feral pigs, but not the
rock-wallabies.’
For a moment Kenny had transported us back home, and Vernon said,
‘Sounds idyllic. Where we should be, instead of this godforsaken country.’
Then Tom groaned and we got to our feet. ‘Let’s get him to a bed.’
Kenny and I lifted Tom onto a stretcher and carried him to the ward. He
was deeply unconscious, his body locked in a struggle for survival, but I
talked to him. ‘We’re at the leprosarium at Ben San,’ I whispered. ‘Kenny
carried you here. He saved your life. We’ll fly you out as soon as we can.’
On the floor beside the bed I noticed a wallet, and thought of Kenny’s
wallet with its small mementoes of a former life. What had Tom kept? I told
myself that it was none of my business, but what the hell, I’d just saved his
life. I opened the wallet – a New South Wales driving licence, an army
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identification card, American and Australian dollars. And a photograph. Of a
woman, about my age. I couldn’t make out her attitude, staring defiantly at
the camera. Attractive, in a severe sort of way, dark hair pulled tight back
from her face. But no seduction in that look, not really a lover’s farewell
photo, surely? How could I really know? I replaced the photo carefully in the
wallet and the wallet in his pocket and tried to pretend that it made no
difference.
As the light began to fade it became apparent that the chopper wasn’t
coming for us that day, and I began to worry that they might not be planning
to come for us at all. Kenny had told us that his radio had packed up and he
hadn’t been able to send a message of where he and Tom would head, and
our phone line was still cut.
Rather than sleep in Sister Claudette’s private room, I found a spare
bunk in the women’s dormitory. I didn’t think Vernon would venture in there. I
didn’t really think he’d try anything again – he’d been treating me with a
studied indifference since Saigon, to which he’d made no reference, as if it
had been wiped from memory – but I wasn’t taking any chances. Every hour
or so through the night I got up to check on Tom.
The next day the patients set to work on another big stew while Vernon
and I held a clinic for anyone with problems. The sky darkened during the
morning and towards noon there was the boom of thunder and the drumming
of torrential rain on the metal roof of the hospital. Then, above the noise of
the storm I thought I heard the steady thump of a helicopter. I ran outside
and saw an Iroquois circling in to land. It dropped off two helmeted soldiers –
Americans – and they ran towards us through the downpour.
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15
Vung Tau
We flew through thick cloud, occasionally catching glimpses of the jungle
below us, then patchwork fields and clustered settlements. After a while the
soldier on the machine gun relaxed and pointed out of the door, and when I
leaned over I saw a vast dark flat surface lying up ahead. Then I picked out
the white lines of breakers along its edge and realised it was the sea.
‘Vung Tau,’ the gunner shouted, and I saw a sprawl of buildings and
green hills on a broad peninsula probing out into the ocean. We circled over
an area of parallel buildings and looping roads that looked like neither a town
nor a park. It was the Australian base set out behind the long yellow ribbon of
Back Beach. Losing height we aimed for a white square on the ground
bearing a red cross and the word ‘VAMPIRE’. Two figures ran towards us
with a stretcher trolley as we landed and scrambled out. They loaded Tom
onto the stretcher and we followed after them to a covered walkway leading
to the long low building of the 1st Australian Field Hospital.
The walkway took us straight to triage, where Vernon and I briefed two
doctors dressed in grey smocks and caps. They asked Vernon to go with
them, then took Kenny and me into another room.
‘Will he be all right?’ Kenny asked me while we waited. ‘What do you
reckon, honestly?’
‘I think he’s got a good chance, Kenny, thanks to you. You saved his life.’
‘Well, I owed him that.’
‘How come?’
He took a deep breath and shuddered. ‘Doesn’t matter.’
A bit later he got to his feet and stared out of the window. ‘Did the gunner
say this is Vung Tau?’
‘Yes.’
‘I was here on leave before Tet. Seems a long time ago now. I never saw
the sea.’
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‘What’s the town like?’
‘Bars, girls, drunk soldiers. You wouldn’t like it, miss.’
‘My name’s Kris, Kenny. Tell me about Tom. What’s he like?’
‘Oh… a good bloke…’ He struggled to find the right words, ‘Very fair,
smart, brave.’ Then he told me the story of their first contact with the enemy
on patrol, ending with an argument about Kenny not keeping up. ‘And he
said, “Sancho” – that’s what he called me – “if I wasn’t an officer I’d punch
your teeth down your throat,” and we had to laugh. That’s what he was like, a
good bloke. But he never explained why he called me Sancho, though he
stopped after that and called me Titch, like everyone else.’
‘They call you Titch?’ I laughed and he grinned and ducked his head.
Just then a radiographer came in to take Kenny for an X-ray, and I was left
on my own. My thoughts turned to an afternoon years before, in Tom’s room
at Penumbra when we talked about poetry and he spoke about his father’s
medals and his copy of Don Quixote. Was that how Tom now saw himself in
Vietnam, a crazy knight, tipping at windmills, on a doomed mission with his
faithful squire Kenny?
It was another hour before I heard any more. Finally a nurse came in and
told me that Kenny’s X-ray had shown a metal fragment embedded deep
inside his left shoulder, and they were going to operate later that day. Vernon
then appeared with another man, one of the medics, looking very serious. I
asked if they had news of Tom.
Vernon made a face. ‘It’s not looking good. They’re doing their best. The
next 48 hours should tell.’
My heart sank. Was this how it would end, so soon after it had begun? I
realised how much I had come to think of Tom as the future – it had seemed
so inevitable, so right – and now it was fading away.
‘Dr Lightbody here is going up to Bien Hoa, and said he’ll give us a lift.
There’s nothing we can do here.’ They began to move towards the exit, but I
said I’d like to remain for a few days until we knew if Tom would make it.
‘But where will you stay?’ Vernon asked.
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I had no idea, but Lightbody suggested I try the Badcoe Club there on
the base, used by Australian and New Zealand personnel, and we set off
there, where I managed to get a room. As they made to return to Dr
Lightbody’s vehicle – a white van with a red cross painted on the side –
Vernon looked at me and said, ‘Have you got any money?’
I was so tired and shocked by everything that had happened that I hadn’t
really thought any of this through. ‘Oh… no,’ I said, and he pulled out his
wallet and handed me a sheaf of notes.
‘Thanks,’ I mumbled. ‘I’ll pay you back.’
‘Call us at Bien Hoa if you get any news,’ he said.
I waved them goodbye and went up to my room on the upper floor of the
two-storey building, with a view over the swimming pool and the dunes of
Back Beach beyond. It was pleasant enough, a few people swimming in the
pool, but I felt ragged with exhaustion and uncomfortable in the white uniform
I’d been wearing now for 36 hours. It was badly soiled with dust and dirt and
Tom’s blood, so I enquired at the front desk if I could have it cleaned,
explaining my situation. They directed me to a laundry building nearby, where
I sat in a cotton dressing gown while they washed and dried and pressed
everything I had on, then returned to my room in the Club, had a shower,
closed the blinds, lay down and fell into a deep sleep.
It was dark when I woke, feeling hungry, to the sound of music throbbing
through the building. It sounded familiar, but I couldn’t place it. I got up and
washed my face, dressed, gave my hair a bit of a brush and decided to find
something to eat. The music was clearer in the corridor, ‘These Boots Are
Made for Walking’, and I followed Nancy Sinatra’s voice downstairs to a large
restaurant and bar, thick with smoke and crowded with men in khaki, who all
turned to stare at the solitary female figure in white walking in. Nancy finished
her song and there was silence as I went over to the bar, the crowd parting in
front of me. I noticed a plate with a hamburger and fries on one of the tables
and asked the barman if I could have that, and a beer and a packet of
cigarettes. Gradually the noise resumed, and the jukebox started up again
with Tom Jones, ‘The Green, Green Grass of Home’. I opened the cigarette
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packet and put a cigarette in my mouth and four flames instantly appeared. I
chose one, said thank you and took a deep lungful. Bliss.
‘You’re a nurse, miss?’
I explained that I’d flown in with a badly wounded soldier and they asked
where it had happened and what unit he was from. They were all young
blokes serving in different parts of the country, given a few days relief from
the war, and they were respectful, friendly and humorous, but seemed
unable to drag their eyes away from me, as if they’d forgotten what a western
woman looked like. We talked about home, and how long it had been. Finally
my meal arrived and they found a place for me at a table. I concentrated on
eating, listening to their banter. When I finished my meal I said good night,
returned to the bar and bought a bottle of Scotch with Vernon’s bundle of
notes and went up to my room where I sat for a while by the open window,
sipping a drink and smoking, listening to the familiar music from the jukebox
– ‘Penny Lane’, ‘A Whiter Shade of Pale’, ‘Don’t Sleep in the Subway’.
The men’s talk of home turned my thoughts in that direction. There was
the dark shadow of Catherine Kedwell’s death of course, and I struggled
through that to reach memories from the other side. The men had spoken
fondly of their brothers and sisters, their mums and dads and it occurred to
me that I had none of the former and no real understanding of the latter. I
was twelve when Mum died, having spent much of her last year bedridden,
but I had specific fond memories of the time before, much of it spent with just
the two of us together while Dad was on his shifts or out with his police
mates. I remembered that earlier Mum was very sociable and full of fun,
rather the opposite of Dad. Why did they marry? What did they see in each
other? I had no idea. Yet it seemed to me that he took her death badly. I
remembered him weeping at her funeral, when I wanted to but couldn’t.
When Mum died, I took up the main load of the housekeeping duties,
cooking, laundry, shopping, cleaning. Dad spent more and more time at work
or drinking with his mates. My main impression of him was as a dour,
intimidating figure, but maybe that was just something he had learned in
order to be an effective cop. Maybe there was another self hidden
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underneath, one that I briefly glimpsed in that basement RSL with him and
his old soldier mates, one that I had never been allowed to see before.
Except perhaps for the excruciating moment on the rock shelf behind
Penumbra, when he looked up from Rose Bracken’s breast and met my eye.
The next morning I walked across the base to the hospital. There was a
hot wind blowing sand, stinging my legs as I went up to the front door and
reported to a male nurse filling out a clipboard in the lobby. He stared at me
in surprise, as if an Australian female civilian was some kind of alien life form.
He told me I’d better speak to the senior nurse, and went to fetch her, a full
lieutenant, who was suspicious, then intrigued to hear about the medical
team at Bien Hoa. She said that there had been no change in Tom’s
condition overnight; he was in an induced coma and it was just a matter of
waiting. She spoke briskly and apparently without any great concern, but I
had been a nurse for too long to miss the tell-tale signs of a bad prognosis,
the calm detachment and reassuring smile.
‘It’s touch and go then, is it?’ I said, and she looked startled for a
moment, then gave me a sad smile.
‘I’m afraid so, but it could be days before we know. Why don’t you give
me your phone number at Bien Hoa and I’ll get in touch if there’s any
change.’
I realised that she was probably right. There was nothing I could do at
Vung Tau, so we exchanged phone numbers and I asked if I could just see
him for a moment before I left. She agreed and led me into the hospital.
Although the wards were filled with the wounded from Coral, I was amazed
by the contrast with the hospital at Bien Hoa, the clear spaces between the
beds, the unhurried air of the staff, the neatness and cleanliness of it all,
reminding me what hospitals were supposed to be like.
Tom was at one end of a long ward, heavily bandaged and hooked up to
an IV line. At first glance it could have been anybody lying there, but the eyes
gave him away, dark lashes and eyebrows. I ran my eye over his body and
stopped at the shape of the dressing on his left hand. It reminded me of what
I’d seen on that first visit to the leprosarium.
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The sister saw me staring at it and murmured, ‘Yes, I’m afraid his left
hand was badly mangled. He’s lost three fingers. Lucky it was the left, I
suppose.’
I swallowed, remembering him at Richard Tice’s party, raising his cocktail
in a toast. ‘He’s left-handed.’
I returned to Bien Hoa, where Vernon had already filled them in about the
events at the leprosarium. The other nurses were very sympathetic about
Tom, Peggy especially, who had a shrewd idea about my feelings for him.
But it was Sandy Abrahams whose sympathy touched me most keenly. He
had heard that Tony Arkwright had been killed at Coral, and he was really
upset by the fate of those two young soldiers who had dropped in on us four
months before. He told me that I should go and stay at Vung Tau to be near
Tom if I wanted, and I thanked him and said I’d keep checking with the
hospital there for any change in his condition. The heavy workload at Bien
Hoa was actually a comfort for me at that time, helping me cope with the
terrible feeling of helplessness.
Three days later there was a development. When I phoned that morning
they put me through to the senior nurse, Lieutenant Saunders, who told me
that it had been decided to fly Tom back to Sydney, to the superior facilities
at St Vincent’s. The flight was scheduled to leave that afternoon. I begged
her to let me accompany Tom, and she said she’d see what she could do
and to ring her back in half an hour. I did, and she told me I could go if I got
to the Vung Tau airfield by 2.00 pm, in three hours time. I dashed to see
Sandy, who agreed immediately, but we had no transport available to take
me to Vung Tau. In a panic I tried to contact Gerry Hochmeister and finally
got through to him at the American base. He listened to my stumbling plea
and responded with his typically laconic cool, ‘No sweat, little bird. I’ll pick
you up in an hour.’
Now I made my hurried farewells to the other nurses and doctors. We
were all due to return to Australia in a couple of weeks and I knew I wouldn’t
be coming back. It was painful to say goodbye in such a rush. Peggy, with
tears in her eyes, gave me a big hug and said, ‘I told you this would be the
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most memorable twelve months of our lives, didn’t I?’ On my way out I saw
Lan. In all the chaos of the last days I had forgotten about my deal with Gerry
about her tickets to Thailand. Just at that moment he arrived and I drew him
aside and asked about them. He grinned and drew a packet from his back
pocket. Everything was there as he’d promised and I turned to Lan and
explained what we had done. She was shocked, unable to speak for a
moment, then threw her arms around me and burst into tears. I explained
that I had to leave now and she released me and made me promise to visit
her one day in the Bay of Turtles.
Gerry drove me to the house where I dashed up to my room and filled my
bag with my clothes and the few mementoes of Bien Hoa that I had
accumulated. As I went to close the door I looked back at the bed, thinking of
the night of Tet and the broken glass.
When I returned downstairs he took my bag and we hurried across the
street to Mr Tice’s compound where the little bubble helicopter was waiting.
As we rose into the air I looked down on the house, and then, rising higher,
to the hospital in one direction and the American base in the other, and, over
by the river, Mt Hooy’s restaurant – my whole year in Bien Hoa laid out
beneath me.
We reached the airfield at Vung Tau with time to spare. I thanked Gerry
with all my heart and told him how much I’d miss him and to contact me at
the Prince Alfred if he ever came to Sydney. He gave me a hug and another
bottle of his little blue pills. ‘Take care, little bird,’ he said. I made my way to
the terminal building where I was directed to a Caribou cargo plane where
they were loading three stretcher cases and several coffins to be repatriated
to Australia. I checked that one of the stretchers was carrying Tom, asleep in
an induced coma, and introduced myself to a nurse who was to accompany
us. Just as we were preparing to leave, another figure came running across
the apron to join us – Kenny, who was also being repatriated to St Vincent’s.
He had trouble strapping himself in and I helped him and then sat back for
our flight.
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The Caribou took us to the Australian air base at Butterworth in Malaysia,
where we had a meal and transferred to an RAAF jet for the journey home
overnight. I thought of our flight out a year ago, toasting each other with
champagne, oblivious of what was waiting for us, and I closed my eyes and
tried to sleep. When I woke I saw daylight gleaming around the edges of the
window blinds and raised mine to look out over a shimmering sea. There was
an announcement of our imminent arrival at Sydney, the plane banked and
there it was, the heads, the harbour, the bridge. I should have been elated,
but instead, strangely, I felt only foreboding.
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Part Three
Sydney
1968

I shivered as the dawn air hit me on the tarmac, my mind preoccupied with
Tom. Pam, the army nurse who accompanied us, was obviously worried.
She’d been taking his temperature regularly during the flight and watching it
steadily rise. Now we hurried across the tarmac with Kenny, following the
stretcher party and bundling into the ambulance together. We drove fast
through the southern suburbs, Rosebery and Waterloo, the roads eerily
empty, no tanks or careering jeeps, no B-52 bomber dawn chorus overhead,
the city silent and asleep.
At Surry Hills we turned east into Paddington, and as we pulled to a halt I
recognised the Victorian frontage of St Vincent’s, so much grander than our
humble hospital at Bien Hoa, and I thought back to our arrival there a lifetime
ago. They rushed Tom and Pam through Emergency, then took Kenny away
and I was left alone. I waited for a while, watching the casualty cases arrive –
a woman who had scalded herself cooking breakfast, a little boy with an arm
that was probably fractured – then decided that I might as well get some
breakfast and come back later. I walked down Oxford Street into the city
centre as the morning traffic began to build up, the sandstone buildings
glowing in the sunlight, and I thought how calm and orderly it all seemed. I
had no clear idea of what I would do in the next few weeks, but for now I told
myself that it was enough to relish a sense of relief – that Tom was in good
hands and that the incessant pressures and crises of our life in Vietnam were
over. But all I felt was numb and alone.
I found a café in Pitt Street where I ordered coffee and toast and jam,
watching the people outside hurrying to work. They looked so familiar, but
also subtly changed, the girls’ skirts a little shorter, their hair styled slightly
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differently. I tried to rouse myself and decided to buy something new. A
woman strode past the window wearing a smart winter coat and I thought
that’s what I would treat myself to first. For a year I’d spent almost no money
and could afford to splash out.
Someone had left a newspaper on the seat next to mine and I scanned it
as I sipped my instant coffee – a rugby game against France at the SCG, a
famous artist in New York shot by a crazy woman. But I couldn’t find anything
about the war in Vietnam, although there was a report of another war, in
Biafra. It was all very disorienting.
I made my way to Mark Foy’s and spent an hour getting up to date with
fashions, and then, wrapped in a beautifully warm wool winter coat and
carrying a bag of other purchases as well as the suitcase of belongings I’d
brought back from Vietnam, I made my way to Castlereagh Street and
booked myself into the Australia Hotel for a couple of nights. I didn’t know
what lay ahead, but I needed a base for a few days where I could get a good
sleep and a hot bath. I started with a shower and a change of clothes, then
caught a taxi back to St Vincent’s.
When I got there it took a couple of hours before I was able to speak to
the surgeon who was looking after Tom. Dr Schreiber, a gaunt, unsmiling
man, explained that his most immediate concern was ARDS, a term that was
new to me but a condition apparently well known in connection with combat
casualties since the First World War – Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome
– now being referred to as ‘Da Nang lung’ or ‘shock lung’. A lethal
combination of lung damage from the bullet wound in Tom’s chest and
pneumonia and other infections had left him barely able to breath and
requiring mechanical ventilation in an iron lung. Dr Schreiber went on at
some length about aspiration and sepsis, CENPV versus CPPV, but it boiled
down to a crisis that should be resolved one way or the other within the next
forty-eight hours. I asked what I could do, but of course there was nothing. I
was in the same position as all those other lovers, friends and relatives of
patients I’d had to speak to myself over the previous year.
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As I was leaving I saw Kenny heading towards the front doors. He looked
unsteady, like a man on a ship, placing his feet carefully on a rolling deck. I
caught up with him and said hello, and it took him a moment to register who I
was. Maybe my new black coat looked unfamiliar, and, like me, he’d had little
sleep on the flight over. I asked him how he was and he mumbled something
about rest and medications.
‘So are you heading back to the farm now?’ I asked.
‘The farm? Oh… I reckon.’
His vagueness worried me. ‘Do you have someone to meet you? Would
you like me to phone someone?’
He blinked, then took a deep breath. ‘No, no thanks, miss. I’m fine. Do
you know how Skip is?’
‘He’s getting the best possible care, Kenny. We should know in the next
day or so how things are going. Will you be catching a train from Central?’
‘Um… yes, reckon so.’
‘I’ll come with you to the station.’
‘No, no. I’ll be good.’
In the end I settled for fetching him a cab, and watched him climb in and
drive away. I felt very tired, the accumulated effect of so many days of crisis,
and I caught the next taxi and returned to the Australia Hotel where I
collapsed on the bed and fell into a long sleep.
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But Kenny doesn’t go to Central Station. Once the taxi has left the hospital
he tells the cabby to take him to the nearest RSL club, and is duly dropped
off at a building opposite Paddington Town Hall. He pushes open the door
and goes to the front desk where a middle-aged man wearing a blazer with
the RSL crest on its pocket is studying a ledger.
Yes? He raises his head, frowns at the crumpled jungle greens that
Kenny is wearing and smooths the white moustache on his upper lip.
Kenny says he’s looking for a room, mate.
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The man’s frown deepens. He snaps, You will address me as Major.
Kenny says he’s looking for a room, Major.
Are you a member of the RSL?
He’s a returned serviceman, 3RAR, Kenny explains, just back that
morning from the Vietnam War.
That’s not a war, that’s a police action. Australia hasn’t declared war on
Vietnam.
Kenny is getting rattled. He says that if it isn’t a fuckin war then he’d like
to fuckin well see one.
Watch your language, the major says sharply. I can’t help you. We’re not
a hotel. He returns to studying his ledger.
Kenny takes a deep breath, then turns and leaves. He’s standing outside
on the footpath with his kitbag, not sure what to do next. His taxi has gone
and people passing by stare at him and look quickly away when he stares
back. Then a voice behind him calls out, Hey, mate! He turns and sees
another man standing in the RSL doorway. The man comes over and offers
his hand. The name’s Billy.
I’m Kenny.
Just back are you?
Yeah.
Good on ya. Take no notice of the major. What are you after?
Kenny explains that his mate is badly wounded and being treated in St
Vincent’s, and he wants somewhere to stay nearby for a while.
Molly Stevens, she’ll look after you. The man goes back inside the RSL
and makes a phone call, then returns with a slip of paper and an address
written on it. He gives him directions and Kenny sets off and finds the place
in a back street, a terrace house, two storeys and an attic. A bright, wiry
woman answers his knock and takes him upstairs to a small room at the back
of the house. She points out the bathroom and gives him a towel and a bar of
soap and suggests he have a good wash. She also asks if he would like her
to launder his clothes, when you’ve changed into your civvies, dear. He
explains that he doesn’t have any civvies, only army uniform, and when he
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returns to his room after his wash he finds his uniform gone, replaced by
some assorted men’s clothing. My Walter was a big man too, dear, Molly
explains. They should fit.
Later Kenny lies on his side on the bed in the little room, trying not to put
pressure on the dressing on his aching back. This wasn’t what he’d
expected, lying here in a dead man’s clothes. He’d thought about his
homecoming quite a few times over the past year, and it wasn’t going to be
like this. He’d imagined them returning on the same ship that took them out,
a bright sunny day, a band playing on the quayside, then a proud march
through the city streets with people cheering them on, just like he’d seen on
the television a couple of years ago, followed by a night in the pub
celebrating with all his mates – Gnarly, Smudge, Westy and Mac. Now
they’re all dead, Skip too maybe. And that shit major telling him it wasn’t a
real war. He clenches his fists tight, imagines following the little bastard down
a dark alley and teaching him what a real war feels like.
à

I woke the next morning feeling refreshed, had a beautiful hot shower and
got dressed in some of my new things. Over a breakfast coffee I tried to
make a list of all the things I should do. I wondered whether I should try to
contact Tom’s family although I didn’t know where they lived, but decided that
the army and the hospital would have all those details and it was probably
best left to them. Should I get in touch with my own family and tell them I was
back? Again I decided to do nothing for the time being, to give myself a
chance to readjust to what lay ahead. That meant the Alfred – I should report
to them and sort out my leave entitlement. Then there was the question of
where I would live – I could go back to the share house where I stayed last
year and check whether they had a vacancy coming up or knew of anything
in that area near the Alfred.
I was in no hurry to report to the hospital, and after checking on the
phone that Tom’s condition was unchanged I spent the morning wandering in
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the city, enjoying the cool breeze off the harbour and reacquainting myself
with old haunts. Eventually I caught a bus up Broadway and made my way to
the Prince Alfred hospital office, recognising with a little jolt the secretary –
June her name was – that I last saw on that terrible day Catherine Kedwell
died.
‘Ah, Sister Tobin,’ she said, as if she’d been expecting me. ‘Come to see
about your transfer, have you?’
‘Transfer?’
‘Very prompt of you. I’ve got the paperwork here.’
‘I think you must have made a mistake.’
‘No, no. Dr Richardson signed the letter this morning.’
‘I don’t know what you mean,’ I said, mystified. ‘I know nothing about a
transfer.’
‘Really? Haven’t they told you?’
‘No.’
‘Well… I’ll see if he’s free.’
She picked up her phone and after a moment the door of Dr
Richardson’s room opened and he waved me in.
He seemed in a good mood, offering me a seat. ‘So how was Vietnam?’
‘Challenging,’ I said.
He nodded. ‘I can well imagine. I did a spell in PNG in my early days, but
that wasn’t during a war. I got pretty expert in spear wounds. So… your
transfer. I got a phone call from Bien Hoa suggesting you might want to move
on.’
‘No, I don’t. Who did you speak to?’
‘Dr Bryce.’ He must have seen my face drop. ‘A slight disagreement?
Understandable in such pressurised conditions. Anyway, a transfer seems
the best plan. Clear the air. Change of scene.’
I felt as if I’d been slapped and struggled to frame an answer. A slight
disagreement – yes, I’d slightly disagreed with being raped. And now the old
boys’ club had closed ranks and the troublesome woman was being
banished to the back of beyond.
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‘You probably have friends at St Vincent’s, no?’
‘St Vincent’s?’
‘Yes, that’s what we thought.’
With Tom. That did make a difference. I had no real ties to the Alfred any
more, but I wasn’t going to have some kind of stain on my record at Bien Hoa
because of Vernon Bryce. ‘Sir, I believe my work at Bien Hoa was entirely
adequate. You could ask Dr Abrahams.’
Richardson frowned, nodded. ‘Yes, yes, but a change might be a good
thing, bearing in mind the earlier problem.’
Ah yes, the earlier problem.
‘But if St Vincent’s doesn’t suit…’
‘No,’ I said quickly. ‘St Vincent’s is fine. I’d like that.’
‘Good. They’re looking for experienced nursing staff at the moment, and I
had a word with the senior registrar. June will give you the paperwork to give
them.’
The sun was out as the hospital doors closed behind me, and I felt an
unexpected sense of relief and freedom. From somewhere in the distance I
heard a band playing and I turned in that direction. I followed the sound of
music which gradually became clearer and realised it was coming from the
direction of Sydney University. I made my way onto the campus and found
myself in an open area filled with tents and tables and booths decorated with
balloons and banners. In one a girl with flowers in her hair was selling
aromatic candles and crystals, another was handing out leaflets for SUDS,
the student dramatic society, and nearby there was a table with second-hand
textbooks for sale. I wandered through the crowd and thought how young
and cheerful and liberated they all looked, enjoying the sunshine. The band
had stopped playing, but from somewhere else came the sound of a guitar.
After mixing with the military for so long, I was fascinated by the length of the
young men’s hair. I picked up the scent of pot, competing with the smell of
sausages on a barbecue.
I came upon a boy selling newspapers and my eye was caught by the
headline ‘Lives Lost by Army Bungle, Says Soldier’, and I bought a copy. It
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was Tribune, the Australian communist party’s paper, and the lead story
contained extracts from a letter from an Australian soldier in Vietnam to his
father, claiming that a senior officer’s ‘unforgivable mistake’ had resulted in
extensive Australian casualties. Of course I thought of Tom and Kenny and
the fighting near the leprosarium and wondered if this was related. The article
went on, ‘The letter adds another terrible charge to those already nailed on
the army over the water torture revelations and its brutality towards
conscientious objectors and soldiers in detention.’ To me it sounded like
communist propaganda, and I threw the paper into a bin and went to buy a
meat pie.
à

The following morning I presented my documents at St Vincent’s. While I
waited for the manager to organise the paperwork I read the newspaper lying
on his desk. He nodded at the headline and shook his head. ‘Terrible,’ he
said. ‘What next?’ It was a report of a speech by the prime minister in
Melbourne being interrupted by students protesting against the war, but my
eye was drawn to an item at the foot of the page, of another shooting in
America, another Kennedy – Robert this time. I wondered what Gerry would
make of it, and felt a jab of regret that I would never hear his laconic drawl
again or see him light his cigarette with a book match, one-handed.
I said I’d like to take a few weeks leave due to me before I started back to
work, and once the paperwork was finalised I went to the intensive care unit
where Tom was being treated, and introduced myself to the sister there,
Paulette. There was no change in Tom’s condition, but it turned out that she
had been a friend of Toni, our nurse who was killed that dreadful night in the
operating theatre at Bien Hoa. She’d been given only a vague account of
what had happened and wanted to know everything. I told her as broadly as I
could, but she pressed for details.
‘Bit him!’ she cried. ‘Oh my God, yes, that’s Toni,’ and she wiped a tear
from her eye.
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This was the first time since I’d returned that anyone had really wanted to
hear about Vietnam, and it was strange to try to put it all into words. By the
time we’d finished talking I felt that I’d made a friend. I told her that I’d have to
find somewhere to live and asked her advice. She suggested I keep an eye
on the staff noticeboard for share places, or else take a look around
Paddington, a student neighbourhood with lots of short-term rentals.
I stared exploring Paddington, thinking how strange this was after Bien
Hoa. Here the pavement was uncrowded and not littered with potholes,
rotting vegetables and feral dogs; the air was cool and fresh. The whole
place seemed old and rather neglected, not in the tumbledown Vietnamese
way, but like an elderly relative allowed to decline into decrepitude.
Apparently I wasn’t the only one to think so, for I came across notices put up
by The Paddington Society, announcing a public meeting to save the historic
suburb.
I came to a newsagent and tobacconist, and saw a board of notices in
the window and scanned them for rooms to rent. There were four on offer,
and I bought a map and jotted down details. The first place I tried was near
the Town Hall, in a rather grand looking house that had been subdivided into
many small rooms for let. I liked the look of it, but the room had been taken.
No one answered my knock at the next address. It had an air of neglect
about it, and I was glad to move on. The third place was even worse, and I
didn’t bother to knock on the door. The fourth house on my list, a neat little
cottage, looked much more promising, but the owner told me that she’d just
let the room.
I wandered on and came to an art gallery tucked in among the houses in
one of the streets, the Barry Stern Galleries, and I went inside. A young
woman assistant gave me a catalogue for the exhibition, the work of a
painter from Victoria, she explained, Fred someone, with almost abstract
landscapes which I thought were rather good. I got chatting to the assistant,
Lyn, admiring her denim skirt with a flower silkscreened on the front. The rest
of her clothes were equally quirky, second-hand cast-offs artfully reused. I
explained about my trouble finding a place to stay and she said she thought
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there was a room for rent in the house next door to where she was living in
Lawson Street nearby. ‘Mind you,’ she said, eyeing my splendid new coat,
‘it’s a bit of a slum.’
Lawson Street wasn’t a slum, at least not by Vietnamese standards (I
thought of Lan’s little hovel), but the houses were small and again I had no
luck. But I turned a corner into another quiet street, Goodhope Street, and in
the window of one of the terrace houses there I noticed a tiny sign, barely
visible in a downstairs window, of a room to let. It looked a well-maintained
house, with a cast iron balcony on the upper floor and a fresh coat of blue
paint on the front door. The middle-aged woman who answered my knock
seemed open and friendly, her pink rolls of flesh giving her the look of a cook
in a children’s story. She led me inside and up the stairs to show me the back
bedroom that was for rent. It was surprisingly roomy, with an armchair and a
writing table against a window overlooking a small rear courtyard and the
roofs of Paddington beyond, which looked so much more solid than the
jumble of corrugated iron and tar paper I’d seen from my room in Bien Hoa.
We went on to the bathroom, then downstairs again to the kitchen. The
woman introduced herself as Shelley, and said that she had someone else
interested in the room. I was aware of her assessing me, and on impulse I
decided not to mention Vietnam, saying only that I was moving back to
Sydney after a period away, and was a nurse.
A radio was playing, the news with a report on anti-war protests in
Melbourne. Shelley saw me listening and said, ‘What about those students,
then?’
‘Yes,’ I said neutrally. ‘Poor Mr Holt.’
‘Sorry?’
‘Harold Holt, the Prime Minister. They were protesting against him,
weren’t they?’
Shelley looked at me oddly. ‘What planet have you been on, dear?
Harold Holt was drowned last December. The PM’s John Gorton now.’
‘Oh…’ Drowned? How did I not know that? I supposed I must have heard
about it at Bien Hoa, but I couldn’t remember. ‘Sorry, yes, of course.’
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The woman considered me for a moment, then said, ‘You haven’t been
inside, have you?’
‘Inside?’
‘Prison.’
I laughed. ‘No, nothing like that.’
‘Well, I was just making a cup of tea. Join me?’
‘Okay. Thanks.’
I spotted an ashtray on the table. There was a smell of cigarette smoke in
the house, and Shelley’s voice had the husky tone of a smoker’s, so I got out
my cigarettes and offered her one.
‘American cigarettes?’ Shelley said. ‘Mysteriouser and mysteriouser.
Have you been overseas then, Kris?’
I gave up trying to equivocate and told her about Vietnam. Shelley was
intrigued, probing me about the food and the dangers and the Yanks. I
happened to mention Tom. ‘I had this, er, friend over there, in the army, and
he was wounded recently and sent back. He’s at St Vincent’s you see, so
that’s why I want to be near there, if I can.’
‘Ah…’ Shelley considered me over the rim of her teacup. ‘And this, er,
friend is someone special, is he?’
I shrugged.
‘But he’s going to be all right, is he?’
‘I hope so.’
‘Only I wouldn’t want him moving in here. I’m rather over men at present.’
Shelley explained about her recent bitter divorce, and how she now had
a part-time job in the homewares department of Anthony Hordern’s in the
city. I began to get the impression that I’d been accepted. We agreed on the
rent and Shelley asked me about my belongings. I showed her the little
suitcase I’d been carrying. ‘That’s pretty much it.’
‘Ah,’ Shelley said. ‘Those were the days. So little baggage.’
It seemed like being on holiday in a strange, half-remembered country. I
stowed my belongings in the chest of drawers and wardrobe, and made the
room mine by replacing an Elioth Gruner print of cows in a field with my own
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Vietnamese wall hanging. With the memories of Bien Hoa still weighing on
my mind, every detail of my new surroundings – the polished curve of the
Victorian stair balustrade, the lingering smell of a lamb roast, the Anglicised
voice of a radio tennis commentator discussing Rod Laver’s chances at
Wimbledon – seemed exotic and fresh.
à

Kenny stares gloomily into his beer. He’s been telling his two companions
about the major at the RSL and they’re shaking their heads in disgust. They’d
just met at the pub counter and discovered that they’d all been nashos. Mick
and Steve served together in transport maintenance at Vung Tau, returning
from Vietnam six months ago, and both are thoroughly disillusioned by their
return. Mick, short and ginger-haired, discovered that his old job, which the
boss had promised to keep for him, had been given to another bloke, while
tall lanky Steve came home to find his fiancée had married somebody else.
Both complained that nobody wanted to know what they’d been through, in
fact the only time that anyone had paid much attention to their return had
been in the arrivals hall at Sydney airport, where a crowd of screaming
protestors had waved placards in their faces and accused them of raping
Vietnamese women. This horrible little girl, Steve says, like a demented
goanna, stuck out her mouth at me and spat a lump of gob in me face. He
shudders.
Kenny doesn’t say anything. To try to get him to join in, Mick asks him if
he saw any action over there. Kenny looks at him for a moment, then gets to
his feet and goes to the blackboard on the wall. He rubs out the betting odds
scrawled there and takes up the chalk and writes four names – Gnarly, Mac,
Westy, Smudge. He returns to his chair and says softly, Me mates. I saw
them all die.
Silence, then Steve whispers, Jesus.
Mick clears his throat and says gently, Want to talk about it, mate?
Kenny shakes his head.
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They don’t know what to say. Finally Mick murmurs, Sounds like my
grandad, lost all his pals on the Somme, fifty years ago.
Steve takes a deep breath. My round I reckon.
Kenny is no longer listening, his mind transported to Vietnam, on patrol,
that moment when Gnarly vanished in front of them, down into the pit. He
feels his heart thumping hard and jumps when someone appears suddenly in
front of him. A man in an apron is wiping their table, and Kenny stares at him.
Simon, is that you?
The man looks sharply at him. No doubt about it, it’s Simon from
Singleton who did a runner on their way to Holsworthy.
Christ, he mutters, Hello Titch.
Pressed by Kenny, Simon tells his story. His mother hid him at home for
a month while the army tried to find him, until he finally emerged using the
name of his brother, Bob, who’s working out in Western Australia. You won’t
tell, will you Titch?
Kenny gives a little shake of his head. Gnarly’s real name was Bob.
Home on leave are you? How’s Gnarly these days?
Kenny feels the pressure building in his chest, lurches to his feet and
stomps out of the pub.
à

By the end of the week Tom had recovered sufficiently to be able to breath
freely without the aid of the ventilator, and though there was still concern
about his susceptibility to infection the prognosis was quietly optimistic. He
drifted in and out of consciousness, but barely responded to his surroundings
and didn’t react to my voice. I was sitting with him when Sister Paulette came
to see me. She explained that the army had sent a telegram to Tom’s next of
kin to inform them he’d been wounded, but it had been returned ‘not known
at this address’. The army had then forwarded it to St Vincent’s, assuming,
wrongly, that they would have an address. She showed me the envelope,
addressed to a Mrs Judy Bracken, and for a moment I froze. I’d never heard
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of a Judy Bracken. Tom’s mother was Rose, and I had no idea where they
lived. I wondered if my father would know, but I didn’t particularly want to ask
him. Then there was Tom’s sister Den. He’d told me that she was working in
a bookshop in Glebe and I thought it shouldn’t be too difficult to find her. I
told Paulette that I’d try to make contact with the family, and she gave me the
telegram.
Books on Glebe was buzzing with activity when I arrived, its narrow
passageways and bays crowded with students from nearby Sydney
University while its more open crime and thriller section was favoured by a
number of elderly ladies. I found the manager who assured me that no
Denise Bracken had ever worked there.
‘We’re the only bookshop in Glebe,’ he said, ‘unless you count RT.’
‘RT?’
‘Radical Texts.’ He raised his eyebrows. ‘Left wing politics, astrology,
how to grow weed, stuff like that.’
That didn’t sound like the Den I remembered, but I followed his directions
to a side street further down Glebe Point Road and saw a sign for Radical
Texts. It occupied what had once been the ground floor of a narrow terrace
house, its front window featuring a large image of the famous and very
confronting Vietnam War photograph of the chief of the South Vietnamese
police shooting a handcuffed Viet Cong prisoner in the head during the Tet
uprising. A bell tinkled as I opened the door and stepped inside, and a voice
from the back called out ‘Coming’.
While I waited I browsed posters, pamphlets and books on Vietnam and
the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, then I heard a woman’s voice
behind me, ‘Hello’.
I turned and it took me a moment to recognise Tom’s sister, wearing
glasses now, her hair long and straight, dressed in a loose smock, and she
clearly didn’t know me. ‘Can I help you?’ she asked.
‘Den,’ I said, ‘I’m Kris Tobin, remember?’
‘Kris!’ She peered at me. ‘Is it really you? How amazing to see you. We
heard you were nursing in Vietnam.’
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‘That’s right, I’m just back, and I wanted to get in touch with you. How
have you been?’
‘Good!’ Her eyes darted around the shop and she said, with a touch of
embarrassment, ‘This is just a part-time job.’
It was only then that I saw the ring on her finger. ‘Are you engaged?’
‘Yes. You?’
‘No.’ I was thinking how pale and thin she looked, but then noticed a
slight bulge in her smock. ‘Oh, are you pregnant?’
She beamed. ‘Twenty-four weeks.’
‘That’s wonderful. Who’s the lucky man?’
‘His name’s Greg, Greg Manning. He’s doing a PhD at the university.’
‘Greg Manning? Not the boy at Penumbra in the caravan?’
She blushed. ‘Yes. We got to know the Mannings quite well after that.’
‘Well… congratulations!’ I felt our conversation was slightly awkward, as
if we weren’t sure what to say to each other, or perhaps because I was
intruding. ‘Listen,’ I said, ‘the reason I wanted to find you was that I’m afraid
Tom has been badly wounded on active service in Vietnam.’
‘Tom? Oh no…’ Her hand went to her mouth. ‘Will he be all right?’
‘We believe so. It was touch and go for a while, but we think he’s over the
worst now. The thing is, the army tried to contact his family.’ I took the
telegram envelope from my pocket and gave it to her. ‘When this was
returned, the army sent it to St Vincent’s, where he is. It’s where I’m based
now.’
She stared at the address on the envelope, and I added, ‘I had no idea
who Judy Bracken was.’
‘She’s his wife.’
I suppose I’d known all along that had to be it, and I made an effort not to
react.
Den opened the envelope, read the telegram and showed it to me. It was
a hand-written scrawl which read:
Urgent
Mrs Judy Bracken
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186a Myrtle Street
Enmore
Sydney
It is with deep regret that I have learned that your husband
Lieutenant Thomas Bracken has been wounded in action in Bien
Hoa Province Vietnam (stop)
I desire to convey to you my sincere personal sympathy as well as
that of the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia and of
the Military Board
Phillip Lynch
Minister for the Army
‘Thank you,’ she said. ‘I’ll tell Judy, and Mum and Dad.’
‘I can take you to Tom if you like.’
She sighed, ‘It’s difficult, Kris.’
‘Why?’
‘There was a big bust-up in the family. Tom said some terrible things,
horrible things, about Mum. I can’t go to see him.’
‘But Den, surely, under the circumstances?’
‘It’s not just a family quarrel, it’s a matter of loyalties and principles, what
Tom is and represents.’
I hadn’t the faintest idea what she was talking about, and told her so, and
she suddenly became irritated. She picked up a pamphlet from the table and
thrust it into my hand.
‘Maybe this’ll help you understand.’
She strode over to the door and opened it. ‘You should go now.’
This was ridiculous, but she seemed so determined that I made to leave.
On the threshold I said, ‘You can always reach me at St Vincent’s, Den.
Maybe you should tell me how we can contact you if there’s a need.’
She hesitated then muttered, ’18 Cooper Street, Glebe,’ and closed and
locked the door.
I looked at the pamphlet as I walked away, a crude flyer for a protest
meeting against the Vietnam War. Was that really what this was about?
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Would you really not visit your badly wounded brother because of his attitude
to a war? Anyway, that was for them to sort out.
I walked back along Glebe Point Road and crossed over to Victoria Park
next to the university and found a seat by the lake. It was a dull, overcast day
which reflected my depressed mood after talking to Den. So Tom was
married. Well, it was only to be expected I supposed. I told myself that he
might at least have mentioned it, but then I thought no, it would just have
spoiled things. We’d had a fleeting wartime romance, that was all.
When I got back to St Vincent’s I found Kenny sitting by Tom’s bed.
Kenny was wearing an odd assortment of civilian clothes that didn’t fit him
very well. I asked him how he was and he said his back was healing fine.
‘And Skip recognised my voice, miss. That must be a good sign, yes?’ He
had said hello to Tom when he arrived and apparently Tom had stirred.
He told me he had decided not to go back to the farm until he was sure
that Tom would be okay, and had found a room in a nice house not far away.
His loyalty touched me, and I told him I would certainly tell Tom about his
heroic rescue, and that he deserved a medal, which embarrassed him. We
chatted for a while and then I asked him if Tom had ever mentioned his wife,
Judy. He looked puzzled and said that no, Tom had never mentioned a wife.
‘Has she been to see him then?’ he asked, and I explained that the
authorities had been trying to contact her.
Later, after Kenny had gone, I took a break to get something to eat, and
when I returned I kissed Tom on the cheek, bristly with a nascent beard, and
said hello, then caught my breath as his eyelids flickered open and he looked
at me and whispered, barely audible, ‘Kris, is that you?’ In all my time as a
nurse I had never witnessed a Snow White moment quite like that, a coma
patient wakened by a kiss. It didn’t last – his eyes closed again and he didn’t
respond to my voice – but it had happened and I took his hand and told the
duty nurse when she came by.
á
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In the following days Tom recovered consciousness and began to respond
well to his remedial treatments and I spent as much time as I could with him
without getting in the way of his carers. One morning, a few days after I’d
spoken to Den, I came into the ward and saw someone at his bedside and
recognised his father, Ralph. The sight of him, bent forward in earnest
conversation with his damaged son, brought back memories of those idyllic
hours at Penumbra building the nawi bark canoe. I didn’t interrupt, but when
he finally got up to leave I caught up with him in the hallway. He looked much
older now, his hair more sparse, back more bent, but he recognised me
immediately with a warm smile.
‘Why Kris, how wonderful to see you. You look well, so… grown up! Is it
rude of me to say that?’
‘Of course not.’ We both laughed.
‘And we’re so grateful for what you’ve done for him and for getting in
touch with Denise. But tell me, how do you think he is, really?’
I said I thought he was recovering amazingly well. ‘If you’d seen him a
week ago, you’d be astonished at his progress.’
Ralph nodded, ‘Yes, thanks to you and all the doctors. He says he can’t
remember what happened, but I suppose it was pretty rough out there?’
‘Yes. I think he was very lucky to survive actually.’
‘Really? Well, we can only be thankful. And is your father well?’
I said yes, although I hadn’t been in touch with him since I’d got back,
and asked after Tom’s mother. After the words were out I winced, realising
the connection I’d made between my dad and Tom’s mum.
‘Oh yes, the same as always. She, um, couldn’t come with me today
unfortunately, but she’ll be so relieved when I report to her.’
I walked him to the front door, then returned to see Tom. He was looking
much brighter and more alert that day, and immediately asked me if he had
injuries to his brain. I was startled and said no.
‘It’s just that I can’t remember what happened to me, Kris. The last thing I
remember my platoon was loading onto the helicopters, then nothing until I
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woke up here. They tell me you saved my life over there. How did that
happen?’
So I told him how Kenny had rescued him and we had brought him back
here. He frowned in concentration, struggling to understand as I told him the
story of Kenny bringing him to the leprosarium. ‘But I can’t remember,’ he
whispered. ‘I can’t remember what happened before.’ I thought that might be
a good thing, but it obviously troubled him greatly, and he asked if I could find
Kenny to come and talk to him. I caught up with Kenny that afternoon as he
arrived at the hospital and told him about our conversation, urging him to
make his account as bland and general as he could. We went to Tom’s
bedside and I stayed in the background as Kenny sat down and Tom gripped
his hand. ‘Tell me, Titch. Tell me what happened.’ It was painful to watch
them, Kenny hesitant and Tom desperate to understand. I couldn’t catch it
all, but it was clear that Kenny’s first attempt didn’t satisfy Tom, who was
shaking his head, ‘No, no. I don’t understand… How many nights?… What
about the radio?’ Finally Tom pulled Kenny closer and I heard him mention
someone called Gnarly. Kenny, obviously uncomfortable, spoke softly,
answering more questions, and then Tom’s eyes opened wide in shock.
‘What?’ he said. ‘All of them?’
He looked shattered and I stepped forward to put a stop to this, just as
his nurse appeared and thankfully asked us to leave for doctor’s rounds. I
whispered to her that Tom was agitated and might need a sedative, and
Kenny and I withdrew. He too looked shaken and I got him to sit down with
me with a cup of tea and tell me what had happened. I found it hard to follow
his account which was confused and disjointed, a mixture of terrible
happenings and inconsequential details, like his story of lying on a stone,
which didn’t seem to lead anywhere. But I could well imagine the impact
Kenny’s words would have had on Tom, awakening awful memories of their
disastrous patrol.
The revelation of what Tom had been through pushed the fact of his wife
out of my mind for a while, but afterwards it began to niggle at me again.
What the hell was she doing? Was she overseas somewhere or just
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indifferent? Anyway, he would need help when he was discharged, and if she
wasn’t interested, I was. He would need a period of recuperation, and
between visits to St Vincent’s I began exploring the surrounding areas,
looking for places we might visit together, things we might do to help him
forget the past. I started in Darlinghurst and Paddington, then went further
north into Kings Cross which had more to interest us, with its European
restaurants and delis. I became a regular at the Orange Spot, drinking fruit
juices and milkshakes and espresso coffees and imagined bringing Tom
there. I thought he would like the interesting crowd drinking at The Newcastle
pub down by Circular Quay, or in the Royal George, and then we might have
a cheap meal together at The Prague restaurant in the Cross, with its Central
European food, and go to a show at the Embassy.
I told Tom about my expeditions, trying to make the places sound as
engaging as possible. He tried to appear interested, but he seemed distant,
as if preoccupied by some terrible dream.
Under the circumstances I decided not to raise the matter of his wife.
á

My landlady and I became good friends. Shelley had a great sense of
humour and was a hearty cook. ‘It’s as easy cooking for two as one,’ she
said, and soon I was eating dinner with her regularly. One night I bought a
flagon of wine for the meal to celebrate Rod Laver’s anticipated victory at
Wimbledon, Shelley being an adoring fan. We raised our glasses, then
hesitated as a loud hammering came from the front door. ‘Who the hell’s
that?’ she said, and heaved herself to her feet.
I stayed at the kitchen table, sipping at my drink, enjoying the rich smell
of the pie cooking in the oven, watching the potatoes simmering on the stove.
I was thinking how reassuring a warm kitchen was in a time of trouble when I
heard an angry shout from the hall. I called out, ‘You okay, Shelley?’ and was
answered by the roar of a man’s voice. I got to my feet, wondering what on
earth was going on, when Shelley came careering backwards into the kitchen
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with a man clawing at her throat. He was big, his face flushed purplish red,
bellowing drunken obscenities as he swung a punch at Shelley’s screaming
mouth. I yelled at him to stop, but he was oblivious, tearing now at Shelley’s
blouse, ramming her down hard on the kitchen table and sending the cutlery
flying. I looked around for a weapon, picked up a ladle and whacked him on
the head, but it had no effect at all. By now I was convinced that he was
going to murder her and in desperation I grabbed the handle of the saucepan
and heaved it up. Boiling water and potatoes spewed across the man’s back.
He gave an animal shriek, cut off abruptly as the heavy pot connected with
his temple and tumbled in a heap onto the floor.
The sudden silence was disturbed by a choking sob from Shelley, lying
prone across the table. I went to her and helped her sit up. Her left eye was
swollen and closing rapidly, violent red marks across her face and throat
forming the start of livid bruises. She struggled to her feet, swaying in my
arms, but apparently without broken bones.
‘I’m well padded,’ she croaked, the tears now streaming down her face.
I righted one of the kitchen chairs and sat her on it, bringing her a glass
of water.
‘Who is he, Shelley?’
‘Mickey. My ex. Drunk as usual.’
I went to have a look at him, motionless on the floor, steam rising from
his back. He was breathing all right, in fact he was snoring. The side of his
face was red and swollen, and when I pulled off his shirt I saw that most of
his back showed the angry flush of burns. I got some butter from the fridge
and rubbed it over the scalded flesh. The butter formed a gooey mat with the
thick hair on his torso.
I got to my feet. ‘I’m calling the cops.’
‘Oh no,’ Shelley whimpered.
I put my arm around her. ‘Yes.’
Shelley gave a defeated shrug and I went out to the hall and dialled
triple-0.
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The two uniformed men seemed quite used to the situation, taking brief
statements from the two of us, advising Shelley to go to casualty, and hauling
the still unconscious Mickey off in their van.
‘No, I’m all right,’ Shelley wheezed when they’d gone, lighting up a fag
with one shaky hand, the other pressing a wet compress to her left eye. ‘I just
need a cup of tea, a Bex and a good lie down. No, on second thoughts,
where’s that bloody wine?’
I poured her a glass and Shelley went on, ‘My aunt left me a house soon
after we were divorced, and he reckons he’s entitled to half of it. I had to sell
it and disappear, then buy this place in secret. God knows how he found me.
Still, he’ll think twice about coming back after you took care of him.’ She
chuckled, then fell quiet. ‘Or not. Maybe you should think about moving on,
love.’
I shook out a Kent. I realised it was my last packet. ‘What we need is a
big strong man to move in with us for a while,’ I said.
‘Oh yes? And you have someone in mind, I suppose?’
‘Could be.’ We exchanged a quiet smile.
‘I thought he was sick in hospital.’
‘Getting stronger all the time. They’ll be kicking him out any day now.
He’s killed one man that I know of, maybe more.’
Shelley’s eye widened at me.
I said, ‘You could let Mickey know that.’
Shelley nodded slowly. ‘Reckon I could. And what’s this feller’s name
then?’
‘Tom,’ I said.
á

It was just a fantasy, I knew. I had already prepared the conversation with
Shelley for when he told me he had other plans – family commitments, a
need to recuperate in the country – in other words going back to his wife. So
when the day came that St Vincent’s decided that he was fit to go, I had
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prepared myself for reality’s hard slap. We were waiting for the results of the
final tests to come back and I said to him, ‘Good news, Tom. Looks like
they’re going to discharge you tomorrow. Will your dad pick you up?’
‘Dad? No. I don’t think I’m ready for that just yet.’
‘I know the feeling. I haven’t contacted my family either.’
He nodded but didn’t seem to be inclined to say any more, so I said,
‘You’ve got somewhere to stay?’
‘I thought I’d rest up in a hotel somewhere, till I feel a bit stronger.’
‘Oh… but you’ll need someone to change your dressings, check your
temperature.’
‘Will I? The doc didn’t mention that. Well, I suppose I can find a GP, or
maybe come here as an outpatient. What do you think?’
‘Well, it just occurs to me… I’ve got digs in a nice little place near here.
It’s very comfortable and the landlady’s a dear. There is another free room
there, if you were interested…’
He frowned, said nothing for a moment, then, ‘Oh, you don’t want to be
bothered with me, Kris. You’ve got your own life, now you’re back home.’
‘It’s absolutely no bother at all Tom, believe me.’
‘Well… if you’re quite sure, thank you, yes, I might just take you up on
that.’
The following day we left the hospital in mid-morning and caught a taxi to
Goodhope Street, where Shelley opened the front door. She considered Tom
for a moment, his left arm in a sling, then gave him a warm smile and invited
him in. We followed her upstairs where she showed Tom the spare room,
explained the house rules and rent and then invited us to come down to the
kitchen for a cup of tea to discuss matters. As she left she gave me a wink.
When she’d gone I watched him look around the room, thinking to myself
that it must seem very modest and shabby compared to what I assumed the
Bracken family must be used to. He went over to the window and stared out
at the yard and the backs of the other houses, and I asked him what he
thought. I took a breath, waiting for his reply, then finally he turned and said,
‘It seems very nice, Kris. Very peaceful. Just what I need.’
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Much relieved, I took him back downstairs to the kitchen where Shelley
had brought out her best china and a plate of home-made biscuits. I
wondered what they could find to talk about and was relieved when Tom said
that I had mentioned she worked at Anthony Hordern’s, and he began to talk
about being taken there as a boy by his mother and being overawed by its
size and variety.
‘The largest department store in the world!’ Shelley agreed, ‘The Palace
Emporium, fifty-two acres of shop floor!’
Tom described the toy department and soon they were chatting away like
old buddies. There was an awkward moment when his grip on his cup
slipped and he spilled tea over the tablecloth which she’d brought out for the
occasion. He apologised profusely and explained that he was left-handed,
and still adjusting to using only his right hand. Shelley looked with concern at
his sling. ‘Will it come back, the use of your good hand?’ she asked, and he
pulled the arm out of the sling and showed her the bandaged hand with the
missing fingers. ‘You poor boy,’ she said, shaking her head.
By the time we were finished Shelley had accepted Tom’s invitation for
the two of us to accompany him to the Marble Bar in Pitt Street which he’d
promised himself would be the first place he’d visit when he made it back to
Sydney.
So Tom moved in to the room next to mine. It wasn’t exactly what I’d
been hoping for, and he still had that air of preoccupied detachment as if
nothing that happened to him now had any importance, but I told myself that
there was a kind of peacefulness about it, which was what we both needed.
Having only one functioning arm he quite often needed help – tying his shoe
laces, pulling on his shirt. A step at a time I thought.
á

Late the following morning we decided to walk into the city. It was chilly with
that bright blue sky overhead, a good day for some exercise. We reached
Boundary Street and were surprised to see people standing around on the
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pavement as if waiting for something to happen. I noticed a couple of police
officers, and a police car drove slowly past. Then we heard a sound of
cheering and finally another police car appeared followed by a solid mass of
people marching down the middle of the road, chanting and waving placards,
END THE WAR, STOP BOMBING THE NORTH, NO CONSCRIPTION.
There was nothing aggressive about their chanting. They all looked so
young, and seemed to be having a lot of fun. I asked a man standing next to
us where they were going and he explained that they were heading to a big
anti-war rally at the Sydney Stadium down by Rushcutters Bay, part of a
week of protest events. ‘Students,’ he said. ‘Sydney Uni.’
Just then I noticed a familiar figure standing nearby, Kenny, who
acknowledged my wave with an embarrassed duck of his head. I pointed him
out to Tom, and we went over to him.
‘Titch.’ He took Kenny’s hand and then, to Kenny’s obvious
embarrassment, wrapped his arm around him and gave him a hug. ‘Good to
see you, mate. I’m grateful, grateful for everything. I’m recommending you for
a medal.’
Kenny looked even more embarrassed and shook his head. ‘It was
nothing, Skip.’
‘What are you doing here?’
‘I’m staying nearby.’ Kenny nodded vaguely over his shoulder.
With the noise of the chanting it was hard to hear what he was saying,
and Tom yelled, ‘Well, come and have a drink with us,’ but Kenny shook his
head, waved and turned away into the crowd.
I said, ‘He’s very loyal to you, Tom.’
‘Yes. He had a hard time.’
As we made to move off, a girl came by carrying a sheaf of leaflets, one
of which she thrust at Tom with a smile. He took it and I saw that it was the
same one that Den had given me. Later, when we stopped for a coffee, he
showed it to me and I explained about my meeting with her.
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‘So she’s involved in all this is she?’ He didn’t sound surprised or
annoyed, just amused. ‘Well…’ he studied the pamphlet, the details of the
protest meeting in a couple of days, then added, ‘Maybe I should go.’
á

Early that evening the smell of cooking came from downstairs, and Tom and I
decided to head out to the Cross to get something to eat. We looked in at the
kitchen and told Shelley, but she said she’d made a huge steak and kidney
pie that would take her a week to eat on her own, but if we wanted to get
some beer from the bottle shop at the pub she’d consider it a fair trade. We
took up the offer and Tom, who had developed an appetite, demolished a fair
bit of the pie, and the syrup pudding and custard to follow, much to Shelley’s
approval. The army and hospital together had made a skeleton of him, she
said, and he needed building up again.
He was just wiping the last custard from his mouth when there was a
violent pounding on the front door. Shelley and I looked at each other.
‘Oh no,’ Shelley groaned.
‘What’s the matter?’ Tom asked.
‘It’s him,’ Shelley whispered, and told him about her Mickey. ‘He’s drunk,’
she said. ‘I’d better call the cops.’
‘That’s not necessary, is it?’ Tom said, and got to his feet.
‘No, Tom,’ I said, and Shelley grabbed a large carving knife and thrust it
at him. ‘Take this!’
He looked at it and smiled. ‘No, you hang onto it.’
He took off his sling and eased his injured hand into his pocket, then
walked down the hall to the front door and stepped out and closed the door
behind him.
We waited, hearing nothing, until Shelley burst out, ‘Dear Lord, he’s
probably lying dead in the gutter!’
Then we heard a light tap on the door, and together ran down the hall.
Shelley gingerly turned the knob and slowly drew the door open. There was
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Tom, hand still in pocket, smoking a cigarette. We peered past him but saw
no sign of Mickey.
‘What happened?’ Shelley gasped.
‘He’s gone,’ Tom said. ‘We had a chat. He won’t be back.’
‘What did you say?’
Tom shrugged and came inside. ‘Just a chat.’
From that moment he was Shelley’s darling. I was pleased, but also
angry about how much damage he could have done to himself if he’d got in a
fight. I told him so when I was changing the dressings on his hand and back
later that night in his room.
‘Don’t worry, it was never going to come to that.’
‘How could you know…?’ I began, then fell silent as I looked into his eyes
and for a moment caught sight of something that Mickey had probably seen,
just before he decided to back off.
‘Kris,’ he said, his voice low and hesitant, ‘I don’t know how to begin to
thank you for all you’ve done for me.’
But why aren’t you saying this to your wife, I thought. Maybe she’s dead.
Maybe you’re grieving for her, and I was ashamed that I quite liked that idea.
I wanted to know, but I didn’t want to ask, afraid that it would bring everything
to an end.
‘Shh.’ I put a finger to his lips, then leaned forward and kissed him. He
hesitated a moment, then wrapped his good arm around me. I said, ‘Let me
stay with you tonight,’ and he murmured, ‘Yes. Yes, please.’
á

Looking back now at those few days, wrapped close together beneath the
blankets on the cold winter nights, I feel a deep longing and sadness. I hoped
they would last for ever, but of course that was impossible.
On the following Saturday evening we set off for the protest meeting. I
had tried to persuade Tom that it would be a waste of time, that those naïve
and pompous students would just irritate us, that he would be much better
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meeting up with Den in private, but he wouldn’t listen. He wanted to get the
flavour of things, he said, to understand their point of view.
The meeting was held in a hall not far from the university campus. As we
got near we were joined by clusters of young people, rugged up like us in
coats and jackets against the cold night, all heading in the same direction. A
large banner was slung over the entrance to the building with the words
VIETNAM PROTEST MEETING 8 TONIGHT daubed across it. Two people
stood beneath, handing out copies of the communist newspaper Tribune. As
we filed through the lobby into the hall we saw that it was already full, all the
seats taken, and we joined the crush of people standing at the back. As I
looked around at the audience I caught a glimpse of one figure, taller than
the rest, that seemed familiar. Was it Kenny? It seemed very unlikely, and
then the crowd shifted and I lost sight of him again. There was an
atmosphere of anticipation and excitement, with little eruptions of shouting or
laughter coming from different parts of the crowd, people craning to see what
was going on. One of these outbursts came from the front of the hall, as
cheers went up for a small group pushing their way through to seats that had
been reserved for them. Among them I got a glimpse of a young woman with
long dark hair. I tugged Tom’s arm.
‘Isn’t that Denise?’
He nodded. ‘Yes, and her boyfriend, Greg – the one with the beard and
the long hair.’
‘Yes, Greg.’ I remembered the awkward boy who had come to Penumbra
and thought how different he now looked. He had seemed out of his element
back then, but now he was confident, waving and calling out to friends. And
Den, once so particular and fastidious with her appearance, looked like a
tramp in an old duffle coat and scarf.
A burst of cheering went up, turning into a chant, ‘BURY LYNCH, LYNCH
BURY,’ repeated over and over. I had no idea what this meant, although later
I discovered that these were the names of the ministers for the army and for
national service in the Gorton government.
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Finally a young man came up onto the small stage at the front of the hall,
waving his arms, and the chanting subsided.
‘Friends! Comrades! Fellow students!’ the speaker cried, as if he were
auditioning for the part of Mark Anthony or Lenin in a school play. He
welcomed us and outlined why we were there, to protest against the war,
conscription and the heavy-handed tactics of the government, and to agree
upon a course of active resistance. He reminded us that just recently the
Sydney University students had prevented the police entering the campus to
arrest a draft dodger. ‘United and with will and resolve, we can achieve great
things!’ He waited for the storm of applause to die down and then introduced
the next speaker, a postgraduate sociology student recently returned from
the United States, who described his own experiences at Columbia
University during a student occupation of the administration building. In
America, he said, as well as in France and now Australia, students were the
first to wake up to the sense of crisis in the world today, and he ended with a
quote from Martin Luther King supporting the anti-war movement.
By now the crowd was warmed up, clapping and cheering each telling
point the man made, and bursting into loud applause when he left the stage.
The next speaker was Den’s boyfriend Greg. He strode up to the podium, a
lean figure dressed entirely in black, and stood before them, gazing over the
crowd with blazing eyes, and I felt a crackle of anticipation go through the
hall. Ah, I thought, this is what Den sees in him. The hall became hushed, the
silence lengthening unbearably, until finally he stuck out his chin and began.
He didn’t have the experience of the previous speaker, but he knew his
audience and he spoke with passion. He spoke about the things they knew,
recent confrontations with the ‘pigs’, and the hostility of the university
administration, ‘that flock of old sheep-shaggers’. People laughed and
cheered, and he grinned back at them and raised his fist. He had concrete
proposals, he said, specific demands to bring before them. These, he
claimed, with a sardonic curl of his lips, were reasonable minimal
requirements and should be acceptable to any fair-minded democratic
government. They were three: one, trial by jury for anyone refusing national
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service; two, recognition of conscientious objectors, if arrested, as political
prisoners rather than common criminals; and three, a ban on the university
providing information from its records and files to the government.
A more sober mood gripped the hall now, as people became focused on
what were likely to be their immediate problems. Greg’s voice became more
strident and aggressive. He called for votes on the demands, each
overwhelmingly supported, and outlined a programme of personal action.
People must commit to individual quotas of petition signatures gathered,
handbills distributed, posters put up. There must be organisation, he insisted,
and discipline, and the instructions of the organising committee must be
followed.
Then, the housework done, his tone rose to a more exalted level as he
turned to the moral basis of their struggle. They were in the vanguard of
society’s resistance to an evil war. If it wasn’t vigorously opposed, then
everyone would be contaminated by it. Everyone in that room, whether they
were conscripted or not, would be damaged. And in a final roar he raised his
fist and shouted, ‘We have no choice but resistance!’ The audience erupted
in cheering.
He lowered his head, as if humbled and drained, and when the hubbub
subsided he wiped his long locks away from his face and spoke again, but in
a quiet, serious voice. He asked them to listen to someone who could testify
to this from their own experience. He wouldn’t give her name, he said,
because her story was too personal and too painful.
The hall fell very silent as he made his way down from the platform, on
his way giving a brief squeeze on the arm to a young woman who stepped
forward to take his place. Den was by her side, supporting her as she went to
mount the steps. I recognised her pale, narrow face, rather ethereal and
beautiful, partly hidden by long curling tresses of dark hair. It was the face in
the photograph in Tom’s wallet. I felt Tom shift at my side and murmur
something.
‘My husband Tom is a soldier in Vietnam,’ the woman began in a soft
voice that had people straining towards her to pick up what she was saying.
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‘He was already a soldier when we met. I thought how handsome he looked
in his uniform, and my head was filled with ideas of gallant diggers. I was
very innocent. We were happy at first, before he was sent to the war. He
seemed to be a caring man, gentle and considerate.’
She paused, as if gathering strength. ‘But as time went on, when the day
drew closer for him to go overseas, he began to change. He became
withdrawn, as if he was mentally adjusting for what he would have to do.’
There was a great stillness as people responded to the melancholy
rhythms of her speech, as they might to a sad song from Joan Baez or Joni
Mitchell.
‘He was being prepared, you see, to kill. I didn’t realise this. I thought he
was anxious about getting hurt, and about leaving me. But it wasn’t that at
all. He wanted to go. He called it his duty, but that was just an excuse. He
wanted to kill. That’s what they’d done to my gentle husband.
‘I didn’t understand this until recently, until I read this.’ She held up a slim
pamphlet. ‘It’s called Australian Atrocities in Vietnam, and it’s been prepared
by the Vietnam Action Campaign, to open our eyes to what our soldiers – my
husband, your brothers and cousins – are doing to innocent women and
children in Vietnam, in our name. You can buy a copy on your way out.’
A low groan rose from the crowd as the woman went on about babies
burned alive with napalm, women abused, their dead sons thrown at their
feet. Then she bowed her head and turned from the lectern. It had been a
disturbing performance, and I had to take a breath to clear my head. I
reached out for Tom and felt his body rigid.
‘Tom?’ I whispered.
‘Let’s go.’ He gripped my arm and pulled me through the resisting crowd
towards the door. We hurried down the front steps and out into the street,
Tom pacing ahead as if he couldn’t get away fast enough. I felt terrible for
him, imagining what must be going through his head.
We reached the Broadway traffic lights and crossed over into Victoria
Park, where I’d come after seeing Den that day and learning that Tom had a
wife. It seemed an appropriate coincidence. The park drew us into its
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darkness, muffling the sounds of the city around us. We stood at the edge of
the lake, a full moon reflected in the still black water. I waited for him to
speak.
‘That was my wife, Kris.’
‘Yes.’
He turned to stare at me. ‘You knew?’
‘Den told me you were married.’
‘Did she? I should have mentioned it.’
Mentioned it. I almost laughed. ‘Did you know she would be there
tonight?’
He reached down and picked up a handful of gravel and threw it into the
lake, sending ripples across the face of the moon.
‘I guessed it was a possibility. I was curious, I suppose. We’ve had no
contact for eighteen months. She said she couldn’t have anything to do with
me so long as I was in the army.’
‘Do you have children?’
‘No, thank God.’
We were silent for a while, watching the ripples dying on the surface of
the water, then he said, ‘I wish we hadn’t come tonight. I wish I hadn’t
brought you.’
‘I’m glad I came. It was unforgivable, the things she said about you.’
‘Maybe she was right.’
It was an odd thing to say, and I dismissed it. I said, ‘When I was working
in London I met this lovely man, Michael was his name. I almost stayed there
for him. He contacted me recently, wanted to see me again, but I decided it
was over. I decided I had to stop thinking about the past, and think about the
future. What about you?’
‘Oh…’ He turned his face up to the moon. ‘Yes, absolutely. It’s over for
me too.’
I wished he’d said it with a little more conviction.
‘Well then.’ I cupped his face in my hands and kissed him. ‘Life’s too
short,’ I said.
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á

When we got back we found Shelley in a gloomy mood. She’d heard on the
radio that the English comedian Tony Hancock had killed himself with an
overdose in Sydney. ‘Such a funny man,’ she said. She insisted we have a
whisky with her and we stayed for a while, but I was impatient to get upstairs
with Tom. Finally we said goodnight and at the top of the stairs I drew him
into my room, closed the door and began pulling at his clothes. We tumbled
onto the bed, me on top of him. ‘Don’t worry,’ I gasped, ‘there’s no glass on
this bed.’ It had taken us five months since that night of Tet, and this time I
wasn’t going to let him slip away.
We made love again during the night, and at dawn, then Tom drifted
back into sleep while I lay awake, feeling a wonderful sense of completeness
that I hadn’t experienced in a long time. My mind wandered off, but inevitably
returned to the previous night and Tom’s angry wife on the stage. But then I
thought of Den, there in the background. How could she have stood by and
listened to Judy trashing her brother like that? How could she, and her
mother, not bring themselves to visit him, critically ill in hospital? It was as if
the Bracken family had completely disintegrated. Was my father responsible
for that? And if he was, should I try to put things right?
It was then I think that I noticed the blood on the bed. Tom had rolled
over onto his side and I saw the dressing on his back streaked with scarlet. I
began to unpick the tape and Tom stirred. I stroked his shoulder and
whispered to him not to move, and peeled the dressing away and saw that
several stitches had burst. I fetched my kit, cleaned the wound and prepared
the needle. He looked back at me over his shoulder and asked if a doctor
shouldn’t be doing it. ‘Don’t worry,’ I said, ‘I’ve done plenty of these.
Amputations too – I cut off several legs. I haven’t got any anaesthetic, so
hold still while I stitch you, otherwise I might have to ask Shelley if she’s got
an old saw handy.’ At least it made him laugh as I stuck the needle in.
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It brought home to me how vulnerable he still was, and when it was done
and his other dressings checked I told him he must stay at home that day
and take it easy. I said I would buy him a book to read and asked him what
he’d like, thinking he might ask for poetry, but he said that Tony Arkwright
had had a couple of James Bond novels – Moonraker and From Russia with
Love – which he’d enjoyed, which sounded just the thing for an invalid on a
grey winter’s day. When I explained to Shelley she immediately took over,
getting her special brandy from the back of the cupboard and making her
infallible broth for the sick.
I left them to it and made my way to Glebe, called in at Books on Glebe
and bought a copy of The Man with the Golden Gun for Tom. I got directions
for Cooper Street nearby. It was a pleasant enough old street but looking a
bit run-down, with several of the terraces obviously serving as student share
houses from the stickers on the gates, ‘Free South Africa’ and ‘LSD Rules’,
one with some half-deflated balloons draping one of the fences. Den’s place
was distinctive for the prominent anti-war posters on display in its windows.
She answered my knock and instantly became wary as she recognised me.
She looked very pale and tired, as if she hadn’t slept.
‘Hello Den,’ I said. ‘Can I come in?’
‘It’s… it’s not a good time.’
‘Please, just for a quick word. It’s important.’
She reluctantly stepped back and I went in, nearly tripping over a box of
empty beer bottles.
After the cold street the house was very warm, the air heavy with the
musty sweet smell of marijuana that I recognised from Vietnam. There were
bright posters all over the walls, clothes scattered across a wreck of a sofa, a
steep little stair leading to the upper floor, and bottles and glasses and
overflowing ashtrays everywhere. It looked as if they’d had a party after the
meeting the previous night. The idea of Den celebrating the public abuse of
her brother suddenly made me furious. What did these people know about
Vietnam, about the suffering and the sacrifice?
‘What is it?’
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I turned to face her. Her hair was a mess, dark shadows under her eyes,
and her responses were slow as if she was still half asleep. I wanted to give
her a slap. ‘I went to the meeting last night.’
‘Last night?’ She frowned. ‘You were there?’
‘Yes, you gave me the leaflet, remember? And Tom came too.’
She looked startled. ‘Tom!’
‘Yes, well, maybe you can imagine how he felt, hearing his wife say
those terrible things about him…’
I was interrupted by a sudden loud thump on the ceiling above, followed
by a woman’s squeal and a man’s voice, ‘Aw fuck…’
I paused, there was silence, and I went on, ‘… he was very upset.’
She bit her lip, then said stubbornly, ‘I didn’t mean him to come.’ She
blinked suddenly in the direction of the stairs and I turned and saw a naked
woman padding down, yawning. Her long dark hair covered her face, but
then she swept it back and I recognised Judy.
‘Oh shit, Den,’ she said, yawning again. ‘Where’s all the fucking towels?’
‘Here.’ Den reached over to the sofa and pulled a beach towel out from
among the clothes and hurriedly thrust it at her. ‘Judy, this is Kris, an old
friend of mine.’
‘Hi,’ Judy said indifferently, brushing her tangled hair away from her face.
‘Do you have any smokes?’
I reached into my coat pocket and pulled out a packet. She took a
cigarette and put it in her mouth, sucking greedily as I gave her a light. I
studied her as she drew on the smoke, holding her long hair away from the
flame. She was completely unfazed by her nakedness in front of a stranger,
and I wondered at this transformation from the pale, tragic figure who’d stood
on stage and accused her husband of murder.
‘Thanks.’ She flicked a quick glance over my clothes and said doubtfully,
‘Student?’
‘No, I’m a friend of Tom’s. I was just saying to Den that we came to your
meeting last night.’
‘Ah!’ Now she paid attention, studying me. ‘And what did you think of it?’
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‘It made me sick, actually, watching you make a big name for yourself by
doing that to a good man.’
‘Oh really?’ She laughed. ‘Well, do me a favour will you? Ask the good
man to come and see me. There’s some things we need to discuss.’ She
turned away and said over her shoulder, ‘I’m taking a shower, Den.’
She left and I said, ‘Does Judy live here with you Den?’
‘Yes,’ she looked defiant. ‘With me and Greg.’
At that I noticed another pair of bare legs coming down the stairs – hairy
ones this time. At least Greg was wearing a dressing gown. ‘Hi,’ he said with
a vague little wave. He looked bleary-eyed as if he’d just woken up. He
sniffed the air. ‘You got cigarettes?’ He took one and I offered one to Den.
She shook her head, looking extremely uncomfortable.
He gazed around. ‘Where’s Judy?’
Den muttered that she was in the shower.
‘Good idea,’ he said, and made for the bathroom door. Den followed him
and began an urgent whispered conversation. I turned away and my eye was
caught by the battered paperback on the table by my elbow, Stranger in a
Strange Land by Robert A. Heinlein. The blurb on the cover said, ‘The novel
of free love that shocked America’.
I looked again at Den arguing with Greg and didn’t feel angry with her
any more, living in this place with her six-month bump. I just felt sad. When
she came back to me I said, ‘I’ll go now, Den. Look, we all used to be such
good friends. It breaks my heart to see you and Tom at odds.’ I saw a pencil
and piece of paper on the table and I scribbled down Shelley’s address and
phone number. ‘This is where I’m living, and Tom. Come and see him,
please.’
She picked up the paper, shrugged and I turned to go. On the inside of
the front door was a handwritten notice, DID YOU REMEMBER TO PUT
YOUR CLOTHES ON?
á
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Tom was sitting at the kitchen table having a bowl of soup while Shelley
fussed over him. He was wearing an old dressing gown that looked as if it
might have belonged to Shelley’s husband. I had stopped by Chinatown on
the way back and bought some fruit – a pineapple and bananas from
Queensland – as well as a Chinese roast duck which puzzled and impressed
Shelley. After a while Tom thanked her and we went upstairs. He sat down
on the bed and I gave him the Bond novel.
‘Aha, just what I need.’ He examined the Books on Glebe wrapping and
looked up at me with a quizzical smile.
‘I tracked down Den,’ I said. ‘She lives near the bookshop.’
‘Oh yes?’
‘I told her we were there last night, and how much it had upset me. I gave
her this address and begged her to come and see you. I don’t know if she
will.’
He nodded, stared down at the lurid book cover, a golden revolver and
an almost naked girl. ‘Thanks Kris. I appreciate it, the book and for seeing
Den.’
‘She’s six months pregnant.’
‘Really? Is she married?’
‘No, engaged, to Greg, the man who introduced Judy last night.’
‘Is that right? Den and Greg?’ He shook his head.
‘And Judy lives with them. I spoke to her too, briefly; told her what I
thought of her performance. She just laughed and told me to give you a
message. She’d like to talk to you, said there’s things you need to discuss.’
Tom nodded.
‘No rush,’ I said. ‘Let’s get you well first.’
He reached out a hand and took mine and pulled me to him. ‘Trouble is,
my nurse keeps busting my stitches.’
The following day he had more colour and energy, and I was glad to see
him returning to his old self. He apologised to Shelley for being a burden and
insisted on filling her coal scuttle one-handed from the coal bin. There was a
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bit of sun that morning and we went out into the small back yard and he
began to talk about his marriage.
She came from Melbourne originally, he said, from a well-respected
family, her father a judge, and they met at a ball to which a few officers from
the Victoria Barracks had been invited. At that time, in 1963, Tom had been
in the army for two and a half years following a science degree at Sydney
and a couple of years working in the mines out in Western Australia. He was
immediately taken with Judy, a smart, vivacious girl who had just completed
an English degree at Melbourne University and begun a job with a publisher
in the city. They arranged to meet again, the relationship developed quickly
and they were married by the end of that year, with a reception in the
venerable Melbourne Club of which the bride’s father was then president.
‘Everything was fine at first,’ Tom said. ‘We had a good social life and
Judy was happy. But then I was posted up to the Jungle Warfare Training
Centre at Canungra in Queensland. It was hot, there wasn’t much to do, her
family and old friends were far away and Judy began to grow bored and
disillusioned with the life of an army wife, though she cheered up when she
fell pregnant. It happened just at the time that the Prime Minister announced
that Australia would send its first regiment to South Vietnam and I was told
that I would be going with them.’
Tom described the excitement that he and his colleagues had felt about
the announcement. For three or four years they had been following the news
of steadily increasing American military involvement over there, and they
firmly believed that a North Vietnamese victory would lead to a communist
takeover throughout South-East Asia that would directly threaten Australia.
‘The whole country seemed to agree, so when our troopship sailed out of
Sydney we were a bit surprised to see a huge banner draped over the cliffs
at the harbour’s mouth. It said, YOU GO TO AN UNJUST WAR. We laughed
at it, dismissed it as an effort of the loony left, the communist fringe. It was
months later that we learned it had been hung there by a group of society
ladies from Sydney’s most affluent suburbs – women like Judy’s mother in
Melbourne – who belonged to an organisation called WILPF, Women’s
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International League for Peace and Freedom. Can you believe that? It was
the first hint we got that not everyone agreed with us about the war.’
Five months later Judy lost the baby and fell into a depression, one that
became so desperate that the army flew Tom back on compassionate leave.
The couple agreed that she needed a complete change, a holiday down
south with family and old friends in a more stimulating environment than
Canungra, and she made arrangements to stay for a while with her sister
who was studying for a doctorate at Sydney University. And there she had
remained. By the time Tom returned from his first year in Vietnam, Judy was
firmly entrenched in her life in Sydney. She had followed her sister in
enrolling for a doctorate, studying overlooked nineteenth-century Australian
women writers. Her supervisor was a very charismatic woman of strong leftist
views who had recently returned from a sabbatical in London – it occurs to
me that she must have been there at the same time I was at Guy’s – where
she had met the remarkable Australian journalist Wilfred Burchett.
I had heard about Burchett, and after Tom mentioned him I looked him
up. In 1945 Burchett became famous as the first westerner into Hiroshima
after the atom bomb was dropped. Then in the Korean War he had supported
the North, and helped the North Koreans interrogate American prisoners.
Now he was living in North Vietnam. The Australian government detested
him and refused to give him an Australian passport or allow him to return to
his family in Australia, but he had offered to try to help secure the release of
captured American pilots in Hanoi and was in London negotiating with the
Americans through the British Foreign Office. He had made a great impact on
Judy’s tutor, who had brought his passionate anti-war arguments back to her
classes in Sydney.
It was at this point that Tom realised that Judy was gone.
‘It was like she had become a different person – her appearance, her
attitudes, the words she used, the things she liked. I tried to adjust, to
become involved with this new world of hers, but it was hopeless. I was a
soldier! It was like going around with horns on my head. Pretty soon she
made it clear that our marriage was over. When she told me that, I felt a
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great weight lifted from my shoulders. I was relieved. So I wasn’t really angry
or surprised watching her performance at the protest meeting last night. It
was what I would have expected, but I felt sad that Den had been a part of it.’
He reached forward and gripped my hand. ‘I love you for going to see
Den,’ he said. It wasn’t quite the same as ‘I love you’, but it would have to do.
‘And Judy was right,’ he went on. ‘I do need to see her and make an end
of it. Wipe the slate clean.’
á

That was Saturday. We went out to the Cross for lunch at The Prague, just
around the back of the Kingsgate Hotel with a tiny restaurant upstairs and
very good cheap food. There was a picture of an old king on the wall, I
remember, maybe one of the Austro-Hungarian emperors. After we’d eaten,
Tom asked me for the address of the Glebe house. I offered to go with him
but he said he wanted to do it alone, and I saw him into a taxi and wished
him good luck.
It was late in the afternoon when he returned to Shelley’s, the street
lights coming on and the temperature dropping. He said it had gone well. ‘It’s
done,’ he said. ‘It’s finished.’ I didn’t ask him what that meant exactly, but he
was happy and suggested we go to the Captain Cook hotel for a celebratory
drink.
The next morning we got up late. Bells were ringing and Shelley called
up to say that she was going to church. We went downstairs in our dressing
gowns and I was buttering toast when there was a sharp knock on the front
door. I thought Shelley might have forgotten her keys and said I’d get it, but
when I opened the door I got a shock, seeing my father standing there. He
looked equally astonished to see me, his mouth falling open. I saw other men
behind him, two in police uniforms. ‘Dad…’ I began, but he immediately
recovered and said in a loud voice, as if talking to a complete stranger, ‘Is
Thomas Bracken here?’
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Startled I said ‘Yes, in the kitchen,’ and pointed down the hall. Dad
immediately pushed past me followed by the other men, big bulky fellows all
of them. I ran after them, seeing Tom get to his feet as two of the men seized
him and started putting handcuffs on his wrists. He didn’t resist, but winced
as they grabbed his bandaged left hand and I yelled at them to stop. They
ignored me, Dad chanting something and it took me a moment to register
what he was saying, that he was arresting Tom on suspicion of murder. They
knocked me against the wall as they barged past me again, bundling Tom
out through the front door to the waiting cars. As he passed me Dad growled,
‘Don’t move, I’ll be back in a minute.’ I watched him follow them out and talk
to another plain-clothes man. ‘You go on,’ I heard him say. ‘I’ll get a
statement,’ and he came back into the house and closed the front door.
We went back to the kitchen and he told me to sit. ‘What the hell are you
doing here Kris?’
I briefly told him about escorting Tom on his emergency flight back from
Vietnam and how we ended up in Shelley’s house. I stressed how badly he’d
been wounded and how careful they had to be, then I asked him what this
was all about.
He looked troubled, pulled out a chair and sat down facing me. Late the
previous afternoon the police had been called to an address in Glebe where
a woman going by the name of Judy Bracken had been found dead on the
living room floor, a wound to her head. The body had been discovered by the
victim’s house-mates, who identified Tom Bracken as the victim’s visitor that
afternoon. Neighbours said they’d heard the angry shouts of an argument
from the house.
‘Just as well I was on duty when the call came in and I picked up the
name Bracken,’ Dad said. ‘One of the house-mates was Tom’s sister Denise,
who said nothing, but the other one, her fiancé Greg Manning, told us about
Judy’s attack on Tom at the protest meeting a couple of nights before and
was adamant that Tom had killed her.’
It had taken until this morning to track Tom’s whereabouts to St Vincent’s
Hospital, who had given them the Goodhope Street address.
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I felt sick inside, thinking this was just what I’d so much dreaded. It
sounded so logical, a bitter conflict between husband and wife. ‘But,’ I
protested, ‘you can’t investigate this! You know the family, you’re involved.’
He leaned forward and spoke in a whisper. ‘It’s called righteous interest,
Kris. I persuaded the boss that my knowledge of the family will serve the
interests of justice. I’ve been in homicide a long time, and believe me, I’m the
best chance Tom has got. So help me.’
He took two notebooks from his pockets, one old and battered, the other
smart, its black cover stamped with the New South Wales police coat of
arms. He held up the first and said, ‘Everything you tell me gets noted in
here, my private notebook, for my eyes only. From that I write up the edited
version in this…’ – he picked up the smart one – ‘… which forms part of the
official record. Now, I need a witness statement from you, so tell me
everything.’
He took out a pen and opened the old notebook to a fresh page, checked
his watch and jotted down the date and time, and I told him the whole story,
starting from the day that Tom and Tony Arkwright came to Bien Hoa. When
he finished he said, ‘None of the personal stuff will go on the record. You’re
just a nurse assigned to look after a vulnerable patient with war wounds. Now
smarten yourself up.’
‘Where are we going?’
‘To Vera’s for Sunday lunch. This is going to be big news and the press
may come here. We don’t want them getting hold of you.’ He looked at me
reproachfully. ‘You should have told me you were back, Kris.’
á

A family lunch at Aunt Vera’s was absolutely the last thing I needed, but my
father insisted it was the best way to keep me out of harm’s way. He drove
me to Coogee, explained to Vera that he had to go back to work and headed
off with a warning to me to keep my head down. I was welcomed back by
Vera’s family, asked briefly how Vietnam had been, told by Vera that I’d lost
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weight and hadn’t got much of a tan, and the conversation turned to the
opening of the first stage of the Warringah freeway and, more importantly,
the magnificent Australian victory over France in the rugby league world cup,
twenty to two, and Ron Coote’s spectacular try. I found all this maddening,
my mind trying to get to grips with what had happened to Tom. I recalled our
drink in the Captain Cook hotel after he returned from seeing Judy. He
seemed so relaxed and relieved. Was it really possible that he’d just
murdered her?
At some stage the Seymours from next door joined us, bursting with the
news that their boy Duncan’s number had come up in the conscription ballot
and he’d received his call-up papers from the army. He was a tall fair-haired
boy with a cheeky smile who seemed entirely unfazed by the news, unlike his
worried parents.
‘You should talk to Kris here,’ Vera said. ‘She’s just back from nursing in
Vietnam,’ and they cornered me, wanting to know what to expect. I
desperately tried to think of something encouraging to tell them. ‘I was really
based in a civilian hospital,’ I said lamely, ‘but I did meet quite a few Aussie
soldiers. Um… there’s an Australian base at a place called Vung Tau with a
sort of hotel where the soldiers go for a break. They all seemed very
cheerful… in good spirits…’ But my mind was filled with the image of Kenny
staggering down that track with Tom on his shoulders.
Duncan’s father seemed reassured by my comments, clapping his son
on the back, ‘There you go mate. You’ll be fine.’ Duncan grinned, a bit
embarrassed perhaps to be the centre of attention, but his mother wasn’t
convinced. Perhaps she detected the equivocation in my voice. She drew me
aside later and said, ‘Have there been a lot of casualties, do you know?
There was a thing in the paper about our boys killed at somewhere called
Coral.’
I decided I couldn’t just pretend I didn’t know. ‘Yes. The Australian
military hospital at Vung Tau was treating a number of the Coral casualties
when I was there, and I can tell you they were getting the best possible care.
It’s not like the old days when it took ages to get wounded soldiers to a field
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hospital. These days anyone who gets hurt can be got to a modern hospital
within minutes by helicopter.’
She nodded doubtfully and said, ‘But it’s a real war, isn’t it? In real wars
young men die.’
I could see that she wanted the truth, and I said, ‘Yes, there is that risk,
but…’
‘Come on you two,’ Vera’s bossy voice cut in. ‘I need you on the
icebergs, Kris.’
I felt a sudden flash of fury. ‘Bugger the fucking icebergs, Vera!’ I
snapped, far too loud.
There was a sudden silence, all of them staring at me as if I’d gone mad.
‘Sorry… I’m a bit upset at the moment… Sorry, Vera… I’d better go.
Need to get back on duty…’
I snatched up my jacket and hurried away, catching the hum of whispers
growing behind me. Out in the street I took deep breaths, trying to get a grip.
Everything was falling apart, everything…
Finally I pulled myself together. I decided not to go back directly to
Paddington. Instead I started walking north from Coogee up the coast to
Clovelly and the headland where Waverley Cemetery overlooks the ocean. It
was there that my mother was buried. There was no one else around, and
the glimmering winter sun and the wind whipping off the ocean calmed me
down. I went and sat by Mum’s grave, pulling my coat tight around me,
looking down at the white crowns on the rolling waves, and asked her to help
me. Had I been totally misguided, confused by that folie d’amour she had
warned me against, that could overwhelm a girl and ruin her life? Had I been
nursing a madness for a killer all this time? I tried to think what other words of
advice she’d given me. Don’t tempt providence was one of her phrases, and
Actions speak louder than words, but that didn’t help. I remembered other
times when I’d felt overwhelmed by things I had to do, decisions I had to
make. Make a list, she used to tell me, and I thought of Dad’s two notebooks.
I opened my shoulder bag and searched inside for my own notebook and
pen. If Tom was brought to trial for the murder of Judy and I was called as a
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witness, what would I say? In the weeks leading up to Judy’s death I had
been the person closest to him. What exactly had he said to me, the actual
words? I started to write, randomly at first as memories came back to me,
then in some sort of sequence. Some things sounded pretty damning in the
light of what happened – make an end of it, he’d said, wipe the slate clean.
And there was something else, something that had troubled me at the time. It
took me a little while to remember what it was. When we left the protest
meeting I had been railing at the terrible things Judy had said, the atrocities
she’d claimed he’d committed, and he had replied, Maybe she was right. I
remembered the sense of despair that had hung over him since he recovered
consciousness. Was it guilt? Because he had led his men into a trap and
they had been killed, or something else? Of course he would be in despair.
Yet he hadn’t seemed angry at Judy, and seemed only relieved when he
decided to go and talk to her, not vindictive. Surely that wouldn’t be a killer’s
response? So my list had to be of feelings and moods as well as words. For
the best part of an hour I jotted down every word, every impression that I
could remember, then I put my notebook away, my fingers numb with cold,
and thanked Mum and kissed her headstone. I made my way to a bus stop to
return to the city. On the way it struck me that Kenny, who had been with
Tom throughout those last fateful weeks in Vietnam, might be an important
witness and I should talk to him.
I approached Goodhope Street warily by way of Lawson Street, but there
were no reporters waiting outside Shelley’s place and I slipped quickly inside.
She was baking a cake and cheerfully asked me where Tom was. When I
told her she was horrified. ‘Murder? I don’t believe it!’ She pondered for a
moment, then said, ‘Mind you, he scared the flippin pants off my Mickey.
Poor you! We’d better open the medicine chest.’ She reached for the brandy
bottle and poured two glasses. ‘Here you are, dear, you need this.’
We sat together at the kitchen table and I answered her questions with
as little information as I could, stressing my father’s warning about the press.
‘It really would be best if we didn’t tell anyone else about him staying here,
Shelley. You don’t want the place besieged by reporters, do you?’
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‘No,’ she agreed. ‘So he was married, eh? Did you know?’
‘Not at first, but I guessed.’
‘Ah, men…’ She shook her head. ‘We’re best without them, Kris. Mark
my words. Let me top you up. Have you got some Bex? I’ll give you some of
mine.’ She slid a packet across the table, the Australian housewife’s version
of Gerry’s little blue pills, a cup of tea, a Bex and a good lie down. But the
brandy was more to the point, coupled with the wine I’d had at Vera’s, and I
was feeling somewhat unsteady when I asked Shelley if I could use the
phone to call the contact number Dad had given me. His brisk, hard tone
sobered me as he explained that Tom was being held on remand at
Darlinghurst police station pending further inquiries. A post-mortem would be
carried out tomorrow and he was hoping that it would come up with a result
that would clear Tom. ‘Maybe she had a heart attack,’ he said, ‘or was drunk
and fell over after he left. We’ll just have to wait and see. In the meantime,
we haven’t alerted the press, so just stay low. How was Vera’s lunch?’ I said
same as always and he snorted a laugh.
á

I watched the evening news with Shelley on her little TV and was relieved
when there was no mention of a murder in Glebe, but the next morning I got
a nasty shock. I went to the newsagent to buy a paper and saw the headline,
WAR PROTESTER MURDERED, VIETNAM VET ACCUSED. I bought a
copy of every paper and hurried back to Shelley’s where we thumbed
through them all, but it seemed that only that one paper, The Clarion, a
Sydney scandal sheet, had got the story which filled their front page. The
report itself had little more information than was contained in the headline –
no names, no location, no indication that they were married – and so was
heavily padded with speculation about the controversy surrounding rising
anti-war feeling in the city.
I phoned my father who said that someone at Darlinghurst police station
must have leaked it to The Clarion, and as a result the station was besieged
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by reporters demanding information. The superintendent was about to
release a press statement outlining the basic facts. ‘The post-mortem is
under way,’ he added, ‘so just sit tight.’ I tried to do that for an hour, then I’d
had enough. I went up to my room and changed into my nurse’s uniform,
took up my first-aid satchel and left Shelley sitting by the radio.
Darlinghurst police station was only a ten-minute walk away, just down
the street from St Vincent’s, and between them stood the classical sandstone
building of the courthouse in which Tom would be taken before a judge if
things turned out badly. The press briefing must have been finished for there
was no longer anyone waiting outside the police station and I walked straight
in and presented myself at the front desk. The sergeant looked at my uniform
in surprise.
‘Yes miss?’
‘I’ve come to look at one of your prisoners, Thomas Bracken.’
‘Oh yes? But the doctor’s already seen him.’
‘Yes, but I’m his nurse from St Vincent’s, where we’ve been treating his
war wounds. I have to give him a daily check-up. You can ring them if you
like.’
He shrugged. ‘That won’t be necessary, but I’d better inspect your bag.’
He gave it a quick look then lifted the flap to let me through, calling for a
constable to take me to the prison wing.
Darlinghurst was one of the old Victorian jails built of solid Sydney
sandstone, which in that context gave out a brooding aura of doom and
despair. The constable opened one of the steel cell doors and I saw Tom
inside, sitting on the edge of a narrow bunk. His face brightened as he
caught sight of me but I gave a little shake of my head and said in a bossy
matron’s voice, ‘Thank you officer. I won’t be long.’ I strode in and added,
‘You can close the door.’ I sat down beside Tom and unpacked my kit to take
his blood pressure and whispered, ‘How are you?’
‘All the better for seeing you.’ But he looked deathly pale beneath the
electric light bolted to the ceiling. His temperature and blood pressure were
both on the low side, which I put down partly to the chill in the cell.
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He asked if I knew what was happening and I told him about our hopes
for the post-mortem result. I’d wondered whether to tell him about The
Clarion’s headline, and decided that it would be best to prepare him for
trouble. I said I was worried it might stir up the student activists, but Tom
didn’t seem bothered. His strange air of indifference disturbed me, and finally
I forced myself to ask. ‘There’s no truth in it, is there Tom?’ He gazed at me
for a moment, then turned away. ‘Of course not.’ It sounded so flat and
unconvincing that I didn’t know what to make of it.
Then he said that my father had spoken to him about keeping my name
out of it and he entirely agreed. He asked me not to approach Den or their
parents as I had planned to do, and added, ‘Your father’s right, Kris, you
shouldn’t get involved. Please don’t come here again.’ He saw the look on
my face and added, more gently, ‘Please’, and I reluctantly nodded. I gripped
his good hand for a moment, then hurriedly packed my bag and left.
I walked out into the fresh winter air and decided to do as he said, and
that being so, to go back to work rather than hang around at Shelley’s,
worrying. At St Vincent’s I reported to matron who was pleased to see me,
three of her nurses having gone down with flu. She told me to report to
theatre. ‘Oh and there was a couple who were in here a minute ago trying to
trace their son, that you might be able to help. They’re the parents of that
army bloke we treated, what was his name…’
‘Bracken?’ I asked.
‘No, the other one, the big lad, Wood. I told them to go down to the office
to see if he’d left a forwarding address.’
I told her I’d go and see if they were still there and hurried to the office.
They had only just been and gone, I was told, but as I left I saw a couple
making their way to the front door and ran over to them. ‘Hello, are you
Kenny’s parents?’
They turned and said they were, and I explained that I had spent some
time with him, both in Vietnam and here. They told me they’d only just
received a notification from the army that Kenny had been sent back,
wounded, to St Vincent’s.
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They were in their late fifties I guessed, ruddy faced and solid and I could
just imagine them on the land. ‘So you’ve come up from the farm,’ I said.
They looked puzzled. ‘The farm?’
‘Aren’t you farmers?’
‘No, no!’ They laughed. They ran a car smash-repair business in
Newcastle, they explained, the wife running the office and her husband and
Kenny in the workshop.
But I had seen the photographs, the horse and the dog. ‘And you’re
Kenny’s parents?’
‘His foster-parents, dear,’ the wife explained. ‘We’ve had Kenny since he
was eleven. A poor troubled soul he was then, but he turned out to be one of
our best kids. And he told you he lived on a farm, did he?’ They both
laughed. ‘He’s always had a great imagination. He loved those stories of the
outback – The Man from Snowy River, We of the Never Never. And you were
with him in Vietnam, were you?’
I told them about how he’d rescued his lieutenant and that he was a hero
and deserved a medal, and the couple said how proud they were of him and
were relieved he was back. I only wished I could have taken them to meet
Tom, but that obviously wasn’t possible, but I did take a note of their address
so that he could contact them.
‘And where’s Kenny staying now?’ they asked, and I explained that he’d
told me that he’d found somewhere nearby, but I didn’t know where and
hadn’t seen him for about a week.
‘Maybe he needed a break,’ the husband said. ‘Probably gone to stay
with one of his army mates. I’m sure he’ll get in touch when he’s ready.’
‘If you do see him,’ the wife added, ‘tell him that Lily was asking after him,
will you?’ and her husband gave me a wink.
á

There was a report on the TV news that evening of angry scenes at Sydney
University and a brief film clip of Greg Manning standing on the steps in front
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of the quadrangle clocktower haranguing the crowd. A later report showed
students with placards setting up a vigil outside Darlinghurst police station.
My father rang to say that they were thinking of transferring Tom to another
prison – Long Bay probably, the maximum security jail. The post-mortem
report was awaiting toxicology results. I went to bed feeling helpless and
depressed.
The next morning, just as I was leaving for work, Dad rang again to say
that, on his advice, Ralph Bracken had engaged a criminal defence lawyer
for his son by the name of Victor Gridley who would like to speak to me.
When I mentioned this to Shelley she said, ‘Ooh, I’ve heard of him. He’s the
one who always defends the really bad crooks.’ I checked my schedule at the
hospital and arranged to see him at his rooms in Macquarie Street at noon.
At first sight Gridley was a rather unimpressive figure, short and rotund
with large owlish glasses. But I soon discovered that he had an extremely
powerful voice and a piercing gaze and I could easily imagine them, the
Voice and the Gaze, intimidating a witness and swaying a jury. It was also
soon apparent that, despite the chaotic state of his room, he had a sharply
focused mind. He had two assistants who came and went during my
interview, whispering into his ear while he scribbled notes and muttered
instructions. Gridley also had bad breath.
He began by interrogating me about Tom and the possible effect of his
wounds and experiences on his state of mind, and he was obviously
dissatisfied with my answers. It seemed to me that he was thinking of a
defence based on some kind of spontaneous lashing out because of his
experiences, without guilty intent or, as he termed it, mens rea, and he didn’t
like my description of Tom as calm and rational on that day he went to see
Judy. I asked him if it wasn’t more likely that Judy had been drinking and had
fallen by accident and hit her head.
‘Unfortunately not,’ Gridley said. ‘The head wound was on the left side,
but the pathologist found bruising on her right cheek consistent with a blow.
Somebody belted her, she fell, hit her head and suffered a fatal aneurysm.’
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‘Oh. Well, couldn’t it have been caused by someone else. Greg Manning
for example. Suppose he and Judy had an argument when he returned, after
Tom left.’
‘A blow to the right cheek,’ Gridley said, ‘as by a left-handed assailant,
like Tom Bracken. Is Manning left-handed?’
’I don’t know.’
‘I’ll find out. Is there any reason to think their relationship was violent?’
‘Well, it was certainly unusual.’ I described my visit to the house, Greg
and Judy naked, showering together.
‘Aha! The wife and the lodger, blatant, in front of the six-month-pregnant
fiancée! Anything else?’
I mentioned the novel about free love and he noted the name, nodding
his head eagerly. ‘We’ll take a look at it. Drugs?’
‘There was a smell of pot.’
‘Good, good.’
I was feeling uncomfortable at the greedy, salacious way he welcomed
this, as if he was composing the headline in The Clarion, STUDENT HOUSE
OF SIN, and I thought, poor Den.
‘I’m just saying that they might have quarrelled about Tom. Maybe we
should find out if the neighbours had heard the sound of arguments at other
times. Also, although Tom is left-handed, it’s his left hand that was badly
wounded and I would have thought it very unlikely – impossible even – that
he would try to hit anyone with it.’
‘True, true. I’m thinking that we might get him to remove his dressings
and show the jury his wounds, the missing fingers…’
I left the lawyer’s office feeling depressed at how things seemed to be
spinning out of control. When I returned to St Vincent’s the bus drove slowly
past crowds of students outside the courthouse and police station, waving
their placards and in one area struggling with police. Everyone seemed to
have their own agenda – the activists, the press, the lawyers – all trying to
exploit this tragedy for their own ends, with Tom trapped in the middle of it all,
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and that alluring promise of a possible new life for us together trampled by
the mob.
At the hospital there was one bit of good news. The rest of our team had
returned from Bien Hoa and had forwarded on to me a postcard that had
arrived there after I left. It was from Thailand, with a picture of a tropical bay
and the message, ‘Dear Kris, I am here in Xaw Tèa, the Bay of Turtles, with
my mother, together at last with our family, thanks to you. I work in the
hospital here. God bless you, Lan.’
á

My father was furious when he discovered that I had visited Tom at the police
station. He said that if his superintendent found out he would take Dad off the
case and he wouldn’t be able to help Tom. I told him I’d agreed with Tom to
stay away, and tried to focus instead on my nursing at St Vincent’s. After the
chaotic conditions of Bien Hoa, this, though busy, seemed wonderfully
orderly and calm – no power cuts, no panic shortages, no rats eating the
patients – and I found I could sometimes go for several hours on end totally
focused on my work without worrying about what was happening in the world
outside the ward. In the evenings I went back to Goodhope Street (how often
I noted the significance of that name on the street sign, while of course
remembering not to tempt providence) and shared a quiet meal with Shelley.
She welcomed the company, and together we would watch the TV news. The
students weren’t giving up their ‘Justice for Judy’ campaign, and when the
police moved Tom to Long Bay they had taken their vigil out there, setting up
tents in the forecourt. For lack of solid information, The Clarion reported (or
invented) inflammatory rumours and the Tribune attempted to draw parallels
between Judy’s death and the violence to civilians in Vietnam.
Then one evening I got a call from Victor Gridley. They had a problem,
he said. The authorities were getting fed up with the student protests and
were prepared to agree to bail for Tom on certain conditions. Some were
simple, for example that Tom must surrender his passport, report to police
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every day and not go within a specified distance of Sydney University and
Glebe. Others were manageable, in particular that a substantial sum of
money would be required as a bond, something that Tom’s parents had
immediately said they’d arrange. However, the sticking point was the
condition that Tom must live at a specific address. The problem with this was
that the police didn’t want the students to simply transfer their vigil to that
place, especially not to the affluent suburb of Cremorne on the North Shore
where both the Brackens and the State Premier lived barely a street apart. In
effect the authorities wanted Tom to disappear for a while in the hope that
both the press and the students would lose interest in the case.
Then Ralph Bracken had suggested the house at Penumbra. The bay
would be deserted at this time of year and Tom could be smuggled out there
and no one would be the wiser. It seemed an ideal solution, but the police
were uneasy about him being on his own in such a remote spot, and insisted
that another responsible adult must monitor him, not a member of his
immediate family, who were in any case being tailed everywhere by
reporters. So Victor Gridley had thought of me.
And so it was, by these elaborately contrived legal manoeuvres, that Tom
and I were to be thrown together, as if I might have arranged it myself. The
next day I asked for a couple of weeks emergency leave from St Vincent’s
who were very tolerant of my comings and goings, and I returned to
Goodhope Street to pack a bag. At midday one of Mr Gridley’s assistants
arrived, driving a hired car, a Holden sedan. He took my bag and opened the
boot, showing me a picnic hamper with champagne, a cooked chicken and
other delicacies, and murmured, ‘Mr Gridley wants you to be comfortable.’
He drove us down to Long Bay where we were directed to the secure
vehicle yard inside the compound. Tom was brought out and told to lie down
on the back seat covered by a blanket, and we set off again. Once we were
clear of the jail he sat up and we relaxed at the success of our deception. We
drove back into the city to Macquarie Street, where Mr Gridley’s assistant
pulled to a stop and gave me the keys to the Brackens’ house in Penumbra
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and a business card. ‘This is Mr Gridley’s emergency number,’ he said. ‘Call
him if there are any problems.’
I moved into the driver’s seat and Tom into the front beside me and we
set off again, across the Harbour Bridge. I felt a sense of great relief when we
were clear of the city and heading up the Pacific Highway. ‘Let’s make a run
for it,’ I said. ‘The Top End, or Tasmania, or across the Nullarbor to West
Australia, what do you reckon?’ I was joking of course, but perhaps that’s just
what we should have done.
We came to the turning off the highway onto the little winding coast road
that led down to the sea at Penumbra, and I remembered Dad wrestling with
the old Packard on those hairpin bends. They seemed more prosaic, less
dramatic now, and when we reached the bay and drew to a stop and I got out
of the car my first feeling was of intense disappointment. I suppose I had
remembered Penumbra glowing in summer sunshine, light glittering on the
water, white cockatoos bursting out of the shadowed forest. But now the sky
was heavily overcast, the light grey and gloomy, the wind freezing cold. We
hurried with our bags to the door of the house, bundled in and looked around.
It too seemed disappointing, smaller, the furnishings old and tired, a smell of
damp mould in the air.
Tom looked around for a moment, then rubbed his hands and said, ‘Let’s
get some heat.’ Together we set about bringing in kindling and split logs from
the pile outside the door and building a fire in the big stone fireplace. Then
we opened Mr Gridley’s hamper and sat close together in front of the flames
sipping champagne, the only sound the crackle of burning wood. ‘This isn’t
so bad,’ I said, and Tom replied, ‘A hell of a lot better than Long Bay.’
Later, as the light faded outside, we explored upstairs, faced with the
question of our sleeping arrangements. We got as far as Ralph and Rose’s
bedroom on the first floor, with the only double bed in the house. We both
gazed at it for a moment, then he said, ‘Will you stay with me tonight, Kris,
please?’ The bed was cold when we got in and we immediately clung
together, and stayed that way through the night. At one point, as I was
drifting off, I heard him murmur, ‘I’m sorry. I can’t…’
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á

We quickly fell into a routine, built around our daily visit to the police. It began
with a kiss, a cup of tea and an inspection of his wounds. They were healing
very nicely and I was tempted to remove the remaining stitches, but decided
to wait. On one of these inspections Tom asked me if I’d ever thought of
qualifying as a doctor. I said no. ‘Why not?’ he said. ‘You were doing doctors’
work in Bien Hoa, weren’t you?’ The idea had never occurred to me, but I
remembered bitterly how Vernon Bryce had had me transferred to another
hospital without consulting me. He wouldn’t have done that to another doctor.
After breakfast we would go for a walk along the beach and I remember
the way Tom took great gulps of air, filling his lungs as if they couldn’t get
enough. I watched him studying the way the foam hit the sand and faded
away, and listening to the squawk of gulls. If I was to describe his mood at
those times I would call it wistful, like a dead man brought back to life who
just needs to look at everything afresh, as if for the first time.
Then we would get in the car and head up the coast to Gosford police
station to make the daily report. After the first couple of days the desk
sergeant would greet us with something along the lines of ‘Morning Tom. Not
done a runner yet, then?’ and Tom would grin and say that the ink on the
fake passport was still drying, or he hadn’t finished building the boat. Then
we would get some supplies, the supermarket and the bottle shop, and
maybe stop for lunch at the only seafood place that was still open.
In the afternoon we would sit in front of the fire reading one of the novels
that Rose and Ralph had collected over the years and that we found
scattered around the house – From Here to Eternity, The Caine Mutiny, My
Cousin Rachel, East of Eden. But Tom seemed to find it difficult to
concentrate on these, and usually ended up with his father’s old Don
Quixote. I tried it but just couldn’t get into it, whereas he seemed obsessed
by it, and I wondered if he saw it as a way to get into the mind of his father
and his experiences at Tobruk, about which he had never spoken. He also
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seemed obsessed by the book’s author, Miguel de Cervantes, and had found
another old book from his father’s collection, The Life of Cervantes by
Robinson Smith. Cervantes too had been a soldier, Tom told me, and had
fought bravely and been wounded at a famous battle against the Turks, the
Battle of Lepanto, and at one stage in his life had been unjustly accused of
murder. Since I was never going to get around to reading Don Quixote I
asked him how it ended and he gave me a sly smile and said only, ‘Ah, that’s
the thing.’
As the days passed the weather improved and Tom grew stronger,
testing himself more actively. We would run together along the road to the far
end of the bay and back, and go for bush walks in the surrounding slopes,
one day finding the old stringybark tree from which we’d cut the bark sheet to
make the nawi canoe. It was on that day that Tom’s parents came to see
him. We were sitting outside the living room on the rock shelf and watched
their Rover approach, and Tom said, ‘Here we go.’
They got out of the car, looking around as if they hadn’t been here for
some time, and I wondered how often they’d been back since that terrible
day on the cliff. Rose hung back a little as they approached us, Ralph forging
on ahead, waving, then hugging Tom, crying ‘How’s it going, boy?’ and Tom
replying, ‘Good, Dad, good.’ Behind them Rose looked just as I remembered
her, her skin as clear, her hair as red, though she appeared as if she was
about to break down in tears.
The two men separated and at last Tom turned to his mother and she
rushed forward and wrapped her arms around him, sobbing now. Tom looked
stiff and embarrassed for a moment, then he relaxed and hugged her close.
‘Hello Mum,’ he whispered.
They separated, Rose wiping her eyes, and of course we had to have
champagne. Ralph was sent back to the car for it and I followed. They had
brought all kinds of treats, and together Ralph and I lugged them up to the
house. He asked how I was, and I told him well, and that Tom was much
better, his injuries healing well.
‘But in himself, Kris? How is he bearing up?’
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‘Good,’ I answered. ‘He seems very calm. But you tell me what you
think.’
We had a lovely afternoon together, three of us getting quite drunk while
poor old Ralph had to stay reasonably sober for the drive back. At the end I
asked him what he thought of Tom’s state of mind, and he looked slightly
puzzled and said, ‘Yes, he does seem to be very calm and accepting of it all,
doesn’t he?’
As they were getting ready to leave, Rose drew me aside and thanked
me for all I’d done for him. ‘You two look so good together, Kris,’ she added.
‘I’m so happy for you both.’ When they drove away we stood watching them
disappear into the rim of trees, then went back inside and sat together. I
could see how much their visit had meant to him. Of course the champagne
helped too, and as we finished it off Tom talked for the first time about the
future, about things he’d like to do when the legal business was cleared up
and he’d finished with the army.
á

But the army hadn’t finished with Tom. The next morning when we returned
from our daily visit to Gosford there was a black car parked at the end of the
road beside the house. A man got out as we stopped and Tom went over to
him. He was tall, wearing a dark suit and tie, and I noticed how Tom seemed
to stiffen and stand up straighter as they spoke, then they came over and
Tom introduced him.
‘Kris, this is Major Parker from Army HQ. He needs to talk to me about
what happened in Vietnam. He may need to speak to you too.’
We shook hands and went into the house. I offered them coffee and went
into the kitchen to prepare it while they sat down by the window overlooking
the bay and began to talk. When I returned they were deep in conversation
which was being recorded on a small machine between them, the two reels
of tape slowly turning. The major reached forward and pressed a button to
stop it as I approached, and laid down the notepad he’d been writing in. As I
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handed them their mugs of coffee I noticed how immaculately the major was
turned out – crisp white shirt, silver cufflinks, highly polished shoes. He made
me feel quite scruffy. As I withdrew he resumed his interrogation, ‘So that
was the morning of the twenty-second, was it? What time exactly?’
I went upstairs, the bed was unmade, clothes lying around, and I thought
with relief that Tom’s parents hadn’t come up here to see their bedroom like
this. I went over to the window, tried to read a book, but ended up just staring
out at the water, now through a drizzle of rain, checking my watch repeatedly.
It took almost two hours before Tom came into the bedroom. ‘Your turn,’
he said. He looked shaken and I got up and hurried over to him. ‘Are you all
right?’
‘Yes, yes. Just… God… brought it all back. He wants you now.’
I went down and saw the major changing the spools on his recorder.
When he saw me he straightened and waved me to the other chair. ‘Please.’
I sat and he began. ‘Now Kris, I am charged by the army to prepare a
report on the events concerning an infantry platoon led by Lieutenant Tom
Bracken in Binh Duong Province, Vietnam, towards the end of May 1968. I
believe you enter the story on the afternoon of the twenty-ninth of May, at the
Leprosarium at Tan Cat, is that correct?’
‘Yes.’
‘Tell me what happened.’
I described it all as best I could, interrupted occasionally as he asked for
clarification on some of the medical procedures.
‘So he was completely incapacitated when he reached you?’
‘Completely, and had been for some time.’
‘How long, would you say?’
‘We thought his wounds might have been one or two hours old. He’d lost
a lot of blood. I can’t speak highly enough of Private Wood’s actions. He
certainly saved Tom’s life.’
We talked for about half an hour, him getting me to slow down and fill in
all the details I could remember. Finally he checked my personal details and
switched off the machine and thanked me. I asked him if he’d spoken to
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Private Wood and he said that Kenny had been interviewed at Vung Tau
while he was being treated at the hospital there. I tried to probe, asking him
what exactly he was trying to find out, and he looked gravely at me and said,
‘A considerable number of men in Tom’s platoon died on that final patrol. We
need to know exactly what happened. Has he spoken to you about it?’
‘No.’
‘Did he mention capturing two Vietnamese civilians? An elderly woman
and a boy?’
‘No.’ It seemed an odd question.
He began packing away his tape recorder and said, ‘This business with
Tom’s wife. What do you make of that?’
I explained that I’d gone with him to the protest meeting and witnessed
his wife’s vicious attack on him, but that he’d been very calm about it
afterwards. It was she who’d asked for him to contact her, and he’d been
cheerful and composed both before and after their meeting. I simply didn’t
believe that he’d been violent to her.
The major nodded and told me I’d make a good witness.
‘Let’s hope it doesn’t come to that,’ I said.
Tom was in a dark mood that afternoon, withdrawn and barely able to
speak. I made sandwiches and opened a bottle of wine, hoping to get him to
relax, but he hardly touched the food, though he drank most of the bottle and
opened another. It didn’t make him open up though, sinking deeper into
himself. I tried to shift his mind onto other things – how we could get the old
barbecue working again once the weather cleared up, and how I would help
him break up a fallen tree further up the hill for firewood – but he barely
responded. Finally he lurched to his feet and said he was going for a walk. I
got up too but he told me he needed to be alone, to ‘think a few things
through’.
It was dark when he returned. A squall had blown in and he was soaked
through, but at least he seemed more animated. He stood in front of the fire I
had going and began to peel of his dripping clothes. He was shivering and I
felt his hands like ice and told him he must take a hot shower. In the
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bathroom I pulled off his boots while he tugged clumsily at his clothes with
numb fingers. As he stepped under the hot water I stripped off too and
followed him in. We clung together under the scalding stream of water, he
pressed me back hard against the tiled wall and we had sex in a desperate,
frantic rush.
Afterwards, numb, we hurried into the bedroom and buried ourselves
together beneath the blankets.
á

I slept very soundly that night and woke late, the grey light shining through
the curtains. Tom wasn’t beside me in the bed and I assumed he was making
a cup of tea. But I heard no sound from below, and when I went down there
was no sign of him. I called his name, but there was no reply. His sandals
weren’t on the porch and I thought he must have gone for a walk, but as time
passed and I saw no sign of him I became worried and went down to the
beach. I hadn’t gone very far before I saw his sandals near the shore line. As
I came closer I saw some lettering inscribed into the damp sand above the
receding tide. It spelled the word REDEMPTION. His sandals were placed
precisely in front of the word, as if ready for inspection, and between them lay
a smooth, round stone. His footprints led down to the water’s edge.
I looked out across the choppy waves towards the gap where the bay
opened out to the ocean and screamed his name, but the only reply was the
cry of a white cockatoo from the dark trees behind me.
Think! Think! I needed help. I raced back to the house and dialled triplezero. It took twenty endless minutes before an ambulance made it down from
the coast road. I was up on the rocks trying desperately to see any sign of his
dark head in the heaving swell that the big seas beyond the heads were
pushing into the bay. It had begun to rain again, and by the time I took the
crew to his sandals his message in the sand had almost disappeared.
A coastguard boat found him later that morning, floating out there in the
open ocean. They delivered him to the Sydney morgue where I was taken to
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identify him. He had that self-absorbed look of the dead, and I wanted to
reach out and shake him awake, but all I could do was try to hold back the
tears. When I returned to Penumbra it was deserted, eerily quiet after the
morning’s desperate activity. His sandals were still there by the water’s edge
and I sat down on the sand and took off my shoes and placed them
alongside his. The light was fading, and in the lonely silence all the emotion
that I had been holding in check all day welled up inside me and I wept.
Finally I heard a footstep beside me and my father’s voice. ‘Come on love.
Time to go home.’ I wiped the tears away and got to my feet.
I saw Tom again that night. I know how pathetic that sounds, just a
dream, but a very vivid one. I was walking along the rim of the beach against
the forest and he stepped out of the trees in front of me. ‘Oh Tom,’ I said, ‘Is
that you?’ He didn’t reply but came to me and wrapped me in his arms. The
next morning when I woke I could still feel the pressure of his arms around
me and the texture of his shirt on my hand.
á

Tom’s funeral was as funerals are, sad and inadequate, but with the added
tension of the circumstances. The press were outside the church, umbrellas
up against cold rain, along with uniformed police, wary for trouble, but there
were no students or protest placards, thank God. I think that would have
finished Rose off. I sat by myself, barely hearing the vicar’s droning voice and
the dreadful organ music, numb with grief and guilt. If only I hadn’t slept in
that morning; if only I had found a way to penetrate that troubled shell he’d
formed around himself, and made him talk to me.
Den was there, sitting between her parents and her fiancé Greg, the
family now reconciled I thought bitterly. Mr Gridley was also there, but not
many other people. At the end the vicar invited us to stay for refreshments in
the church hall, but I couldn’t face that and got to my feet intending to make a
quick exit. Then I saw a familiar figure sitting alone in the back row, Kenny,
looking as downcast as I felt. I caught up with him just outside the church
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door and we stood to one side to talk. The rain had subsided but water
dripped on us from the bare trees. I asked him where he was living now and
he said he’d gone back to Newcastle, to his mum and dad and the smashrepair shop. He said it with a glum expression and I asked if he could stay for
a little while to talk to me and he agreed. Just then Ralph Bracken
approached, and I introduced him to Kenny. Ralph had heard of Kenny’s
rescue of Tom and shook his hand with great feeling, thanking him, both men
looking as if they might break down. Then Ralph, blinking tears from his
eyes, turned to me and asked if we could have a private word. He drew me
aside and said there was something that he wanted me to understand. ‘It’s a
private matter, Kris, a personal matter, concerning your father and Rose. I’m
talking about 1956, do you remember? I believe you were there with Tom…’
‘Yes, I was.’
This was quite excruciating; Ralph was obviously extremely embarrassed
to be talking about it and I wondered why he’d brought it up, now of all times.
‘I knew about it, their affair,’ he went on. ‘Rose and I had discussed it,
and I had given them my blessing. You see, I returned from the war with
certain… medical conditions. I wasn’t able to be a complete husband for
Rose. But of course Tom didn’t know that. What he saw turned him against
his mother and divided our family, and, perhaps, led finally to this. I bitterly
regret now that I didn’t tell Tom, and I’m telling you now so that you won’t
blame your father.’
I wanted to tell him that he was wrong, that Tom’s death had nothing to
do with that day in 1956, but Rose came and said they must join the others
and took him away. I re-joined Kenny and we agreed to catch a bus back to
Central Station where he could get his train home. On the way he told me
that he had decided to leave Sydney soon after I’d last seen him and go out
west, following his dream of the outback. He’d hitchhiked as far as Wilcannia
on the Darling River where he’d stayed for a while, camping on the river
bank. Then one day he’d decided to tell his foster-parents what he was up to
and had given them a call. They told him that they’d seen a funeral notice for
his Lieutenant Bracken, and Kenny had come straight back, shocked to learn
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that Tom had taken his own life. ‘Why would he do that, when he was getting
better?’ He’d also been mystified by a reference to a controversy over the
death of his wife. Apparently he knew nothing of Tom’s arrest and the
subsequent student campaign, and looked appalled as I told him.
‘But Skip didn’t murder her,’ he cried.
‘Yes, of course I believe that too, but…’
‘No! No! I KNOW that he didn’t murder her.’
‘How, Kenny?’
‘Because I saw her right after he left her place. I was there!’
He explained that he had gone to the Glebe house that same day and
had spoken to Judy. I asked him how that was possible, and bit by bit I got
the story out of him. It seemed that Kenny had been keeping an eye on Tom
ever since he’d been discharged from St Vincent’s and come to stay with me
at Shelley’s. I remembered the student march to the Sydney Stadium when
I’d noticed Kenny in the crowd, and there was another time…
‘You were following us!’
He looked sheepish. ‘I just wanted to make sure that Skip was okay.’
‘Were you at that student anti-war meeting in the hall in Glebe?’ I asked,
and he nodded. He’d followed us there, and when he saw us leave he’d
realised that Judy had been talking about Tom.
‘That woman had no right talking about him like that. I made up my mind
to go and see her, tell her she mustn’t. I followed them when they left after
the meeting, to this house nearby, dozens of them. They were having a
party. I waited outside, listening to their music, then I’d had enough and
decided to come back another time.
‘I stewed about it the next day, feeling very angry about it, but I wasn’t
sure what to do. Then the day after I decided to go back to that house where
the party was and ask them where she lived. It was quiet when I got there,
and the front door was open. I walked in and called out hello and someone
came in from the back. It was her. She looked a bit shocked to see me
standing there and asked what I was doing. I told her I was Skip’s radio
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operator and she said I’d just missed him, but I told her it was her I came to
see.’
He was getting agitated now. We were standing at the bus stop waiting
for the ride into town, and the rain had started to fall again.
‘I told her what a shitty thing she’d done, saying those things about a
good man, all lies. She laughed at me and said, what, are you in love with
him or something? That made me really mad. I called her all the names I
could think of and she came up close and started screaming at me, telling me
to fuck off, I felt her spit on my face and I pushed her away and marched out
of there.’
‘Pushed? Did you hit her, Kenny?’
‘Only slapped her with the back of me hand.’
I stared down at his big right fist, like a rock.
‘Did she fall down?’
‘Maybe. I heard a crash, but I just kept going, couldn’t stand to be in that
place any more.’
‘Oh Kenny… She hit her head. She died. They said Tom did it.’
‘What? No! Skip wasn’t there. I didn’t hit her hard. She just fell. And they
said Skip did it?’
‘They arrested him, put him prison, then released him on bail. That’s
when…’
He stared at me, a look of horror on his face. Then he clutched his hands
to the side of his head and howled. ‘No… no… It’s my fault, isn’t it? It’s my
fault he’s dead!’
The bus chose that moment to arrive. The door opened and the driver
waited impatiently while I bundled Kenny on board and searched for change,
the other passengers staring at Kenny as he stumbled down the aisle, bent
double, his face in his hands.
By the time we got to Central he had calmed down and seemed almost in
a trance. I led him inside into the concourse and sat him down in the café
and brought us cups of tea. He stared at them for a while, then said, ‘Well… I
must go to the police.’
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I thought of Professor Richardson’s advice to me one year before, And
what will that achieve? and told Kenny that, as things stood, the case of Judy
Bracken’s death would now be forgotten, but he wasn’t having any of it.
‘I must clear Skip’s name,’ he said, getting to his feet. ‘Do you know
where the nearest police station is, miss?’
I told him to wait a minute while I made a call, and went out to the phones
and rang Victor Gridley’s emergency number. He answered immediately and
I told him there was a new development in the Bracken case that he should
know about. He said he would send a car for us.
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Postscript
They say that a true war story cannot have a happy ending. I might protest
that this was supposed to be a love story, not a war story, but Mars, the god
of war, does not negotiate. Today is the tenth anniversary of Tom’s death,
the 24th of June 1978, midwinter’s day in Australia, mid-summer in SouthEast Asia. But in truth Tom died weeks before that date, in the jungle with his
men. We brought him briefly back to life, Kenny, Vernon Bryce and I, but that
could only last a little while before Mars claimed him again.
I am sitting here on the terrace overlooking the sunlit bay. Below me on
the shore men are working on their nets beside their fishing boats and a child
is running past them with a kite. I raise a birthday glass of wine to Tom up
there in Valhalla with all the other warriors, and thank him for his advice. For,
with the help of an embarrassingly effusive reference from Sandy Abrahams,
I was accepted into medical school at the beginning of 1969 and began my
studies to become a doctor. Now, each mid-winter, I come here to the Bay of
Turtles and work for a month as a locum at Lan’s hospital.
Kenny is here too – I can see him over there on the hillside with his crew,
working on the garden they have built for the patients and their families.
Despite Victor Gridley’s advocacy and his own transparent honesty, he was
found guilty of involuntary manslaughter and sentenced to twelve months
incarceration, the sentence that I should have got for Catherine Kedwell,
though if I had, this book would not have been written. While he was serving
his sentence I used to visit Kenny with my notebook and get him to tell me
everything he could remember about Tom and their experiences together,
and it was those accounts that I have used here, as faithfully as possible, to
relate his story. We also talked about what he would do when he was freed.
He said he’d felt restless, unable to readjust to Australia and his former life,
and in the course of these conversations I mentioned Lan and the Bay of
Turtles. He was captivated by the story and resolved to go there. I was very
doubtful it would work, but apparently he and Lan got on well, he made
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himself useful and was offered a position as chief groundsman of the
hospital, growing medicinal herbs and flowers and managing the surrounding
parkland. Lan tells me that there are rumours of a romance between him and
a local man.
On my knee is the poem that Tom wrote for me twenty-two years ago,
‘The Drowning Girl’. I found it tucked into the battered old copy of Don
Quixote which survived the battlefields of North Africa and Vietnam, and I
have finally got around to finding out how the novel ended. Of course, it was
with Don Quixote’s death. His final message to his faithful Sancho was,
‘Forgive me, friend, for making you a madman, by persuading you to believe,
as I did myself, that there have been formerly, and are now, knights-errant in
the world.’
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